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PBEFACE
Th. litUe work on algebra now offered to thoM interarted

# ?i ^ .? **"' ""•• «" » '•» tw'oher. who bad

ZbTfalonrtn'"' '"'^'^ 'o ""'»" • '»'k^

r.?!.. .•'^? f^
movement in the direction of „fonn in

That ^o™ ft """'v'- '" ** "<"- «' eo^WbnU^ topnat reform tbu work waa undertaken.
WbUe the book mnat .peak for itwlf, a few word. a«

iqaauon. With the equation algebra beean and ft.

\ZZZT "', "" ''r """"'"'^ ^^itTt ttinbjeot stand ,n close relation to the equation jraininir in

L" 1 , ?^ *°. ""* ««»««<>>. rwolntion into factor* i.

a certain sense embracing that of the equaf\,n shed^

v»;r:choft:;'b™
•";""""-'• '° '"-p"-^"-' » «ito^

X™ th.„ »h f
••'""»'"». « « stu^y in -equations. Itllow, then that a satisfactory treatment ot the subjectust give prominence to the equation-to ite signZn«Id theory as well as to methods of solution

"'°'"'"''"
'

HI

^1
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ii raBFAOB

Again, algebra, growing as it did oat of arithmetic,

and generalizing it, in, if it may be so put, morally bound
to accept the fruits of the generalization, The step first

in imimrtance is the introduction of the general arithmetical

number-symbol the symbol that denotes any number of

arithmetic, and in doing so implies every iiu.nber. From
this and the generalizing of the o|)erations, flows the ex-

tension of the meaning to be attached to the word number.
In t))is relation also the imimrtance of the equation appears,
for having virtually brought the fraction into arithmetic,

it introduces successively the negative number which gives

to algebra its special character, the irrational number,
and the imaginary number. A further important general-

ization is that connected with the index-notation and the

related concept. In the appreciation of these develop-

ments consists a great part of the educational value of

the subject.

* Concerning the method of treatment only sUght comment
need be made.

The special notation of the subject is introduced natur-

ally, great care being taken to assure that the learner

think rightly when in the presence of a general number
symbol, rs a, x.

The idea of the equation is then introduced, with the

fact that, through it, a number-symbol,otherwise general,

is assigned a definite value. The method of finding this

value is briefly dealt with, while the further treatment is 1
suspended, on economic grounds, until the student acquires

a certain readiness in handling simple expressions.

The -. . iiive number appears as an invention to make
it possible to speak of a difference as a- 6 without au\
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restriction on the generality of a and b. The laws govern-
ing the r aerations with arithmetical numbew are taken as
applying to the system made up of positive and negative
numbers, and in this way operations an mnltipli- ation and
division are deBned, and come to have a meaning for nega-
tive numbers.

After the simple rules are treated, methods of resolution
into factors are considered and brought into close i-ela-
tion with the direct processea that .uggest them. This part
of the subject is treated at aifth on account of its
importance in relation to the .nation, and to affoi- %
variety of exercise in acquiring readiness in manipu! .h.. ^

expressions. *

In Chapter XII are given certain methods and results
of great impo» .ance yet of some difficulty. It seemed best
not to give these here and there through the book TheWcher will naturally treat them as leems best to him
deferring the chapter or parts of it until such time as theymay best be taken up.

^
The study of the equation being resumed, the idea of the

function IS introduced, and the circumstances under which asymbol as « or x is to be regarded as a general number, a
certain deflaite number, o. - variable, -e considered. No
apology for giving the function special .atment is offered,
all who have considered the maUev being of one opinion
and -those most qualified to sp,,.! insisting on its eari;
recognition. Closely ..nocted ..th this idea is that of
the graphic representauo.i of the function. The course

yMft'" "«V :r"r""""^ ^"^- '^^« ^«Ph renders
vivid the march of the function or the relations of the con-

bZr T,f'"' r^ '^ '""""* ^' corstructcd until the
bolder of these relations are grasped. It then exhibits
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them in a strikinfir way, and snggests perhaps farther
relations that mifirht have remained nnnoticed. The
important thing then is the study of the fnnction precedent
to the graph. Thus, in the case of the linear function, the
student finds his greatest advance in seeing why the graph
must be a straight line—and this is not so easy a matter
at this stage—rather than in lightly accepting this fact

and employing it to solve a few somewhat artificial

problems. The principal care has therefore been to shew
what the graph is or must be, and to employ it to throw
light on the important notions of variable, function,

equation.

The formal treatment of the equation is very complete,
in tho sense that the ideas relating thereto are developed
somewhat exhaustively.

The theory of indices is developed in the same way as

are the extensions of number, i.e., by supposing or

assuming the laws to persist and thereby assign meanings
to the symbols introduced, not by assigning meanings and
then seeing whether or not the laws apply.

The theory of the limit is not touched upon, a brief

treatment being attended with danger, and a somewhat
full treatment being out of place. On this account the

question of what becomes of one root of a quadratic equa-
tion, as the first coefftcient becomes zero, or of the two
roots as the first two coeflBcients become zero, is not raised.

This can be considered best in connection with the more
advanced problems which suggest it and give it a natural

illustration.

The exercises, it is hoped, will be found su£Sciently

numerous, varied and fresh. While some have been taken
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from examination papers, the great number have been
constructed for the book. They have been arranged wTth
a v,ew to presenting the theory in new light, to suggesting

afford further practice in the work of the earlier chapters.

If^r ; ViyP^v'""''*"^'"* **' «"'«i«es has been given
at the end of the book.

To conclude, the book supposes the teacher, but makes
It possible for the pupil to recover what he may have^ .?

''' '''"^^'*' ^^** ^' °^«y "«t have quite under-
stood thus encouraging him to rely on himself The
object has been to develop thoughtfulness and resource and

The"!?^
"^

! i'°
*^' "^^'^ mechanical side of the subject.

^i htve u^t: z:^:,
^^^ ^^« ^^'^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^e

Alpbbd T. DbLuby,
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ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

CHAPTER I

NOTATION

1. Number and Measurement. As a rule, number
presents Itself as the measure of some quantity, and a unit
IS implied. Thus, if the length of a line is 3 inches, theunit IS one inch and the measure is the number 3. Withadvance in studies that Imve to do with number, thestudent will see that more and more.he has to deal w thnumber merely, without regard to what the unit may beHowever it is well frequently to form concrete iUustraLns
of the numbers and results.

For the present a number will be taken to mean somein eger or fraction, and when quantities are in question it

fTactio'nr'"''
'''' ''"^ ^"^ •^^ ™^««"-^ ^^ ^'*«^- or

2. Algebraic Number Symbols. Suppose that agiven straight line is 3 inches long, so that, the unit being

JoT t\
'"'"'"'" "^ ^^'' ^""^"» ^« 3. Then 3 and allsuch symbols as

1'2. ...., 0, ..... 13, ....3 « Q.5 2.037....

/alfim.'^
«^'<*»»^<tca/ number-symbols or arithmetical

:^

if

•1
-; .*



2 ALOIBBA

Let now AB be any given straight line, and let a nnit

A B

of length be taken. Without actually measuring the line,

we can say that it has a certain length, and we may denote

the measure by a, in other words we may use a letter to

denote a number. So, too, the length of a diflfereiit

straight line may be given by the number 5, or the weight

of a piece of lead by the number x. The symbols

a, b, ...., I, «, y, «f

or the letters of another alphabet, when employed to

denote numbers, are called algebraic number-symbols.

In its beginnings, algebra is simply arithmetic with

literal number-symbols in addition to the number-symbols

of ordinary arithmetic.

3. Operations and Slgrns of Operation. Since the

letters a,i,c, , denote numbers not unlike the num-

bers with which arithmetic deals, the simple rules—

I

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division—have I

at once a meaning with respect to them. Further, such]

laws as:

(«) The sum of several numbers is independent of the\

order in which they are taken;

(&) The product of several numl^rs is independent ojl

the order in which they are taken;

(e) A series of additions and subtractions may be mari«|

in any order, provided the subtractions are alwayS possible;

id) A series of multiplications and divisions may fe«j

made in any order;

are seen to hold for numbers denoted by letters, for tbej

same reasons as in ordinary arithmetic.
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The signs of arithmetic, as those of the elementary
operations, + ,

-
,
x

,
-J-

, the method of writing a fraction

(or qaotient) as J or 3/4, the root symbol %/, brackets

( ), { }, signs of abbreviation as .'. and '. will be em-
ployed in algebra as in arithmetic. There are additional

symbols and modes of writ'ng results some of which will

now be introdaced.

Let ABCD be a square, and let the measure of the
length of AB be a.

Then, since AB, BC, CD, DA are of equal length, the
perimeter is given by

a+a+a + a.

This may be denoted by ax 4, but this product is

generally written 4a,-read four a. In this product 4 is

called the coefficient {i.e. co-factor) of a, or a may be
called the coefficient of 4. The multiplication is some-
times indicated by a point, thus 4. a.

The area of the square would now be given by any of
the following:

ax a, a.a, aa.

This product is usually denoted by a',—read a square, or a
f<> the second. It is called the second power of a, or, the

square of a. The 2 in a*, giving the number of the factors

^- fc

I''



* ALGEBRA

u moltiplied together, is called the index or the exponent of
the power or simply the index or the exponent.

Next let ABCD be a rectangle: let the unequal sides
AB, BC have a and h as measures of their lengths,
different lengths being denoted by diiTerent )ett< ;s.

A ^D

The perimeter is given by

•
rt + 6 + u -J,

or, since additions may be made in any order, by

or, brackets indicating that the included sum is to be
taken as one number, by

(« + 6)x2 or 2(« + &).

The area is given by any of the following:

axh, hxa, a.b, b.a, ah, ha,

and preferably in practice by ah (or ha). In ah, the
coefficient of i is a; it is called a literal coefficient whereat.
the 4 ill 4rt is called a numerical coefficient.

In 'ike manner for a cube with edge of measure h (in
length; tiie student should see that

(i) The complete length of edge is given by 12A;
(ii) The area of the surface is given by 6A'

;

(iii) The volume is given by A%—read h cube, or h to

tM third, and called the third power of h, or the cube ofh;
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and for a block, in shape of a box, with A. A, / as themeasures of the lengths of the unequal edges/that
(i) The-complete length of edge is given by

ih +U + 4l or Mh + k + l);

(ii) The area of the surface is given by
2kl + 2Ih + 2hk, or 1{kl+lh->-hk)i

Cm) The volume is given b,y hkl.

It is to be noted that such an arithmetical symbol as35 continues to mean thirty five, i.e. 3 x 10 + 5 and isthei^^re not to be confused with the product of 3 and1Further, it is to be kept in mind that in finding thevalue of expressions or quantities as

2a + 2b, 2(a + b), bc-hk,
nthe operations are to be performed in the same order asagree, upon in arithmetic. Thus bc-kk means theproduct of b and c. dimin^.hed by the product ofTandt

and uxb.cxd + f means that a is to be multiplied by

muLirt''/ '". '',
''"'^'^ '^ ^' **^« q"«tie»t thenmi. Mied by d, and the result added to the result ofdividing m by n.

^"" ®^

However, in such an expression as 6«6 ^ 3cd, the product^cd IS to be regarded as one number, so that Z^Vd
It may also be pointed out, as a matter of contrast

", h ordinary arithmetic, that operations are (reZXjmd of necessity only indicated. Thus, the sum ofTald
<.t^o and 4 .s 9, for we do not stop with the mere indication
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EXKRCISKS I

1. Find the value of

(1) m acres of land at r dollars an acre.

(2) 2 yards of cloth at h cents a yard.

(3) mn pounds of tea at a cents a pound.

(4) h* tons of coal at k* dollars a ton.

In each ca»e assign to the letters involved arbitrary values
and work out the results.

2. Find

(1) The number of cents in x dollars.

(2) The number of cents in h dollars and k cents.

(3) The number of mches in x yards, y feet and z inches.

(4) The number of centimetres in { metres, m decimetres
and n centimetres.

3. Bead the following expressions,

, ma + 6
ma -¥111,0, —r» »

no m + n

and state, in each case, what is to be done to find the value.

Taking m, n, a, b as 3, 4, \, \, find the values.

4. Find the average of each of the following sets of three
numbers

:

(i) 7, 8, 11; (ii) 10a, 13a, 19a; (iii) a, 6, c; (iv) 2a. 36,4c.

5. The sides of a triangle measure a,h,c', write down the
expression for the perimeter and for the semi-perimeter.

6. A merchant mixes m pounds of tea worch a cents a pound
with n pounds worth h cents a pound; find the value of ovu-

pound of the mixture.

7. The sides of a rectangle measure 3a and 46; find the

measure of the area.

Make a figure shewing this rectangle and the nnstanglo

whose sides measure a and h, and compare the areas.
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m.J;J^'. '.k**
°' • '?"»°K'» moMure iM ud nb, tad th.

a!+y + *, Imn.

10. Express in the symbols of algebra,

(1) The sum of any two numbers.
(2) The difference of any two numbers.
(3) The sum of any two fractions.

odd Sbe^M f
" ^ •'*'"' ""^^ «•" '^ •™" -"""x" 88, the

14. Write in as simple a way as possible,

(1) 13a + 5a-9a + 3a-7a.
(2) 18x + 13y-7x-oy + 2x-3y.
(3) abxabxab.
(4) 3a'jx2a6x5a6.

2«, 3a;+7, x», x«+4x + 5.

£±J, £L±i. a:' + a! + l
* + 2 «+l ^T^Ti* .

> '

»'
-,

i

i'f'

• 4

M.
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4. Index Lawi. The following examples are given

with a view to leading up to certain rules known as the

index laws. Formal proofs are not given, but the essential

featui'es of the proofs are present:

(1) To shew that

read, o to the fourth into (or multiplied by) a to the fifth equals a
to the ninth.

The prodaot a* x a' is plainly that of 4 factors a and 5
factors a, i.e., in all, of 5 + 4 or 9 factors a, and this may be
wrif^en a".

In the same way the product a', a*, a* is seen to be that of
5 + 6 + 3 or 14 factors a and is therefore a**, and the following
law may be stated : The product of two or more powers of a number
is a power of that number whose index is the sum of the indices of
the given powers.

(2) To shew that

a' + a^' a'

read, a to the ninth by (or divided by) a to the fifth equals a to the

fourth.

Thi3 follows from what has just been shewn, or may be seen
directly by noting that the 5 factors a of the divisor cancel or
divide out 5 of the 9 factors a of the dividend leaving still 9— 5 or
4 factors a to be multiplied together, i.e. a*.

The following law may now be stated: The quotient of a
higher power of a number by a lower power, is a power of that

number with index the difference of the indices of the given powers.

(3) ToshewtJiat

read, a to the fourth, raised to th' third power equals a to the

twelfth.

From (1) and the meaning of the notation it follows that

{a^y = a* xa^xa*
.4+4+ 4

4xa

h'
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Thus it appears that : A otcer of a number raiaed to a given power
ia a power of that numbtr with index the product of the indices of
the given powers.

EXKRCI8E8 II

1. Write out in full the foUowingr products, and write the
expressions in the simplest form:

x'xx*; y'xy'xy; /"xT.

2. Write out in full the followinff quotients and write the
results of division in the simplest form:

3. Apply the laws stated to find in the simplest form,

afxa^x n*
; a» x «• -:- a» ; (a»6»)» x a»6»

;

Uy*y^x*if; (2/MV)«-4».»n»; (Ux'y*)^ ^36xy.

4. li^xumine into the meaning and value of

(««>)', x^ X' y^^y*.

5. If m and n are integers state what is underst od by
3r, or", aTxx", (x")".

5. Coneerningr Algrebraic Number-Symbols. It has
been seen that the letters

a, b, ....I ....X, ..

denote numbers that are not different in character from
those denoted by the number-symbols of arithmetic, as

7, h 23-5, ....

in thai, like them, they can be added, subtracted, multi-
plied, and divided, according to the same laws. But in
employing the two kinds of number-symbols the student
has probably come to feel that there is a certain difference
between them. This diflference can be illustrated by con-
sidering a square with side of measure 5 (in length) and a
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square with side of measure a. In the former ease, we say
that the perimeter is given by 5X4 or 20, and we think of
a certain definite square ; in th latter case we say that the
perimeter is given by 4a, and i so saying we feel that the
statement applies not to one square rather than another,
but to any square whatever, or equally to all squares.

In like manner we can say

(i) The cost of m pounds of tea at v cents a pound is

mv cents, whatever he m and v.

(ii) a(6 + c) - 06 + ac, whatever he a, h, e.

In this way we come to regard the numbers denoted by
letters as general, in contrast with the numbers of arith-

metic which may be spoken of as particular, and when a
number as « or ? is mentioned we think of it as being any
n\ -nher, i.e., any integer or fraction whatersf, unless some-
thing is stated to limit it in some way.

Thus, algebra, in employing literal number-symbols,
lends itself to the expression, by number-symbols, of state-

ments of general truth, statements which in the symbols of
ordinary arithmetic may be made only for particular cases.

Exercises III.

1. A man is now 40 years old ; how old was he x years ago
and how old will he be in rn years f

2. State what is to be done to find the value of

2db +5hk—7yz^mn
and lead the expression.

3. A man is m yeara of age ; how old was he n years ago, how
old will he be in ; years, and in how many years will he be twice
as old as he is now ?

Ul
hi
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4. RtAte what ia to be done to And the value of

8ae Urn

jniul read the expretMion.

6. The area of a rcctanKlc mcaaures a and its length measures I ;

find the measure of its width.

m

for

6. Compute the values of the expressions

2it + 8, 2x; ae-2.t»

«-0, 0-i, 0-2, 08, 0-4, 0-5, 0-6, 0-7, 0-8, O-O, 1.

7. Express in the symbols of algebra

:

(1) Tlie product of the sum of any two numbers and
the difference of the same two numbers

;

(2) The excess of the sum of any two numbers over
the difference of any other two numbers.

8. Taking n to signify any integer whatever, write down the
I

general expression for

(1) Three consecutive integers

;

(2) Three consecutive e\en in^'-gers;

(8) Three consecutive odd integers.

9. A man starts from a place P on a hi«ihway running east
I

and west and walks

(1) 13 miles east and then 8 miles V;^k;

(2)8 miles east and then 13 miles back

;

(8) a miles east and then 6 milef back;

[

at what point does he, in each case, find hunself ?

10. A has TO marbles ot Oue kind and B has n of another kind;
A gives z of his marbles to B in exchange for y of his. Find how
iiiany marbles are now owned by each.

11. If n means any integer whatever, 8tat« the arithmetical

I

fact expressed by the relation

(2n-l) + (2» + l)-2(2»).

*%f«
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i-t'

digijf are fm.^r"
*^^ ""'"^'' ''''"'^ h"ndred8, tens, and unit.

13. If TTdenotPs tho definite number (approximately 3.1416)

At^.S'l ^^"^
'f"" ""{ t»'« '«"^»>« of thecircumferencJand thdiameter of a crcle and if the measures of the radius, cireumfer-ence, diameter, and area of a circle are denoted hy r c d A statolm words the meaning of the following statements

:

'

"

(i) r/ = 2r

(ii) c= 2wr
• (iii) vl= Trr*

14. Multiply

(1) 57 by 38
;

(2) The number of two figures whose digits in order
(left to right) an> a, h, by the number of tw..
hgures whose digits in order &.rch,k.

15. State the numerical fact expressed by tho relation

a

ft

ma
mh

^ Add the two integers thus formed and comment on tbo|

Illustrate by particular examples.

17. Find in how many different ways, by merely varvine theorder of the letters, eax-h of the following may be written :-

2
11um
thou,

rcsul

6

in at

regai

tions

know

(i) n + b+r + d; (ii) ,tf,cd; (iii) r(»/ + ^); (Jv)
(lb

cd

18. State what facts are expressed by the followhig relations :-|

(1) a + 6 + (> = rt + f' + ft = ft + c + a;

(2) abc==bca= acb.

(1

111

straigl

(2)

Ilh

(3)

Illu
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19. State what facts are expressed by the following relations:

(1) a{h + c)= ab + ac;

(2) -+i^„l±i^.
a a a

\ order twmZh^nlilit
"""'^'' ^-^ *^'^, ^^^« ^^ose digits inoraer irom lett to nght are a, 6, c is equal to

9(lla + 6)+(rt + 6 + c).

^i'
" ^"'j o^ a number, double it and add twelve- add th«

uSt n?T-.' ^l**".^ ^T^« ^y 3; «dd 3 times the numberthought of, divide by 4 and subtract 1; give the" result"^en'sult IS the number thought of.
°®

Take n aa the number and follow the work out.

6. Brackets. Already brackets have been employed, as
in arithmetic, to indicate that the quantity enclosed is to be
regarded as one number. The following simple illustra-
tions are given to bring out certain important rules, a
Knowledge of which cannot too early be acquired.

(1) To add the sum of two numbers.

5+(3 + 4)=o + 3 + 4=12.
a+(b + c) = a + b + c.

|straight*iinll^'^
'"^"^ "' '' ' ^ '^' '^^^"^^ °^ lengths of

(2) To mbtnust the sum of two numbers.

r-(3 + 2) = 7-3-2 = 2.

a-{b + c)=a-b-c.
Illustrate as in (1).

(3) To add the difference of two numbers.

7+(5-3) = 7 + 5-3= 9.

a+ib-cX^xa + b-c.
Illustrate aa in (1).

K^,«

"; M "

it^
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(4). To mbtract the difference of two numbers.

7_(5_2)=7-5 + 2.

o— (6— c)='a— & + C.

Illustrate as in (1).

(5) To rmiltiply the gum of two numbers by a third number.

(3 + 2)x4=3x4 + 2x4=12 + 8-20.

(,a + b)c'-ac + bc,

c(a + 6)=co + c6.

To aiustrate, take LM, MN, LP, as in the figure, of measures a|

6, c in length.

Then (a + 6) is the measure of LN. The rectangles PM, QNl

PN, have, as measures of their areas, ca, cb, c{a + 6) and it is see^

that

c(a + 6) = CO 4- cb.

(6) To multiply the sum of two numbers by the sum of two

numbers.

(5 + 3)(4+7) = (5 + 3)x4+(5 + 8)x7

=5x4+3x4+5x7+3x7
= 20 + 12 + 35 + 21= 88.

(a + 6)(x + y)=(a + 6)x + (a + 6)i/

•mox + bx + ay + by.

Illustrate as in (5).
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Exercises IV.

1. State tersely the reason for saying

a + (6— c)-=a + &— c; a— (6-c)—a— 6 + c.

2. ^rite without using brackets the following:

a-ib + c + d); a + {b-c-d); ix + y)-{» + w).

3. Employ brackets to write as the sum of two numbers

:

a + b + c + d; x + y-z-u; x-y + g; h-k + l-m.

4. Employ brackets to write as the diflference of two numbers

:

a—b— c, x + y—z—u; x + y—z; h-k—l-m.

5. Find the value of, i.e., write without brackets,

{a + b){x-y).

Illustrate by a figure.

6. Find the value of

:

x{a + b + c)i (a + 6 + c)(x + t/); {,a + b + c){x + y + z).

7. Write aa the product of two numbers:

mx + nx; mx — nx; ax + bx + cx.

8. Without changing the order of the letters, wxite as the

Slim of two numbers, in as many ways as possible, the following:

o + 6 + c; x + y + z + w{ h + k + l^ n + n.

9. What does the relation

(a + 6)(x + 1/) = ox + fer + ay + 6s

I
iH'cnme if z is a and y iab^

Illustrate by a carefully drawn figure.

If
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CHAPTER II

EQUATIONS

7. Algebraic Solutions, a few simple problems in
arithmetic will now be considered with a view .-> shewing
that the employment of the number-symbols of algebra
may win a certain directness in the solution or may reduce
the difficulty. The student should work the problems,
avoiding the symbols of algebra, and compare the two
treatments.

(1) Dinde $72 among A, B and C, so that B may have .'. '-mes
and C may have 5 times as much as A.

I^t X = the number of dollars in A's share
.-. 3x.=

" " " B's "

and bx= " " " Cg << ^

:. x + 3x + ox,i.e.,9x^ " " " the shares of all.
.". Ox = 72.

.•. x = 8.

.-. A's share = $8, B's = $8x3 or $24, and C's share = $8x5 or $40.

^^l?\'^^^'''
'"''''' ^'•'"'.9^ and in 10 years the mm of their

ages will be 50 years ; find their iges.

Let X - the number of years in A's age.
••• 2x= " " B's "

.'. X + JO and 2x + 10 give their resjiective ages 10 years hence.
.-. (x + 10) + (2x + 10) = r)0.

X + 10 + 2X + 10 =50.

3x + 20 = 50.

3x = 30, (i.e., 50-20).
x = 10.

.
.
A's age is 10 years, and B's is 20 years.

16
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(3) The. length of a rectniufulnr field k twice its breadth, and
its area is 45 acres ; firul the dimermoiis of the field.

Let z = tho number ol rods in the breadth.

.'. 2x = the number of rods in the length.

.". 2x.x or 2x' = the number of square rods in the area.

But the area is 45 acres, or (160 x 45) square rods.

.-. 2a;» = 100x45.

.-. x« = 80x45, or 3600.

.-. x = 60.

.•. The field is 60 rods by 120 rods.

8. Meaning: of Equation, in each of the solntions just

given, the letter x has been employed as a number-symbol;
ill contrast with the letters employed in Chapter I., in no
(' ise does it represent any mtmber tve please or any number
whatever, but rather a certain definite number whose value

is for a time unknown. The solution of each problem cul-

minates in a certain statement of equality, namely, in order,

(1) 9a- =72,

(2) (a;+10) + (a; + 20)=50,

(3) 2a;« = 160x45,

iiid, reasoning from these statements, we find that they,

each for its own problem, lead to, or determine the value

X must have.

The statements of equality thu? t; are called equa-

tiiins; the letter x, appearing in ti. is called the un-

kiiotvn (of the equation) ; the finding oi the value of x that

will satisfy the equation is called solving the equation; and
the value thus found is called the root or the solution of

tlie equation.

Thus an equation in x implies that x does not stand
for any number whatever oi- equally for all numbers, but

f
.'

m
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denotes a certain particnlar number, an nnknown, whose

value is to be found by reasoning from the equation.

It is scarcely necessary to say that any other letter than

X might just as well be taken, but as a rule the unknowns,

whose values are given by equations, are denoted by the

later letters of the alphabet.

EXEBCISES V
1. Divide $665 among A, B and C. so that B may have $10

more than twice as much as A, and C may have $10 more than
twice &i much as B.

2. A has three times as much money as B ; he gives $W to

B, and then finds that he has only twice as much as B. Find
how much each at first had.

3. A is three times as old as B, but in 15 years he will be

only twice as old ; find the age of each.

4. The sum of two numbers is 37, and one of them exceeds

the other by 11 ; find the '.umbers.

5. The units digit of an integer expressed by two figures is

twice the tens digit : the integer formed by reversing the digits

exceeds the first integer by 27. Find the integer.

6. A merchant bought a certain number of pounds of tea at

30 cents a pound and twice as much at 40 cents a pound and
mixed the two kinds. By selling the mixture at 50 cents a pound
he gains $60. Find the number of pounds of each kind bought.

7. The length of a certain rectangular field is three times its

breadth. A second field of the same perimeter is square, and
contains 10 acres more than the first field. Find the dimensions

of the fields.

8. A man borrows $400 dollars at a certain rate per cent.,

and $300 at a rate higher by 1 per cent., and the yearly interest

on the two sums is $31. Find the rates.

9. In connection with certain problems the following state-

ments present themselves

:

(1) X {a + b)=ax + bx;

(2) 2a; + 13 -37.

Contrast the two statements.

^



CHAPTER III

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE NUMBEES

9. Extension of the Meaning: of Number. Let a and b

be auy two algebraic number-symbols, or, for brevity of

statement, any two numbers; then, it is plain that it is

always possible to find the result of adding 6 to a, of mul-
tiplying a by b, and of dividing a by b. It is otherwise,

however, if b is to be subtracted from a, i.e., if we have to

find the value of

a-b.

Thus, if, as may well be, « is 3 and b is 5, we have to find

the value of

3-5,

and there is standing in the way the fact that in sub-

traction we have required the number to be taken away, to

be not greater than the other; accordingly, if we continue

to look upon subtraction in this way, we cannot in an ex-

pression as

a-b,

suppose that a and b can be any numbers whatever.

A like difficulty arose in very elementary arithmetic,

for, though we could say 14-^ 7 = 2, when it came to a divi-

sion like 19 -T- 7 we said that the quotient was 2 with a

remainder 5, i.e., a 5 that could not be divided by 7.

When, however, the fractional number was introduced, and
our meaning of number widened, we gave as the quo-
tient 2|.

19
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So here we shall seek an extension of the meaning of

number, in order that we may speak of the difference

a-b
whatever values a and b may liave. Taking the difference

3-5,

we see that, in accordance with what we know of numbers,
it may be looked upon as

3-(3 + 2) or3-3-2.
Here 3 - 3 is zero, and the value appears as 2 to be sub-

tracted, with nothing from which to subtract. We shall

say that the result is the negative number 2, or minus 2, and
denote it by the symbol

( -2), or simply -2.

The sign - in this symbol indicates the negative character,

but, since in a number as 5-2 it indicates a subtraction, it

might seem that confusion would arise. But, just as in

arithmetic no trouble springs from the fact that the one
symbol f means the quotient of 2 by 3, or the fraction two-
thirds, no serious difficulty will come of it if, at the outset,

a little care is taken.

Take next the difference

8-10,

which we should now say is equal to - 2. We can say, in

accordance with our way of regarding numbers,

8-10=(3 + 5)-(5 + 5),

= 3 + 5-5-5,
= 3-5,

so that the -2 that comes from 8-10 is the same as that

which comes from 3-5. Hence while -2 may arise from
many subtractions it is a definite number, just as | is a
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definite number, though it may come from different divi-
sions, as 2 by 3, 4 by 6, and so on.

Next we have

2-3--1,
and 4-6-(2 + 2)-(3 + 3)

-2+2-3-3
-(2-3) + (2-3)
-(-]) + (-!).

But 4-6= -2.
•• (-2).(-l) + (_i).

Hence it appears that negative numbers as -2 -3 etc
are bunt up from -1, just as the numbers of 'arithmetic
are built up from 1, and it follows that

(-3) + (-5).(-8)or -8.
In the statement

3-5= -2,
the numbers 3 and 5 on the left are the numbers of
arithmetic. Wheu we think of them in relation to the
negative numbers now introduced we call them positive
mmbers, and denote this by writing the sign + before
them; we may then make such a statement as

5-3=( + 2),

m

or simply,

Xow,

III like manner,

5-3= +2.
(5-3) + (3-5) = 5-3 + 3-5

= 0.

( + 2) + (-2)=0.

( + l) + (-l)=0,
(-5) + ( + 5)=0,

^•-: m

iCAH*'
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and we have the esseutial property of positive and nei^tive

numbers:
(+rt) + (-a)-0,

or the sum of a positive number and the corresponding

negative number is zero.

Further, we see that

(+5) + (-3)-(+2) + (+3) + (-3)
-+2,

and the student can easily discover how to find the value

of expressions as

( + 5) + (-3) + (-7) + (+9),
(-«) + ( -3rt) + ( + 7a) + ( -5a).

Next let us compare the two numbers

5-3 and (+5) + (-3).

We see that each equals + 2, so that the two expressions

are equivalent. In like manner

3-5 and (+3) + (-5)

are seen to be equal, and we see that an expression as

a-b

can be regarded as the subtraction of b from a, or the

addition of the negative number b to the positive number a.

Hence it may be said that a principal difference between

arithmetic and algebra consists in this extension of the

idea of number—in other words that in arithmetic we
have to do with the numbers, int/Cgral and fractional,

0, .., I ...., i, ... ,2, ...

and in algebra with the numbers,

...-2, ...-I, ...-i, ...0, ...+i, ...+i, ...+2...,

H
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the former extending indefinitely to the right, the latter

extending indefinitely tn both directions. It has been seen
also, on ac^'rtunt of the equality of «-& and ( + a) + ( -6),
that any >uttenient may be regarded arithmetically or
algebraic Uly.

10. lUustratloni. Some illnstrations will now be
given to shew that negative numbers have, or may have, a
meaning in relation to actual quantities somewhat as the

fraction | was found to have a definite meaning in the
expressions | yard, $f

.

Illustration 1. From a point on a straight road, running eaM
and west, a man walks 5 miles east and then o miles in the opposite
direction. Howjlzr is hefrom the starting point t

The answer is plainly (5-3) or 2 miles, and the relation be-
tween this computation and the representation on a straight line
is at once seen.

o H

If now we look on 5-3 as ( + 5) + (-3), and take, as has been
done, +5 in the direction OH, then the -3 is represented by
HK measured in the opposite direction. Hence any expression as

5-7 + 3-5 + 2-7,
or, the same thing,

( + 5) + (-7) + ( + 3) + (-5) + ( + 2) + (-7),
admits a natural interpretation.

Next suppose the man to walk 3 miles east and then 5 miles
in ar opposite direction. We are led to say that he is 3-5 miles
from where he started, i.e., -2 miles, and the meaning of the
-2 miles is 2 miles in a direction opposite to that m which the
supposed ')ositive measurements were taken.

Thus the oppositeness of character expressed by a relation as

( + 3) + (-3)=0
has been illustrated. Furthei, it is seen that the numbers of
algebra, in addition to the quantitative element, have also a. sense

I

r

^AW
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or dirfciion foattiiv. TIm» iiuniU^rH ~.H nnd + 'A axv qnnntitAtivoly
the santc, but the ininilM'rM art) not tlie hhiiio, liaving a i>crtain

oppooitvnciM uf I'luiravtur.

JHurimtion 2. A merchant in the, voitrm of a ihttf fftiUtn $1,10 on
one get of tmiunrtionn, and lonen $120 on another get. Find the gain
Jot the (lay.

The atiHwor in at once $180 -$120, or $10.

8o, too, if the gain had l)ct'n $o uiul the loas $6 we ehoulil
have said his gain » $(a - b).

If now a - 2() and 6-»), this reHult would Iks $(20-30), or
- 10 dollars. But it is plain that this means a loss of $10, and it

appears that a neffntive gain is a ponUire Um, and in like manner
that a negative lorn would Ik) a jxmtii'e gain. Hence loss and gain
in such cases are related to each other as the iK>8itive and nega-
tive numbers of algebra.

niiwtration 3. The thermometer Mamh at 10* at 9 o'clock, and
in three hourn the temperature falls XT' ; find the temperature at the

end of that time.

We should say at once 7* helmv zero. But wo might also say
10* - 17* or - 7*, so that the 7' below zero 8er\'e8 as an interpreta-
tion of our -7*, and the -7* faithfully represents the T below
zero.

On account of the relation of a numl)er, as - 3, to zero, it is

often said that —2 is 2 lens than zero. This is .M>t a very at-curate
use of language, but is iK'rmitted if we keep in mind that less than
refers to the relation or order of the two numbers, but not, in such
a case, to the quantitative feature. However, in the case of the
numbers + 3 and + 5, it is plain that + 3 is less than + 5 in both
senses.

""he foregoing illustrations will help the student to feel

^ positive and negative quantities of algebra are not
m^ iosities of a purely artificial character. Some
exercises are now given, and the student is recommended
to give them representation by a drawing or diagram. For
this purpose the use of squared paper will be a gain, as the

measurements can be made without the aid of a rule, and
on one sheet many diagrams can be made and compared.
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EXERCMEH VI

1. A man Btartu from ii point O <in a nml running eMt and
w.Nt and walks 13 niilrH vmt, .ind then 15 miloH in the opposite
Im-otion. Writ*' down the i-xprpssion that Kives the distance he

i< fn)m tho Htnrtinff jHiint, an«l find this distance.
Find also tlio diHtamt! traxollrd.

2. A num startn fnmi on a road running north and south,
iiu \valks 17 nnhrt n(»rth, tlion 23 miles south, then 9 miles north,
itid then 5 mihs south. Writf down the expression giving the
'listance ho is now from O, and find this distance.

Find also the distance trave'led.

3. If AB is a straight line '. V any point in AB, then

AB-AP+PB.
If A, B are any two points in a straight line and P a third point
in this Ime, not between A and B, explain on what grounds it is
siud that

AB-AP + PB.

4. A speculator in land buys on u certain day 640 acres, 820
•icres, 8(K) acres, and sells 8 farms of 160 acres. Compare his
lioklmgs at the end of the day with those at the beginning.

5. A speculator in land buys on a certain day 4 sections of
iMiid of 640 acres each, and sells 5 farms of 160 acres each, 7 farms
yi '.i'20 acres each, and 1 section of 640 acres. By how much has
li«' incremed his holdings?

By how much has he dimiimhed them?
r A j)oy adds 15 marbles to his supply of marbles, gives

:.\vay 10, buys 5 more, gives away 10, buys 5 more, and gives
iway 10. How many has he thus added *- his supply ?

7. The thermometer at a certain time stands at 15'. and in
tlM- course of an hour the temperature falls 20'. Find the
I admgof the thennometer at the end of the hour.

8. A thermometer stands at -20°; in the course of an hour
I h<'re 18 a fall of 5 , and in the course of the ne.rt, hour a rise of
1 ' Find the reading at tho end of the tinu>.

n. A man buys a horse for $150, but discovering a fault sells
t U- horse at once for $120. Find his gain and his gain per cent.

l^^i^'^ii
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10. A merchant buys goods and marks them at an advance
of oO per cent., but, through a change of style, in order to sell
he reduces the marked price 50 per cent. Find his gain per cent'
at the new price.

11. Find the value of:

(i) 7 + 5-11 + 3-8 + 2.

(ii) -9 + G-2+7-5.
(iii) -5 + 8-7 + ()-2.

(iv) 3a-5a + 7a-Ga.
(v) 2a-36-5a + 26 + 4a-46.

12. Shew that:

(7-5)x3 = (5; (5-7)x3=-(;; (-3)x5=-15.
13. A man starts from a point O on a road running east and

west, and walks a miles east and then b miles in the opposite
direction. How far is he now from the starting i)oint, and how
far has he travelled ?

Illustrate for the following cases:
6 = 9; (3)o = 7, 6 = 7.

(1) a = 9, 6 = 5; (2) o = 6.

14. The thermometer stands at a°; in the course of an hour
there is a fall of 6 in temiierature, and in the course of the next
hour a rise of c Find the reading at the end of this time, and
Illustrate for the following cases : (1) o = 5. 6 = 3 c = 4- (2\ a-Q
6 = 15, c = 5; (3) a= -2,6 = 3, c = 5.

'

'
^^-' "--^'

11. The Simple Rules for Negative Numbers. As
negative numbers have been introduced, it is well now to
examine what is to be understood by addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division, in regard to them. The mean-
ing of these operations will be reached, or assigned, by sup-
posing certain general rules, which we know to be valid in
arithmetic, to hold also when negative numbers are eon-
concerned.

(a) Addition. It has been seen that, when 6 is greater
than c,

a+ ib-c) '-a + b-c.
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[Suppose this to hold, for all values of the letters involved
I

and let b be zero. Then

a+io-c)=a + o-c,
lor

Thus, the addition of a n.gaHvt n mber is to be interpreted
yirithmettcally as asuiiraction.

[gijhs''^"'*^'^*^^'*^^^^'®'^'"
*^® ^''^ preceding para-

EXERCISES VII

, 1. A man worth $1000 makes a eain nf «9nn -„^ *u •

I

a loss of $1500. How much is he now worth^' *^'" '"'""^

Shew that this example illustnitos the relation

(
+ 1000) + (

+ 200) + (- 1500) = (- 300).

2. Find the value of each of the following:

(1)
( + 3) + (-7) + ( + 4) + (-3) + (-2).

(2) ( +a) + (-&) + (-3a) + ( + 46) + ( + 5a) + r-56)
(3)( + 2.) + (-3,) + (.2.) + (-.);( + 4)i(-t;

4. Find the value of

(o-6) + ((;-(/)

(i) a = 5, 6 = 3, c = 7, d = 4;
(ii) a = 6, 6 = 3, c = 5, rf= 9;
(iii) a = 4, 6 = 7, c = 6, rf= 9.

(b) Subtraction. It has been seen that, when b isgreater than c, and a greater than their difference,

«-(6-c)=.rt_6 + c.

Suppose this to hold whatever be a,b,c, and let 6 be zero.

f.)i

; {-:

4 •

jll*,w»>-'l

'trnm

n

l-kp;
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Then

or
rt - (o - c) = « - + C,

a- i-c) =a + c.

Thus the subtraction of a negative number is to be interpreted\
arithmetically as an addition.

Exercises VIII

1. Find the value of each of the following:

(1) ( + 7) + (-o)-(-9).
(2) (-9) + ( + ll)-(-3).

(3) (-5) + (-9)-(-15).
(4) (-7) -(-.-)) -( + 4) -(-3).
(5) (-2)-(-3)-(-4)-(-5).

2. The thennometor stands at 13°
; there is a fall of 5" in tem-

perature, followed by a rise of 5°. Show that the resulting tem-
perature is given by either of the following

:

(1) 13° -5° + 5°.

(2) 13% (-5°) -(-5°).

3. A man having $](m) incurs a loss of $20, but through i.ii

additional transaction cancels this loss. Shew that as a result lie
has now either of the following

:

(1) 1100 -$20 -I- $20.

(2) $100 -f(- $20) -(-$20).

„- .^^- ^ ™^ having $75 loses in trade $30 and then gains $40 i

Write two expressions that give the amount of money he now

(C) Multiplication. Let a, b, x, y be four arithmetic al

numbers, such that a is greater than b and x greater thanj

y. Then, as is arithmetically evident,

{a-h){x-y)=(^a-b)x-{a-b)y,
:. (a - b) {x - y) = {ax - hx) - {ay - by)

,

" {a-b){x-y)='ax-bx-ay + by.
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MULTIPLICATION
gg

ri.is result has already appeared in one of the exercises
i.e product t.

,
the result on the right, consists of four

'>rts formed by multiplying each of the numbers a. b in
,.. factor {«- 6). by each of the numbers x, y in the factor

IX -y), with a certain disposition of signs. Suppose now
l.at fl, i, X, y are any numbers whatever, and treat them
s algebraic, i.e., as being positive or negative Then

I ..<'e we regard a - 6 as the equivalent of ( + a) + ( _ 6)
'

(( + a) + (-6)}{( + x)H.(-j,)}=( + «^)^(_j^)^(_^^j^^_^^^^_
This relation we take as determining the rules of multipli-
ation for positive and negative numbers, and we have

( + a).( + a;)= +aar,

(-J).( + x)= -hx,
( + a).(-y)= -ay,
(-6).(-y)= +6y,

nd the important fundamental rule of signs-.

The product oftv- rumhers of like signs is positive, and
he product of two n • of unlike signs is negative.

In a way this is .nat we, in some measure, may have
xpected, for wo have had such statements as

3x4=12, -5x3- -15,
rtlii(!h point to the algebraic statements:

(a) The product of two positive numbers is positive.

(b) The product of a negative number by a positive number
is negative.

(_

r ..ow we carry the known rule of arithmetic into algebra •

ntl say
6«"*»

i»A^»i'l

it i;

^mi#l
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we have further:

(c) The product of a positive number by a negative numberl
is negative.

Next, since

( + 3) + (-3)-.r,
let us propose to multiply the two numbers, here stated to
be equal, by -5. Then, taking as granted that the
product of and any number is to be zero in algebra as iu
arithmetic, we have

( + 3)(-5) + (-3)(-5) = 0.

Therefore, from what we have just seen,

(-15)+(-3)(-5) = 0.

Thus (-3)(-5) is the number -hich taken, in addition
i

with - 15 yields zero, so that ( - 3)( - 5) must be + 15, and
we r e led to the fourth statement:

(d) Thepr.duct ofa negative number by a negative numberl
is a positive number.

The student may now ask what is the meaning of a multi-

1

plication as ( + 3) X ( - 5). He should recall that in arith-
metic a multiplication as 3x4 meant, and still means 3
taken 4 times, but that when it came to a product as

1x4
he had in some way to change his notion of multiplication
and It was difficult to say what was meant by multiplica-
tion. So here, we choose to introduce Uiultiplication bv posi-
tive and negative numbers, and we do so by supposing the

i

general rules of arithmetic to persist; it would be diffi-

'

cult, as It IS unnecessary, to give a formal statement of
the meaning of the operation.
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Thus the product of any two numbers, with signs in-
dicating their character, is found as if they were two
numbers of arithmetic, the sign being determined by
the rule stated. From the product of two snch numbers
It is easy to pass to the product of any number of such,
and, in particular, to the powers of such numbers.

Exercises IX

1. Find the following products

:

( + 3)( + 7); ( + 13)(-5); (-12)( + 7); (-9)(-ll).

2. Find the following products

:

( + hX + k); (-2yX + 3z); (-5m)(-3n); ( + 5p){-8t).

3. Find the value of

(-5)', (-3)», (-4V, (-2)», (-3)«.

4. Find the i)owers:

(-a)', (-py, (-!)«», (_y)M (_2)M

5. Find the products

:

(-2)( + 3)(-5); (-x)(-y)(-z); (-2ar)(-3y){ + 5«).

, f-
^^

A J ^" arithmetical integer, explairx »rhat is meant by(-X)
, and find fhe value of

''

(-X)'-, (-x)»."+>

7. Find the value of

(-xyi-yyi-z)'; ( + 2A)»(-3/t)»(-40.

(d) Division. As in arithmetic, we treat division in
the case of positive and negative numbers as the inverse of
multiplication. Thus:

ia) Since the product of + 3 and + 5 is + 15, the quo-
tient of + 15 by + 5 is + 3.

(6) Since the product of +3 and -5 is -15, the quo-
tient of - 15 by - 5 is +3.

1
•

«

„ 4

^1

il

4*m"*
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(e) Since the product of - 3 and + 5 is - 15, the quo-
tient of - 15 by + 5 is - 3.

(d) Since the product of - 3 and - 5 is + 15, the quo
tient of +15 by -5 is -3.

Hence the rule: The quotient of two numbers of like signs is

positive, and the quotient of two numbers of unlike signs is

negative. •

Thus the quotient of any two numbers, with signs
indicating their character, is found as if they were two
numbers of arithmetic, the sign being determined by the
rule stated.

Exercises X
1. Find the following quotients:

( + 15)^( + 3); (-21).-(-7); (-35)-( + 5); ( + 45)-^(-9).
2. Find the following quotients

:

( + 2)-M + 3); (-3)-^(-5); (-3)^( + 4); ( + 2)-5-(-3).

3. Find the value of

(-f)'x( + |)>x(-2)»; (-f)«x(-xV)'x(-5J).
4. Find the value of

i-m-m-iY: (-f)'(-f)'(-f)-

12. Further Note on Positive and Negative
Numbers. The number a, or b, or «, .... is in general
thought of as signifying any number. With the introduc-
tion of negative numbers we shall then have to think
of it as signifying, in general, any positive number, or anv
negative number, or zero. If the letter a, or 6, or sr,

without any attached sign denotes a negative number,' it is

said to be implicithj negative, whereas if the negative
character of a number is indicated by the sign - before
the letter, the number is said to be explicitly negative.
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lu an expression such as

2ah - 3lm + 5pq - 7yz,

tlie signs + and - , regarded as sjgns of addition and

subtraction, break up the number signified into parts.

Each of these parts with the sign just preceding it» is

cnlled a term of the expression. In the given expression,

2(tl} has no sign before it ; in such a case the sign + is

understood and the terms of the expression are, in order,

+ 2ab, -??!», +5pq, -lyz,

and we think of the expression as

( + 2db) + ( - mm) + ( + bpq) + ( - lyz)

.

An expression of two terms is called a binomial (ex-

pression), of three terms a trinomial, while the name

polynomial is used generally to denote any expression of

two or more terms. By an extension of language an

expression as a, or 5x, or 2ab, which is not broken into

parts by the signs + , or - , is called a monomial or an

expression of one term.

We are now to suppose that the general rules of arith-

metic as those stated in Section 3, and the rules for

brackets, stated in Section 6, hold for all the numbers

of the extended system of numbers. Among these numbers

thore is one of special importance, the number zero. Its

properties, in operations, are given by the relations

a + = a = o + a,

X. = = 0. ar,

i.' , as an addend does not affect the result, as a factor

it requires the product to be zero. There is no suck opera-

tic 'i as division by zero.

-rJi

ft .1

J

;i
;!'

Mi,
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For all numbers there are certain laws that are
admitted. Of these the following are of frequent use:

(a) If equals be added to (or subtracted from) equals,
the sums (or differtnee's) are equal.

(b) // equals be multiplied {or divided) by equals, the
products (or quotients) are equal.

I

Exercises XI

a»«, \ E'fP^ss algebraically the sum of a and 6 diminished by thesmn of c and d, and find the result for a -7, 6 = 11, c = 6, rf-15.

2. Find the result of dividing the product of -3 -4 -5
-6, by the sum of -Sand -4. '

3. What number must be multiplied by -7 to give +63 bv-a» to give -o», by -k to give hk, by +o to give ~ll
4. If

shew in succession that

(1)

(2)

(3)

2x-3 = x + 7,

2x = a; + 7 + 3.

2x-x = 7 + 3.

a; = 10.

sum^"
^""®*™*^ ^^ measurements on a straight line the following

(1)
( + 3) + ( + 2) + (-6) + ( + 5) + (-7).

(2) (-4) + (-3j + ( + 5) + (-2) + ( + 4).

(3) -3 + 2-7 + 5-9 + 8 + 6-3.

6. If m is any number, not zero, and it is known that

mx= ma,
shew that x=^a.

<
7. If a is an implicitly negative number, shew that a' a* a*
.... are all positive, while a», a», o', a» are all negative!

8. If X is any number whatever, not zero, shew that x* is
necessarily positive.
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9. It is known that

0.x -O.J/,

each being zero. Why may it not be concluded that x - y ?

10. Shew that from any one of the statements

:

(1) X + 6-J/ + 0,

(2) x-o-y-6,
(3) x-i/ = a-6,

the other two may l)C derived, or, in other words, shew that
the three statements are equivalent.

11. A man bought m acres of land at 2a dollars an acre, and
n acres at 26 dollars an acre. He sold all at (o + b) dollars an
acre. Find his gain

Examine if to-80, n= 30, o«13, 6 = 11.

12. If 2«— + 6 + C, find in terms of a, b, c, the value of

«+(»-o) + ('«- 6) + (.'*-c).

13. A man walks out into the country for a hours at the
rate of 6 miles an hour and returns by stage at the rate of c miles
an hour. How long was hein returning ?

14. A speculator buys a property for a dollars and sells it for
b dollars. By how much has he increased his capital ?

Interpret if a = 12,000, 6 = 10,350.

15. Calculate the value of the expressions,

2x, 3x + 5, x',

for x=-2, -1-5, -1, -0-5, 0, +0-5, +1, +1-5, +2,

shewing the results in each case in tabular form.

16. Shew that

(l/-2)=-l.(«--y),

and that, of y-?, z-y, each is the negative of the other.

17. Without disturbing the order of the letters, write as a
trinomial, in as .aany ways as ixjssible,

l + m + n + p + q.

18. Shew that any trinomial whatever may be treated as a
binomial.

'^H-i

HI

•A i



CHAPTER IV

f

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

18. Addition. Very little explanation is here called

for, as all that is essential has appeared in the preceding

chapters. Numerous exercises are given in order that

familiarity with algebraic expressions may be acquired.

First, suppose all the terms are like, i.e., differ, if at

all, only in sign or numerical coeflBcient] as in the ex-

pression :

2b-3b + 5h-9b + 6b + b.

The result is readily seen to be + 26 or simply 26. Though
tht r'igns of both addition and subtraction occur, yet

ha . .L.g regard to negative quantities the expression is spoken

of as an algebraic sum. The term +b, the equivalent of

+ 1.6, is treated as having + 1 as numerical coefBcient,

and -6, would be said to have - 1 ad coefficient.

Exercises XII

Find the following algebraic sums, (1) first collecting all the
the positive and all the negative terms, and then finding chc
result ; (2) finding the sum as eaoli new term is taken

:

1. 3a — 7a + 10a — a + 5a.

3. 9/ -13/ + 17/ -5/.

5. 3hk-'^hk + 7hk-2hk.

7. 3abc — 4abc — 7abc.

9. — 5m'n' - 7mW + 4m'n*.

11

.

— 13xyz

—

4xy« + I2xyz.

2. 5a; + 3x-7x-a; + lla:,

4. -3p + 7p-6p-4p.
6. —2yZ'-3yz-7yz + 5yz.

8. 9x»-7x» + 3x'-4x».

10. 3(a + 6)-7(a + 6)+6(o + 6).

12. 5(x + j/)»-3(x + y)» + (x + y)',

36
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Next, snppoM that the terms are not all like, aud ' \ke

as example,

6a-36 + 2c-46 + 7c-3a-a + 56-2c.

Here it ia readily seen that the expression is equivalent to

a - 26 + 7c.

Ill this result the three terms are unlike and we cannot

proceed further with the addition,— in other words we have

to be content with this indication of the sum.

^

EXERCWF* XIII

Find the value of:

1. :^a-116 + 9c-8a + 76- 5<; + 7a-36-8<r.

2. 9x + 3y-4«-5y-14x + 3«-9«-5x + 18y.

3. 6p-l7q + 12r- 14q + 8r- I9p- 4r- 15p + Idq.

4. -5i<-7m-9n-llm + 13n + 15/-17n-19/-21m.

5. -3x> + 8j/» + 9x»-lIj/» i-7x'-22y'-lfvr'' + 28y».

6. 7x» - 2xy + 3j/» - Sx' -xy- 4y* + x* + 3xy + 5y'.

•^ 13mn - 5nl + 6/m - 9mn - 2nJ— 3lm + Tnn- 4nl + 2/m.

8. 4x»- 5j/» + 3z» - 7x»- 4y» + 13«» + 2x» + 3y»- 18*».

9. -5x» + 7x-3-2x»--3x + 7 + 9x»-5x + ll.

10. 8x»-5x» + 12x-ll + 4x»+7x»-19x + 9.

11. ix + 7 + ix + 5-fx-8 + |x-5.

12. |/t» - Ihk + fJt» -W - ihk-llc*.

It is frequently necessary to find the sum of two or

iiKtre expressions enclosed in brackets, as, for example,

(2a -36), (5a -76), (-3a + 55), (6a + 96).

Wf have in this example to find the value of

(2a - 36) + (5a - 76) + ( - 3a + 56) + (6« + 96).

R«' -ailing tha* Tor all values of a, 6, c we have

a + (6-c) = a + 6-c,
or

+ a + ' + 6-c)=+a + 6-c.

^ "Kw^'-v i
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We have the rale that if a bracketed €xpr$Miion U preceded

by the sign -» , the braekett may be removed, the terms retain-

ing their original signs, as it is readily seen that the case iti

which there are several terms within the brackets does not

differ essentially from that in which there are two only.

Hence the snm proposed is equal to

2a-36 + 5a-76-3a + 56 + 6a + 96,

or

10a + ib.

EXERCI8E8 XIV

I

Find the sum of

:

1. 2x-3y). (5x-7t/), (2&c + 4i/), (-29x-23y).

2. (a + b + c) <a + b-c), (b + c-a), (c + a-b).

3. (2x-y-t), {2y-t-x), {2t-x-y).

4. (y-z), i*-x), ix-y).

5. (o + 6-c-</), (b + c-il-a), (c+d-a-b), (d + a-b-r)

6. (3a»-56' + 6c'), (-5a' + 86» + c»), (-a^-Gb'-W).

7. {9yz-lUx + 8xy), (-7y« + 8Mr- 19iy), {,5yz + zx + Sxy)

.

8. (5m»-6»?' + 9i''), (-17«*-3«»- 4»'»), (10h» + 5«i' + 13i'»).

9. (2x'-3x + 7), (5x» + x-9), (-8x--5x + 4).

10. (x' + X + y' + 1/) ,
(2x' - 3y' - y) ,

(5y' + 3y - 7x)

.

11. (4x'-5x' + 8x-9), (3j' + 2x'-4x-11), (7x»-13x + 21).

12. ax^ + Jx-i), (|x'-Jx + l), (-|x» + fx-i).

In extended additions it may be v^onvenient to arran^'ej

the quantities to be added as below shewn

:

a+3b-5c 2x'- &i;*+7a;-2

- 2a - 46 + 6c - x' + x* - 5a; + 4

-3a + 56-2c +Sx^ -Sz

9a- 86 -3c -5a;'- 7x* +9

5a - 46 - 4c - a:»-ll««-6a; + ll
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As an exerciue, the studeut may work the examples of

ExenuMes XIII, iu this way.

It should be noted that, iu expressions involving only

one letter, and that to different iwwers, for example,

5y»-3y« + 7y-9,
or

8-3« + 5««-ll«»+i*,

the practice is to write the terms iu the order of descend-

hit; or ascending powers.

Sometimes in an expression involving several letters

certain of then* are regarded as principal, the others being

treated as coef ts of the principal numbers.

For example i..

la + ma + na + pa

let a be taken as the principal number. We may then

express the sum thus:

(i + w + n +p)a.
80 in

hx-ky + lx + my -px-qy

let X and y be regarded as principal numbers; the sum can

he expressed thus:

{h + l-p)x+ {-k + m-g)y,
or thus:

(/t + l-p)x- {k-m + q)y.

So also the expression

{h-c)x+ {c-a)y+ {a-h)z

may be expanded and then combined—a, 6, c being taken

as principal numbers—to yield the expression

iz-y)a+ ix-z)b+ iy-x)c.

In these examples the literal coefficients are combined

into one coefficient just as the numerical coefficients are

i-oiubined in the preceding Exercises.
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EXERCISKS XV
1. Treating x as the principal number, write, as indicated

above, the following sums

:

(1) ax + bx + ex + dx.

(2) hx— kx + lx — mx.

(3) a*x— Vx + c'x— (Px .

(4) Spx-4qx + 5rx-68x.

(5) 4h^x-5li?x + 9Px-7m'x.

2. Treating x and y aa the principal numbers, express, as
. indicated above, the following sums

:

(1) ax + by— cx— (ly + ex-fy.

(2) mnx — lpy + nlx— mpy + lmx— npy.

(3) a'x + kly + b^x + lhy + c'x + hky.

(4) px + qy + rx + py-*qx + ry.

(5) l*x— a'y + m'x — b'y + ri?x — c'y.

3. Treating x, y, z as the principal numbers, express in the
manner indicated the following sums

:

(1) bx + cy + at + cx + ay + bz.

(2) bx-cy + az-cx + ay — bz.

(3) ax + by + cz + bx+cy + az + cx + ay + bz.

(4) Itnx — mny + nlz— nix + Imy— mm.
(5) klx + lhy + hkz-f^x-Py~h'z-Px~h}y-k'z.

14. SubtPaction. Such subtractions as appear in

5«-3a; 6« + 7a;-9aj-8«

have already been considered, and we pass to a subtraction

such as

(2x-dy)-ix-2y).

It has already appeared that for all values of the involved
letters

a- (b-c) -a-6 + c,

w
a-( + 6-c)-.a-6 + c.
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and it follows that •/ a bracketed expression is preceded by

the sign -
, the brackets may be removed if the signs of the

terms be all changed, since it is easy to pass from the case

of a bracketed expression of two terms to one of any
number of terms.

Hence

{2x-3y) - (x-2y) =2x-3y-x + 2y

In like manner

(2x-3y + 42) - ix + 2y-7z)=2x-3y + 4z-z-2y + 7e

= x-5y+l]2.

Often the subtraction is shewn thus:

2x-3y+ 4a

x + 2y— Iz

x-5y+ llz

and the rule given: Change the signs of the terms in the

subtrahend, and proceed as in addition. It is needless to

say that the change is best made mentally.

r..

Exercises XVI

1. From(at-5t/ + 7«) take (2x + 3j/-2*).

2. From (lla + 236-17c) take (9o-126 + 13c).

3. From (9j/« + 7«x - 14xy) take (byz- Bar - ISxy).

4. From (2x»-7a; + 3) take (x» + 9*-ll).

5. Find the value of

:

(oT-6 + c)-(fe + c-a)-(c + o-6)-(a + 6-c).

6. What number must be taken from o* + 2a& + 6* to give as
n'liiainder a*— 2ab + 6* ?

*lJl

w^
K*mm

V
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7. From
- 2/» + 7m* - 8»» + Smn - ISnl- 7lm

take
5/»- »i» + 2n» + 7mn+ 3ni-8/»».

8. Find the value of

:

2( -2a + 76-24C) -3( -5a-96- 15c).

9. Treating x and y a« principal numbers, find the value of

(flx + by)-(px + qy).

10. Find the value of

:

(1) 3(a-6)-2(a-6) + 7(o-6)-5(o-6).

(2) o(q-r)-7{r-p)-9{p-q) + 6{p + q + r).

(3) (7a> - 36») - (2a» - 3a6 + 56») - ( - 5a» - ab + 76»).

(4) (2x»-3x)-(5x» + x-7)-(x»-x» + x-l).

11. Treating x as the principal number, find the diffierence

:

(ax* + 2bx + c)-(hx* + 2kx + l).

12. Find the value of

(|x» - ix» + X - 1) - (fx»- Jx»- fX + f).

13. From 7x- 11-+18- take 3^ +4-+ 19^.oca oca
14. From what number must 4a6 be subtracted to give the

remainder o*— 2a6 + 6*?

15. Brackets. Sometimes in an expression severnl

pairs of brackets are employed, some being within others.

Such an expressiou may be reduced, i.e., written without

brackets and brought to its simplest form by the rules

illustrated and stated in Sections 6, 11, 14. The fol-

lowing examples will shew how such expressions are treated:

NL.
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Ex. 1.

(3x-2y)-[(5x-7y)-(3x-4y) + i7x + 2y)]

- (3a; - 2y) - (5x - 7z) + (3x - 4y) - (7x + 2y)

''3x-2y-5x + 7y + 3x-^y-7x-2y

~-ex-3y.

Note that the outer brackets are removed first, each bracketed

expression within them being still treated as one number. This is

n(tt necessary but, as a rule, it involves the least changing of

sifois. As an exercise, the example may be worked by removing
the inner brackets first.

Ex. 2.

(2a-36)- (o + 26) - [{ (2a + 56) - (7o- 36) }- { (9a-36)- (- 5o-76) } ]

= 2a-36-o-26-{(2a + 56)-(7a-36)} + {(9o-36)-(-5a-76)}

= 2a-36-a-26-(2o + 56) + (7o-36) + (9a-36)-(-5a-76)

= 2o-36-o-26~2o-56 + 7o-36 + 9o-36 + 5a + 76

= 20o-96. •

Ex. 3.

5[2o + 36 + (7o- 56) - { (3a - 116) - (2fl + 56) } ]

= 10a + 156 + 5(7a- 56) - 5{ (3a - 116) - (2a + 56 }

)

= 10a + 156 + 35a - 256 - 5(3a - 116) + 5(2o + 56)

= ]0a + 156 + 35o - 256- 15o + 556 + 10a + 256

= 40o + 706.

Ex. 4.

(2/ - :jm) - { (5Z + 7m - 3n) - (6/- 3m - 7/- 3m - 9n)

}

= 2i-3m-(5/ + 7m-3n) + (6Z-3m-7f-3m-9n)

= 2/-3m-5f-7m + 3n + 6f-3m-7/-3m-9n
=2f-3m-5Z-7m + 3n + 6/-3m-7f + 3m + 9n

= _4;_10m + 12n.

Here the line above 7/— 3m — 9n serves the purpose of a pair
uf brackets ; it is called a vinculum.

4'

> fki^ -i
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Exercises XVII

1. Bcducc the following to their simplest forms:

(1) (5p-39)-|(7p-llg)-(9p-23g)j.

(2) 5x-{3y-(8x-3y-ryz)\.

(3) -{5x-Sy)-[7x-\Sy-_(Sx-Uy)\].
(4) 5a-{3a-26-(7o-l8o-56)}.
(5) -fa»-o6-6»)-[2a6-{a»-(3a6-6>)}],

2. In the following, remove the brackets at one step

:

.
(1) -{(o + b -c)-(2a- 3fe-c) } + {(5a-2d)-(3a-76-H4c){.
(2) -(a + b-2a-3b)-(Sa-2b-9b-7c).
(3) 5n - [3m - 5v - (

{

7u + 24t))-(16»- 5r) } ]

.

(4) (7a»-36»)-{56»-(3a» -56^+22^')}.

(5) a-[6-{c-(ff-f^-/)}].

3. In the following seek out the terms involving *, those
mvolving y, and those involving z, and write down the value of I

the expressions

:

(1) (2x-3y)-{(5y-8z)-(3z-4j)}.
(2) -(9x-3y)-{ 8y-(172-3x-lly)}.
(3) x-{2y-(Sz-4x-5y-5z)].

.(4) (4x-7y)-3{2t/-(7z-9y)}.

(5) 2{(x + ») + 3(5x + 2y-2)j.

4. Collect the powers of x in the expression

2x-(5 + x')-{f3x + 8x')-(7 + 5x-13x»)},
and write the expression in its simplest fonn.

i). Remove the 'rackets from

3(x»- x'j/) - 3(xt/» - y') - 2
{
(x» + j/») - 5(x»j/ + xj/»)

}

and collect and arrange the terms.

6. Find the result of subtracting o -{ 6 - (c - <7^) } from
a — b — c — (l — e.

7. Find the value of

-a(o-6-c)-6(6-c-o)-c(c-o-6).

mtk
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The inverse process of inclvding several terms within

brackets, so as to present the aggregate as one term, has

lieeu already employed. As an illustration consider the

j

expression

x-a + y-b + z-c,

which it is proposed to write as a binomial. It is at once

I

seen that it can be so presented in several ways; in the

forms:

(x + y + 2) + ( - a - ft - c)

,

ix + y + z) - (a + 6 + c),

there is a familiar association of letters. Generally in such

V, ;'rk one is attentive to the order of the letters and, as a

rule, the sign before the bracket is so taken that the first

term within the bracket is of positive sign.

Exercises XVIII

1. Write as a binomial, treating all terms in x and all terms

in y as like terms,

ax—py-^hx— qy-^cx— ry.

2. Write as a binomial, all the terms within the brackets

Ix'iii^ of iKisitive sign,

X* + y* + «* - j/« - «x - xy.

:{. Collect and arrange in powers of x,

ax^—hx*-cx + d-ha?— 1cx^ — lx-m-irpx^ -qj^+rx-s,

tlM first term in the bracketed coeflScients in each case to be of

p(i>ilive sign.

4. Write as a trinomial, taking the letter x as the principal

IcttlT,

ax* + 2hxy + by* + 2gx + ^y + c.

I'
'-

1
* «

. >?

• 5*

1^1
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5. Write as the product of two binomials, the one factor i

being the sum, the other the difference, of the same two numbers:!

(1) (o + 6 + c)(o + 6-c).

(2) (o + 6-c)(o-6 + c).

(3) (2x + 3j/-4«)(-2x + 3y + 4«).

(4) (a + b + c + il){a + b-c-<l).

(5) (,a— b + c-d){(l-a-b + c).

6. Bring to what would seem the neatest form

fa* — (m + n)x + mn + tnx* - (n + Ox + nl + nx*- (/ + fn)x + lm\

\m>\-

&

.«i

.,, 4

It

,...

I4I

Exercises XIX

(Miscellaneous)

A
1. Give a clear statement of the proof that

a:^x"=x'+".

2. If = 7 and 6= 9, find which L the greater, 06 or 79.

3. Add the number of two digits of which the unit digit is n,l

and tens digit m, to the number given by reversing the order of|

the digits, and show that the sum is divisible by 11.

4. If m is any integer, write down the general even integer,!

and form the two even integers immediately preceding it, and thej

two even integers immediately succeeding it.

Add the five integers thus formed.

5. From the sum of 2a»-3a6 + 116» and 5o»-9a6 + 136» take |

4o»-19a6-ll6».

B

1. Show that {mny = m*n*.

2. There are two numbers, one of which is three times the!

other. If 12 is added to each, the greater result is twice the lossj

Find the numbers.
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3. A can do a certain piece of work in m hours, and B in n

lioiirs. A works at it a hours, and then B works at it b hours.

Write the expression which indicates the amount of work now
done.

4. If tn is any integer, including zero, write down the general

odd integer, and form the two odd integers immediately preceding

it and the two odd integers immediately succeeding it.

Add the five odd integers thus formed.

T). From the sum of 15a;»-13a;y-l6j/» and 7x»-18*y + 10y*

take the sum of 9x» + 16xy - 12y» and 8x»- 14xj/ - 15y*

C

1. If A denotes the measure of the area of a rectangle, and

/ and 6 the measures of its length and breadth, write the relation

connecting these three numbers.

2. WTien asked his age, A said that in 17 years he would be

twice as old as he would be in 2 years. Find his age.

3. There ar two squares such that the side of one is twice as

long as that of the other. Show that the area of the larger

square is four times that of the smaller.

Illustrate by a figure.

4. By how much does +3 exceed -3? Illustrate.

5. How many hours are there in x weeks and y days?

i

,,> ' ;
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CHAPTER V

MULTIPLICATION

16. The Product of Two or More Simple Ex-
pressions. A simple expression is one consisting of a

single term, in contrast with a compound expression which

consists of two or more terms. The rule for forming

the product ^f simple expressions has been already given.

Some exercises are given for practice; the answers should

be written down at once, the necessary computations being

made mentally.

EXERCISRS XX

Write down the following products

:

I. 2x.3y.

3. (7x')(-lly»).

5. (-7a»)(-26»)(-3c').

7. (o'6)(6V)(c»a).

9. (-la^){-ma^)(-na^).

II. (-2a)»(-36)».

13. hyi • iaa; . ^xy.

15. (abc)" . (6c)'(co)»(a6)».

2. ( + 3x)(-5t/).

4. (-30( + 4m)(-5n).

i-yz){-xy).

8. i-x^X-x^i-x*).

10. (-o»)'(-6»)».

12. i-a»)\

14. (-yzy(-gxy(-xy)*.

10. U'.hy.{-\W)-

17. Dimensions of Simple Expressions. In the

monomial 5a;', the number x occurs as a factor three times,

the expression is said to be of the third degree in «, or of

three dimensions in x. So in the term 9a* 6', the number
a occurs as a factor i times, and the number & as a factor

48
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3 times, and the term, is said to be of five dimensions in a

and h. Thus the dimension of a monomial in one or more

letters is the number of times the letter or letters appear in it

as factors.

Illustration: The expressi-ii llciz'y'z* is of two dimen-

sions in X, of five in x and y, of nine in x,y, and «, and of

ten in a, x, y, and 2.

From the laws of indices it can readily be seen that:

The dimensions of the product of two monomials in one or

more letters is the sum of the dimensions of the monomial

factors.

Exercises XXI

1. Statf the dimension in x, in x and y, and in x, y, and « of:

xyz; x'j/V; aij/'^'l 7xV«*; (2x'j/'a:')».

2. State the dimensions in a of

a*, a*; (-a»)»; (o')».(o»)'; la*, ma*.

',i. Write down three monomials each of four dimensions in x

and ?/.

4. Write down four monomials of five dimensions in a and y.

0. Write down five monomials of six dimensions in /, m, n.

18. The Product of a Simple and a Compound Ex-

pression. It has been seen that

x{y + z) =xy + XZ,

l{a + h + c) = hi + lb + Ic.

Fnwii these relations and the rule of signs, the product of

any ; ompound expression and a simple expression can be

fonnd. The results of the exercises proposed should be

written down at once.
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EXERCIHE8 XXII

Write down the following products

:

1. ix + y-z)p.

3. xyt(x + y + M).

5. ac(2/» + 3m»-9n»).

7. -7l'm(mn*-n*l).

9. p9r(o*x + 6*y + c*«)-

2. /(22-3y-f4«).

4. a{yM-Mx + xy).

6. 9fcJfc(ft» + 3*»).

8. 7o»6c(6c-3co + 8a6).

10. 5Ptn*(lx-my).

19. The Produet of Two Compound Ezpretilons.

The simplest example of snch a product is

(a + 6)(x + y),

and this has been seen to be equal to

(a + b)x + (a + b)y or ax + bx + ay-¥ by.

In like manner it appears that

(a + 6-c)(x-y)- (a + 6-c)x+ (a + 6-c)(-y).

"ttx + bx-cx-ay-by + cy.

Thus it is seen that the product of two compound expressions

is the algebraic sum of all terms formed by multiplying each

term of the one expression by each term of the other.

Jlluetration 1. Find the product of (x + 2) ar'' (x + 3).

(« + 2) (x + 3) = (x + 2)x + (x + 2)3
= x» + 2x + 3x + 6
= x» + 5x1-6,

In the greater number of examples, as here, it happens that

when the multiplication is completed there are like terms, and the

last step in the work is that of collecting these like terms. On
this account the multiplication is usually so arranged as to bring

like tenns together in a form convenient for collection. Thus, the

example worked may be presented in the following way:

x + 2
x-f3

x» + 2x
+ 3x + 6

x' + 5x + 6
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JUurimtion 2. Find the protluct (3* - 4y) (5x- 6y).

3x-4y

15x»-20xy
- 18xy + 24!/»

15a:»-38xj/ + 24y»

Thus (8x- 4y)(5x- 6y) - 15x> - 38xj/ + 24y».

lUitgtration 3. Find the i>ro<luct C
j:» - 2x + 5) (* - 8)

.

x»-2x + 5
x-3

x»-2x»+~5x
-3x'+ 6x-ir>

x»-5x» + llx-15.

Thus (x»- 2x + 5) (x - 3) = x»- 5x» + llx - 15.

JUustmtion 4.. Find the pnxhict of x + a and x + 6.

X +a
x + b

x' + ox + 6x + 06

.'. (x+a)(x + 6)=x' + ax + 6x + a5.

In an example such as this, there is frequently reason for

treating x as a principal number, and the answer is written as a

ixdynomial in x, the other numbers apijearing as coefficients.

Thus here we would write

(x + a)(x + 6)=x*+(o + 6)x + ab.

Exercises XXIII

Find the following products:

1. (a-b)ix-y).

3. (5i-7m)(3r-8«').

5. (6o-5t)(4/-7m).

7. (ab-cd){pq + rs).

2. {2x + 3y)(p-q).

4. (5/i + 3A-)(llx-5j/).

8. (2/)»-39')(5x»-4y).

.i!

' •%»*

9. (3/m-5»t^)(2o6-3cd). 10. (af-6m)(3^x-8fcj/).
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Find the ful!«)vvuiK prudueta arrangud in itowera of th» in-

volved k'ttcr:

11. (arr;> ijT :.).

13. (x-3)(.r -r^),

15. ('2y :i>Uy ^ !y).

17. (5;) r '^'7y -S).

19. (3'"
. v4// 5).

12. (x-3)(j-5).

14. (* + 3)(x-5).

16. (7«-8){3*-ll;.

18. (3a + 7)(9o + 13).

20. (5/»-9)(7/»-H).

Find tho t ill '\ it products, giving attention to the ord««r of

tenns:

21. (a -t >)<^i +^^
23. (3.1 ^:ln)(nr + %i.

25. (jr'-.".o(2i + .J;.

27. (3//»* 7) (8/-* i m.
29. (7nr i:ybH){\hfr -i.'tox*

22. (2x + 3y)'.

24. mp-5q)(Sp^ldq).
26. (9a»-86»)(4a'-76').

28. (9a;»-7x)(2x»-5).

30. (Bar -9) (7m*' -15).

3-
in

1.

3.

5

* 7.

9

11.

13.

15.

17.

19.

21.

23.

24.

Exercises XXIV
Find tlie following itnxhic'ts, having regard to order of teniis

the n'suh

:

(l-x + j-')(l+2x).

(l + x + j-2)(l-x).

(5a'-3a + 7)(4a + 5).

(x» + xj/ + t/»)(x-y).

(3j>»-2^)9 + 4g»)(7y>-8«/).

Multiply

1+x + x' hy l-x + x^

a^ + ax + x^ hy a' — ax + x'.

hy'

2. (1 -x + x»)(l + x).

4. (3«' 52 + 2)(2^-3).•

6. (6'- 36-8)(56-4).

8. (x»-xj^ + y')(x + y).

10. (3r*-5/-» + 7r-4)(5r-3).

h + \hyiy^-ly-l

12. 3x» + 2x + 5byx»-3x-^7.
14. 3P + 2101 + 5m* by P — 'dim + Tm-.

16. 2-/-' + 7r«by5 + 3r'-^.

Finc^the following coiitiiuied produotti:

(x + l)(x + 2)(x + 3). 18. (x + a)(x + 2a)(x + 3a).

(a + by. 20. (a -by.
C2x + '6y)ix-5y)(ix-y). 22. (x + l)(x + 2)(x + 3)(x + 4).

(1 + X + x»)(l - X + x')(l - x» + X*).

(x» + xy + t/*)(x' -xy + y')(x<- x'y- + y*).
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Multiply, giving the answera as a polynomial in *:

25. x+h hyx + k. 26. x-aby*-6.
27. ax + 6 bycx + rf. 28.ax*fbx + ehyx-h.
2« (ax*-2bx + e)(px-q). 30. x >obyx + 6by x + c-

20. Dimensions of Polynomials. In the expression

7x'-3x" + 9x-5
the terms, in order, are of three, two, one, and zero dimen-
sions in X. The expression itself is said to be of the same
dimensions as that of its highest (dimensional) term, and
therefore here to be three-dimensional. The expression

2x' + 3xy - 5y« - Hx -^ lly - 16

is of two dimensions in x uud y, , he first three terms ueing
of two dimensions, the next two terms of one dimension,
an<i the last term of zero dimensions.

The expresision

2a;'+3y'-82' + 5xy2

is three-dimensional in x, y, z, each term >)eing <^ three
dim. iir sons. When evei-y term of an nxpressiou, js the
oil. here taken, is of the samp dimension in ct -tain letters,

the t'xpression is said to be homogeneous.

Sometimes other letters than the ones eons: lerec as
fixing the dimensions ai pear, is in

ax* + 2bx + <",

wli re X may be taken as the principal lett
, and a, b, c

re^rarded merely as coefficient.- . Here v h c may be any
iiihnbers whatever, so that ajr* + 2ft/ + may denote any
poinnomiai ichairver of two dimensr n. in .. Thus if a=l,
b^i), c=l the polynomial is x* + I, luu if a = 2, 6- -|,
c- "), the polynomial is 2x* - 3x+ ' Ho^^ ever a must not

S '1

* 3 "il

•n
'

M
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be zero, for in that case the expression wonld not be
of two dimensions. For the reasons stated, the expres-
sion ax» + 26x + c i" called the general polynomial of two
dimensions in x, or the general quadratic {expression) in x.

Prom what has been said in Section 17 it is readily
seen that:

(a) The dimension of the product of two polynomials in

certain letters is the sum of the dimensions of the two

factors.

(b) The product oftwo homogeneous expressions in certain

letters is homogeneous in those letters.

Exercises XXV
1. State the dimension in x of each of the following:

(1) r>x»-7x + (>.

(2) 3 + ox-4 + 7x'-8x + 4-9a!».

(3) l+x» + x«.

2. State the dimension in x of each of the products:

(1) (x» + 2x-3)(x + o).

(2) (x» + 3x-l)(5x» + x + l).

(3) (a: + l)(x-H2)(x + 3)(x + 4).

3. Find without going through the complete multiplication
the term of two dimensions in x, in the following products

:

(1) (x» + 5x + 9)(2x + 3).

(2) (2x=-Sx + 7)(5x-9).

(3) (2x + l)(2x + 3)(2x + 5).

4. Write down

:

(a) An expression of three dimensions in x.

(b) An expression of two dimensions in x and y.
(c) An expression of two dimensions in x, y and t.
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(d) A homogeneous expression of four dimensions in x
and y.

(e) A lioniogeneous expression of three dimensions in
X, y and z.

5. Write down

:

(o) The general expression of one dimension in x—in
other words, the general linear expression in x.

(6) The general expression of three dimensions in a;—in
other words, the general cubic expression in x.

(c) The general quartic expression in x.

(rf) The general quintic expression in x.

(e) The general homogeneous quadratic expression in x
and y.

6. Would it be correct to say that the general quadratic ex-
pression m a; IS Aa;» + 2fcr + /, or px^ -^-qx + r, or x^ + mx + n^

7. Multiply out

(a!-y)(x + y)(i» + y>).

What might have bton predicted in regard to the dimensions of
tno result r

Exercises XXVI

Miscellaneous

A
1. Find the value of the expression 5a; - 7 for x =. - 3, - 2 -

1

0, + 1, + 2, + 3, arranging the results in tabular form. ' ' '

2. The area of a circle is given by the relation

A= irr*

where A, r denote the measures of the area and the radius, and
IT 18 a certain definite numlier. Taking 3-1416 as a working
vnjue of IT

,
find the area of the circles whose radii are 1 1-5 2

-•i>, 3 centimetres respectively. '
' '
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3. Find the product:

(x + 3y){x + ^){x + 7y).

What do this expression and the result become if « is taken eaunl
to unity ?

" M

4. Shew that the sum of any three consecutive integers ix
three times the middle integer.

5. Find to what power of 2 the expression

2»x4*x8«
is equal.

B
1. Shew that x» has the same value for a;=. -1 and «=-+!•

fora;--2 and x= +2; for x=-3and x=. +3; for x- +a an.'lX— —a.

2. A train travels for t hours at the rate of v miles an hour
If « 18 the number of miles " made," write the relation connecting
8f Vf tm

3. Find the product

:

(x» + x»y + xj/» + j/»)(x-y).

What do this expression and the result become if « is taken equal
to + 1, and what if x is taken equal to - 1?

4. An integer of two digits has its units digit greater by >

than Its tens digit. Shew that the number formed by writing thi-
digits m the reverse order is greater by 18 than the origmal
mteger. ^

Ex. 42-24 = 18; 75-57= 18.

5. One number exceeds another number by 7, and it is foun<l
that three tunes the less exceeds twice the greater by 3. Fin.l
the numbers.

ten
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CHAPTER VI

DIVISION

21. Quotient of One Monomial by Another. From
the fact that axb^ab, it follows that a6 + 6-»rt. So also

it is readily seen that -ab-i-n^ -h, a*d-i- {-ad) = -a,

( -x*yV) -^ i-xyh)'-'xz. When, li.. in these examples, one

niouomial contains as factors all the literal factors of

another the former is said to be algebraically divisible by

tlie latter. Thus - 2p'qr is algebraically divisible by 3pr,

tlie quotient being -fpg; the fact that there is a fractional

numerical coefficient, - f , in no way impairs the divisibility

from the point of view of algebra.

The answers to the following exercises should be

written down, and the results checked by multiplication as

ill Exercises XX,

Exercises XXVII

Write down the results of the following divisions

:

1. abc-i-c. 2. —abcd-i-cd.

3. — xhfs? -i- xyz. 4. — p'5^-5

—

p<f.

5. 6?OTV-^-2/mn. 6. -3/»f?fe»-^ -2^fe».

7. la'hcW-i -\abcd. 8. 7ttVw» -s- 9mi'»»p».

1». 15obxy-f--r)ax. 10. 6(0 + 6)» + 3(a + 6)

.

11. -9a»6»(x + »/)'--3a6(x + y).

12. 15(o + 6)»(x + J/)=-^-5(a + 6)(x + y).

^ 22. Quotient of a Compound by a Simple Es-

^ pression. Since
a{x-y) ^ax-ay

.%•
\i

» 4!

"I

hi
Ti
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it follows that the quotient of ax -ay by a is x — y. In

ax— ay the factor a is present in each term and is said

to run through the expression. The exercises belTw given

will recall Exercises XXII.

I
I

T^-

3>t

Exercises XXVIII

Write the results of the following divisions checking results

by multiplication

:

1.

3.

5.

7.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

(mx — nx) -:- x.

(a*b + ab')^ab.

(3x^y + 3xy^)-i-xy.

2. {mx — nx) -:— x.

4. (a»6 + «&»)-- ft.

6. (Imxy — npxy) -i- xy.

8. (5o'6c»ti-7a6'ct/')-^ abed.

{ax'yz + bxy^z + cxys?) -5- xyz.

(fpgV - V?'^ - h'q'r) -=- ipqr.

{ mn(x + y) — ni(x + y) + lm(x + y)\-!r(x + y).

{ (« + y)(b-c) + {x + y)(e-a) + (x + t/)(a -- ft) } -:- (x + y).

{ (x + 5)x + (X + 5)7 1 -^ (X + 5).

{ (2x - 7)3x - (2x - 7)5 } -^ (2x - 7)

.

28. Quotient of One Polynomial by Another. To
devise a method for such a division, it will be well first to

form a product, say of a; + 3 and x + 5.

x + S

x + T)

x} + 3a;

+ 5a; + 15

x* + 8a; + 15

.•. (a;+3)(a; + 5) = (a;* + 8a;+15),

and therefore it follows that

(a;* + 8a;+15)-H(a; + 3)=a;+5.

We wish now to see how this result might have been found

if we had been given only x' + 8x + 15 to be divided by
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x+3, and therefore did not know the multiplication from

wltich x* + 8x + 15 came.

Note first that a^ + 8x + 15 and a; + 3 are arranged in

powers of x. We seek the factor that multiplied by x + 3

will give x» + 8x + 15. Plainly the term of highest power

of X in this factor multiplied by x, the term of highest

power in x + 3, will give --S i.e., the term of highest power

iu x' + 8x+15. Thus x is the first term in the factor

sought. Therefore, if we were to multiply x+3 by the

factor sought, the first multiplication would be by «

and this would make up x' + 3x. There remains then

(i* f 8x + 15) - (x* + 3x) or 5x + 15 to be made up by another

multiplication. It is seen that 5x+15 is the product of

x + 3 and 5; hence 5 is the other term in the factor sought

which must therefore be x + 5. This work can be readily

shewn thus:
x+3)x"+8x+15(x+5

x» + 3x

+ 5x + 15

+ 5x + 15

It is seen that this process merely unravels the mnltiplica'

tiou and shews that

x«+8x+15-(x« + 3x) + (5x+15)

= x(x + 3)+5(x+3)

= (x-t 3)(x + 5).

The following exercises may now be worked and me
results checked. Further, the unravelled multiplication

should be written out after the manner shewn.

ifi

> if.
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Exercises XXIX

Find the following quotients

:

1. (.':' + 7x + 12)-^(* + 4).

3. (*»-~-12)-(»-4).

5. (y'-13y + 40)-5-(y-8).

7. (3a^ + 26o + 35) -:- (.3o + 5)

.

9. (x»-8zy + loy»)H-(x-5y).

11. (15x« + 26x» + 8)4-(5x» + 2).

2. (j:»-7x + 12) + v«-4).

4. (x» + 2x-l5)-i-(x + 5).

6. (2x» + llx + 12)-(x + 4).

8. (x» + 4xy + 3y»)-^(x + y).

10. (6p» + 2p9 - 203») + (3p- 5</)

12. (6o»6>- 19a6 + 15) + (2a6- .'{).

13. (35x» + 9xj/ - 104y') 4- (7x + 13j/)

.

14. (6- 1 Ix - 35x', ^ (2- 7x)

.

15. (4/»m»-3/mpg-27pV) + (/»n-3pg).

16. (21 - 44x» - 32x«) -^ (3- 8x»)

.

17. (I5x«- 34x»i/» + 15y«) -=- (3x= - 5y»).

18. (x»-9)^(x-3).

19. (10p«-17pV + 35<)H-(2p»-3g2).

20. (x«-j/*)-(x' + y»).

Consider next the product (x + 3) (a:» + 5x + 7) formed in

the two ways shewn

:

x + 3

a;' + 5x + 7

x' + Sx'^

+ 5x' + 15x

+ 7x + 21

x* + 8x« + 22x + 21

x' + t)x + 7

a;+3

x^ + 5x' + 7x

+ 3x' + 15x+21

t^ x'+8x« + 22x + 21

Then

(x» + 8x* + 22x + 21) ^ (x+ 3) =x* + 5x+ 7
(x' + 8x« + 22x + 21) ^ (x* + 5x + 7) = X + 3.

Let us see how these results might be found if they w.re
not already known. Taking the first division, we see tliai
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the highest term in the factor which taken with a; + 3 will

give as product x* + 8x» + 22x + 21 is x*, so that x + 3 is to be
multiplied by x*, which makes up x* + 3x' of this product

and leaves Sx* + 22x + 21 to be made up and we now ask

what mu8tx+3 be multiplied by to give 5x» + 22x+21,
which can be answered as in Exercises XXIX. The
work may be shewn thus:

X + 3)x' + 8x« + 22x + 21(x" + 5x + 7

x' + 3x«

5x« + 22x

5x' + 15x

7x + 21

7x + 21

Similar considerations lead to shewing the second
division thus:

x"+5x+7)x»+8x*+22x+21(x+3
x' + 5x' + 7x

3x* + 15x + 21

3x* + 15x + 21

The unravelling of the multiplication may be shewn
thus:

x» + 8x« + 22x + 21 = (x» + 3x* ) + (5x« + 22x + 21)

- (x» + 3x» ) + (5x» + 15x) + (7x + 21)

= x»(x + 3) + 5x(x+3) + 7(x + 3)

=.(x + 3)(x«+5x + 7).

x» + 8x« + 22x + 21 =- (x» + 6x» + 7x) + (3x« + 15x + 21)

= x(x» + 5x+7) + 3(x« + 5x+7)
= (x* + 5x + 7)(x+3).

The following exercises should be treated as were those
of the preceding set.

3 i^ ':-,;c

Mi
-^

• \
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Exercises XXX
Find the quotient in the division of:

1. ** + 5x» + 17x + 22byx + 2. 2. x»- 8x» + 23*-24 by « -8.

8. l-3y-7y» + 6y»byl + 2y. 4.x»-lby*-l.
6. x» + lbyx + l. 6. 2p» + 3p»-32p + 15byp + 5.

7. 6o»-13a»-t-20o-21by2a-3.
8. 10x»- x»y - 44*y» + 32y» by 5*- 8y.
9. 36 - 128* + 1372* - 36«» by 5- 9«.

10. 6 - 25p» + 57p< - 88p« by 3- 8p».

11. ««- 10«» -32a; + 21 by *»- ISx + 7.

12. 6x»- 5x»y - 9x1^ - 28y» by 3* - 7y.
13. x»-lbyx» + x + l.

14. x» + lbyx»-x + l.

15. 14 + 71p- 45p»- 66p» by 7- 3p- 6p».

16. 35 + 462»-372* + 6««by5 + 8«»-3««.

17. x* + (a + 6)x + aft by X + a.

18. X* - 12x» + 5x + 42 by x> + 5x + 6.

19. m»x»-lbymx~l.
20. a;*-(p + g + r)x» + (gi- + rp + pg)x-pgrbyx-p.

24. Inexact Division. In algebra, as in arithmetic,
an inexact division may be proposed. Wlien one poly-
nomial is to be divided by another the division is said to

inexact when it is not possible to find a monomial or poly-
nomial the product of which and the divisor, is the divi-

dend. A few examples will make clear what is meant.
Ex. Divide x» -i- 5x + 7 by x + 2.

x-H2)x»-H5x-f-7(x-K3

x»-f2x

3x-h7

3x-h6

Note that the division is of one arranged poly, omial by anotlier.A iA>mt 18 reached where the remainder to be divided is not of as
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hi^ii degree as the divisor.

1. We may here write
The division is inexact, with remainder

j' + 5x -^ 7

x + 2
or

* + 2

.(x + 2)(x + 3) + l.(a:» + 5« + 7).

Ex. 2. Divide x* + a* hy 3^ + ax + a*.

X* + ox 1- o*)*' +a'{X'-a

X* 4- ax' + o'x

— ox* — o*x + a*

— <u^ — a,^x — a*

+ 2a»

Here the polynomials are arranged with respect to x, which is

tnated as the principal number; this requires, it is seen, arrange-
mint with respect to a also. The division is continued until a
iHiint is reached where the remainder is of lower degree in x than
tlic divisor. The remainder in this division is therefore 2a*.

Ex. 3. Divide 6«»- lOz' + 402-37 by 2z» - 3« + 7.

2z' - 32 + 7)6z»- 19«» + 40«- 37(3*- 5

-102' + 192- 37

-102^+^02-35
42- 2

The remainder 42-2 is of lower degree in 2 than the divisor, so
that the division terminates as an inexact division with this
remainder.

Exercises XXXI
1. Examine whether the following are exact:

(1) x» + 13x + 17 by X + !).

(2) a* -Say- lly' by a - ny.

(3) x' - y' l,y x--xy + yK

'4) 3x' - 7x' + llx-52 by X - 4.

(5) 62» + 342» + 252 - 59 by 32' + 52-7.

-i."

1* i

j

1 t
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2. Find what value n must havA if •» k- ^^ - • i.

diviaible by * - 2.
" «»- fe •« » i» known to U.

EXERCI8E8 XXXII
(MlSCELLANEOra)

nwriteVhfr^ratrnwii^J^^^^^^^^^
ing the sign of division ^ "' *' «' * ^'**»°»' employ.

Ex. a-37, 6-8.

2. Express in ounces a ix)unds and 6 ounces.

3. Divide

i^'-H^f' + Ai-Tw J»y Ix-J
and verify by multiplication.

4. Find the sum

and express the result in terms of the middle term.
5. Find three consecutive integers the sum of which is 57.

fi

1. A district is surveyed and divided inf« «. t^ u-
* m,lo, „u.re. H„» „,i;,y ^^./.'^l^e ".'^

theSriet'?'
"""
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4 Find the f*^ >duct

(x + y)(x» + y')(x» + y«),

mill i-uinment un the diuieiuion* of the n>8ult.

.>. There are thret^ consecutive othl numbera of which the
Slim in 51. Find the numl>erM.

1. From theHum of 15«»-17x + 23 and -3*»-l»*-37 take
the product of 4x-7 and 3x + 'y, expressing what is proposed
alp l>raically, before engaging in any algebraic work.

2. The area of the surface of a sphere is given by the relation

yl-4irr»,

winrp A and r measure the area and the radius ami ?r i» a
t.ihiiti definite number. Shew that the area of the surface of
ii sphere with radius of measure 2 is four times that of a 8i)here
with radius of measure 1.

3. There is a certain number, and it is known in regard to it

tliat five times the number diminished by 11 is the same as three
tiiMcs the number increased by 27. Denoting the number by n,
ivason from this fact to the value of n.

4. Divide

x»- 14x» + 13x» + llx-l5 by x»-2x-3,

iiixl twt the accuracy of the work by dividing back by the quo-
tient found.

•"). Find the product

{ila — bc) (db — ca) {dc — ab)

,

and .irrange the result according to powers of rf.

D
1. From the prfKluct of r«-3 and 8« + 11 take the product of

J-'
t 7 and ll«-9, and multiply the result by -3« + 4, indicating

iii-t in algebraic form what is proposed to he done.

2. The volume of a sphere is given by the relati(»n

wlure V and r measure the volume and the radius, and vis a
itrioin definite number. Shew that the volume of a sphere of

•^v^,

r .

n

»

* Vf^Vi

«? -^t

~l
3«iIk

1 <' ,. ; ';

:it
.«>
r 'I
( .'

,
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radiiw 2 fai eight timM that of a nphere of radium 1.

-phei^^of'rfdX. 3^5^r^'e^?.:*'"''
^^ '

'

«"^ '^^ -'"- o^ '

3. Find tlie quotient of

6m» + 3m*n - 17m«n» + 48m»n»- 41«n« + 7n» by 3«» + 6wn - 7„'
testing the accuracy of the result in any way.

4. A could do a piece of work in / hours B in m hmiM iC .n » hours. A works at it a Ik>u«, and "'succ^!^ bv S' u h

'

works for 6 hours, and in succeeded bV C who 4^ for^c ^ion^''

'

How much of the work i« now done?
""

5. Write as a binomial employing one sign of subtraction
-(a-x)-{b-y)-(e-g).

E

+1 +2*^ 1^^ ?i"^ 1 *h« «^PJ:e8«ion (x-3)(:r-o) for x- -
1

?n tabularirln''
-^4, +5, -.6. ^7, ^8. -.9. showing the result.

2. Two circles with radii of measures a and 2a are desrril.. ,1about the same centre. The circumference of the oSterS ,divided into three equal parts at A, B, C and AP BO PR

3. Find tlie pro<luct

(2x + l)(ar + 3).

S;;!ii™;;rj2ii,ri3'
'"'"' ""''™"">""' -" ">» »«"»>

.1,
'''

I' 1 '',
"I'

'"'<wr, linil how mmh the cube o( n Pii-f, ,1.

Illustrate by taking n^7, 23, TK).



CHAPTER Vn

IMPORTANT IDENTITIES

25. Multlplioation Identities. There are certain
results in niultiplicution—many of them have appeared in
preceding exercises— whicti it is important to keep iu
memory, as they will hv found uf frequent i. .-. Being
fdund by the rules of inintiplJcHtion these results are valid
fur all values of the involved letters, just as a» xa'^-a* what-
ever be rt, and (u + b)x---(ix+ bx whatever be a, b, x.

Statements of equality which are tnic lor all values of *he
letters occurring in iIm nj nre c;.jl«d identitiea.

(i) (a + b)> a«+2ab + b2

(a-b)-=a2 -2ab + b*.

These results should now be verified by multiplication, and
illustrated by drawing lines of length a + b and a-b,
making squares on them and seeing that the parts corre-

sponding to the terras on the right make up the square

These identities may be given verbal statement: The
i^qiiare of the sum {or the (fifference) of any two numbers is

nixnl to the sum of the sqiiarts of those numbers increased
{or diminished) by twice their product.

The two identities may he combined into a single
uljrebraic statement thus:

(a±b)«=a5±2ab-i-bV

-i^^

1-,-

^ i*

.4

,<

4iM«<il
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Ex 1 Deduce the second result from the fiwt.We have

or
{« + (-6)M-o» + 2a(-6) + (_6)»

fact th^ri';^ t!rT™vil'„'ifv'oi"''""r'
"^'"' """«' •"" •'"

Ex. 2. Find the Pxi)ansion of (2x-3yy.
(2x - 3yy = (2xy + 2(2a;) ( - 3j/) + ( - 3y)»

= 4x>-12xy + %».
Or thus, using tlie second relation directly:

(2x- 3y)» = (2x)' - 2(2;r) (3y) + (3y)»

•=4r»-12zy + %».

the„'ouTl^'f"Vl'^^eTam^'Tl^'^ ^""'1*" ^^" ^^^^ *« -'^^
the final rc^uiral^Jur'

"'"" *" ^"^ '^"^"^^^ ^^^"^ ^^iti-.g

ExERnsKs XXXIII
1. Find the expansions (.f the following:

(x + yy; (x-yy; (Hp + 4qy; (rm-3by-
(x + 1)'; (X -.,)'; (iix-Hy; (7x + J»»;

'

(ab-c<l)^; (4lm~7npy; (|/,/fc_ »/„)».

2. In (a + 6)' = a' + 2o6 + fo» i,i,t „-x ,iml h i

nient on the result. ' ''= "V- »"<! <<mii-

3. Fron. an examination of the three terms tJ...f „Jv.. .isquareof a + 6. namely '' ^'^*'
'

"'

a' + 2a6 + 6»,

(i)
StatetluMvlationofthe«,,V/.//./.,,,,t,,theothertwoter,,

<

''
oJulS; Smd""'

*"^' ^-« ^-« ^ven, the tl.d
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4. Make a question, similar to question 3, referring to the
square ota— b, and work the question.

5. Find the hinomials of which the following are the squares
v( rifymg by squaring the binomial in each case:

p» + 2pg + g»; m»-2mn + n>; ar» + <5x + 9;

x*-4x + 4; 4x» + 4a;y + y»; 4x»-12xy +V;
m.^n* + 2mnpq + pY; 4o»6* - 20a6c(/ + 25c»<P.

6. Shew that

(lOo + 5)» = 100a(a + 1) + 25

and find a rule for writing down at once the square of such
iiiiinlwrs as 25, 35, 85, 115.

7. Noting that 99»= (100- 1)», make the computation.

8. Noting that 49»= (50-l)», make the computation.

i>. Find the value of

lOP, 26', 74^ 76», (J9».

1(1. Give a verbal statement to the relation

o» + 2a6+6» = (a + 6)'.

11. E.xpand (-a -by and explain why the result should be
till' same as the expansion of (a + 6)'.

12. Expand (6-a)» and explain why the result should be the
.siiiic :i.«i the expansion of(a-fe)'.

4.

am'

H» ^ '

< "'!
i

•> ]'

(ii) (a + b)(a-b) =a*-b«,

This relation should be verified by multiplication, and
it is an interesting reometrical exercise to illustrate it by
a Hj,'ure.

The identity admits the verbal statement: The product
of the sum and the difference of any two numbers is equal to
til- difference of their squares.
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Exercises XXXIV
1. Find, without actual multiplication, the following products:

(p + q)(p-q); (»n + 5)(m-6); (2m + 3)(2m-3)-
(x + l)(x-l);(l+x)(l-x); (3x + 4y)(3x - 4y) ;

'

(ab + cd) (ab - cd)
; (imn -Spq){2tnn + 3pq);

(a» + 6»)(a»-6»); (a» + 6»)(a»-6»); (x- + y-)(x--y-).

2. Find the following products :

(a + 6 + c)(irT6-c); (a + 6T^)(o-6T^);
(a + 6-c)(a-6 + c); (2x + Sy + 4z)(2x + 3y-4t);
(Sp-5q + 7r) (Sp + 5q- 7r)

; (o» -: ab + 6') (a* -ab\ 6»).

3. Give a verbal statement to the relation

a»-6» = (a + 6)(a-6).

4. State what products yield the following results:

o»-6'; m*-n'; 4m»-n»; 4in»-9n»;
a:»-25; a»6»-c»f/»; 9a»6» - 25c»d» ; a«-6«.

5. Find the value of

49»-48'; 2G»-24'; 127»-117».

6. Shew that

(w + l)»-n» = 2n + l.

relatfoT^'"^ "
^^''^ ^ ^'^ *"" *"*^^' ^"^^ ^ ''^^^''^ statement to tI,o

(iii) (x + a)(x + b)=x« + (a + b)x + ab.

Here x is treated as a princxpal number. The multipli-
cation should be performed and the identity illustrated bv
a figure.

The relation may be given verbal statement: Tk
product of two binomiah mth a common term is equal to Ih
square of the common term, increased hy the product of ih
common term into the sum of the other two terms, togethn
mth the product of these other terms.
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Exercises XXXV
1. Write down, without actual multiplication, the following

pi-oducts:

(j: + 1)(x + 3); (o-5)(o-7); (»i + 4)(m+4);
(2x4 3)(2a: + 5); (3j/-5)(3y-ll)

; (4*-5)(4«-3);
(ab + 5)(ab-7)i (x + 2y)(x + 3y); (m-on){m + 2n);
(2x- 3y)(2* - 3j/); (3«- 8«)(3« + 7«); (3mn + 2pg)(3mn- 5pg).

2. Exhibit >i8 tl»e product of two binomials the following:

a;» + 5x + 6; x' + l)x + 20; y' + 7y + 12;
o»-5a + 6; »»'-9m + 2(»; 2»-7« + 12;
x^-x-G; n'-n-20; >-'-2r-15;
/» + /-6; i* + i.-20; /t» + 2Ar-15.

3. From the identity (iii) deduce the identities (i) and (ii).

4. Exhibit iis the product of two binomials the following:

(2x)' + r)(2x)'+6; (5j/)'-7(5y)+12;
(3m)»-2(3m)-35; (4r)» + 3(4r) - 70.

'). Express as the product of two binomials the following:

x' + oxy + 6y'; /» + 9/m + 20m»;
x'-5xy + 6y'; a»-a6-66».

0. Express ar the product of two binomials the following:

4x» + 10x + 6; V-18J/ + 8;

16«»-8«-99; 4a»-20a6 f 216*.

(iv) (a + b + c)«=a«+b«+c« + 2bc + 2ca + 2ab.

This relation should be verified by multiplication and
ilhistrated by a figrure. As has been suggested in an exer-
cise, it can be derived from identity (i), for we have

(a + 6 + c)« = (rtT6 + c)«

- a
« + 2a6 + 6« + 2crt + 26c + c*

- a* + 6« + c* + 26c + 2ca + 2o6.

'^*%

i^j

*
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Exercises XXXVI

1. Write out the expansionH of the follow ug:

ix + y + zy; (a + b-cY; (a-b-c)*;

(2x + Sy + 5t)*; (yz + tx + xyy-, (ax-by + cty-,

(5i-9f» + lln)»; (2/x-6my.-r)n«)»; (h'-x»-y>y,

2. Writeoiitthoexpansionof (d:x±j/±«)>foreachcombination
of signs.

3. Show that (a-6 + c)»and (-o + ft-c)» yield the same ex-
pansion, and explain why this is so.

4. Give a vor'oal statement to identify (iv).

5. In the expansion of a trinomial, show that if there iire
terms of negative sign, there are two and two only.

6. Find the expansion of

(a + b + c + dy.

Recalling the idfatities,

(rt + 6 + c)« = a* + 6« + c« + 26c + 2ca + 2ab,

we see that a square of a mouomial consists of one term,
the square of a binomial of three terms, the square of a

trinomial of six terms, and it is plain that the squares of

higher polynomials will consist of a still higher number of

terms. The expressions on the right of the identities are

called perfect squares. From what has been said, it is

plain that an expression of two terms, or of four or live

terms cannot be a perfect square. For example, a' + b^ is

not a perfect square, although for certain numeri-al
values of a and b it may be an arithmetical square; thus the

values a - 3, 6 = 4, make a* + b* equal to 25 or 5»

.
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Exercises XXXVII

1. Find in each case what must bo added to or subtracted
from tlie following to yield a perfect square

:

r»' + 6»; 4x' + y'; 4m' + <»n»; jA' + iif; m^n^ + j^q*; 25r» + l.

2. Find in ouch case what must be added to the following; to
yulil a iHJrfei't square:

a^^'iab; x* + 4xy; x^-Vyxy, x' + 2x; i*-l(>x; x*-5ar.

l>. Write the different expressions in each case that may l»e

added to the following to make a iwrfect square:

a' + 6» + ,J; a» + />» + «•» + 26c; o« + 6' +c» + 26c + 2ca;

x» + y» + l; 4/» + 9m' + Kin*; ji* + ^ + 2j) + 2q.

4. Exhibit x* + x^y* 4 y* as the difference l)etween two squares.

(v) (a + b)^=a»+3a*b + 3ab«+b»

-a3+b»+3ab(a4b),

(a-b)'=a'-3a«b + 3ab«-b'

= a'-b'-3ab(a-b).

These results should be verified by multiplying the square
of id + 6) or (a - b) by (a + b) or (a-b). It is an interesting

exercise to illustrate the identities by a figure, shewing
((/ + b)^ as the cube described on a line of length (a + 5).

EXKKCISES XXXVIII

1. Write down the expansion of each of the following:

(x + yy; (1 + j/)'; (x + l)»; (x + 5)»;

(o» + 6»)»; (pg + ?•)»; (mn + 2)»; (/»ra + 2np)»;

(2xf3y)'; (iab + Sctfy, (Ix + lyY.

2. Write down the expansion of each of the following:

(x-y)»; (l-j/)»; (x-l)»; (x-5)>;

(a»-6»)»; (pq-ry-, (mn-2)»; (lm-2np)*;

(2x-3i/)»; (2a6-3crf)»; (ix-ij/)'.
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3. Give a verbal ntatenipnt to oa<'h form of each of the two
identities^ under number (v).

4. Assuminjr tiiat (a + 6)»= o« + */'fc + ;Ja/>' + 6', derive the ex-
pansion of (a -/>)'.

o. I^mploy the expansion for the cubes to find the vahie uf
101», (K»», 51», 4\)\

6. From the expansion (»f (a +6)' derive tlie expansion ..f

(a + b + cy.

7. Find what should be added to the followinjf, in each case,
to yield a perfect cube

:

a» + 6»; x'-t/'; 8m» + 27n«;

c' + 3o»6; x'-8j;»y; 8w»>+12TO»n.

(vi) (x + a)(x + b)(x + c)

= x3 + (a + b-i-c)x2 4.(bc + ca + ab)x + abc.

This relation should be verified and illustrated by a figure.

Here x is treated as a principal number, and it is to be

noted that the product of the three binomials, linear in x,

is a cubic polynomial in x.

j*i

Exercises XXXIX
1. Write out the followinj? products

:

(x-i-l){x + 2){x + 3y,

(x + y)(x-r2y)(x + Sy);

(a-l)(a-2)(a-8);

(p-l)(p + 2)(p-3);
(»i - 3n) (m + 2n) (m + 5n)

;

(2x-3)(2x-4)(2x-5);

(x + 4)(x + 5)(x + 6);

(x-l-42/)(x-(-oj/)(x + 6y);

(m-r))(m-l)(m-2);
(z-L>)(2-3)(z + 4);

{xy-2){xy + o)(xy-7);

(3x-l)(3x + 5)(3x-8).

2. It is known that x» + 9x'-i-2r>x + 24 is the product of thi.o
factors linear in x, and that x + 3 and x + 4 are two of the factors.
What must the third factor be?

3. It is known that x»- x' - 41x + 105 is the product of thno
factors linear in x, and that x-5 and x + 7 are two of the factors.
Find the third factor.

4. From identity (viii) deduce those under number (vii).
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26. Identitief in DivlBioii. Each of the identities of

the preceding section can be read as an identity in division.

For example (i) may be read

ia' +2ah + b*)-i-{a + b)-a + b,

aud (ii) may be read

and so on. There are, in addition to these, certain results

that are of frequent use.

(I) = x* +Ty + j*.

The result should be verified by multiplication or division.

Tlie meaning of the identity is: The quotient of the differ-

ence of the cubes of any two numbers by the difference of
those numbers is the sum of the squares of the numbers in-

creased by their product.

'«(»%

il

Exercises XL
1. Write down the following quotients

:

0»-&\ y»-l
a-b'

8o»-27b'
.

2o-36 '

y-1'

y'-i
.

2»-27

m* — n*

tn^ — n*

2. Find the following quotients, by actual division where now
necessary

:

x-y
. ^~y\ x*-y\ x*-y\ x'-y* . x*-y* ^ x^-y^

x-y x-y x-y' x-y ' x-y ' x-y ' x-y
What does this sequence of results seem to indicate?

x' + v'

This result should be verified by multiplication or division.

w^
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EXERCI8E8 XLI

1. Write down tlio following quotients:

a* + b* y* + l ,1 + 27
a + b'

'

8o»w 276»

Z43 '

m' + n*

2. Examine the following divisionH

:

x + y . f + y'
, X* + y* x* +

\

+ !/' * + J/' x + y' x-¥y' x + y' x + y
yShat do tlie results seem to indicate?

x + y

8. Give tlie identity (ii) a verbal statement.

4. Deduce identity (ii) from identity (i).

Exercises XLII

(MlSCELLANEOT-S)

A
1. Find the product

(x + l)(x + 2)(x + 3)(x + 4),
first multiplying the two extreme factors and the two me.n
factors, and then multiplying the result**.

fin.i H " T^ 7.?'
"'*''''' *''."^ ^'''^ '"^"^ "^ x'-r.x + is zero, an.lhnd the \alue of the expression for any other two values of x.

o««
^' / "'«".^\'»"«^ <_redit at the hank is goo<l oj)ened a current.account depo.,tn,g $17.1; suc-cessive entries in his hank hook sXthat he h,is given a cheque for $81), has depositc^d S20, has giv.na cheque for $(H), has d(>i«K.ited $25. has g v( n „ cheoue for 41

1

h::;x'r'f^""'"'r "'"'"^'^*^'^ «'^ -Vinii thramou?

:

nas m the bank after each entry.

4. From the ex])aiisioii

(a + fc + c)' =.a' + fc» + c^ + 26c + 2ca + 2ab
deduce the expansion of (a + b-cy.

square luiy^'''^
"""* '"' '"''''^'' *"" *''^ ''^""'^ ofT-y to yield t!,e
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1. Find tl>e expaiuion of (o + 6)*,

(i) By multiplying the expanaion of (a + 6)> l»y itgelf.

(ii) By multiplying the expansion of (a + b)* l»y a + b.

Could the number of terms in the expansion have been foretold?

2 Shew that for »-3, or i-5 the expression (x-3)(x-5)
takes the value zero.

3. A vessel sails 53 degrees due south from a point of which
tlic north latitude m 29 degrees. Find in what latitude the veHs<.|
IS now.

4. Find the excess of (a + b + tyf over a* + 6* + c*.

5. Multiply 2x + 3y + 5zhySx-7y + 4m, and then find each of
the jiroducts

(2x + 3y)(3x-7y),

(Sy-i 5z)(-7y + 4t),

(2« + 5«)(3i + 4«).

1. Employ the facts that

C

x—y x+y
to liiul the product (x' + xy + y»)(x» ~xy + y»).

2. Find the product

(ax + by)(cx + dy),
an.

I
show that the product of the two term.s in the coefficient of xu

IS ciual to the product of the coefficients of x» and y\

'}. Find what integer should Ik? taken from x'-7x + 13 tomake It divisible by X- 5.

4. Shew that (a + 6)» + c» + (6+c)» + a» is divisible by + 6 + c.

5. Find the value of

(6-c)» + (c-a)» + (c-6)».

il

h

r M

- ..'

Ui«4
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1. Find the pnxluct

(x» + 'Jxy + 2y')(x» -2xy + 2y*).

2. Find the cxpunHion i»f

(* + !/)', (x + yy, (x + y)\ (x + y)^ (x-^yy
and seek a rule.

3. Find the value of

(y-')(y^»-x) + ('-J-)(z + x~y) + (x-y)(x + y-z).

4. The volume of 11 cone i.s given l)y the relation

where V, r h measure the; volume, the radius of the baae, and the
height, while ir denotes a certain definite number, which may lie
taken as 3- 14 Find the volume of a cone of height 7 inches' and
with a base of radius 2 inches.

5. Find the polynomial which, divided by x»-3x-5, gives the
quotient 2z» + 6* - 7 and the remainder 8*- 13.

E
1. Group the terms of

x* + y^ + 2ixy - ab) - (o» + b*)

so as to exhibit the expression iw the diflerence of two squares.

2. Shew that (c-a)»+ (o-6)» is e.xactly divisible by 6-c.

3. Of what two numbers is 25 the square?

4. From the identity

(x + yy=x^ + 2xy + y*

deduce the expansion of {a + b + c + dy.

5 Shew that ai' + bi* + cz' + d is not changed by the substitu-
tion 01 —z for 2.

as



CHAPTER VIII

FACTORS

27. Resolution into Factors. It hat been seen, at
several points in the preceding chapters, that there are
polynomials which can be expressed as the product of two
or more algebraic factors. The process of expressing a
polynomial as the product of factors is called resolution
into factors. We may speak also of resolving a monomial
as ab or 5x«y«» into factors, but the factors are seen at
oiK^e, and it would serve no purpose to oflfer a set of
exercises.

In this chapter there will be taken up methods for deal-
Hiff with such cases of resolution into factors as ordinarily
oeciir. It will be seen that the methods are based on
results m multiplication and division that can now be taken
as familiar. The student should keep in mind the types
that yield to resolution and, when new expressions present
themselves, should be solicitous as to whether or not they
are resolvable.

28. Resolution Based on tlie Identity
m (x + y) =mx + my = (x + y) m.

Exercises XLIII

Resolve into factors

:

1. mp + mq.

3. a^b-ab'.

5. ab-kab.

79

2. x'y + xy*.

4. x + tnx.

6, xy — mnxy.

* 5 m

4**M'^
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7. 6a»xy-9a»«t. 8. 15a»6c-18o6c».
9, ni'nx'y-mn^xy*. 10. ax - ay + at.

11. (a + b)x-(a + b)y. 12. (a + b) - {a + b)m.
13. (a + 6)+mn(a + 6). 14. a-y(a + 6)-Mr(a + 6).

15. (a + b)(x + y)-(a + b)(,x-y).

By a repeated application of this principle more com-
plex expressions may sometimes be resolved.

Ex.1. Besolve into factors 1 + x + y + xy.

l + x + y + xy=(l + x)+y(l+x)
= (l + a;)(l + y).

Ex. 2. Resolve into factors a6c-6cx-aa;* + x».

abc — bcx — ax^ + x'= bc(a — x) — x*(a — x)

= (a-x)(6c-x»),
and the expression is resolved.

If in such cases no grouping of terms suggests itself at

once, it is well to seek out some one letter which' occurs to

one and only one power, and make all terms containing it

into one group.

Ml

Exercises XLIV
Resolve into factors:

1. 1-x-y + xy.

3. abed + cbmy + cdlx + Imxy.

5. x^ + ax + bx + ab.

7. a^c + bhl + b^c + ahl.

2. pq-qx-py + xy.

4. X*— nx*— m^x + m^n .

6. x* + {h + p)x* + (q + hp)x + hq.

8. p'x-3'y-p»y + g»x.

29. Resolution Based on the Identities

(a±b)"=a*±2ab + b«,

(a + b + c)«=a« + b«+c«+2bc + 2ca + 2ab.

When the expression a* + 2ab + 6* is recognized as the \n'o-

duct of the two equal factors a + b and a + b the rpsolution

is effected.
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The following exercises should be worked out so as
to shew that they conform to the fundamental identity, as
in the example:

4a* - 12ax + 9x* = (2a)* - 2(2a)(3x) + (3x)»

= (2a-3x)*.

They and all similar exercises should then be reworked,
without detailed explanation, to develop sensitiveness to
alfjebraic form. The verification of the results will afford
exercises either in multiplication or in the inethods of the
preceding chapter, and will help to do away with any
dej)endence upon the answers to the exercises.

ExERflSES XLV

2. p'-2pg+g».

4. a-»-2x + l.

5. ".•o'6»-30a6 + 25.

10. (a + 6)'-2(a + fe)(x + j/) + (x + y)>.

12. l-22a:j/ + 121x»y».

14. Jx' + 2x + f.

Resolve into factors:

I. m' + 2mn + n'.

;}. x' + 2x + i.

•"). x' + 4x + 4.

7. 4a» + 12a6 + 96».

!• ia + by + 2(a + b)c + c'

J I. 20' + 2(20)9 + Si.

i;{. 2rm^-20iu' + 4i'K

l.'>. (a-x)» + 4x(a-x)+4x». 10. m« + 2TO»n« + n«
17. 4x" - 4xV + y". 18. 8l3» - ISz' + 1.

19. x' + j/» + 2' - 2yz -2zx + 2xy.

20. 9x' + UV + 252' - 40t/2 + 3(»2x - 24xy.
21 . 4^* + 12/>^ +

«
V - 4p -

(5<^ + 1.

22. a'x» + b'l/' + r»2' + 2bcyz + LVflzx + 2a6xt/

23. y'z* + z^x' + xhf + 2.r?/z(x + y + 2)

.

24. x« + y« + 2« - 22/»2' - 22»x' + 2xV.
25. io« + J6« + ^V« + T^6V + \c*a' + ia»6».

26. 25P - 10/m + w» - 10/ + 2m + 1.

Wfc '

1 .

Mi«l
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80. Resolution Based on the Identity

(a + b)(a-b) = a»-b».

Ex. 1. 9x'-25a» = (3x)'-(5a)»

= (3x + 5a)(3x-5a).
Ex. 2. o'-6» + 26c-c»=.a'-(6»_26c + c»)

= a'-(6-f)*

= (a + 6-c)(a-fe-c)
= (a + 6-c)(a-6 + c).

Exercises XLVI
Resolve into factors

:

1. I6x»-25y^

3. a'6*-xV-
6. (o + 6)'-c».

7. x'-y*-2yz-z'.
9. (o + 6)'-(c + rf)>.

11. l-81m».

13. (a' + 6»)»-4a»6».

15. a«-6«.

17. a«-6».

19. (x»-y» + 2»)>_4e»a-».

21. a»-fc' + 26c-c».

23. (,

2, a»-96».

4. 9m'n'-4pV.
6. a*~2ab + b^-c\

8. 4x»-20xy + 2,V-9/'.
10. o»-2a6 + 6»-c' + 2crf-

12. l-p»-2pg-5».
14. (x-2y)»-(j/-2x>».

16. l-x«.

18. y'«-l.

20. x' + 2xy + y'-2»-22-l.
22. x»-V-12yz-92'.

>* + 2'')'-(-^'-2/T. 24. (a + b + cy-(a-b-cr
25. (2x» + 3x + l)»_(x»-3x-2)'.
26. (o - by - (c - </)' + (a - (ly - (6 _ c)».

81. Resolution Based on the Identity
{x + a)(x + b)=x' + (a + b^x + ao.

It is plain that the factors otx' + 8x+15 can be found if
two numbers can be found of which the sum is + 8 and I he
product is + 15. These numbers are seen by trial to be
+ d and + 5 and we can write

3^ + 8x+liy^{x+3)ix + o).
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This trinomial may be resolved by writing it as the
difference of two squares thns

x» + 8x+15 = a:' + 2(4)x+15
= x» + 2(4)(x)+4»-4» + 15

^ix* + 4y-V
-(a: + 4+l)(x + 4-l)
= (x + 5)(x + 3).

It would be well to work several of the exercises in

l)(»th ways.

•I
t !

ill

Exercises XLVII

Resolve into factors

:

1. x» + 12x + 35.

3. a* + 10x + 21.

n. p'q* + 5pq + 6.

7. 4x» + 16x + l5.

9. 16x' + 12 y-^iV.

11. x»-8a; + lo.

13. y' + 2y-lo. '

1'). a»6»4-3a6cr/-70c'rf».

17. l-20z' + 9l2«.

19. l-4i'-77««.

2. j/' + 9x + 20.

4. m' + 8mn + 15n'.

6. m'n* + llmnpg + 30pV.
8. dy^ + 51y + iay\

10. l + 18xj/ + 65x»y».

12. x'-2x-ir).

14. x»y'-2xt/-35.

16. 91-202» + r.

18. 4xV- 36x^2 + 65a'.

20. x«-18x» + 81.

n. (a + by-7c(a + b) + 12c\ 22. x't/V- 16xj/z-192.

23. 4xV + 10,j/z'-242« 24. 25x« + 25x»-84.

2.' (x-y)«-132'(x-y)» + 36«*.

28. ix'-Ax + xV

«w v».

»
l-

*

U«M

By an extension of this method, trinomials which are
tlic products of two such factors as (2x + 5y) and (3x + 4y)
can be resolved. The product is here 6x» + 23xy + 20y», and
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we have first multiplying by 6 to make the fii-st term a
square and dividing by 6 to restore the original value.

6x' + 23xy + 20y' - [aex* + 23 x 6xy + 120y'] + 6
-[(6x)' + 23y(6x) + 120y»]-.6

= [(6x+8y)(6x+15y)]+6
= (3x + 4y) (2x + 5y)

.

Often, however, the factors of such an expression are
i-eadily found in the following way. buppose that

6^' + 2Sxy -f 20y'

is to be resolved. It i^ known in advance that the factors
to be found are of the form

(*x-t-*y)(*a;+ *y),

the star indicating a numerical coefficient not yet known
The product of the coefficients of x is 6, and of those of y
is 20. We choose any such factors, say

6x + ,)y

x + 4y.

It is seen by cross multiplication that .in the products of
these two factors the coefficient of xy must be 24 + 5 or 29
and is therefore not 23; the attempt has then failed. Tiv
next

Sx + 4y

2x + oy.

Here the coefficient of xy is 23, and we have the factor.
As only a limited number of trials can be made, this can l.e

said to be a method. A little practice will bring readihess
in applying it.

The following exercises should be worked by both
methods.
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Exercises XLVIII

Rt'solvc into factors :

1. 2x^+lSxy + loy\

3. 35a:»-71x + 24.

5. 12p' — 7pq — 455*.

7. 28r»-103r + 39.

9. ir)-19x-10x».

11. 7-mz'-27z*.

13. 3.V-103p + 72.

15. 40x*-51x'-108.

17. mxY-Glxyz^ + mz*.

19. 52^»-G7A)fc + 21P.

2. 12o' + 41a6 + 3,%».

4. 21x' + 2x-r)5.

6. low' + 2mn — 77n'.

8. (j«» + 72-r).

10. 4a»6' + 23a6xy + ISx'j/*.

12. 3r«'-23xj/-7''i^

14. 35-1U-72*:.

16. Cx' + 13x2/ + 6i/».

18. 81 - 153x' + 16x«.

20. 8z« + 26z»-90.

32. Resolution by Completingr the Square. In
Section 31 an example was given in which by completing a
squ<tre, the expression assumed a form which admitted
resolution into factors. There are two or three types of
expressions that can be resolved into factors by this artifice.

Kx. 1. Resolve x* + xV +y* into fiKtoi-s.

X* + x'j/» + j/« = x< + 2x»j/* + y*- 2x'j/' + XV,
adding to complete the sqiuu-e and subtracting to correct.

.•
. X* -i-xy + j/< = (x' + y^y - {xyY

= (x' + y^+ xy) (x' + y' - xj/)

= (x» + xy + y') (x* - xy + 1/*)

.• X* +x8y2 +y* = (x" +xy + y2)(x2 -xy + y8)

a Ksult which should he kept in memory. As an exercise in the
r view of temis, it may he noted that the two factors aiv each
li' iiiogeneous and of two dimensions in x and y, and the result is
liniuogeneous and of four dimensions in x and y.

• i

O^

J-

ill

- •«

%*>tt
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Ex. 2. Resolve x* + 4y* into fa «.

X* + iy* = (z* + 4x»y» + 4i/«) - 4*»i/»

- (x» + 2y' + 2*y)(x» + 2y» -2xy)
« (i» + 2xy + 2y») (z> - 2xy + 2y»).

Exercises XLIX

Resolve into factors

:

1. a* + a}b* + b*.

3. x* + 64y*.

5. 4p* + Slq*.

7. x<-llx» + 25.

9. 4x«-16xV + V-
11. l + 42«.

13. x» + x« + l.

2. x« + x» + l.

4. m* + 324n«.

6. x« + 9x> + 25.

8. m'-llm>n» + n«.

10. 4x« + 3xy + 9y*.

12. l + 42».

14. x«« + x» + l.

82. Resolution Based on the Identities

(a + b)3=a3+3a=b + 3ab*+b»
(a-b)'=a3-3a2b+3a»^b'.

The relation of the diflferent terms in the expansion
should be studied so that a perfect cube can be at once
identified. Exercises xxxviii should be re-examined.

2. o»-3a» + 3o-l.

4. 8p^-36fq + 54p^-27q'
6. l-9x + 27x»-27x».

Exercises L
Resolve into factors

:

1. a» + 3a» + 3o + l.

3. x» + 6ox» + 12a»x + 8o'.

6. x«-12xV + 48xV-64y«.
7. 27m» + 135m»n + 225mn» + 125n».

8. (a + 6)» + (o-6)» + r)a(o*-b»).

9. 8x» + GOxV + 150x'y< + 125y*.

10. l-6x + 12x2-8x».

11. l-9z' + 27z*-27z».

12. (o-6)« + 66(a-6)» + 126»(a-6) + 86».
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Sometimes, by completing a cube, an expression is made to

assume a tovm which lends itself to resolution.

Ex. X* + y»- (x* + 33fy + 3xy» + y») - (3x»y + 3xy»)

"(x + yY-Zxyix+y)

-U + y).[(x + y)»-3xy]

- (x + y) {z» + 2xy + y* - 3xy)

-(x + y)(x»-xy + y*),

in accordance with identity (ii) page 75.

Exercises LI

Resolve into factors :

1. x'-yK
3. x' + x' + x + l.

5. x*-4x* + 4x^-1.

7. o»-o»6 + a6»-6». ,

2. o» + a»6 + a6» + 6».

4. x» + 2x» + 2x + l.

6. x» + 3x»-13x-15.

8. a» + 2a'6-2a6»-6».

88. Resolution Based on the Identities

a'+b» = (a + b)(a«-ab + b«),

a»-b» = (a-b)(a«+ab + b«).

These follow at once from the identities (i) and (ii) of

Section Cs ~ ^y should be given verbal statement.

Ex. ' - into factors 8a»- 276*.

oc - 276»-,2o)»-(36)»

=
{ (2a) (Sb) } I (2a)» + (2a) (36) + (36)»|

=. (2a - 36) (4a» + Oi6 + 96')

.

Ex. 2. Resolve into factors x* + y*.

«« + l/«=(x»)» + (j/»)»

= { (x') + (y') I { {x'y- (X') iy^) -r (y^)^

}

-(x» + y»)(*«-«»y» + y«).

\»«'||

if

=^ ?v

:^

^^1

5!i

if
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Rew)Ivo into fjictors:

1. x*-V
3. 1 + n*b*.

6. p'-27.

7. Sa» + 27b:
9. x*-^.

11. x*-y*.

KXEUCISKS LI I

13. rU + yrt:

2. y» + l.

4. l-;W3pV.
6. g» + W.
8, 'i7m»-125n».

10. x« + .v».

1'-*. .r"-l.

14. a'»-6'».

16. (a»-6c)»-86«c».

18. (x-2y)»-(2j--y)i.

20. (6-c)N (c-<0' + (o-6)»
22. (.r+y)»-l.

15. «»/>'- cV

17. (x + l)» + (x-l)i
19. (6-r)>+(c-o)»

21. (a + 6)» + c».

84. Notes. If it is proposed to resolve into factors tlio
trinomial in x

x'-6x+7,
all attempts to find two integers or fractions of which thesum IS - 6 and the product -. 7 fail. If the expression is
treated thus:

x*-6j-+7 = (x^-6j: + 9)-9 + 7
= (x-3)'-2,

it is seen that it does not present itself as the difference oftwo squares. Accordingly it would seem that the given
quadratic expression cannot be resolved into two factors
of the first degree. Later it will be seen that, with an ex-
tension of the meaning of number, the resolution of eve.'v
quadratic in .r is possible. Similar remarks apply to iU
resolution of the quadratic

x^ - 6xy + 7y»,

homogeneous in two letters x and y, into two factors,

each homogeneous and of one dimension in x and y.
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When it »8 found that, for f>xnmple,

a^-r)x+6 = (x-2)(i--3).

8x» - '>2j + 15 = {2x - 3)(4a- - 5).

there probably arisea the question whether such expreRRions

ciiii be resolved in only one way. Since 2x-3-2(j-- j)

and 4x-5-4(x-i), the sei md set of factorH may *>•

written

8(x-i)(x-!).

Here, however, there has been a mere shifting of numerical

factors, and this set of factors is algebraically not different

from the set (2j-3)(4x-5). It will be seen later that in

.sin'h cases the resolution is possible in only one way, so

tliat, for instance, 8x'-22j+15 cannot be the product of

factors other than x- i and x- }, with a numerical factor.

This is analogous to the arithmetical fact that integral

numbers, as 3.') = 5x7, 63-3x3x7, can l)e resolved into

piime fac^tors in only one way.

The factors of ab are a and 6, and those of x» - 9 are

J .3 and x+3. These and like statements are always to

I).! taken in the algebraic sense, and not in the .sense of

fa -tors in the ' thmetic of integers. Thus if a- 4 and
b V, rt6 = 5, orime number. So a* in algebra is a
IM'ifect square, and a is not, though if a happens to be 9 it

is iui arithmetical square.

35. Highest Common Factor. The two expressions

a'ftcp, ab^cq,

liave several common factors, namely, a, b, c, be, ca, ab,
<ihr. Of these the one c* highest degree in the involved
It rters is abc, which on tnis account is called the highest
common factor. The analogue ir the theory of arithmetical

'\1

^.

I

M|^9V
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integers il the greaifst commoii measurff for example, t'.c
firreatest common measure of 54 and 72 is 18. When it in
said that one number is a measure of another, it is meant
that It 18 contained in that number an integral number of
times. Now, in algebra, a is a factor of ab, but the
co-factor 6 is not necessarily an integer, and the term
measure is not appropriate. Further, while abc is tlu-
htghesi common factor of u'bcp and ab'cq it may not be the
greatest in the arithmetical sense, for if a, 6, c, are positive
proper fractions, abc is less than be which, in turn, is less
than b or c.

The highest common factor (the h.c.p.) of

54p»gV and 72pg'r'

is 18p^-, the G.C.M. of the numerical coefficients bein-
associate- with the algebraic h.c.p.

Ex. 1. Find the hcf. of x'-17x + 70 and x»-10x + 21.

x»-17x + 70-.(j:-10)(x-7),
x»-10x + 21-(x- 3)(x-7).

.". The H.r.F. isx-7.

H.r.F. of x'- xy-12y', 2x» + 7x2/ + .V,
Ex. 2. Find the

and 3x» + 7xy - Oy*.

x» - xy - 12y' - (X - 4y) (X + %),
2x» + 7xv .+ •iy' = (2x + j/) (x + 3y)

,

3x' + 7xy- dy^ = (3x - 2y) (x + 3y)

.

.'. the H.r.F. is x + Sj/.

Ex. 3. Find the h.c.f. of x» + 2x-15 and x» + 2x»-9x+ iO

*' + 2x-lo = (x-3)(x + 5).
Not having a ready motho<l of i-esohing the euhic expression ^^..

x» + 2x'- 9x + 30= (X + 5)(x'- 3x + 6)
Hence since x»-3x + fi does not contain x-3 as a fmtor itfollows that the H.C.F. is x + 5.

o as a ha tor, it

L-V'-
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2. az\ bx; ex*.

4. ap*q, bp'if, cpq*, dq*.

8. o»x'v*«*. 6'x«yV c'xVj*.

KxKRf'INKM LIII

I'iinl the ll.<'.K. of:

1. o'6c, o6'c, o/»c*.

J. a»6cr/», ab^chl.

7. 10r>x»y«, 91xy'«. 5«xy*».

U. a'-6>, a»-6», a«-i«, o»-6».

10. o«-6V a*~b; a»-b\

11. x»-y», x"-y'».

12. x»-9x + 20, x»-8x + 15, x'-7x + 10.

13. a'-af-(H,\ a' - 7a' -^ 126». a» + 2a6-156>.

14. 2x'-xj/-.V, 4x'-i;i/', 6x»-xy-12j/'

ir>. x' + (a + /)x + a/, x» + (a + m)x + om, x' + (a -^ n)x + an.
10. (a + 6)», o» + 6», a»-6».

17. (a- by, a»-6», a»-6».

18. 8a' -276', 4o» - 12afe + 96», 4a»-96».

19. 15 + 11* -122*, 6 + 23i + 20«', 12 + 7«-12s».
20. a« + a»6'+6<, a'-b*, a' + a*b* -i- b».

21.

90

2x-15<), x' + i5-l4x-24.

12. a» + 3afe-186», a' + lla'6 + 37a6' + 426».

23. 6a'-a6-126*, 6a' - a»6 + 3a6' + 206*.

24. x»-6x' + llx-6, x» + 4x> + x-fi.

38. Lowest Common Multiple. The lowest common
multiple (l.c.m.) of

a'bcp and ab'cq

\>"lrcpq, this being the expression of lowest degree that
wi; admit both of the given expressions as factors. The
»t"liiph is to be understood in its algebraic sense, and

&^

'%
ii

.JS '

If
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lowest has reference to the degree, here, as in the treatment
of H.C.P., the idea of degree in algebra being analogous to

to that of magnitude in arithmetic,

,o ,r?^-^- f'"''
*'"' ^•^•^'- ''^ -«''«•• *'*''^' 4a6c'. Here plainly

lJa'6'c' IS the exi)rps8ion of lowest degree admitting each of the
given expressions as a factor, and the numerical coefficient is the
smallest that is a multiple of each of the coefficients.

Ex. 2. Find the k.c.m. of

a.»-5x + r>, x»-7x + 12, x^-Gx + 8.

x'-5x+ 6=(x-3)(a;-2),

x'-lx + 12= (x-4){x -3),

x»-6x+ 8 = (x-2)(x-4).

Therefore the l.c.m. is

t.e.

(x-2){x-S)(x-4),

x'-9x^ + 26x-24.

Exercises LIV

Find the l.c m. of:

1. yt, zx, xy.

3. aqr, brp, cpq.

5. 2x^y, 3y% 4^x.

7. 4a'(/, 56V, Gc'/.

9. bcyz, cazx, abxy.

2. a^bc, ab^c, abc*.

4. aP, bm}, en*.

6. 7a'6c(/». ^aVchl.

8. 5o»x», 6ax<, 9a»x».

10. VlPmhi, mmH\ 2llmhi\

11. (x + l)(x + 2), (x + 2)(x + 3), (x + 3)(x + l).

12. x»-5x + 6, x»-x-6, x' + x-G, x» + 5x + 6.

13. 4x'-9y', (2x-3y)», (2x + 3y)'.

14. x»-6x + 9, x*+4x-21, x'-8x + 15.

15. 2a' + 5a6 + 26', o'-46», a' + 4a6 + 46».

16. 6x»-x-15. 8x»-2x-21, 10x' + 23x + 12.

17. a +6. a* + b*, a-b. a- -b\

18. x'-y*, x»-y», x«-j/«.
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19. o«-6», a»-b".

20. «»-20« + 96, z'- 3^-361 -32.
21. x^+(c + a)x + ca, x» + (a + 6)x + a6, x» + (6 + c)« + 6c.

22. a;»-9x» + 26x-24, a:»-i>-14x + 24.

Exercises LV

(Miscellaneous)

A

1. If a bullet falls, from rest, from a point at a moderate
height above the surface of the earth, and if it falls through
H tVct in / seconds, it is known that

wlu'iv (1 is a certain definite number (at any place) which, for
(oinputation, may be taken to be 32-2. Find how far the bullet
would fall in 1 second, in 2 seconds, and in the second second.

2. Resolve into factors

:

(i) a»- 22a + 120;

(ii) o»-22ax + 120x*;

(iii) (x' - 5x)» - 22(x» - ox) + 120.

.'{. Find, without going through the complete multiplication,
the (oofficient of x' in each of the products:

(i) (x»-5x + 3)(2x + ll);

(ii) (x» + 2x + 3) (x"+ 3x + 5)

;

(iii) (x + l)(x + 2)(x + 3)(x + 4).

4. Find the product

(a - 6) (a + b) (o' + 6») (a* + b*) (a> + 6«).

."'. Divide $190 among A, B, and C, so that B may have $5
less than twice as much as A, and C $5 less than twice as much
as H.

s V-.

^1

,1^

^ ifv

i
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1. A train travels p yards in h minutes; how far would it

travel in » seconds at the same average rate?

2. Resolve into factors

a*-a'b-ab* + b*

(i) By grouping the terms in jmirs;

(ii) By completing the square of which the extreme torni>

are parts.

3. Find, without going through the multiplication, theccHtli-

cient of «* in each of the products

:

(i) (2j;»-11x + 3)(5«-7);

(ii) (3x» - 5x + 8) (2x» + 7x- 5)

;

(iii) (x-2)(a:-3)(x-4)(x-5).

4 Shew that x' - 7x + 12 is equal to zero if x = 3 or 4, but that

any other value of x than 3 or 4 will not make the expre^^siou

equal to zero.

5. From the product of x*-xW + y* and x* +xV + y* take tlie

square of x* + y*.

X

1. Shew that x - 1 is a factor of 2x»- llx» + 17x- 8.

Shew also that if, in the expression, the value 1 is assign.Ml to

X the expression assumes the value zero.

2. By a fresh grouping of terms show that 6-c is a factor of

o»(6-c) +6'(c-a) +c»(a-6),

and find all the factors.

3. If 2s= o + & + c find, in the terms of a, h, c, the value of

s + (.s-a) + (s-6) + («-c).

4 Shew that the difference of the squares of two consecutive

odd integers is equal to four times the intermediate even nuiiil)er.

5. Resolve into factors

(x» + 3x)'- 38(x» + 3x) + 280.
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1

.

Sh«w that (o + by + (o - by = 2(o» + 6»).

Taking a and 6 as the measures of the lengths of Unes, give a

gidinotrical statement to this identity.

2. Resolve into factors

(o» + 6») + 2(a + 6) (a* - 6') + 3ab(a + b)

.

3. If ,= a + ft + c, find, in terms of o, 6, c, the value of

(«-6)(8-c) + («-c)(«-a) + (.>«-a)(»-6).

4. If I and y are two numbers and it is known that their sum

is T)? imd their diflfercnee is 21, find x and y.

:>. Shew that the suih of any two otld integers is an even

intcL'cr.

1

.

Find the product of x' + x'y + xy' + y' and x' - x'j/ + xy* - 1/».

2. Resolve into factors

:

(i) (x + i/)»-8(x + y) + 7;

(ii) 8a*-2a6-15fc' + 10o-156;

(iii) p* + q*-r* + 2pY-2r'-l.

:? A merchant bought a box of tea at 30 cents a pound, and

a s.rnnd box oi tea, holding lo i)ounds more, at 45 cents a pound,

l.ayinii $03 for the two. Find the number of pounds ui each box.

I. Find the H.C.F. of

8x' - 1 2r>t/» and 4x'- 2x'y - 5xy» - Toj/'.

."). Shew that the sum of any odd ami any even integer is an

(idi integer.

- t ^

'J'

/dA*'^

> -.1

I**

is-'
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1. Find the i)ro<luct

(a + 6 + c)(6 + c-o)(c + o-6)(o + 6-c).

2. Resolve intf> factors

:

(i) m« + 4a6m'-(a'-6»)»;

(ii) (m + n)^ —mm — m';

(iii) 20(p + 3)'-67(p + g)r-30r».

3. An integer expressed by two digits, of which the tens digit

is the greater by 5, is equal to eight times the sum of the digits.

Find the number.

4. Find the L.C.M. of

a' + 6», a' + a'b-a6' + 26», a» + 2a»6 - a6» - 26».

5. Shew that the product of any two odd integers is an txld

integer.

G

1. If x= a + 6, and y = a — b, find in terms of a and b the value

of i» + / + 3xj/(x + y).

2. Resolve into factoi-s

:

(i) a'-6» + a6(a-6)+6(a'-6»);

(ii) 4x' + 28xr/ + 49i/»-25;

(iii) x' + y*.

3. A starts from a place at the rate of 3 miles an hour, and
at the end of one hour B starts on the same way at the rate (it 4

miles an hour. At the end of what time will A overtake B?

4. Find the II.C.F. an«l the L.C.M. ».f a'-6» anda»-6», and
shew that the product of the H.C.F. and the L.C.M. when found
is equal to the product of the given expression.

5. Shew that the i)roduct of any odd and any even integer is

an even integer.



CHAPTER IX

EQUATIONS

37. Problems Leading: to Equations. What is to

be understood by the term equation has already been ex-

plained. The following problems are examined, as pre-

liminary to a study of the rules for solving equations.

Problem, 1. A man has two 'elds, one square and the other

a nctangle with sides 20 rods and 16 rads longer than the side of

the s(iuare field; the area of the square field is acres less than

that of the other. Find the dimensions of the h Ids.

\jet X be the measure of the side of the square field, unit

1 rod.

.'. X + 20 and i + 16 are the measures of the sides of the larger

field.

.". a;' and (x + 20)(x + 1«)) mea.sure the areas of the fields, unit

1 siiuare rod.

Therefore since 11 acres = 160x11 or 17»>0 sq. rods,

(x + 20)(x + 16)-x» = 176()

x' + 36x + 8?0 - x» = 1760

36X + 320 =1760.

It is now plain th"t 36x is less than 17(30 by 320.

.']6x= 1760 -320
= 1440.

It follows then that X must be the (luotient of 1440 by 36, ie.,

the factor that with 36 gives the product 1440.

= 40

.'. Tiic side of the siiuarc field is 40 rods in length, und thosj of

the other field 40 + 20 and 40 + 16, i.e., 60 arid 06 rods.

7 97
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Prohlerfi 2. A has f17 moro thnn B, and when A has acqniml
an additional $2() and B an additional $12, it is found that A Wn
twice as much money as B. Find liow much each had at tirsl

.

Let * = the numher of dollai"s B had at first.

. . x + 17^ A

Therefore, after the acquisitions, A and B have

(x + 17) + 20, and x + 12 dollai-s respectively.

2(x + 12) = (x + 17) + 20

2x + 24=x + 37.

Hence it is plain that 2x is 24 less than x + 37.

2x = x + 37-24
= x + 13

i.e., x + x = x + 13,

so that X must ecjual 13.

.-. B had at first $13, and A had (13 + 17) or $30.

In the preceding examples, as in tliose of Chapter II.

which may perhaps with profit be examined again, are seen

the building up of the equation, which sums up what is

given in the problem, and the eliciting from the equation its

secret—the value of the unknown x. It is seen again that

there is a real difference between an equation, as that of

Ex. 2,

2x + 24 = x + 37,

which requires x to be 13, and is therefore true only if

X = 13, and an identity as

(a;-2)' = :r'-4x + 4,

which V 8 himv to be true whatever he x.

The following problems are to be treated as have been

the examples in this section.
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Exercises LVI

1. One side of a roctanglc is 18 yards longer than the adjacent

sidf. iind the area is 81 square yards less than that of a square of

tilt' same perimeter. Find the dimensions of the rectangle.

2. A merthant l)ought a l)Ox of 100 pounds of tea at 35 cents

a |ic .1111(1. He sold part of it at 1-5 cents a pound, and the rest at

.!() ( ( la.H a pound, gaining oii the whole $13-30. Find how many
jHiiiiids were sold at each prii'o.

;{. Find how many pounds of tea which costs 40 cents a pound
sill Mild Ik? mixed with 80 pounds at cost o" 30 cents a pound, in

or'l'T that when the mixture is sold at o'J cents a pound (here

may lie a gain of $26.

4. There are two numbers, the sum of which is 50, and the

fiuni of three timed the less and twice the greater is 71. Find the

nuinhors.

more

'. A ha3 a certain number of half-dollar pieces, and B haa 7
than twice as. many quarter-dollar pieces. Between them

tlu'v have $lh-7o. Find how much money they each have.

13.

(>. The dilTerence of the squares of two consecutive integers is

Find the integers.

7. A sets out from a certain plf*ce at the rate of 3 miles an
hdiir, and 2 hours later B starts in the same direction. At the
end of what time will they be together?

s. Divide 35 into two parts, such that three times the
greater exceeds 5 times the less by 9.

!». In an integer expi-essed by 2 digits the units digit is 5
•Iter tlian the tens digit, and the number is three times the

suin of its digits. Find the number.

hi Tlie length of a rectangular f oid is 18 rods greater than its

widtli. Were it 8 rods wider and 10 rods longer its area would
be r> iKTOs greater than it is. Find the dimensions of the field.

"-i
3?

- mi

«,»^1
*^

i \\

38. Rules for Solving^ Equations. The meaning of

fqn'ifion being understood, certain rules will now be adduced

to tiicilitate their solution, for, while it is an excellent
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practice to solve equations without reference to rules, there
is «u economy in both time and thought in employing
rules, supposed to be understood. In this k »ction, as in

several later sections, the equation will be studied without
reference to any problem, although it is well to regard it

as having arisen in some problem. In this way the student
is less liable to lose sight of the fact that from the first j--

or the unknown—denotes some definite number, not any
number we please.

3E

Ex. 1. Solve

5x-3-2z + y. (i)

Employing the rule: If equaUt he mUled to egmls the minui are fqnalwe add 3 to each of the luimbere given as equal by the equation.
'

.". 5a:-3 + 3 = 2x + «> + .S

5a; = 2x + V> + 3

and the result is as if -3 of the left member of the equation were
taken to the right and its sign changed.

We have then
5a: = 2x + 12. (5i)

Applying the axiom again we add -2x to each member of the
equation.

5x-2x= -2x + 2ar + 12

.. 5x-2x = 12

and the result is as if +2x of the right member of (ii) were t.iken
to the left and its sign changed.

We have then

3x = 12. (iii)

Employing the rule: If egmii be divided by the same number the
qt^timts are equal, we divide each member of the equation l.y 3.

t.e.,

and the equation is solved.

x-V
1 = 4 (iv)
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What has been done n«ay now Ikj exhibited more brieHy thus :

5x-3-2x+ U

+ 3- + 3W«' know

.". Ity addition

Mcntically

.'. l>y addition

.". liy division by 3

5x = 2x + 12

-2x=-2x

3x = ]2

x-4
The value of x in 4.

In the example just solved, the different equations (i), (li),

(iii), (iv) are such that from anyone the others may Ik? derived.
Tlicy are said to be equivalent.

It will be well to work a nundter of equations in the way just
slicwn. apiH^alinjj to first jjrinciples, l)ut from what has appeared
the following rule for solving such equations may be stated:

Brinff all the U>nm involving x—or whnlerer letter in emplnyetl for
Ihr inihioteu—to the left .tide, aud take all numerical terms to the
riiiht svle, changhiff the aiffim of all ternin trnnn/erreil, then collect terms
miil (liride each member bi/ the coefficient of the vnhwwn.

Ex. 2. Solve

(2x-5) + (3x + 7) = (x-JO + (X +23).

Hon- a ]>reliminary step is the removal of tb.e brackets, so that the
simple like terms may be collected. The W(jrk may be shewn
tliMs:

Given

:

(2x - 5) + (3x + 7) = (x - <>) + (x + 23)

.

2x - 5 + 3x + 7 = X - !t + X + 23

2x + 3x-x-x= -<) + 23 + 5-7
3j = 12

x = 4.

As ,1 rule the work is shortened by collecting all the like terms on
(';i(li side before transferring. Thus we niiglit say:

(i i ven : (2x - 5; + (;ix + 7) = (x - < >) + (x + 23>

.

2x-5 + 3x + 7-x-0f x + 23
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6x + 2-2x-t-14

6a5-2x-l4-2
3x-12
*-4.

Ex. 8. Solve

i(x- 2) + l(x + 1) - J(x + 7) + i(* + 8),

In genprnl, tiinf is navod l»y fjetting rid of numerical fractions,
which may here Ik- done hy nniltiplyini? eat h member of the etin.i-
tion by 6, the L.C.M. of the denominators. The solution would
then be shewn tluw

:

Given : l(x - 2) + i(x + 1) - J(i + 7) + i(x + 3),

By multipliratioii l»y 0, it follows that:

2(x-2)+3(x + l)-(x + 7)+3(u: + 8)

2x-4 + 3x + 3 = x + 7 + 3x + 9
•*• 5x-l-.4x + lG

x-17.

Thus the value of x is 17.

Further illustrations are unnecessary, as in working
examples the bfudent will acquire artifices for shortening
work.

In each case the answer found should be substituted in

the proposed equation to test the accuracy of the work and
to impress what is meant by an equation.

Exercises LVII

1. Solve the following equations, referring each step to tii-st

principles

:

1. 4x + ll = 3x + l9.

3. 4x + 2 = x + 7.

5. 2x- 5 = 1-2.
7. 8x + 5 = 0x + 3.

9. 3y-S= 5y + 7

11. 7^ + 11 = 122-9.

2. 7x + 30= 5x + 40.

4. 9x + 15 = 4x + 23.

0. 5x-7 = 2x + 10.

8. llx + 17 = 13x + 26.

10. i(x-7)=iCx + 9).

12. J(x-l)+l(x-2) = J(x + 12\
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2 Solve tho following oquai >n«i:

•1. (rMr-2) + (3x-7)-(15x-13)-(4x-9).

(3y + i>) - (2y + 3) - (7y - 10) - (4y - 8).

5(z-7)-3(« + l)-(}(f-4)-r)(, + 3).

4(* + 5) - i(* + «) - f(X + 11) - K* - T)).

7(/ + l) + 5(/ + 2)-3(/ + l))+4(/ + ll).

l(« + 7)-f(«+ll)-|(«+19)-A («-l).

(«+l)(« + 2) + (« + 3)(« + 4)-(« + 6)(, + l) + (,_4)».

(X + 5)» + (x-2)»- (x + 3)' + (x - 1)>.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

(x + 3)(x + r))-(x-2)(x-3)-
(2x + 5) (X - 7) - (2x - 3) (X- 1).

2.

3.

4.

5.

G.

7.

5tf(7-y)+y(r>y-l)-(y + l)(y_l)_(y_2)».

3. Solve the following equationH

:

1- (i*-J)-(|x-J) = ax + i)-(|x-x\).

iax-f)-i(|x-i)-J(x-7)-J(x-10).

f(« + l)»-i(« + 2)»=.y\(z + l)(« + 2)-S(z + 9).

(j/-|)(»-i) + (j/-|)(y + l) = 2(i/ + 1)(y-5).

i(y-l)-l(y-2)-i-(y + 7)-J(y-5).
ix-|(x-r)) + f + f(x-4) = l-Ax.
(l + x)(3-x)-(2-x)(3 + x) = i(x + l)-i(x + 2).

8. |(x + ll)-xV(x + l) = (x-l)(x + l)-(x-2)(x + 2)-l.
9. ?[x + i{(x-o) + i(x + l)}] = 2f.

10. (X + l)(x + 2)(x + 3) = (X + -y)(x + 7)(x - 0).

39. Lit:^ Equations. Let it be proposed to divide
a liue, the measure of the length of which is a, into two
parts, one of which measures k more than the other.

Let a:= measure of length of shorter part.

x + k^ measure of length of longer part.

.

*

.
x+{x+k)^ sum of the measures of the two parts.

.'. x+{x+k)-a.

o

5!-

%

,•%!•*<
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Here we have an equation in which the unknown is j;
in this equation appear alno a uiul k, which may be any
two uumbere whatever, k lens than a, jit \mng given in

the problem are to be considert-d as knc.vn.

The equation is called a literal equation in contrnst
with those already worked, which may be called numeriml
equations.

To solve this equation means to find x in terms of the
known a and k. Manifestly the rules for solving numerical
equations will apply here; accordingly we have

x+ ix+ k) "U.

2x-a-k
x-Ha-k).

Thus the two parts are

hia-k) mdh(o-k) + k,

i.e., hf-ik RuHla+U',
or i(rt-X-) audi (« + *).

In literal equations, by convention, the earlier lettjTs
are understood to indicate the known quantities.

KXERCISES LVIII

Solve the foUoAving ('(lUutiouM

:

1. (a + a-) + (6 + x) = (f + j).

2. (m + j)-(n_j) = (2p + x).

8. i(a+x) + ](6 + j-)=-J(c + x).

4. hx-kx = h^-k\
5. a(a + x)^b{b + x).

6. m^m + nx) + n''{n + mx) = (m + n)».

7. fi(x-a)+b{x-b)+c{x-c)='2(bc + ca + ab).
S. (t + 6) (2a + 3b) - (a + 26) (2x + 6)

.

9. (x - 2k) (5/j + a-) = (3/* - 4k) (Sh - 3x)

.

10. 2a»(ax + 6') + 26»(6x + a') - (a» + 6»)> - (a»- ft»)».
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KXKKCIHI'M LIX

(MiMKI.I ANKOIK)

1. Find the cijefficiont of x* in the followinK products:

(i) (x»-5x-t-7)(x'-t.7x-3);

(ii) (2*»-5*» + 7x-9)(3x'-llx + 5);

(iii) (2x» + 7x*- llix -»- 4)(5x« - fix' + I2x - 8)

;

(iv) (ax* + 6x + c)(/jx» + ibx + m).

U. Find th«« icnnlt of HiilmtitiitinK -* f< •r X in the exprcemion

ax* + 6x* + fx.

.!. Riwdvr into fjK'tors

(.'{x» + 7xy + 4j/»)»- ('Kr' + 2xy - 3y»)».

4. Solve tijc (>(|tij)tion

H'-3) + .U* + 5)-l(x + 6) + J(x-l).

'•. VVhat \h nM'iint l.y saying that -2 in lens than -fl?

fi

I Show that

{o + 6)»(a-6)»=.(a>-6»)».

•J. RcHoIvo into factors

:

(i) xV-a»x'-oy + a«;

(ii) a/x» + amxj/ + blxy + bmy';

(iii) x*-y*.

:i For what valiu's of x will the .'vprcssion -,•» - 8x + 15 assume
tiM' v.iliic zero?

I Show tliat the expresHion

(t-c;(x-6)(x-c) + (c-a)(x-c)(x-a) + (a-6)(x-o)(x-6)
»W-.- lint ivally involve x.

"). Divide $53 lietween A and B so that one-eighth of A's share
fxc«< ,|s one-aeventli of B's by one dollar.

*».

r -

It

It

,-M'^

ri

'I'll

i
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1. Find the L.C.M. of

(o + 6)'(a»-6'), (a-6)»(a» + 6»).

2. From the square of x»-a* take the cube of x*-a*.

3. A merchant buys 100 jiounds of tea at a certain pii.o ,^. Jlu^ P"''^ ""^ """^^ advancing 5 cents a pound, the nm-chant sold the tea at once at an advance of one-fifth on thf newcost price and gained $12. Find the cost price of the tea.

valu4"o™ *^^ '^^' ''^^"^ °^ *' ^''' ^" P^^*^""^' "egati^e, an.l zon,

5. Shew that

y«(y-a) + «x(«-x)+xy(a;-y),
are equal to one another.

T

hv rr^'ri^^fifl"''^"
that the remainder, whenx»-3x + m is dividedoy X-&, IS 16. Find what m must l)e.

„«^
^"

"^'"*J
*^^

l*""***
''*^"'' of a:'-2x + 1 for all positive, neir.tiveand zero values of a;.

'«?. unr,

3. Group the terms in

x\y + 2) + j/'(2 + a:) + 2»(x + y) + 2xyz
so as to shew that y + 2 is a factor.

'.'"hat other factors suggest themselves?

T> \J^JT ^''2/-intl B has $33; find how much A shoul.i jrivea so that B may have three-fourths as much as A.

5. Ifx= 6 + c, y = c + a, 2 = a + 6, find in terms of a, h r \W
value of

x^ + y'*-\-i?~yt-tx-xy.



CHAPTER X

FUNCTIONS

40. Meaninsr of Function. In many exercises the
stiulent has been asked to work such a problem as the
following:

Find the value of 2x + 3for x-0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

The computation is very easy, and the results can be
sliewn thus:

For x = 1 2 3 4 5

The value of 2x + 3 = 3 5 7 y 11 13

Here, whatever value be assigned to x, the form of the
expression enables ns to find its value, and the fact, that
the value of the expression is thus determined for general
values of a;, is expressed by saying that 2ar+ 3 is a function
ofx. When, in an expression involving a-, we think of
X as capable of assuming or being assigned a variety of
r'llues, as many values as we please, and, as a rule, any
Mines we please, x is called a variable, and the expression
is called a function of the variable x.

Since, in general, any expression, in which x occure,
•
ail be evaluated for an assigned value of x, the term func-

tion of x is often defined in elementary algebra as any
frpression involving x, ovany algebraic form involving x, the
question of the variability of x not being raised.

107
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EXEKCISKS LX.

x-is -^4"'*? Hf ''fT
of the following functions of x foro, 4, -.i, -J, -1, 0, +1, +2, +3, +4, +0:

« + 3, 2x, 3x + 7, x»-a; + 2 x'-x-** i—
"' X.+ 16'

2. In cmh of the following functions assign to x anv v«!i.,.at pleasure, and calculate the increase in the v^h,e of the ^„ c 1for successive advances of 1 on the value of x taken

:

x + 3, 2x, 2x + 3, 3x, 3x-2, 7x-10.

«««
''^•/" T\"^ *'*® following functions of x, slu>w that there i.one value which must not be given to x:

1
—

>

X
x-3

«-2 2x + 3' x + 2*

^^ *0.?'''n^*^ *h''*'T^
"* *^^ following functions of ^ f.,,X.--0-O, -0.4, -0-3, -0-2, -0 1, 0, 01, 0-2, 0-3, 0-4, Oo:

x-o, 3x-7, 2x + 0, x», x»-3.
Exhibit the values in the form of a tabic.

5. Shew that whatever vjilue be given x in the function ox- "

6. Shew that the expression

5(3x-5) + l(ll-5x)

irC?'''""^'
"' " '' ""''"^"^ '^'"'^'-^"^ ^•«>"^«' ^>- that it i<

tions'icnSit!;"^;;:"'""'^^^'" ^^^"^" *'• the following f„n,..

a-', (x-2)', x'-4x + 4, x»-4x + 9.

41. Notation. In this section the term function wiil
be understood for the most part as referring to the fona
of the expression.
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It is at once seen that a;* - 3x - 2 is a function of x. If
we were examining this function for many values of x and
referring to it frequently, it would be found convenient to
adopt some short way of denoting it. In such a case the
practice is ti. denote it by the suggestive symbol,

/(x).

which is read, function of x, or function x.

Hence f(x) =
, (or means) , x* - 3x - 2.

Then /(l) = l*-3.(l)-2.
/(2)-2«-3.(2)-2.
/(p)=p*-3p-2.

If two functions were under study, as say x* + 1 and ^^-
. ,^ - x+1

we inight denote the one by fix) and the other by F(x),
for plainly different functions or forms should be denoted
by different symbols. Here

/(3)=3« + l.

3-1
F{3)^

3+1

^(p)+/(p)-^+(p« + l).
p+1

As the student becomes familiar with the notariin, he will
see that often the suggestive letter/ is not the only one so
employed, thus

fix) , gix), h ix)

may be employed to denote three different functions of x.

Exercises LXI

I. If /(x) denotes x» + 3x + 7, find /(O), /(l), /(2), /(a).

n r rlKl^''^
"^^"^^^^ x' + 8*-ll, find /(o), and shew that

/(J
I

/(a) has x-a for a factor.

••1

I

&
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8. If /(x)-x + -, find /(I), /(3),/(a»).

4. If/(x)=z'-2, shew that

/•/^^V,"//^
denotes ax' + bx+c, find /(m), and shew that/w-j(m) lias x-m for a factor.

6. If //(x) denotes ax» + Sbx' + 3cx + d, find g(m), and shew
that g(x)-<i{m) has x-m for a factor.

7. liAy)^2y-7, fin(l/(x), /(x'), /(x + 2), and shew that

/(2')+3/(«) + 8 = 2(2 + 5)(z-2).

8. If/(2) = z», show that

/(^ + .a =/(**) +/(t/') + 2/(x)./(y).

9. If /(2) = 2* and g(^) = 2 + 1, shew that

/(x)+2//(x)-l=/(x + l).

Exercises LXII

(Miscellaneous)

A
1. Divide the product of x»-9x-3G and «»-4x-4r) k

x»-21x + 108. •

2. What vahie of x will make 2x + 3 equal to zero?
Shew that any smaller value than this of x will make

negative, and any greater value 'vill make 2x + 3 positive.

3. In an on-hard are m rows of m trees each, the trees
equidistant in the rows, and the whole forming a square
orchard is enlarged by an addition of a row of trees alon
adjacent sides, equidistant in their rows, so that the orchai-
he a square outline. Find how many trees are added t

orchard.

4. A person when asked the day of the month on a c rtain
day in September replied that the number of days remaimiL' in

September w.ts one-fifth of the number of davs remaining i i th^
year. Find the day of the month.

5. If/(x) = (x + l)»-(x-l)', shew that /(-x)«/(x).

.'j + 3

•emz

Thf

i: tHi>

.<tiil

the
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B
1. In the expression

find all the tenns in which x (1(h>s not otcur.
What inference from the? result?

2 For what vain., of x will the two functions of 2x + 5 and
3141.' have equal values?

Take any less value of x and fin.l which ..f the functions is

L^tl.""Sr^" ""'^
*'"''"'" '"'"' "^ •"' ""^' ""^ ^'"^h ^""^tion

.'{. Resolve into fetors:

(i) X» -y»-x(x'- y^) + y(x - y)»
;

(ii) (2a + ,%)»+ (3o + 26) »;

(iii) (15x» -xy- 2Sy'y - (21a:» + lOxy - 12y')».

4. A rectangular court, the unequal sides of which are mMnN ami n yan s .n length is surroue.ded on the outside by awalk a yards wide. Fuid the area of the walk.

.'.. If/(x)-(x + l)»+(x-l)>, shew that /(-x)--/(x).

C
1. Shew that

iy-''y + (z-xy + (x-yy = 2(x-y)(x-z)+2{y-z)(y-x)
+ 2{z-x){z-y).

-. Hhew that

(6 + c)' + (c + o)' + (a + 6)'-a*-6'-c* = (a+6 + c)».

) Resolve into factors

:

(i) {Jn + mpY-Qp^mnY;
(ii) (x + 2/)'-17a(x + y)+72a'.

t. If/(n) = n», shew that

f(.n)-f{n-\)^2r-l.
rv The volume of a sphere Inung given by the fonn '-

-
.

. / ,
where v and rare the measures of the volume and the

? .rst'luf'.ri"'" "^'^r''
""•"'*^^' «"•' the volume oJ the
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1. Find the valuPH of x> for X = 1 2 .'J 4 R nnt;n.r.»»M-

ronmrkalW. i,. the ohan^.. i„ t... vle\rf the oip^lX i?ceesive ndvancoa of 1 in the value of x.
*F"^'on lor .>«.

2. Show that

(o + 6)> = 4o6 + (o-6)».

3. Show that J- 1 is a factor <.f

T«-2x> + 7j»-r«-l.

the ?!;;;;:;!::.'''"'
'"• "•' '"''"' ^ "^ ^ *''^ '"^i'"-'^'^' "-"-^

ftn,l In
"^

T'"'"''""*
''"•' t."'^ kin.ls .>f toa, whi.-h he soIIh at H2 . onuand 40 cents a ,H.un,l. H<.w many poinuls of oaoh munt he t ,bto malce a nuxtun- of 100 ,K.un.ls worth 35 cent« a jZid?

5. (iroup the teinis of

a\b -c)+ 6»(c- a) + c*ia - b)

80 as to show tliat b-cis a factor of the expression.

E

5. 6
1. Find the vaUie of x»-4x + 4 for x= -2, -1, 0, 1 2 3.4

2. Shew that

(b + c)(c + a)(a + b)-3abc
is not changed l.y the interchange of any two of the letters a. h. r

3. Sliew that

a-«-3x»-29x' + 3x + 28
is divisihle by hotl, x-1 and x + 1, shewing also that the -iv.-
expression vanishes for x = 1 or x = - 1.

Find the other factors of the expression.

« },^\V ''l^'^'^r^' J/ = f + a-6, « = c + 6-c, find in tenr.i ,:

a, b, c the value of

X* + y* + 2* + y« + 2x + xy.

5. If '(a:)=x»-4x + 4. shew that/(x^2 + A) = /-(^r2_M,
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42 Bepresenutlon of Numbor. M.ny rep«,«„t,.
O..S Of p.„,t,ve and >,.BaMvc. „,„„,«„ have been gfvenWe have now to consider in gi^ater detail the representation

0.. a »tra,ght l,„e^ Let XOX l,e a straight line whiehCbe prodnced indefinitely in both .lirections

Ut 6 be B.n„r,g,„ for „,ea«nrement^ and suppose positivemea^nrements made to the right. Then the d.XnceTal sj

T'T^
from O is given .,y OK, or detennined by the

|.o..,t K s™,larly the distance (3-5) measured fron O iagiven by OL or determined by the point L. But 3 - s"
"
2

ritl,t r.!,-""''"'"
"""'^"'^""•"•^ """"n those taken to th.

Th » H
'

'r»'''"«»'""«
""«' he taken to the left.T .,.. all the numbers of algebra can be represented on the

','"",,? » '""—'""'lins to each number
! ,» pla,n that d,ffe,-ent points cannot correspond to the

.Similarly for a vertical l!ne-one drawn up and down
h.. page-,t ,s ag,.eed that measurements made npw^"f-m O are to be taken as positive so that dol^

rat^jisureinents are to be negative.
wuwara

For the representations of this chapter it is almost

^ 113

2:

?\
i

m
I -
- • 1
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Exercises LXIII

1. On a horizontal line, mark the points that indicate the
following numbers

:

7, 13, 4-3, 4-5, 3-7, -9.

2. Mark the points P and P' corresj^nding to

3-r) + 7-9 and 7-5 + 2-8,
and shew that the distance PP' is given by

(3-5 + 7-9)-(7-5 + 2-8),
and the distance P'P by

(7-5 + 2~8)-(3-5 + 7-9).

3. On a vertical line mark the points that indicate

5, 8, 8-5, 8-11, 3-5 + 7, 4-9-3, -4.

48. Study of the Linear Function. In the function
2x+ 1, as has been seen, x may be assigned any value, and
each such value assigns to this function a value. A set of

corresponding values is shewn in the table

Forx= d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2x+l = 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15

Here it is plain that 2ar+ 1, regarded as one number, is .i

variable, for x may be taken so as to assign any value we

please to 2x+ 1. For example if 2x + 1 is to have the value

20, then since

2x + 1 is to equal 20 '

2x is to equal 19

and X is to equal 9^

so that the value 9i of x assigns the value 20 to 2a: 1.
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^'1 ^ ^ ^ t
'^'^^ ^ ^' ""^"'^'^ ^ * ^"^^We, depending

[

on the variable x.
i^uwiuif

Next, note that, taking any value of x as say x - 3 eachadvance of 1 ,n the valne of x, carries with it an inciTase
lo 2m .he value of 2..1. This was to be ex^cLd o
he s armble part ot2x.l is 2x and any change i'x implies
twice as great a change in 2x

^

2a+l, 2« + 2A + l, 2a + 4A+l.
Thus each advance of h in the value of x gives the sameadvance of 2k in the function, whatever be I and whateTer
be the value a of x from which the advance starts

The .T in 2x+ 1 is a variable; in contrast the 2 and 1 in

L: Zn :%' '' ^'^ *'^ ^^"^^'^^ ^^"^'^r function
I

«x. 6, while « and ft may be any numbers whatever a notzero, ye once their value is assigned they are not to be givenother values; thus a and ft while general are constants

Exercises LXIV

in < >^:nT;o f.
'^" ^""'""^ ^" -^ ^ '" *h^ ^''-"^e way a. the function

'i. What is the simplest linear function of x?

\

^eco,ti;'stw Jhat"hl"LtT uS'K^- '"'T'^
'^^ ^2 feet a

tlit^ time ^ unit l^oonA thl t ^ ^'^*' '^ * ^'"^a'" function of
I ', unit 1 second, the measurements starting together.
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5. In the function 5x + 2 givo to x the vahien 3, 8, 4: thenme to X vahiOH 1 Iohh than tht^n., and .hew that the three change,

in the vuhie of the function an; equal.
^

0. In the function 5-2x kIicw that each advance of 1, fr.,i,iO
of the value of x unphcH a fall of 2 in tlie value of the function.

44. Graph of tKe Unear Punctfon. It is proiioged
now to exhibit to the eye the results of the study of the
linear function of x, in particular of the function 2x+ 1.

Take X'OX, YOY' two straight lines at right angles to

each other, and treat O as an origin for horizontal measure-
inentH.

-----4----/ SL._..____ —r '-J

"=====^= ===±=^^ :i=iiiii:: ziiifl 3

llI 'lN lllll/illlllJlllllMllll ill
—

Assign to X the value 1, and mark the corresponding point

1 on the line X'OX. The value of the function for x = 1 is 3;

then above 1, i.e., in the direction OY for positive numbers!
at a distance 3 from 1, mark the point P,. This shews to

the eye that for x=l the value of the function is 3. So

for x = 2 the value of the function is 6, and the point P;,

marked as Pi, indicates this fact. Similarly torx^S ai. ' 4.
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For J- -2, the function has the value -3, and the point
P : at a distance 3 below the place that indicates x- -2
shews this also. So for any value of x we please Next
for tb*^ lues 1. 2. 3, of x, the values of the function are
3. ;.. /, and it is plain that each of the two successive in-
crease: of 1 m the value of x requires an increase of 2 in
the value of the function. This means that the corres-
poiMhng points P., P„ p, lie {» a straight- line. So if to «
be jriven any two values whatever

a, a + h,
the corresponding values of the function are

2«+l, 2« + 2A+l,
an.l it is plain.that the growth of h in the value of x
re<,,nres a growth of 2h in the value of the function. The
two points registering these values must then be on a
straight line, so running as to rise 2 for every advance of
1 to the right. Since « and « + A may be 1 and 2, this line
must be the straight line through P, and P,. Thus the
vah.Ks of the function for all values of x, registered onA OX, are indicated by corresponding points on a certain
definite straight line. This straight line is called the
grnphof the function. It shews to the eye all that we
have tound in the function, and may suggest additional
part.nulars. For example, we notice that the value of the
fm.,.tion IS zero, i.e., it is represented by a point neither
above nor below X OX, for what seems to be z= -

i and we
see that x^ -J does make 2x+ 1 equal to zero. The word
s^^»>s ,s employed because a drawing, like all actual
meusmements, cannot claim absolute accuracy. So too we
•-^^ tiiat the vain, of x that makes the function equal to
- 'IS -0, and that the value x-S-S gives the value 8 to
the function.
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To obviate the repeated qm of the word function, wi
may denote the function by y, and write here

y-2x+l.
In this case we say, too, that the irraph is the graph of the

relation or of the equation y - 2* + 1.

The straight lines X'OX, Y'OY are 'called axes, the
former the x-rtxi«, the latter the y-axis. The point O is

called the oHgin. The two numbers marking a point, as
the numbers 2 (to the right) and 5 (up) mark the point P,.

are called the co-ordinates of the point, the x-ordinate
being always mentioned first.

Exercises LXV
1. (instruct the graph of the function

ar + 2

giving reasons for saying tljat it is a straight line.

It being 8upi)ose«l known in advance that the graph !* i

straight hne, how many computations are necessary to maki' the
graph ?

How much does the graph rise for an advance of 1 in the
value of X, and what number could be taV.m t. measum the .•ilant

or slope of the line?

Read off from the graph the values of the function for j-0
-•5, do, -Oo, -3-5, and read off the values of x that make
the function equal to 0, -0-5, 7, 10.

2. Construct the graphs of the functions

2* + 3, 2x-l, 2x + 5

*^hem on one sheet.

o. v^onstruct the graphs of the equations

y = 3x-l. j/ = 3x+l, y = 3* + 2
shewing them on one sheet.

indi^\^?'
<*o ^e results of this and the preceding seem to



4. r^nitruct the jfraph* of tho function!

*, 2x, ar, 4x,

gliewing them on one sheet.

5. Construct the graph «)f the function

ar + 1

an.l, with n'H\xvt Ui it, answer u acrieu of questions similar to thoM^
ii.-kfd ui exercise 1.

G. Construct tho graph of the equation

I/-1-2X
aii<l, with respect to it, answer a series of questions as in exercise 1.

7. Shew on the same she the graphs of the two ecjuations

y- . + 7,

y = 2x-l.
For what vahie of x have the two functions the same value?

8. Mark the points of which the co-ordinates are as follows:

(1.1); (2,3); (5,7); (0, 4); (5,0).

0. Mark the points of which the co-ordinates are as follows:

(1, -2); (8, -5); (0, -5); (-1, -2); (-3,0); (0,0).

10 Mark the two i)oints of co-ordinates (1, 2), (5, 9). and
ni.asnre the distance between them, using a compass to transfer
tln.s dijitUiicc to the horizontal cr the vortical.

11. Mark the points of co-ordinates (0, 3), (0, -7), and
ni.iisure theur distance apart.

12. Mark the poii.ts of co-ordinates (3, 4), (-7, -8), and
111. iisure the distance between them.

-" "

13. Mark the triangle of which the vertices are the points
^'i\.ti by the co-ordinates

^
(3, 6), (-7, -9), (3, -6).

14. Mark the quadrilateral of which the veitices are given bvthe cu-ordmates ^
(2,3), (-2,-2), (3, -6), (7, -1),

and test by meaaureuient for a square.
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45. Illustrations. The following examples illustiiite
^he idea implied in the terms rnriable and function, and
will furnish material for graphic representation.

Example 1 \ ij.ihvay train, tiavolling at the rate of % miles
a minute, is obsorvod to pass a certain point at a certain tiino'^How far will It be from that point / minutes later ?

Let « measure this distance, the unit being one mile. Then
plainly

,

Here the very simple linear function \t gives the dista.uo
corresponding to an], tinuW, and in the passing of time th.ro
18 an image of the variation of t. The number s, standintr lor
this function, changes under the change in t.

We know in advance, from the fact that |< is linear in t, that
the graph is a straight line. It is necessary then to find onlv two
points on the line. If /==0, s= 0, and if < = 4, s = 3. The Kra^h
IS then as appears below.
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The graph may be employed to read off the « correspondinti
to ;iiiy given t, or the t corresponding to any given »

If /is negative « is negative, and the ^[raph takes iis hack to
a tunc bffore the observed passing of the jKiint, giving us the
(Iistaiuc behind this ixnnt corresponding to such a time, the rate
(if liiivcUmg being supix)8ed the same.

Example 2. A nvl.vay train leaves a town /> and continues
at flu; rate of a mile v iiimutc. K jasses a point 3 miles along
the Imp at a certain tin,.:. Ho v m from P will the train be <
niimitcs later ?

Let « measure this uisiit..v c Then plainly

»=< + 3.

Hom the linear function t + 3 gives the distance corresponding
to ...ly time t The changing time is reflected in the variation of
/. :ni(l H, standmg for ^ + 3, will vary under the change in t

Vox t = 0, »=3, and for< = 2, «=5. The graph is then aa
ap|n;iis hciow-

• »

!

r
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Example 3. Find the Fahrenheit reading correspondin.:: to

ths Centigrade reading x degrees.

Let y degrees be the required reading. Then, since 180

degrees Fahrenheit—measuring the range from 32 degrees tf» 212

degrees, the freezing and boiling points of water—are equal to

100 degrees Centigrade, i.e. the range from to 100 degrees, we

have
100 degrees Centigrade = 180 degrees Fahrenheit,

. . X = k3!

Hence the Fahrenheit reading y degrees corresponding to x decrees

Centigrade is given by the relation

2/ = |x + 32.

The graph appearing on the opposite page exhibits tliij

relation and from it can be read off the reading in either siale

corresponding to a given reading in the other.

Exercises LXVI

1. A merchant sells tape at the rate of 3 yards for 5 conts.

Find the cost of x yards at this rate, and construct the giii|ili

registering the cost of any number of yards.

2. Shew that the graph of the equation

y = mx
passes through the origin, m being any constant.

What is the significance, in the gi'aph, of the number m '

3. A man starts from a point on a straight road, walkini,' at

the rate of 3 miles an hour. He walks for 2 hours, rests 3 Ik mis,

and then continues the journey at the rate of 4 miles an Imur.

Di-aw the graph shewing how far he is from the starting i)oiut at

different times.

4. Taking 4 litres as the equivalent of 7 pints, construct a

graph to exhibit the number of litres or pints in a given nunibCT

of pints or litres.

5. Taking a mile as the equivalent of !• 6 kilometres, con.-t met

a graph to exhibit the number of miles corresponding to a uiven

number of kilometres, and twe verm.

6. Taking a kilogramme a** the equivalent of 2-2 iKituuH

construct a conversion graph for pounds and kilogrammes.
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46. Statistieal Graphs. A series of measurements,
or observations, or readings, may gam in significance by a
graphic representation. In the examples given below, it

will be noted that there are two variable elements involveu,
one depending on the other.

I

Ilhuamtion. The hourly readings of the thermometer, on acertam day startmg at <> a.m., were, 33-9, 34-0, 400, 49-7. 51-8

5?fi 5«' ??•,?':?' 5^'^' ^•^' ^^-2' 51-9, 480, 45-9, 44 s!
to-o, 4.i-o. i!,xhibit the fluctuation of temperature graphically.

Here the variable elements are the time and the tomperatun-The time is measured in hours, and four graduation intervals a..>taken to represent one hour. The temperature is measured in
(Iegree.s, and one interval taken to represent a degree Fur
convenience in the matter of space the horizontal a:;is is dra^vn
not tlirough a zero-marking of temjK^rature but through the maik

•»<•,

^
A free continuous curve is drawn through the points register-

ing the given temperiturcs, and this curve indicates the probal.'o
temperatures at intervening times. In contrast with the certainty

f; lu
I^'**^'" *»*' *''»^'»' I'O'nt in the graph of the linear function,

la the lack of certainty in the freedom we have in filling ir tie
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^i..\Q. Yet fpel also that many i)oint3 on a curve determine
its course in k. least its bold features. Subjoined is a copy of the
curve of temperature traced automatically for the same periotl on
tlie same day.

Exercises LXVII

1. The population of a certain city at intervals of five years
starting in 1870 wa.s

I2.UU0, 15,500, 19,200, 20,100, ICIOO, 20,500, 27,300, 32,400.

Exhibit grai)hically the probable variation of iX)pulation.

_ 2. Tlie quotations of a certain industrial stock ..t intervals
of 7 (lays, for a ceitain period, were

04, 68, 'GO, 70, 76, 78, 75, 80, 83.

Exhibit graphically the probable fluctuation in price.

3. Tlie record of a patient's temperature for a certain time,
at intervals of a half-hour, is

!»7o, 98, 98, 99, 99-5. 102. 104-5, 104, 103, 102-5, 101, 101.

Exhibit the fluctuation graphically.
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4. At intervals of 100 foot horizontal meaauiement =

,

direction directly from the water's edge, the height of the l.iiiil

above the levol of the water was found to be

15 ft, 20 ft, 30 ft, 32 ft, 28 ft, 37 ft, 45 ft, 48 ft, 50 ft, 51 ft.

Exhibit graphically the changing altitude.

Is the graph a probable profde of the surface of the land?

5. The readings of the l>arometer, at intervals of an hour, for
a certain jieriod were—in inches of mercury—

29-6, 29-7, 30 1. 29-9, 29-3, 29-5, 30-2, 30-5, 30-3, 'JD 8
29- 1, 29-8, 29-9, 29-5.

. ,
,

o,

Exhibit graphically the variation.

6. A bullet is allowed to fall from rest at a height, and it i«

found that at the end of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 seconds the velocity acoiiimi
by it is 9-8, 19-6, 29-4, 39-2, 490 metres a second. Exliibit
graphically the changing velocity in its relation to the time.

7. A bullet is allowed to fall from rest at a height, and it i?

found that the space through which it has fallen at the end of 1

2, 3, 4, 5 seconds is 4l«, !{»•;, 44- 1, 78-4, 122-5 metres. Exliibit
graphically the changing space through whicli the bullet falls in
relation to the time.

% -I

ExERcisfis LXVIII

(MiSCELLANEOrs)

A
1. Shew that if any two of the lettei-s a, b, c are interchiiiifi:icl

in the expression

(6 + c-a)(c + a-6)(a + 6-c)(a + 6 + cj

the value of the expression is not changed.

2. Divide a straight line 24 inches long into three segment'
such that one extreme segment exceeds twice the other l-v :'

inches, while the mean segment is equal to the sum ot "the

extreme segments.

3. If J\x)=x^ + px + q, find /(a;)-/(a) and factorize this la^t

expression.
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4. If 2x-Sy = 7, find y in terms of x, and exhibit graphically
tho relation of y to x.

5. Shew that (a6c)» = a»6»c».

B

1. If O'^y + z-x, b = z + x-y, c = x + y-z, shew that

(6 + . He + a) (a + 6) = 8jy2.

2. Solve the equations

(1) (X + 3)(x + 4) + 10= (x + l)(x + 11) + 14.

(2) a(x - a) + 6(x - 6) + c(x - c) = 2bc + 2ca + 2ab.

3. Factorize

(1) X«-J/»«.

(2) x*-2abx*-a*-a^b*-b*.

4. If /(n) = n» + n + 1, shew that /(n») = f{n).f( - n).

.'). Takinj; a as any arbitrary number and b as any arbitrary
leiitrth, represent gi*aphically the equation

y = ax + b.

M

1. Resolve into factors x»-2x-24, and find for what lues
of I tliis expression will be equal to zero,

2. Find the product

(x + l)(x + 2)(x + 3)(x-l)(x-2)(x-3).

S. Find two consecutive integers such that four times the
greater exceeds three times the less by 10.

4. Resolve into factors

(1) 25(x + l)»-36(x-l)'.

(2) (a-by-ic-(iy.

(3) x«-25x» + 144.

5. Solve the equation,

iCx + 3) + i(x- 1) = i(x + 1) + i(x + 18).
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D
1

.

Prom 7(m + n)x - 1 l(n + Oy + 8(/ + m)« take
5(m + n)x - 18(n + /)» + 6(/ + w )z.

2. Write down at once the following producta:

(1) (r>x + 7y)(5t-7y).

(2) (i + 7)(a! + 8)(x + 9).

(3) (x-y-z)(y-z-x).

n««f
^" ^®* ^orth 35 cents a pound is taken with tea wortli ,50cents a poiuid to form a mixture of 60 pounds worth 40 cS J apound. How many jx^unds of each kind^ taken?

4. If /(a:) -/x» + mx + n, find the value of /(2x) -/(*).

h« i'l I-
•^* + :J'-5=2x + 3y-3, find y in terms of * and exhil.itthe relation between y and x graphically.

£

tn n i'.if
""

''f
^ ^"^

I "^f^^ ^^^
^^'^'^ "^ ^ ^^""^ain article amountedto a dollars, for each of r» days to 6 dollars, and for each of n d.v^to c dollai-s. Fmd the daily average of the sales.

^

2. Resolve into factors

:

(1) x»-21x + 104;

(3) (x»-5x-104);
(2) x» + 21ai + 104o»;

(4) x' + 5xy-104y».

3. The sum of $1000 was di.ided between A and B alter

as ^ had at first. Fmd the sums given to each in the division

hv nh o'?^*S^
"

' T ^'^ + 3a6' + 6» by a + 6, and also a» + 2ab . 6'
by a + 2a6 + 6», explammg why the results should be the same.

5. Find the l.c.m. of

x» + 20x + 99, *» + 24x + 143, x» + 22* + 117.



CHAPTER XII

COMPLEMENTARY METHODS AND THEOREMS

47. MultlpUoation. A few exercises, somewhat more
complicated than those given in Chapter V, will now be
offered. It is advisable always to make sure that the
terms of the involved expressions are arranged according
to powers of one or more letters, or in an order suggested
by the sequence of the letters present. The results should
be given in arranged form.

The following examples will illustrate these points.

Ex. 1. Find the product

(a' + 6» + c»-6c-ca-a6)(a + 6 + c).

In writing the fir8t factor there has heen a manifest attention
o order. First, there are the three squares,— terms of the same
t!il»—m the order of the letters a, b, c, and next, the products in
pairs, theflnt one being that from which the Jirxt letter a is absent
and 80 on; even in writing the individual terms, be, ca, ab, regard
is had to order, as the letters abc are taken as a cycle "O" and as
a (..mes just before 6, so 6 comes just before c, and c just before o.
Ill tJie second factor the order of the letters is observed.

The work of multiplication is as follows

:

a' + 6' + c'-6c-ca-a6
a +b +c

a* + ab'-r<^a- abc-ca*-a*b
-ab* - abc +o»6 + 6»+i»c»-6'c

-c^a- abc + ca* -6c* + 6»c + c*

o» -3abc

Therefore the product is

a' + b* + c*-3abc

9 129

+ 6» +c»

11.

s
A
r
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A place w opened for ench new term unlike nny that Imvo
appe.ire.l, and each new term like .)ne that han prewnU«d itsdi i^
placed, m lU own line, in the appropriate place. The idea in I lie
arrangtMnent of the n^uh i.s manifcHt.

Ex. j. Find the product

(p'-pq + q'-p-q + 'l)(p + q + l).

This i« seen tc Ik- <>s«>ntial!y the san.e as the example iiwt
worked, the earlier ihynirmtim, into this if c is taken as unitv
Here however, in tlu> first factor, the arninjrcinent is diireiv.it
the terms of twojhmensions heinj; taken first and ordered with
m<pect to p and g. then tla- terms of one dimension m order, and
then the tenn of zero dimension.

Tlie result is

p' + 9»-3p7 + l.

Ex. 3. Find the product

:

Tlie arranRement in each factor is that of descending powers of xThe n^sult the.i is naturally given arranged in powers of x. tli,>
other letters bemg taken as coetlicients.

x' + px + g
X* + mx + n

X* + px» + gx*

+ mx' + mpx* + mqx
+ nx' + npx + nq

Then adding the partial products the result is seen to be
x* + (p + m)x' + (mp + n+ q)x^ + (mq + np)x + nq.

*•! Exercises LXIX
Find the following products

:

1. (4x» + Oy' + 162» - 12^2 -8zx- Cxy) (2x + ."7 + 4z).

2. (p» + %' + 2.->/^ + loqr~ brp + 3pq) {p-3q + 5r).

3. (yz + zx + xy){x^ + yt + e').

4. (ayz + bzx + cxy) (ax + by + cz)

.
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6. (ax» + 86x» + 3cx + rf)(a:-m).

6. (4x» + rtxy - liy* - 2*- 3y + 5)(«- y + 8).

7. (ax + h){bx + k){cx + r).

8. (2x + 3y-r))(3* + 4y-2)(x-5y + 4).

9. (3x + 4y-5«)(2x 3y + 4*)(x-5y-3«).

10. (Ax + ;;-/)(Ax + /-A)(/x + A-*),

11. (o + 6 + c)».

12. (o + 6 + c + </)».

13. (2o-36 + 4c-W)(3o-46 + 5c-6rf).

14. (x + y + t)(ax + by + ct) (a»x + 6>y + c»f)

.

15. (2x + 3y)»r3x-5y)».

K). (x + a)(x + 6)(x + c)(x + f.).

17. (x-/i)(x-^)(x-/)(x-m)(x-n).

18. (a + 6+c + <0(a» + 6» + c» + rf»).

10. (a-x)(6-i)(c-x).

20. (l-x + x'-x»)(l+a: + x> + x»).

1' 1 . (a + 26x + cx») (p + 29X + rx*)

.

'1-1. {.^ -^y^ + 3? + yz + zx + xy){x + y + z).

(x + y -f «) (ax + 6j/ + c«) (6cx + cay + 06*).

(u* + 1» + w^){lvtv + mu'u + nuv).

•'>. ax» + lx + l)(|x» + TVx + l).

(ox + 2j/ - 3z) (7x- y + 42) (2x - 5y + 9«)

.

(f* + ly)(|x + iy)(ir+iy).

(l + q + r-p)(l + r + p-q)(l + p + q-r).

2^

24

2.-)

20.

27.

28.

48. Division. In the more complicated exercises in
division the idea of arrangement according to powers of
one or more of ir. j involved letters in of even greater im-
lH)itunce than in multiplication. This will appear in con-
nection with the following examples.

si
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Ex. 1
.
Find the quotient of o» -»• 6» + c»- 8abe hya*b+e.

Piret, wo slmll attempt the division 08 it is pronosed, «nd »f#
whither the work lendH.

o + 6 + e)a* + 6* + c* - Sofrc

+ a'b + ea*

(a*- oA— ea - 6e •« 6* -f c*

6» + c»-3o6c-o'6-ca»
— €Ae — a*b ~ab*

6» + c»-2a6c
— abe

— ca* + ab^

6* + c*- abe
— abe

+ afc* + c»o

b*e-be*

b* + c*

6»

+ be*

In seeking the second temi of the quotient, we note that a
the hrst tenn of the divisor, is not contained in b*, the first t.rni
of the remainder, and we look on to find a term of which o i>< a
factor; the first such term is -3abe, but a term of higher
dimension m a, namely a»6, is seen—as also a»c-and this wo take
first, wishing to W(trk down from the higher powers of o. In like
manner, we examine the remainder when seeking each new t< rmm the quotient.

Now, contrast the division shewn above with the following,
where the terms are considered with respect to a, and arranged

:

a + (b+c))a* -36c.o + (6» + c»)(o»-(6+c)o + (6»-6c + r»)

a*+(b + c)a^ ^

-(6 + c)a»-36c.a + b* + c*
- (6 + c)a*- (6» + 26c + c») . o

(b'- 6c + c»)a + (6» + c»)

(y- bc + c')a + (b* + c')

In each caae we obtain as quotient

o» + 6»+c»-6c-«i-o6.
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Ex. 2. D>vide6x*-*»+14*«-lftr-»-23by 2*» + 8x + 7.

IM

dx* + 9i» + 21x>

-10*»-7x>-19a
-10x»-ir)z»-35*

2x* + ar + 7

8z»-6« + 4

+ 8x» + 16x + 28

f8*» + 12x + 28

4x-o

Thu8 the quotient is 3x»-5x + 4 and the remainder 4x-5.
To save liorizcmtal sparo, the divisor is here written to the

riKht, and the terms of the quotient written below.

The division, ,' such cases, is prosecuted until a point is
n nchcd where t\u , \o remainder, or a remainder, the dimen-
M..i.8of ivhich m .. letter, or the principal letter, of arrange-
iin nt 18 I )W than that of the divisor.

E.X. 3. Divide 1 by 1-x.

^-x)l (l+x + x» + x»

l-i

+ x'-x»

+ x»

+ x'-x*

+ x*

The (luotient, as also the divisor, is \\Titten and developed
;k( (.nhng to ascending powers of x. Plainly the division may be
carried as far as we jilease. Stopping as shewn we have

- = l+x + x'+x'+
^*

1-x 1

where division is indicated by a line separating dividend and
(livhsor.

* «

!l

i!

lii
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Exercises LXX
Divide

1. p* + q* + Spq — lbyp + g-1.
2. x* + x*y + x*y^ + x^y* + xy* + y*hy x*-xy + y'.

8. ** + y*-2!* + 3xt/a hy x + y— «.

4. 6x»-35j/»-88«» + llly« + 17M-llxyby2x-7j/ + ll«.

5. 30x» + 84y» + 240«»- 47x»y - SSx'z - 1 70y»« - 63y»x- 1742'x
- 94«»y + 177xy« by 5x-7y- 8«.

6. apx* + 2(o5 + pb)x* + {ar + pc + 46g)x* + 2(br + cq)x + cr by
ax* + 26x + c.

7. (o»- 6')x» - 4a6xy - (a»- 6»)y» by (o - 6)x- (o + 6)y

.

8. 5x«- 7x» + llx«- 19x'-20x»-33x + 79 by x»- 7x» + 8x -4.

9. apx'' +{aq + pb)x^y + (ar + bq)xy* + bry* by ax + by.

10. ax* + bx* + cx* + ilx + ehy x — tn.

11. l + x + x» by 1-x.

12. Iby l-2x + x».

13. 1 by 1 + x.

14. 1 by o-x.

49. Multiplication by Detached Coefflcients. The
process of multiplying two polynomials, arranged according

to the powers of the involved letter, can be abridged by

dropping the letter and making a certain arrangement of

the work. The method can be readily acquired through a

study of the following examples in which the stages in the

shortening of the work are shewn

:

Ex. 1. Find the product of 2x» + 3x - 7 and 2x— 5.

(i) (ii)

2x»+ 3x -7 2+ 3- 7
2x -5 2- 5

4x»+ 6x'-14x
-10x'-15x + 35

4x»- 4x»-29a + 35

4+ 6-14
-10-15+35

4- 4-29 + 35

.'. since 2x'x2x=4x», (ii) equally with (i), shews that the

product is 4x»- 4x» - 29x + 35.
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2
-5

(iii)

2+ 3- 7

4+ 6-14
-10-15 + 35

4- 4-29 + 35

.'
. as in (ii) , the product is 4**- 4«»- 29* + 35.

Ex. 2. Find the product of 3x*- 5x» + 7x + 6 and 2x' - 7x + 9.

3+ 0- 5+ 7+ 6

2
-7
+ 9

6+ 0-10 + 14 + 12
-21- + 35-49-42

+ 27+ 0-45 + 63 + 54

6-21 + 17 + 49-82 + 21 + 54

/. since 3x* x 2x* - 6x», the product is

6*«- 2Le» + 17z« + 49x» - 82x» + 21x + 54.

Note that, on account of the dependence on the order of
torma, it is necessary to supply a zero coeflBcient for a correspond-
ing absent term.

Ex. 3. Find the product of 22:» + 5«-4 and «»-3« + 6.

2+0+ 5- 4
-6+ 0-15 + 12

+ 12+ + 30-24
-3
+ 6

2-6 + 17-19 + 42-24

.". since 2«* x «»= 2a», the product is

22*- 62* + 17««- 19«» + 42*- 24.

Note that, since the first multiplication is by 1, it is not
necessary to re-write the sequence of coefficients in the multi-
plicand.

In working the examples proposed it would be well to work
out at least some of them in the ordinary way, and go through
tliG work of abridging the process.

* *

o».

- -vl

Iii
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m^i.

I

Exerciser LXXI

Find the following products by the method of detached co-

efficients:

1. (2x» + 5« - 7) (3x» -7x + 9)

.

2. (5x» + 7z»-8x-13)(4x»-5x-6).

3. (7x»-6a;» + lli-8)(x» + 3a;-8).

4. (2-(-3x-5a;»)(5-9i + 7x»).

5. (x* + x» + x' + x + l)(x-l).

6. (l-x + x»-x» + x«-x»)(l + x).

7. (« + 5)(x + 7)(x-ll)(x-13).

8. (ox» + 6x + c)(x-l).

9. (px* + 2gx + r)(ax + 6).

10. (x» - 3mx*+ 3wi*x - m») (x» + 3»nx' + 3to»x + m*)

.

11. (1 + X + X* + x' + x< + x») (1 - X + x» - x» + X*- x»)

.

12. (ox» + 26x + c) (ax» - 26x + c)

.

t 'I

Mi<|4

50. Division by Detached Coefficients, or by
HOFner'S Method. As in mnltiplication, the work of

division may be abridged. The development of the method

is shewn in the following examples.

Ex. 1. Divide 10x»-29x» + 41x + 28 by 5«-7.

(i)

5x-7)10x»-29x» + 41x + 28(2x»-3x + 4

10x»-14x»

-15x» + 41x

-15x» + 21x

20x + 28

20X + 28
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(ii)

5-7)10-29+41 +28(2-3 + 4
-14

-15 + 41
+ 21

20 + 28
+ 28

5-7

since 16«*+ 52-22*, the quotient is

2*»-3« + 4.

(iv)

10-29 + 41-28

(iii)

10-29 + 41-28
-14 + 21-28 + 7

2- 3+ 4

+ 14-21 + 28

2- 3+ 4

In (ii), the letter x is dropped and the unnecessary 10, -15,
20, under the first term in the successive 3mainders do not
api>oiir. In (iii), the work is shewn in more compact form, and
the first term in each remainder is found mentally, and the
comsiponding term in the quotient found by civision by 5. In
(iv), the 5 which is used only as a divisor is written in a convenient
place by itself, and the sign of the -7 is changed to + so that the
subtraction to find each remainder is changed to an addition.

it is to be noted that the divifa»on is completed when a term
in the row below the dividend is found below the last term of the
dividend.

Ex. 2. Find the quotient of 14a;»- 29«« + 63»»- 56x» + 58«- 30
byL'z»-3x + 5.

(i)

-V-3x + 5)14*»-29z« + 63*»-56x'+58x-30(7x»-4«» + 8x-6
-21x« + 35x»

Sx*

+ 12x»-20x»

16x»
-24*» + 40a:

-12x»
+ 18x -30

III

it

o»

I

.: 'I >

1*4

ir

f'i'i

^jl^BkoH^
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+ 8

-5

(ii)

14-29 + 63-56 + 58-30
+ 21-12 + 24-18

-36 + 20-40 + 30

7- 4+ 8- 6.

It wfll be seen that in (i), we have the ordinary work of division
except that the term that should find its place under the tr4
term of the successive remainders does not appear, and that tne
subtractions in any column are not made until that column
appeaw as giving a term in the quotient. In (ii), the first cotffi-
cient 2 18 written conveniently as in the preceding example, and
the signs of the other terms are changed so that the subtractions
of the ordinary division are changed into additions; as each
column IS completed, and the sum found mentally, the division by
2 IS made, and the corresponding term of the quotient written
below the line in that column.

Note that the division ends when the term +30 is introduced
mto the column belonging to the last term of the dividend.

Ex. a. Divide 2x* + 3x»- 16x» + 44a; + 39 by «» + 5« + 3.

2+ 3-16 + 44 + 39
-5 -10 + 35-65
-3 - 6 + 21-39

2- 7 + 13.

.*
. Since 2x«+ *»- 2x» the quotient is

2i>-7x + 13.

The first coefficient being 1 is not written as when each column
IS added, the division by 1 gives the total as quotient.

Ex. 4. Divide «•- 1 by x -

1

1+0+0+0+0-1
+ 1 +1+1+1+1+1

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1.

.'. The quotient is x* + x» + x' + x + 1.
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Ex. 5. Divide 2x«- 7x» + 3x - 15 by x» + 2x- 3.

139

2 + 0-7 + 3-15
-2 -4 + 8 -14
+ 3 + G -12 + 21

2-4 + 7;-23+ 6

Tlio quotient is 2x'— 4a; + 7, and the remainder —23* + 6.

Exercises LXXII

Divide by ftorner's method:

1

.

2x» - 7j;'- 22j: + 35 by a: - 5.

2. 3x» + 13x» - 45x + 77 by x + 7.

3. 4x« - 31x» + 63x' - 131x + 30 by x - 6.

4. 6x» + 23x» - 69x - 77 by 2x + 11.

5. 6a> + a'6 - 59a6» + 5G6' by 3a - 76.

6. 14 - 272 + 19Z-' - 32' - 182* by 2 - 3z.

7. 2i/»-7y»-19j/ + 35by2/-8.

8. 42«-52' + 162» + 352-29by2 + 7.

9. 14x«- 29x»2/ + 4xt/» + 29y* by 2x - 3t/.

10. 35o« - 32a% + 79a'6' + llOab' + 296* by 7a + 26.

11. x»-lbyx-l.

12. x^ + 1 by X + 1.

13. x'o + 1 by X +

1

14. x»« + 1 by X + 1.

15. x" - 1 by X - 1.

10. 2x« + x'j/ + 12x'«' + xj/» + 40i/* by x» + 2xy + 5j/».

17. 20 - 472 + 5l2' - 502' - Uz* by 5 - 82 - 22'.

18. 7x' - 9x*y + lOx'i/' - 21x'j/' - 33xy* + 57i/» by x»- 3xy - 8j/'

19. x«-lbyx»-l.

20. a» + a*b* + 6' by a* + a'6' + 6*.

^i

st
-

1

?!

*^
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61. The Remainder Theorem. The division of apolynonnal in x by a divisor linear in x is supposed to beearned on until there is no remainder, or a remainder inwhich z does not occur. The following examples suggest
a very important theorem relating to the form or value of
tL<3 remainder.

I

I

0*

•vt

Ex. 1. Divide *»-l hy x-m.

«-m)i» -l{x» + mx + m*
x*-mx*

+ tnx* - m»x

m'x—

1

m'x — m»

m»-l

Ex. 2. Divide ax* + bx+chy x- m.

!f-m)a3^ + bx + c(ax + {flm + b)

ax* — amx

{am + b)x + c

(arn + b) — am*— bm

am* + bm+c

In each case the remainder is seen to be the result of
substituting m for x in the dividend, or, in other words, to
be the same function of w that the dividend is of x. We
are thus led to propose the theorem:

Theorem. If a polynomial in x is divided by x-m the
remainder is the result of substituting m for x in the po'v
nomial. '^ "
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Proof. Let /(x) (denote any polynomial in x. Then

by division it can be shewn that

/(x)-?(«)(«-m) +22.

Where g(x) is a polynomial in z and B is the remainder in

the division of /(«) by z-iw and does not therefore involve

z. This relation is an identity, i.e., it is independent of

the valne of x, or tme for all values of x. It will therefore

be true if we take x equal to m. This affects the value of

fix) ,
q{x), and x-m, but not that of B. Therefore

/{tn)-g{m).im-m) + B.

-g(m).0 + 22.

i.e., f{m)-B.

so that the remainder B is the result of writing m for x in

the polynomial.

The theorem r?ay be stated more briefly thus: If fix),

a polynomial in x, is divided byx-mthe remainder is f{m).

The following corollaries should be noted:

Cor. 1. If fix) is a polynomial in x, and if f{m) is

equal to zero, then fix) is divisible by x-m.

Cor. 2. Iffix) is a polynomial in x which has x-m as

a factor, then fim) is identically zero.

Cor. 3. If fix) is a polynomial in x, then fix) -fim)
is divisible by x-m.

Cor. 4. Iffix) is a polynomial in x, the value offim)
is the remainder when fix) is divided by x-m.

The following examples will illustrate the application
of the theorem.

H

^ ii!

~i
.: >«

^ if

-*i

m

if
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Ex. 1. If n is any positive integer, x--l ,% divisible by :r-l

writiJS^'irf^
"''" '"-

' " '"•**^ '^y "'' ^^« «o»«d »>7

(1)"-1

which is at once seen to be zero. Therefore the division is exact.

Ex. 2. Shew that

2*»- 7z« + &r»- 6*» + 13x - 11
is divisible by * — l.

wri4"i r."
b'' "' *' '"™"'» "y '-1. »«tog io«,d b,

2-7 + 8-5 + 13-11
which is zero, so that the division is exact.

*,,«. l^fif. ^'*i •'"!* •• ^ P^'^imomial inxis divmbU by x- 1 when thimim of its coeffictenta is zero.
^

Ex. 3. Find the value of

3x*- 7x* + 15*»- 27*» - 15* + 93
forxne.

Thep>^.t^Tz^d^^z&rf rx'-'r-

+ 6
3-7 + 15- 27- 15+ 93
+ 18 + 66 + 486 + 2754 + 16414

3 + 11 + 81 + 459 + 2739; 16507
.'

.
the value sought- 16507.

Ex. 4. Shew that

18 divisible by o + 6 + e.

o» + 6» + c»-3o6c
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Treating the given exprcwHion ag a polynomial in a, and
writing o + 6 + c in tiie form a - ( - 6 + c), we see that the remainder,
beiiiK found by writing -b + c for a, in

( - 6+7)' + 6» + c» - 36c( - fcTe).

This last = - (6 + c)» + 6» + c« + 36e(6 + c)

--(6 + c^»+(6 + c)»

«0.

Thus a + 6 + c is a, /actor of the expression.

Ex. 5. Shew that x is a factor of

(a + 6 + c;»-(6 + c-a)»-(c + o-6)»-(o + 6-c)».

It js plain that if o is a factor, the value a -0 will reduce the
expression to zero. Putting a - we have as result

(6 + c)»-(6 + c)»-(c-6)»-(6-c)«,

whifli, since (&-c)= -(c-6), is equal to zero. Thus a is a
fact(,r.

Or we may look upon a a.^ a-0, and the given expression as
a IK) ynomial m a. The remainder in the division by a will then
be tl.(' result of substituting for a in the expression. This has
been found to be zero.

Exercises LXXIII
1. Shew that

(i) If n is a positive integer, *- 1 is divisible by i - 1.

(ii) If n is an even positive integer, *"-! is divisible by
x + 1.

'

(iii) If n is an odd positive integer, x" + 1 is divisible by x + 1.

(iv) If n is an odd positive integer, x"-l is not divisible by
x + 1.

^

(v) If n is an even positive integer, x" + 1 is not divisible by
x + 1.

^



3*«-17*»-]9x» + &t+4

2. Shew that

(i) «"-y" is divMible by x-y if n ia any poritire intejfer.

(ii) x'-y^ja divisible by « + y if n is any even integer, but
not if n 18 an odd integer.

(iii) »" +y is divisible byx + yifnisanodd integer, but not
u n 18 un even integer.

3. Shew that

is divisible by x + 1.

4. It is known that x» + p« + g ia divisible by both*-l and
« + 1. r ind the values of p and q.

5. Shew that

(o6 + 6c + eay - (feV +cW + o»6»)

is divisible by a, by 6, by c, and by a + 6 + c.

6. Shew that 6 + c is a factor of

ia + b + c)(be + ca+(U>)-abc.

7. Find the value of

3a:«-7x» + 29x»-51* + 33
for X = 7.

8. Shew that

is divisible by x-1 if

ax* + 6x* + cx» + rfx4

a + b+c + d + e^l'.

Write down five polynomials of the fourth degi«e that are
divisible by x-1.

9. Shew that

is divisible by x + 1 if

ax* + bx* + cx* + dx + e

Writ down five polynomials of the fourth degree that are
divisible by X + 1.
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52. Symmetry. In many expressions there is a
certain balance of form which may be described by saying
that the involved letters, except in the matter of order, are
treated alike. Thus in

«* + aft + 6*

where two letters a and b appear, it is seen that each letter

is involved similarly to the others. So in

a + 6 + c

a* + 6' + c* + 6c + ca + o6
a* + b* + c*-3abe

where the three letters a,b,c appear, it is seen in each that
the three letters a,6,c are similarly involved. Such ex-
pressions are said to be symmetrical, or to be symmetric
functions of the involved letters (numbers). While the sym-
metry is in general seen at once, a definition is necessary:

An expression is symmetrical with respect to two or more
involved letters wh very interchange of two » 'ers leaves
the expression unchanged in algebraic value.

'

The terms of a symmetrical expression fall into one or
more groups, in each of which the terms are of one type.
Thus in a + 6 + c the terms are of one type, and, it being
understood that three letters a,b,c are concerned, the ex-
pression might be written

2 a,

the 2 signifying that all such terms as o are to be taken
as a sum. So in

a^ + b' + c' + bc + ca + ab

there are two types of terms, those such as a* and those
such as be, and the expression may be written

jjj

So' + 26c.

« *

»ii

t-.i^CS:
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The followiiifir examples will illustrate the use that may
be made of the fact of symmetry in an expressiou.

Ex I. Resolve into fiiotoni

a\b + c) + b>(c + o) + c\a + 6) + 2abe.

8urmv ii.i,' that there inny Ik? hoihc Hiinplc factor «* o, or b~c
or 6 + .

,

or (i » 6 + c wo test for these in order. It is found tin.t a
13 not .. iiu-t >r and the faet of the Hynunetry of the .•xpresHion ,tonco d.M :i-e« ti,at neither b uor e \h u f.ietor. It is found also tintb-t ,s no! a fi.ctor, and th.refore l.y the prm, ,,,/.• „/ :„i„imelnj ".s

befon .u>:tl .<r
,
-o nor a -6. We t\m\ tl..! fc + c is",, fa.tor '.ur

treatitir tno
. x.reMion m a iH.lynoniial in 6, tho remainder ondmd!!!; hyb + .'. r-r.,- •, writing -c for 6, is

'i\ -c + e)+ (•»(f + a) + c»(a - c) - i>ac».

which rnduc. s i„ «.n>. Thus 6 + c is a faetor. and the fad of
8yniniet.y gumuvces that c-,a and a + 6 are fmtora. H. .mc
(ft + c)(r fa)(a + /.) i^ a factor of the expression and, since tl...e
expressiona are each of three dimensions, it follows that thev .an
diHTer only by a numerical hvctor. Acconlingiy we are justified in
aaying that identically

a'ib + c)+b\c+a)+c\a + b) + 2abc~Xib + e){c + a)(a + b),

where A" is a numerical factor, consequently indep<'ndent of a / c
and therefore the same for all values of a,b,c. Assigning then •

iie
value.N o - 0, 6 = 1, c = 1 we have

0.2 + 1. 1 + 1. l=iV^. 2. 1.1
whence i\r= 1, so that

a'(6 + c)+6'(c + a)+c'(a + 6) + 2a6c = (6 + c)(c + a)(o + 6).

Ex. 2, Resolve into factors

o» + 6» + f3-3a6<;.

The given expression is symmetrical in a,b. c Testinu f .r

factors of the ty-pes, o, a + 6. a-6, a + 6 + c, we find that ..f iW.,
o + 6 + c 18 a factor. For, values of a,b,c that will make a + 6 + c - <

i

t.f
. ,

a - - (6 + c) will make the expi-ession become

-(6 + c)' + 6» + r» + 36c(fe + c)

••«., -(6 + c)» + (6 + c)»,

which is zero. Accordingly, a + 6 + c is a factor. Now the pivpn
expression is symmetrical, and, a + b + c being sy/nmetricar :,!id
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tlierefm« not r(><|utring any other farter of thn name type, we Me
that, on account of the dimenHionH, the co-factor of a-f 6-fe miut
U' synunetrical and everywhere of two dimensions «• a,b,e. The
jr.neral oxpr«»Hion of thin tyiw \n m(a* * b* * c*) ^ n(be + ca + ab)
ulierc m and n an* niimorical. Wo may therefore aay that

a* + b*-¥e*-',\abe''(a-i-b-¥c)\m{d'-^b' + e')+n(be + ea+ab)\

where m and n have certain definite values, whatever be a,b,e.

SiipfiOBe e-0; then identically

e» r 6»- (a + 6){m(o» + 6') + nob },

mill by division by a + 6

a' - a6 + fc» - ot(o* + 6*) + nofr

.

ThiH laitt Itcing an identical statement, we have m — 1, n-— 1,
iiiiil accordingly,

a* + b* + c*-^bc'(a + b + e)(a* + V-¥e*-bc-ea-ab).

li the precodinp m an<l n might have lieen J'»und simply in a
\anety of wuyw. For xainplc. we might ive taken •>-0
ami c — 0, whii'h would iiave gi on m, and then n might have
1" M found. Or wc iiiight have hmjI, still referring to the oritnnal
r> lation involving m and n, that on the left the coefficient <>f a* is

1 iivd on the right m, since the only ninltiplic;iiion that yields
(J' 1- ihat of a into ma*; and that on the left the coeflBc iit of
ahr is -3, and on the right +3n, ariMing through the nmltiplica-
tinii of a into nbc, b into nca, and c into nab: hence m mur>t be
+ 1 and n must be - 1

.

iterchange of

>f this. But
hanged by a

this is what is

Ex. 3. Resolve into factors

a\h-c) + b*(c-a) +c' a-b).

T! • ffiven expression in not symmetrica! nince ar>

h ind c givea an expression which is th- nf ?ativi

t ure is a sort ' symmetry, the expressio i I ing
«. •lie change o I letter- a into 6 6 into c j mt<' o;
' iled cyelo-Hjfni metri/

.

We find that 6 — c is a factor an? onsequently to complete
t! (• cyelo-symmetry, c-a and a- 't m -it be factors. Noting that
tilt- given exprej^ion i of foar dis len^.unn in a,b,c, it follows that
'litre nmst be a fourth lileml fact -r 'f one dimension, which will
: I n ijuirc, on account of ?- ,inietr»', any additional factor. This

!i Im' onlyo + 6+c. We has • therefore

a»(6-c) + b\c-a)+e\a-b) =A\6-c)(c-o)(o-6)(o + 6 +c).

«3

- i
* «
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where iV ia a definite numerical factor to be found, the relation
being true whatever be a,b,e. Take a equal to zero. Then

6V-c«6-iV(-6c)(6-c)(6 + c),

whence it is seen that N- - 1, so that

o»(6-c)+6»(c-o)+c»(o-6)--(6-c)(c-o)(a-6)(o + 6 + c)

-(c-6)(a-c)(6-o)(o + 6 + c).

That -^- - 1 may be readUy seen otherwise. Thus, on tlie
left, the coefficient of aH> is 1, and on the right is -i^. so that Nmust be —1.

Ex. 4. Simplify

(x + y + zy + (y + z-x)' + (t +x-yy + (x-^y-ty.
The expression is symmetrical and everyiivhere of two dimensions
in X, y, z, so that the only terms that can appear are of the types

Rrom the expansion of the square of a trinomial, the coefficient
of X' 18 seen to be 4; that of y« to be 0. Thus it is manifest tliutthe expression reduces to

4(*» + y» + «»).

?

*»i^

Exercises LXXIV
1. Write out in full the expressions denoted by the foUowine

It being understood that three letters appear in each

:

(1) 2 a.
(4)

(2) 2a»-r6c. (5)

(3) 2a»- 2o»6 + o6c.

2 2 o«- 3 26V.
2x»!/-32xV + 52x«.

followin^"'*
*" ^^"'^ ^"""' ®™P'°y^°« °°^y *ype terms, the

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(a + 6 + c)(a» + 6» + c»).

3(x' + y* + z*) + llxyz.

''iy + z)+yHt + x)+^(x + y) + 7xyt-x*-y>^^,
x*+y* + t* + 3yV + 3t»a:» + 3«»y» + xyz^x + y + «).
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3. Supposing that there are three involved letters, supply
terms to the following to render them symmetrical

:

(1) x' + y* + yz. (4) lmn*+m* + n*.

(2) x' + 3y*z + 0xyz. (5) 3a»6 + 6a6c + 6» + c».

(3) o»6» + c«. (6) Z» + m»n».

4. Simplify the following expressions

:

(1) (6+c)» + (c + o)»+(o + 6)».

(2) (6 + c)a' + (c + a)6» + (a + 6)c>-(o' + 6» + c»)(o + 6 + c).

(3) (y + z)iy-zy + (z + x)(z-xy+(x + y)(x-yy.

(4) (x + y + zy + (y + z-2xy + (z + x-2yy + (X + y-2z)*.

(5) (x -^y + zy + (x-y- zy + (y-z-xy + {t-x-yy.

5. Resolve into factors

:

(1) x^y-z)+y^z-x)+^{x-y).

(2) (y-zy + (z-xy + (x-yy.

(3) ib + c)(c + a)(a + b)+ab€.

(4) mn(m-n)+n/(n-/)+/TO(/-m).

(5) yziy + z)+zx(z + x)+xy(x + y)+ 2xyz.

(6) a;(y-a)* + 2/(2-x)» + 2(a:-y)».

(7) (a + 6 + c)>-a»- 6»-c».

(8) (6-c)(6+c)»+(c-o)(c + a)' + (a-6)(a + 6)«.

(9) x*(y-z)+y*(z-x) + z*{x-y).

(10) (6'-c»)» + (c'-a»)» + (a>-6»)».

58. Important Identities. The following identities
are of outstanding importance,

(i)

(a + b + c)'

= a'+b»+c» + 3a«(b + c) + 3b«(c + a) + 3c«{a + b) + 6abc
= a« + b» + c» + 3bc(b + c) + 3ca(c + a) + 3ab(a + b) + 6abc
= a'+b»+c»+3{a + b + c)(bc + ca + ab)-3abc
= a» + b'+c»+3(b + c){c + a)(a + b).
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We have

(a + b + e)*- {a + b + c)*

-a*+3aHb + c)+3a(b + c)*+ib + e)*

-a» + 3a'6 + 3a'c + 36*a + 6a6c + 3c»a + 6» + 36»c + 36c» + c',

V which is readily combined into the two forms first given.

Next, taking a part of the second form, note that

Bbe{b + c) +3ca(c + a) +3ab{a + b)+6abe
- {3bc{b + c) + Babe} + {Bea(c + a) + Babe}

+ {Bdbia + b) + Babe] -Babe
- B[be{a + b + c),+ ea{a + 6 + c) + fl6(a + 6 + c)] - Babe
-B(a + b + e)ibe + ea + ab)-Babe,

and the third form is obtained.

Further, taking a part of the first form, note that

Ba*ib + c) + Bb'ie + a) + 3c'(a + b) + 6abe

= Ba'{b + c) + Bib'c + bc') + Bb'a + 6abe + Bc'(i

- 3a»(6 + c) + 3M6 + c) + 3a(6 + c)»

" 3(6 + c){a* + be + ab + ca)

~B{b + c)(e + a){a + b),

and the fourth form is obtained.

(ii)

a'+b»+c»~3abc = (a + b + c)(a«.+ b» + c«-bc-oa-ab).

For, adding Bab{a + b) to complete the cube of a + b,

and subtracting to correct, we have,
***% a* + b* + c*-Babc

= a» + Babia + b) + b' + c*- Babe - Babia + b)

-
{ ia + b)* + c*\- Babia + b + c)

- (a + 6 + c)(a + 6» - a + 6 . c + cO - Babia + 6 + c)

''ia+b + e)(a* + V + c'-be~ca + 2ab)-Babia + b + c)

- (o + 6 + c){a» + 6* + c» - 6c - ca - aft).
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The following examples are illustrative.

Ex. 1. Shew that

(6-c)»+(e-a)» + (o-6)»-3(6-c)(e-o)(a-5).
This amounts to shewing that

(6-c)» + (c-o)» + (o-6)»-3(6-c)(c--o)(a-6)-0.
This last expression, being of the form appearing in (ii) must
equal

(b—c + c — a.+a — b)(& secoiivl factor)

which, since b — c + e— a + a— b—0, must equal zero. Hence the
truth of the proposed.

Ex. 2. Resolve into factors p* + 3pq + q*—l.
We have

p' + 3pg+5»—

1

= P' + 9'+(-1)»-3m.(-1)
«|p + 3 + (-l)}{p>+g» + (-l)»-5(-l)-(-l)p_p,|
-(p + 5-l)(p»-pg + g» + p + g + l).

Exercises LXXV
1. Find what identity (ii) becomes

(i) If 6 is replaced by - 6
;

(ii) If o is replaced by x, 6 by —y,ehy -z;
(iiO If a is . jplaced by p, b by q, and c by - 1.

2: Give the complete work of resolving each of the following
into factors 2

(1) x* + y*i-;^-3xyz. (3) x*- y' + r + 3xyz.

(2) p* + 8q' + 27r*-18pqr. (4) a»-6»-c»-3a6c.

3. Assuming the identity (ii) , resolve into factors the following

:

(1) 8x» + 27y* + 125z*-90iyt.

(2) tt» + St*- 27u'» + ISuvw.

(3) -a*-b*-c* + 3abc.

4. Expand as the cube of a trinomial

(b — c + c — a^-a-b)'
and 1 ^ this way obtain the relation •

(6-c)» + (c-o)» + (a-6)»-^(6-e)(c-a)(o-6).

c i
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54. Additional Note on Resolution into Factors.
By actual multiplicatiou we fiud the product of the two
expressions 2x + 3y + 52 and 3x- 4x + It, linear in «, y, z.

3a; - \y + 7«

6*' + 9xy + 15at
-8xj/ -12i/»-20y«

+14aa: -t-21yg + 35«»

6*'+ xy + 29«x-12y»+ ya + 35*»

Thus the product is

6a^ - 12y' + 35«^ + 292a; + xy + yg.

We noy seek a method of finding the factors of this

last expression. Plainly, it the terms involving z had been
ignored, or blotted out, we should have had to multiply
2x+3y and 3a;-4y and the product would have been
ex* + xy - 12y'. The last expression we know how to factor,

and, knowing this, we see that the part of th« expression
not involving z gives the x and y parts of the factors

sought.

Similarly, the part not involving x gives the y and z

parts of the factors and the part not involving y gives the
X and z parts of the factors. Accordingly writing

6ir' + xy-12y»-(2z + 3y )(3x-4y )

-12y» + y2+352'=( +3y + 52)( -4y + 72)

6x» + 29x2 + 352' -(2x +52)(3x +72).

We see by associating the three results that the linear

factors

(2x + 3y + 52)(3x-4y + 72)

are determined.

In like manner from the product

(2a + 36-4)(3a-46 + 5).
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The result is found to be

6a» + aft - 126' - 2a + 31ah - 20.

Then taking in succession the part of this that is every-

where two-dimensional, the part not involving 6, and the
part not involving a, we have

6a» + a6-126'-(2a-36 )(3a-46 )

6a*-2rt-20-2(a -2)(3« +5)
-(2a -4) (3a +5)

- 126» + 316-20- ( 36-4) ( -46 + 5)

and as in the earlier example we associate these results and
recover the factors

(2a + 36-4)(3a-46 + 5).

When the three results are such as not to meet and
yield two linear factors of three terms each, this fact is to

be taken as evidence that the expression proposed will not
break up into factors.

Exercises LXXVI

1. Form the following products and recover the factors in
earh case

:

(1) {3x-5y + 7tH2x + y + 3z) . (4)

(2) (2a-36-4c)(3a-56-6c). (5)

(3) (4x-5y + 7)(2x-3y + 8).

2. Resolve into factors the following:

(1) 6x' + 6y'-20a» + 2y« + 7M;-13xy.

(2) 12o»-356» + 16c» + 266c-38ca + 13a6.

(3) 10x'-9xy-36y»-llx + 81y-35.

(4) 4p» + 2l5»-18r» + 333r + 6rp-31pg.

(5) 35x»-24xy-35y»+41x + 61y-24.

(7/-3m + 2)(5/-8m-6).

(3a -76 + 9c) (2a +46 -5c).

fi-.-
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55. Hlflrliest Common Fftotor. In order to find tlie

highest common factor of two or more expressions, it has
been assumed that the expressions can be resolved into

factors. It mny be, however, that such a resolution is not

immediately possible, and in such a case a method of

finding the highest common factor is sought. A method
is afforded by Proposition 2 of Book vn of Euclid's
Elements.

The process depends on the following lemma:

Lemma. Every common factor—arithmetical or algebraic

—of two quantities is a factor of the sum or the difference of

any multiples—arithmetical or algebraic—of those quantities.

For let p and q denote any two quantities, and let v be

a common factor in either the arithmetical or algebraic

sense. We have then

p-hv, and g-Av

where h and k are two quantities, the co-factors of « in p
and q. Take mp and nq, any two multiples—arithmetical
or algebraic-of p and q. Then for the sum mp + nq of

these multiples, we have

mp + nq-^rnhv + nkv

"vimh + nh),

so that V, any common factor of p and q, is a factor of

mp + nq.

Similarly, v is a factor of mp-nq, and the lemma is

established.

Now let a and 6 be the two algebraic expressions, and
suppose them arranged according to powers of some
common letter. Let a be of not higher dimensions than b,
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and divide 6 by a, obtainini^ as quotient q and remainder

f, as shewn below:
fi)b{q

aq

Then r is of lower dimensions than a in the common
letter, and

r~b-aq, or b^r + aq.

By the lemma every common factor of a and & is a

factor of b-aq or r, and is therefore a factor common to

a and r. Also every common factor of a and r is a factor

oi r + aq or b, and is therefore a factor common to a and b.

Thus a and r have the same common factors as a and &,

and it is su£B.cient then to find the highest common factor

of (I and r, a simpler problem since r is of lower degree in

the common letter than a or 6. In the same way as before,

let a be divided by r, and let p be the qnotient and s the

remainder, so that s is of lower degree than r.

r) a (p
rp

s

Then as before 8 and r have the same common factors

as /' and a, and therefore as a and b.

Let the process be continued and suppose that a point

is reached where having to divide a remainder v into the

preceding divisor «, we find the division exact.

v)u U

3

- Si

• ?!

It I

It is plain that u is the highest common factor of « and

V, and therefore of the two expressions in the next earlier
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division, and therefore ultimately of a and 6, the jriven
expressions.

If no point is reached where the division U exact the
expressions are without common factor.

In practice always, if the expressions have any numerical
or monomial common factor, this factor is removed

The following examples will illustrate the theory.

Ex. 1. Find the h.c.f. of «« + 3x» + 3« + 2 and «« + 4*» + 6x+4.

x» + ac + 2

a!» + 8a; + 2) x* + 3x' + 3x + 2(x
x* + 3x' + 2x

x + 2

« + 2)«» + 3* + 2(x + l
x> + 2x

x + 2
x + 2

Thus a; + 2 ia the h.c.f.

It is found that

x* + 3x* + 3x + 2^(x + 2)(x' + x + l),

«» + 4z» + &t + 4-(x + 2)(x» + 2x + 2).

x'+iif «n7^'f9~""o ^'^^ »?«/ be shewn independently-that

Ln thatJhP T^t, Ti*"^ "^^^^"^ ^°"^"^o»» factors, and it isseen that the i..c.m. of the given expressions is

(* + 2)(x» + x + l)(x»+2* + 2).

Ex. 2. Find the h.c.f. of x»-4x»-16x-35 and
x« + 5u,' + 14x' + 19x + 15.

«'-4x»-16x-35)x* + 5x» + 14x»+ 19x + 15(*+9
x«-4x»-16x'- 35x

9x» + 30x»+ 64x . Is
9x»-36x'-144x- 15

66x» + 198x + 330
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We have now to And the ii.c.p. of 66z* + 108x -f 330 and
t'-4x' — 16x-^. We note liowcvcr that 66 is a factor of the

earlier of these, and we know that 66 is not a common factor of

the Kiven expressions. Therefore as we seek only common factors

we drop the factor 66 and seek the h.c.f. of x*-t-3x-t-5 and
i'-4x»-16»-35.

«» + 3x + 5)*»-4x»-l&c-35(x-7
x* + 3x*+ 5x

-7x»-2Lt-36
-7x'-21x-36

Thus X* + 3x + 6 is the h.c.f. sought.

It is found that

x»-4x»-16x-35-(x» + 3x + 5)(x-7),

X* + 5x» + 14x» + 19x + 15 - (x» + 3x + 5)(x» + 2x + 3),

and it follows that the l.c.m. of the given quantities is

(x» + 3x+ 5)(x» + 2x + 3)(x-7).

Ex. 3. Find the H.r.F. of 8x» + 22x» + 29x + 21 and
16x» + 18x»-5x + 6.

8x» + 22x» + 29x + 21)16x» + 18x'- 5x+ 6(2
16x»^^44x»^^58x + 42

-26x»-6at-36

We have now to find the h.c.f. of -26x*-63x-36 and
8i'-^22x* + 29x + 21. The division will introduce numerical frac-

tion:-, but this can be avoided if we multiply the latter by 13,

jiincc 13 has no factor common to itself and the former. Accord-
ingly we have

:

- 26x» - 63x - 36 ) 104x« + 286x» + 377x + 273 ( - 4x
104x' + 252x'-144x

34x»+233x + 273

Here the division again would introduce numerical fractions,

and to avoid this we multiply this remainder by 13 which will

not affect the h.c.f. for the reasons given.

-26x*-63t-36)442*' + 3029x + 3549( -17
442x» + 1071x+ 612

1958X + 2937

I
'3

' ?!
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numHicIZiHr^w!''' ™"^ "^ '" ^'•"^P'^ ^ Ire divided h, t

.

2» + 3) -2flx»-83*-36( -13«-12
-2ftB»-39»

-24JP-36
-24*-36

Hence 2« 4 3 is the h.c.f. sought.

It is found that

&:» + 22** + 29* + 21 - (2» + 3)(4x» + 5* + 7),
16x» + 18x» - 5x -». 6- (2* + 3) (8*» - 3* + 2),

and it foUows that the l.c.m. ef the given expressions is

(2x + 3) (4x» + 5» + 7) (8x» - 3* + 2)

.

The actaal work of finding the h.c.p. of two expressioD,
may be shortened by employing Horner's method of
division, as well as by other artifices that will occur to
the student in his work.

i
4

l#«|^

Exercises LXXVII

also Jhe™M* :^
''''''^' ""* ^^^ f«"«wing. in each case obtaining

(1) a;' + 3x»+5* + 6 and x» + 4x» + 6* + 9.

(2) *» + 3x» + 5x + 6 and x'-2x'-9.

(3) a:» + 2j:'-2x + 3 and *» + x»-at + 9.

(4) x*-2x'-x-6 and x*-x'-7x + 3.

(5) X* + 3x» + 3z + 2 and *» + a;>-x + 2.

(6) a:» + 2x»-2x + 3 and x» + 4x» + 5x + 6.

(7) x> + 6x» + 3x-18 and x» + 5x'-4x + 12.

(8) 9x'- 4x- 35 and 6x» + 19x» + 29x + 21

.

(9) 8x»- 22x'y + 21xy» - 9y» and 6x»- 21x>y + 32xy» - 2V.
(10) 2x»-3x» + x + 15 and 4x«-9x» + l&r»-6* + 35.
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2. Shew by t-'ing tho sum and the difference of the two
ezprotwions

*< + }lt» + 3*» + 5«-12, *«-4«»-10I» + lat^.l2,

tiat their h.c.f. w a common factor of

2af«-x»-16« + 16 and 7x* -»- 22«* - 6z - 24

and (ind the U.C.F.

'A. Shew that two consecutive integers can have no common
factor (integral) other than unity.

4. If m and n are two integers with g for o.c.m. and / for l.cji.
ghew that

mn* Ig.

r>. If m and n are two algebraic expressions with g for h.c.f.
and / for L.c.if. shew that

mn^lg.

Exercises LXXVIII

(Miscellaneous)

A
1. Resolve into factors

(i) 15x» + 19xy-56j/».

(ii) 15 +19* -56«».

2. Find for what value of i the expressions 3*-5 and 2x-l
arecinial.

Compare the expressions for several values of * less this value,
and for several values of x greater than this value.

Draw a graph of each of the functions, both on the one sheet,
i.e.. employing the same axes.

5 The sum of three consecutive odd integers is 57; find
thcsf integers.

4 If /(*) - 1 + « + «», find the value of

/(«)./(-*).

r>. Find the product

(* + y - 3«)(y + «- 3z)(» + « - 3y).
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B
1. Noting that

e*» -f 23*y + 2(y - ««» + 8xy ^. 15»y + 2(V
resolve the firat-nientiono«l expreMum into factors.

pie 23 the roeffhient of xu, is rew)Ived into two partu 8 and
15, the product of which ii* equal to the product of the coeffit ient^
o and 20, of x* and y*.

[See C, 2 page 77.]

2. Find the result of ^ulMttitutinj? 6 for x in the expreasion

2j:»-1o»» + 17*-91

(i) by actual Huhstitution;

(ii) by dividinR by x-6, preferably by Homer's rnctlio,!
to find the remainder.

3. Shew that two consecutive odd integers can have nn
common factor other than unity.

4. If /(x)-2*» + 7x shew that/(-x)- -/(x).

5. Shew that the sum of five consecutive integers is five tin
the middle integer.

C
1. Resolve into factors, enjploying the suggeation in B 1 tf

following:

(i) 3x» + 17xy + 20v»;
(ii) 6x» + 7xy-20y»;

(iii) 15*» + 19xy-56y».

2. The temperature, at intervals of 1 hour, startine at

7 o'clock, waa recorded as follows:

48-, 50-, 54*, 58', 65', 72', 74', 76', 75', 70*. 64', 59*.

Exhibit the variation graphically.

8. Explain the difference between the statements:

(i) (*-l)(x-2)-r'-8x+ 2;

(ii) (x-l)(x + 4) = (x + l)».

4. In tne product

(3x» + 5x-8)(5x»-3x + 7)

find without a complete multiplication, and also by means of it

the coefiKcient of **.
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FRACTION^

50. eanlilflr of Fraotion In algebra the fraction ii

referred back to its tiourc^-, and itt defined as the result of

dividing one number by another, or, in other words, as an

indicated quotient. A won] to bring out the contrast be*

tween arithm»ftical and al^'e))raic fractiouulity should here

be Jtaid. The expressions a, 2«i*, !«' f ia + 5, nre all alge-

braically integrui witii respect to a because no division

by n, or by any expressiwn invuJvin^i a, (wcnrs. However,

if a= I the first two expressions have as values arithmetical

fractions, and the third is eqiuil to a i integer. Next, the

expression ^ is alg»'brui' ally n fraction with respect t>> a

and b, though a and b may huv«' valuer that yield an in*

tejrral result, as for exani;»i«! «-21. />-=7. The expression
2a'

3^ 1* only ill appearance a. fraction, excluding the value

n-0, since a division by zero is not to be thought of, and
is equivalent to the algebraically integral expression fa.

The terms numerafor an<l denominator are employed as

ia arithmetic.

KxEBcrsEs LXXIX
1. Assign to the involverl letters in the following values that

will make each of the algebraic fractions an integer

:

a + 6

b

a + b + 7
6» b c + <l a + 'J

2. State which of the following expressions are integral, and
which fractional with resptxt to x:

* + 2; ai:»-9x + 2; fx'-^x + rV;

7 . x + 3 .
j»-2j + 3

.
j»-2j-3

*-2' *-5 '

x + l ' (x + l)(i-3)"
" i61
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ft7. Pundameiital Principle. As in arithmetic, the

,,. /!*X'**
*t«mera<or and denominator of a fractiofi aremmttphed by the same number the value of the fraction is not

changed is of capital importance. Stated symbolically the
rule IS

J uv

— „ *"*

b mb'
It being supposed that m is not zero.

The student will note how readily algebra lends itself
to the concise expression of a general rule.

To prove the rule, we have

ma . . ,

—^ - (»/» X a) + (w X ft)

— mxa-MH + ft

-m-*-wxo-j.6,

since in a set of multiplications and divisions any change
in the order of operations may be made.

ma
mb Ixa + b

="rt-f-ft

SL

"ft"

Hence ^ = ^.
b mb

.

The following results should be kept in mind:

(i) ^ -i.a -n
h -1.6 -6

(ii) Jl^ ^ -^•( + q) -a
-b -l.(-6) "

+6

+ a

+ 6

a_

b
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It mnst also be remembered that in an expression snob as

a-b
x-y

the numerator and the denominator are each to be regarded

as one number, just as if the fraction were written

(g-fe)

ix-y)

The line indicating the division serves then, also, as a vin-

culum for the two numbers it separates.

The fact that (o - 6) - - 1 .(6 - a) - - (6 - a) is of frequent

use, as will be seen. Thus we may say

m (-l).w m
x-a
x-a
x-b

(-l)(z-a) a-x
x-a a-x a-x
b-x x-b b-x

Hj

i i
9

Exercises LXXX

1. Shew that
ma na

tnb nb

2. Write the following fractions so ar to exhibit them with

same denominator:

1 1 a-h a-b
, , , .

x— y y— x x-y ~x

3. Shew that the following fractions are equal:

ax (-ma)x (-c»)(-x») (-op)(gj)

by' (mb)(-y)' {~ab){-xy) {-bq)(py)
'

. ^ , . (-0)' i-tnaV o»
4. Prove that ,7;

—

izr": n7~T7"
K— by { — mby 6*

5. Shew that

(o-x)(b-y) _ ix-a)(y-b) _ ia ^x)iy-b) ^

(b-x){a-y)
" {x-b){y-a) " (a-y)(x-b)

'

C

.Ji/.
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6. Write the following fractions so aa to exhibit them with thesame denominators

:

m n
(6-c)(c-a)(a-6)' (o-6)(a-c)(6-e) ' (c-6)(a-c)(6-o)

'

7. Shew that -J
+4- «fi+-^.

b d b(l bd

This principle is usefully employed in reducing fractions
to their lowest terms, by dividinsr out factors common to

numerator and denominator, the factors divided out or
cancelled being supposed not zero.

Ex.
^'-^^x + e _ (j-2)(a!-3)
*»-37* + 84 (*-3)(x + 7)(*-4)

x-2
(x + 7)(x-4)

x-2
x» + 3a;-28

-i- :

4«»1»i

Exercises LXXXI
Reduce the following fractions to their lowest terms:

5.

9.

11.

6o'brf

15a6'(/

'

h\ahxy

34a6mx - 85a6ni/

2» + 8* + 15—

a* + 142 + 45

14x'- 29x^ + 12?/*

10x> + xy-24y>

(6-c)(c-o)(o-&)

(c-6)(o-c)(6-o)

6-19z-i-158»

18-42* + 20«»
"

8.

10.

12.

54xV
72xV*

x»-5x + 6

x»-7x + 12
*

x»-x-20
x» + 2x-35

10 + 43p-143p»

6 + 25p-91p'

x'-4x-21
x»-x'-17x-15

'

x»-n»

2x»-7x»n + llxn»-6n»

^



13.

14.
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(a» + 6») (o» - aft + 6») (a» + o6 + 6»)

x* + a^y + xy' + y*

58. Addition and Subtraetion. The development of

the theory of algebraic fractions is so much like that of

arithmetical fractions that a brief treatment is all that is

necessary.

(i)

For

and

m
a

- +
n m + n
a a

means (w + n)-5-a,

m-^n)-i-a = (m ¥a)-\-{n^

^ w n

a a

it)

m^ n w + w
a a a

m n m-n
a a a

Similarly =

and the rule for adding or subtracting fractions with the

same denominator is evident.

.... m n my + nx
(ii) — +— = —^ •

X y xy

m my , n nx— =—— and — -—
X xy y xy

ni _^£_^ my nx
X y xy xy

_ my + nx

xy

m__ ja _ my-nx
X y ~ i^*

For

Similarly

^ i •

.i- '

'\ \

!f »

*t \
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It is easy to pass to the case of more than two fractions

and to reach the rule: To find the algebraic sum of several

fractions, bring all the fractions to a com,.,on denominator-

the lowest common multiple of all the denominators is tht

simplest—and the sum is the algebraic sum of the numerators

of these fractions divided by their common denominator.

Ex. 1. Find the value of

'^md

x-2 «-4

The L.C.M. of denominators is (x-2)(x-3)(*-4).

(*-3)(af-4)

x-2 1-3 05-4

(x-2)(»-4) (*-2)(*-3)
(«-2)(*-3)(x-4) (a:-2)(x-3)(a:-4) (x-2)(*-3)(x-4)

(x-3)(x-4) + (x-2)(x-4)-(x-2)(x-3)
(x-2)(x-3)(x-4)

(x»-7x + 12) + (x»-6x-h8)-(x'-5x + 6)

x»-9x» + 26x-24

x»-8x + 14

x»-9x» + 26x-24

As a rule the simplification of the result does not call for the

multiplication in the denominator, and the answer miglit lie

given thus

:

x»-8x + 14

(x-2)(x-3)(x-4)

Ex. 2. Find the value of

b+c c+a a + b

(o-6)(o-c) (6-c)(6-o) (c-o)(c-6)

Here the L.C.M. of the denominators is (b-e){e-a){a-h).
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The sum required = - 6 + c e + a a + b

{a-b)(e-a) (6-c)(o-6) ic-a)(b-c)

- (b + c)(b-c) - (c + a)(c-a) - (a + b)ia-b)

(6-c)(c-o)(a-6)

(6-c)(. -a)(a-b)

_
"'(6-c)(c-o)(o-6)

In such an example it is well to bring the letters in the different

factors into some standard order, so that the relation of such factors

as (6-c) and (c-6) may not be overlooked.

0.

fill

Exercises LXXXII

Find the following algebraic siuns

:

1
'^ + ^. 2. i-.l.
xy xy m n

3.
1 1

4. ±_A.
P 9

X y

5.

y *
6.

6 %•
111 o .6 c

7, ±+± + ±. 8. —+—+—•
X y z I !/ «

9
1 ^ > .±. 10.

p g r

yz zx xy yz zx xy

11.
pi qx rx

12. + * +— •

a» 6' c'

1 1 4 3
13. x-2 ' x-3

14. x+5 x+7

11 7 13 9
15. 1 •

x-b 5-x
16. x+1 «-l

17.
x-\ I+l

18, T J.7

'\

X + 1
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19. *-2 *
X-3 "^ X-4 20.

!-7 "^ X-])

21
x + 1 2J -I- 7 a; + ll

a; + 8 x + 10'*'x + 12
22.

x — a
+

x + a

23.
2a

X* — a' a — X x + a
24.

x' + x + l x-1 x»-l

25.
a + 6 6+(

a—b b—c
c + a

c — a
26.

a+6 c+a

27.

28.

x + 9 2x + 8

x»-3x+2 x»-4x + 8 x»-5x + 6

x + 11

x + 5 x + 7 x + !

(x-3)(7-x) (x-r))(3-x) (x-7)(5-x)

29.

30.

3s 92 + 8 3« + 5
15(l-2)(2-5) 12(z-o)(2z-7) 18(7-2«)(«-l)

2y + 3 5y 17y 4y + l9 5y_
y-1 3-y 1-y y-3 y-1

;*-• ^
:i # -|

' •* :

; ;#» „ .

1 !»

;*»':**K|«

31.

32.

33.

(a-6)(a-c) (b-c)ib-a) (c-a){c-b)

y-g z—

X

»-y
(x-j/)(x-2) (j/-«)a/-x) (2-x)(«-y)

y + 2 2 + X x+y
(x-y)(x-2) (y-2)(j/-x) (2-x)(2-y)

34.
a — b a + b

d' — ab + b^ a* + a6 + 6* a — 6 a + b

35.
1+x + x' 1 — x + ; l-x» l+x»
1-x + x* 1 + x + x' l + x» 1-x*
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59. Hnltlplieatloii. The product of two fractions is

reached as follows

:

?-x4-(tt + 6)x(c + d)
a

-o + 6xc + d.

Therefore, since a set of multiplications and divisions may

be tttken in any order,

b d
•axc-i-h-i-d

- {axc)-i- {bxd).

ac

b d bd

which agrees with the rule of arithmetic however obtained.

It is easy to pass to the product of any number of fractions.

The result is usually presented in its lowest terms, and it

is well to cancel factors common to numerator and de-

nominator, before making the implied multiplications.

Ex.1.
x»-8x + 15 x» + 2x-8

(x-3)(af~2) {x-5)(x + e)

(x-5)(*-3) (x + 4)(x-2)

x + 6

x + 4

-^

K

o»-b» (a-by+ab o' + b*

(a-b) (a' + ab + b') ^ a'-ab + b*
— X r I .'7' A

o» + 6»

(o + 6)(a»-o6 + 6»)

c» + b* o» + 6»

a» + a6 + 6» (a-r6)(c-6)

(o + 6)» o» + 2o6 + 6»

4^.^lC:«^tet|
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i

tl

EXXBCI8E8 LXXXni

Express in simplified form

:

aV bqy a* X' ^' \ b ) ^V W "^

3. ^^^^^^^±, . 2 (a + 6)» 8 ab 5
16 V 21 a:» 51 6 4 + 6 7 a + b

6.

»'-3j;-28 x'-14x + 45
«» + 8* + 16 x»-12* + 36*

35x' + 17z-132 ^ 2&t'- Ilia; + 108
24x»-2x -117 15*»-7x-88

a^ + (a + b)x + ab x + c

«»-c» x + a

8.

9.

10.

(x-a)(b-x)
^^

(x + a)(x-d)
(x-c)(d-x) ix + c)(x-b)

'

o'-(6-c)»
^^

b*-(c + ay c*-(a-b)*
o»-(6 + c)» 6»-(c-o)» c»-(o + 6)»

(a-by-(c-d)* (a + by-(c + rf)»

(o-d)»-(6-c)» (c + <0»-(6 + c)»

11.
(-L.^_i_)
\x-y x + y/

r* - cj*

12.

13.

14.

15.

yj xy* + x*y

a*-b* ^^ a*-ab + b*

a» + b» a»-3a6 + 26' b

aft -26'

o'^-6»

1-x'
l+x»

9-; I + 4x —

;

25-x» 3-2x-x»

o* + x* + 3ax(a + x)

o»-x»
(ffl-«)'

i>-i»I*- 3ax(o — x)

6x'-xy-15i/»
^^

12x»i-xy-20v» 3x» + 2xy- :

4x»- 9*y + 5y' 6x» + 19xy + 15y* ^ 9x» - 3xy - J (l»5

MMIMfclM
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60. Division. The rule for division may be found by

employing the rule for multiplication.

h d ^b c d^ d

b c \d d'

For

6 c

b

c_

d
•A
be

a d

b c

Thus it is seen, as might have been independently sheTrn,

that , .V t. J
(a5b)-^(c-^d)=a-4-b-^cxd.

n

n

Exercises LXXXIV

Express in simplified fomi

:

l-j» 1 + x' . l + 2x» + x«

^- (l-x)»^(l + x)'" l-2x» + x«"

*• (—.^).-(—a>
Vo»-6* ^o'-ab'' V a +6 * ab-b*''

« /'* + l_*:ii:^^('£±2_x^\
^' \irh2 x-2/ ^x + 1 x-1/*

*• o-«"^Vo'-x»'^a»-x»/

8.
a— X '

o' — x' a»-x»

•^1

I'

I

4!

11
ST
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61. Ratios and the Equality of Ratios. In algebra,
as ill arithmetic, the ratio of two nuinbers is expressed l.y

the fruition given by dividing the one by the other. Thiw

the ratio of a to b is denoted by the fraction
'"-

•

b
When two fractions are equal the ratios denoted by

them are equal. For example, if | - ~, then a is to b as c

is to d, or in symbols a.b: :(:d, and the numbers a, 6, c, rf,

taken in order, are said to be proportionals or to be im
proportion. Such an equality is not different in character
from that of, say, ! and I, but in algebra it is frequently
of an importance not suggested by the arithmetical illus-

tration. As an example consider the following:

,. ,
^*-

4^n!^
''^ ^^**^ ^ ^^^^ '"*^*' MtaiuUng on a level court at a

dwtance of 135 feet from a tower XY. A point P on the ground
16 feet frmu B, w seen to bo in line with A and X. Find tlie
height of the tower.

Let * meaaure the height of the tower, unit 1 foot. Then
from the similarity in shaiKJ of the triangles PBA, PYX, it follow^
that

XY is to PY as AB is to PB,
or in symbols

XY : PY : : AB : PB.

Therefore introducing the measures

1-
' ^P'

15 + 135 15

• -JL 1." 150^15'

Multiply these equal numbers each by 150.

•*• «=^xl50
15

-90,
and the height of the tower is 90 feet.
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Here it li seen that the idea of ratio has Iwl to the formation

of an equation, the proportion being that oijuation and deter-

mining uie value of an involved unknown.

Certain theorems in regard to two equal ratios will now

be proved.

Let
a c

Multiply each of the equals by M: then

a

ad -be.1.0.

,

(I)

Thus: If two fractions are equal the results of croit

multiplication are equal, or in the language of ratios : In a

proportion the product of the extremes is equal to the product

of the means.

Now divide each of the equals in (i) by cd; then

ad^ 6c

cd vd

c a

Thus: Xf two fractions are equal, the ratio of their

numerators is equal to that of their denominators, which is

the converse of the fundamental principle; or otherwise:

If the means of a proportion are interchanged, the rearranged

numbers are in proportion.

Also divide 1 by each of the given equals; then

t.$.

a^

b

b^

a

d

C
(iU)

^m

k=iim:iL-^a:
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Next, to each of the given equals add 1; then

t.e..
a+b c+d

(iv)b d

Also from each of the given equals subtract 1; then

i.e.,

^-1=^-1
b d '

a - b c - d

b " d~*
(V)

Then from (iv) and (v), by division

a + b a-b c + d c-d
b

and therefore

b d
a+b c+d
a-b~c-d (vi)

Now multiply each of the given equals by J; then
ma mc
nb nd

whence by an application of (vi) and (ii)

ma + nb mc + nd
ma - nb mc - nd

ma + nb _ ma - nb
mc + nd mc - nd

(vii)

(vUi)

Further, multiply each of the equals of (ii) by m and
add n ; then

tna ^ ^ mb „
c d

ma + nc mb + ndt.e.,

d

_«.. i ,n.iilii
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Whence by (ii)

d

ma + nc

mb + nd
a_

b
(ix)

Hence: If two frndhns are equal, each of them is equal

to the quotient of the sum of any multiples of the numerators,

hy the sum of the same multiples of corresponding amom-

inators.

The theorem can be extended so as to apply to any

number of equal fractions, as is seen in Ex. 1, below.

All of the results of this section, as well as the methods

employed in treating them, should be known so as to be

readily available.

It is understood always that, when a fraction is referred

to, the denominator is not zero.

Ex. 1. If iL = -£.=— , then each is equal to
b d f

Id + me + rw

lb + uui + nf

A method, not yet illustrated, for treating problems in ratios

will be employed.

Let the common value of the three given fractions be denoted

by k. Then
a = hk, c = dk, e=Jk.

Therefore
la + mc + )ie_ Ibk + mdk + nfk

lb + md + nf lb + md + nf

_ k. jlb + md + nf)

lb + md + nf

= k, the value of ^ , or -^ , or -1.

b d f
Hence each of the given fractions is equal to the fraction

h + mc + ne

lb + md + nf
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• d..

i

•1

Hr

Ex.2. If----«-£. and x + j, + «=o, then a + 6 + c-O.

Denote each of the given equal fractions l.y k,

.'. a^kx, b = ky, c-kt,

.'. a + b + c = kx + ky + kz

= k(x + y + z).

Butx+y + t^O, sothatk(x + y + z)=o. Therefore abo
a + b + c = 0.

in .o??"'^
important principle is of frequent use in solving problems

Z?hU^' "l ^""f
* *'"^^ ^'^«P« ^t ^i" be best not to a£ a fitestablishmg it when necessary in the manner shewn.

Exercises LXXXV

-El
6»

ac

bd rf» ' a
^ a + Hb

b'
c + 3d

b d

2. If f = -^, shew that |l±|L=7m-5«
* y 2x + Zy 7x-5y

^•" frf^T' «hewthat 1=-^-

*• ^' m-n~l^::;r' shew that — = -^-
p-q n

5. If - = f, then 4=^-^^i^-i^-±i^.
o o a» 6» a» + 6' " (a-H6)»

6. If _ y _
6 — c c — a a —

6

(ii) ax-»-6t/-i-M=

shew that
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7. If

I m
b+c—a c+a—b a+b—c

(6-c)/ + (c-a)m + (a-6)re = 0.

8hew that

8. If — = -f- = — , then each equals —:t~.— s^na
a b c a + b + c

y' _ _2^ _ (j + y + g)' _ xyz

6* ~
c'
~

(a + 6 + c)' a6c

a b c o* 4- b' + c* &c + CO + ob

1 + 7 11
10. Solve the equation :

—-^ = -g-

11. If
2y-3z 4Z-73; _ llx-Sy

6-c c —

o

a-b
. then 4x-3j/ + «-0.

"^ " 5(b-c)~G(c-a)"4(a-b)' **'^''

145i + 69i/ + 86«= 0.

ax* 'rbx + c ax + b ^. , . , .^ c

13. If —;
' then each 18 equal to

•—

*

px^ +qx + r px-\-q ^

14. If
c _ »'

d~7 shew that

a'-7a'c-t-llcV _ {c + p){e + a){a + c)

b»-76'(; + ll(/V~ (d+/)(/+b)(& + <^)

to

15. If —= -£-« i. T^tfite down three expressions that are equal
I m n

d' + f + t^

12
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62. Complex Fractions When in the numerator or
denominator of a fraction there appear one or more
fractions, the fraction is said to be complex. The -niies of
ordinary fractions apply to them.

Ex. 1. Simplify

a + x

a — x

a — x

a + x

a X— + —
X a

The given fr -action =

(a + xy + (a-x)

ax

2(a* + x*) ax 2ax

Ex.2. Simplify
ft d

l —~ —
ft

"

d
Here multiply numerator and denominator by bd, as plainly

this will clear them of fractions.

Then, given fraction = -ri
6a — ac

Ex. 3. Simplify IJLJLL IJLUl .

\x-y / \ x + y /

ir^)\ J+V)
"

^' '* ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ *^® numerator

and denominator are perfect squares.

Then given fraction

/ x + y J-y y ( (r. + yy-(x-y)n '

^ V x-y ^x + u / ^ \ x'-y* )
°

/ ^ + y •' j-y y I
ix +yy + (x-y)i

y

\ x-y x+y ) \ x^-y* J
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(4xyy

(x'-y'y

|2(x»+V){»

(x'-j/»)»

(4xy)*

{2(x» + y»)l»

multipljring numerator and denominator by (**-y')', or, which
amounts to tlie same thing, cancelling the (z* — y*)' in the de-

nominators of the numerator and denominator.

I6x»u»
.'. The given fraction °

4(a;»^.y:>i»

4xy
X* + 2zy + y*

The example should be worked by multiplying numerator and
denominator by (x-2/)'(x + j/)' at the outset to clear of fractions

above and below.

Exercises LXXXVI

Siinplify the following:

^' + y' X' t/»

1. JL £..
X ^y
y' x»

2.

V X

3.

4+2+4
.V' x»

X' J/'

4.

i + (^-M'

^ x + y )

5.

\ x-y /

6.
6^ o»

6- a»

1 1

8.

1 1

7
1 - X 1 + X a» 6»

/ •

1 1

x-1 x+1
1

0? b'
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2a

2b

a±b
a-b
26

2a

a-b

:r +
10.

x-3 x-2

11.
('-5)

12.

o-v-:^)(>-^)'

I

In

1- X' + !

13.
2x1/

1 +
2y«

15.
X'- ox + «; x' - 7x + 12

"l
^

1

'-(!x + S J-J-4J- + 4

a +
14.

(a.x.-^)(a-x^^)

x' + / o b \x + 1

O^-^X'^w)

::
1^"*

lit

i:i
^

1 be

17. .Y'" 2X

+ --

X.V

gbc

xy«

19.

x +

ax hx

18.

20.

x — a X--6
x-b X -o
(x-ay

a

(*--6)

•r-
«

X

***.
21. a + .

6 +

c + —

22. 0-.

6-
c—

-
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Exercises LXXXVII

(Miscem.ankoih)

A
1. Divide:

(i) 6z» + 23x + 21 by 2x + a;

(ii) G.10» + 23.10 + 21l)y2.1,) + 3;

(iii) 851 by 23;

and compare the work and i-csults.

2. Express a ft. 6 in. as a fraction of a yard.

3. If the rate of intert>st is r ))er cent., write down the
fractions (of tlie principal) that give

(i) The interest for one year;

(ii) The amount for one year;

(iii) The amount for five years;

(iv) The interest for five years.

4. Simplify

(mn \ / mn \ m' + n}m + )( "* 1+
wi — n/\ m + n/ m* — n'

i ew that

(m' - n')' + (2TOn)' = (m' + n')».

uive i(- m and n different sets of values and obtain sets of
three integers such that the sum of the squares of two of them is

i<iual to the square of the third.

B
1. Shew that

[(a + 6)x + (a-6)t/][(o-6)j:-(a + fc)t/] = (a'-6')(x'-j/') ~4abxy.

2. Express xm. ydm. zciu. a.>< a fraction of a kilumetre.
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3. Write down, without Koing through the complete multi-
plication, the products:

(i) («-5)(x-7)(a:-9);

(ii) (x-ryy)(x-7y){x-9y)i

(iii) (l-r)*)(l-7*)(l-9«).

4. If 6 + c — c + o — a + 6, shew that oi-b —

e

5. Divide $2o hetween A and B in such a way a« to ensun;
that A after giving $1 to H will still have $1 more than B.

I
",

*

«

l»,i»i„

1. Find the prmluct

(2x - Hy + 5t) (3* + 4j/ - 6«) (ox-7y- St)

.

2. If a and 6 re two numbers, and it is known that
neither of them is zero, what can he asserted of their product?

Could the same bo asserted of their sum, tlieii difference,

their quotient?

3. Shew that the product of any three consecutive integers

increased by tiie middle integer is equal to the cube of the middle
integer.

4. If 2.t = o + 6 + c, shew that

(s-o) +(»-6) + («— c)=s.

Illustrate by taking o = 123- 7, 6 = 135-4, c-lol-5.

5. If 1 metre is taken as equal to 39' 37 inches, find how
many metres there are in x yd. t/ ft. z in.

D
1. Shew that

1
+

-1
{a-hyia-cy (6-c)'(6-a)» (c-a)»(c-6)»

(6-c)(c

2 r 1 ^1 ^ In
-c)(o-6) Lb — c c — a a — bj
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2 What factor of

w 8Ugge8to(l bv an cxaniination of tin; coefficients?

Find all the fucton* and find for what va'ucs of * the
expression will vanish.

3. Find the value of

3x* - 7x» + 1P*>- 23* +m
for J - 6.

4. Construct the firraphs, referred to the Hnme axes, of the two
equations,

3x-4j/-12;

4x-3y~2'S.

5. If

shew that x + y^t.

X

11 13 24
1

E

1. Find by actual division the remainder when ax' + bx + c is

divided by x - 1, and by x -y 1.

2. Find the expansion of (x + y)» and from the result derive
that of (x— y)*.

3. £! that

V 6 / 6' \xy/ xY V P9 / p*q*

4. Find the product

(X* - 2/») (x» + y') {X* + y») (x" + y») .

5 If it is known that the product xy is zero, what can he
.<aid in regard to the numbei-s x and y ?



CHAPTER XIV
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FBACTIONAL EQl'ATIOXS

68. Fraetional Equations. If an equation involv-i
fractional numbers, whether arithmetical or algebraic, the
rules for solution adduced in Chapter IX may be applied,
for those rules were derived from axioms that apply equally
to all numbers. It is not necessary then to establish them
anew. A few examples, however, are given to illustrate
working methods.

Ex. I. Solve

5 R
^(*-l3)4 !(,.
7 o

•18) "-=-(1-1).

Wc may here add the fractions on the loft and find that

25(a;-13)+21(a;-18) 2(j-l)
«,">

" 3

46Z-703 2x-2or
35

Then by the rule of cross multiplication, which means merely
multiplying the two equal numbers l.y 3 x 3.5, we find that

3(46a:-703)-3o(2x-2)

138j;-2109-70x-70
138x-70x-2109-70

68X-2039
x = 29|J.

Or we may—as in general is the readiest way—at once
multiply the numbers, jjiven as equal, by 7x5x3, the l.o.m. of
the denominators, which at one step clears the equation of
fractions. We have then

15x5(x-13^+21x3(x-18)=3ox2(x-l)

/. 75r-. ^63x-1134= 70x-70
75x + 63x- 70x= 975 + 1134-70

081= 2039

184
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Ex. 2. Solve

Ji 4_ 20 15

3*-l 4*-«"4x-^7 ;te + r>'

Here it m hemt fint to cfR'ct the Hubtractiuiw indicated on
t'ach 8ide. Hence we have,

8(4«-3)-4(at-l) 20(3j-t-r>)-l.
'
n4j-t-7)

(8.-l)(4a-3) (4* + 7)r +.'>)

-5 — a

(3* - 1) (4* - 3) (4* + 7) (3x + T))

Then dividing each of theequalH by -5, and cross multiplying
we have

(4* + 7).Jj; + 5)-(3i-l)(4x-3).
12x» + 47* + 21 - 12*' - 13x + 3

47x + 13*--21 + 3

GO*- -18

It would be well to work the example by multiplying by the
i.c.M. of the denominators, with a view to finding reasons for
preferring the procedure here given.

*^

Ex. 3. Solve

1

* + o
1_

x + b

1 1

a-x

Here we have to do with a literal equ.^vion, and we have to
keep in mind that a and b are BU^':«,-«?d to b. p;iven, and therefore
known numbers. We are require . -o find the valueof * that will
satisfy the given relation, and this value may involve, or lie given
in terms of, a and 6. Proceeding as in this example just treated
we have

(x + b)-(x + a) (b-x)-(a~x)
(* + a)(* + 6) " (o-*)(6-a:)

b-a ^ b—a
(*+a)(* + 6)°0'-*)(6-*)'
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We shall suppose that 6-0 is not zero, i.e., that 6 is not equal to
o. We should, however, examine what the equation would 1m
were 6 equal to o; in this case it is seen that each side is zen.
whatever be x, so that the equation W(»uld be satisfied for every
value of X. Hence, supposing a not eciual to 6 we have, after
division by 6 -a,

(a-a:)(6-x) = (x-t-a)(x + 6)

ab-(a + h)x + x''mx' + (a + b)x + ab

2(a + 6)x = 0.

Therefore, if a + 6 is not zero,

a; = 0.

Should it be that o + 6 is equal to zero, or a = - 6, it is readily
seen that the piven equation holds whatever be x.

In solving the equations given below, the student
should work to a concise form of presentation which indi-

cates, with the least possible verbal explanation, the course
of the reasoning up to the result sought. It would be well

also to test the results by substituting them in the original
equations; practice in algebraic work is thus afforded, and
the real meaning of the equation is impressed.

*4m ii

Exercises LXXXVIII.

1. Solve the following numerical equations

:

(1) ^(x + 9)+-^(j + 7)=-|(x-r2)+|-(x + 23).

(3) X— 5 x—7 7 X o — x
(4)

2x + 7 8x + 19 5x + ll

3

^^^
5x4- 11 9x + r> _15x + in 7

12

13

7x + 9

13
13x + l 24 a;-ll x-15 x + 2 x-8



(7)

FRAOTIONAL EQUATIONS

X—1 ,
X—5

lt7

5x-7 llx + 5

2x ^ 13._ o_
X- I .r-8

(8)

(10)

x-2 x-3

1 5

1-3 2x + 3 x + 2 2x + 7

2. Solve the following equations:

5 7
(1)

2j + 3a 8a; + 4a
(•i)

(:5)

a: + 2o 3x + 7o

x + 6 3x + 26
(4)

(5)
X X a 6

(6)
a + 6 a — 6 a + 6 a — b

(")
x+a c +d
x—a c-d (8)

('»)

a b a — b
I . _

(10)

3a

3x + 7o 7x — 5o

X +

JL.^ 1

x = a + b.

x-'Sa x-26 x + o + 6

a{x — b) ax + cd

c{x — (l) cx + ab

X + 4a + 6. 4x + a + 26 _-•+
r-= 5.

x+a+b x+a—

6

M

3. Divide 27 into two parts such that one-fourth of the one
may he equal to one-fifth of the other.

4. Divide 43 into two i)arts such that one-third of the one
may exceed one-fifth of the other by unity.

5. A's money exceeds ^'s by $12. A increases his by one-
s< vonth and B incrcjises his by ono-lifth and then ^'s money is

to /i's as 4 to 3. Find how much each had before the increase.

G. Tlie denominator of a certain fraction exceeds its numer-
ittor by 4, and it is known that if each term of the fraction is

imreased by 9 the resulting fraction is equal to f. Find the
fraction.

7. ^I's age is three-fourths that of li, and in 5 years it will be
four-fifths that of B. Find their ages.

8. B's age exceeds .I's age by 30 years and in 15 years A'a
ago will be one-half B'a age. Find the age of each.

jL
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V ^;. ™''i'''' V^ V^'tw''*'" '1 i'n.l //Riving A livo .lullurs m..iothan three-fonrtljs of the biuu jjivon II.

\^: .^^'V'"
*'^ '^"' <livi(l(Ml l..>tw(cn .1 and /?, it \n found tint

two-thirds of rs share inm^ased by $12 i« e(in«I to five-eichths ofB 8 share. Fnid the share of each.

11. A line a iiiclips long is divided into two parts and it i*
not^ieed that tw«)-thinls of .)n<. ,,art and one-fourth of the othermake up one-half the Hne. Fin«l the parts.

12. On a straiglit line, the distance's of the |K)ints A and R
from O are 7 and 11 inches. A point /' between A and Ji divido*AB m the ratio of 3 : 5. Find the distance of P from O.

.X. A?' ^'^''<?® * straight Hne a inches long into two parts su(h
that the one mcrejised in length c inches is to the other diminisluxl
by c inches as 2:3.

14. If 0, A, B, are thre(> |H)ints on a straight line, and I

•
*'^°,'^"" ^ '"^''"'*' in length, tind the distance from of the

point P, l>etween A and B, if it is known that AP : PB :: m: n.

15. Find three consecutive integers riuch tliat the sum of the
first two IS five-sixths of twice the third.

16._ A train makes the first 90 miles of a run of 150 miles it
a rate o miles an hour faster than its usual rate ; owing to m
accident the remainder of the journey has to l)e made at a rate' :.

miles an hour slower than its usual rate, and it is found that tl e
time of the run is the same as if made at the usual rate. Fii d
the usual rate,

17. The daily wage of a boy is 5 cents more than one-half tli-
daUy wage of a man. In one day the wages of 10 men and 7 Ix a ^

18 to the wages of 7 men and 10 boys as 233 is to 209. Find t' -

daily wage of a man and of a boy.

18. A and B walk round a block 6 miles square. A's rato -

one mile an hour greater than B's, nnd it is found that the tii ^
required by B is to that rniuired by A as 4 is to 3. Find the r .

of each, and shew that for a block m miles square the ratio
'

their times would be also as 4 to 3.

19. Find three consecutive odd numbers such that the m i

of () times the first and 4 times the hwt is to 10 times the mid ,

number as 53 is to 55.
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EXKRCISKS T.XXXIX
(MiSCKI.I.ANKors)

A

1. A rcctangvilar fieUl is a yd. long iind b yd. wide. A boy
runa round the field 7 times; find liow far he runs.

Find also how far he travels in running round the field

n times.

2. It is known that 3x + 2a exceeds 2i + 36 hy c, where o, b, e

an' supiJoeed known. Find the value of x and verify that the

viilue fo'. id satisfies the condition stated.

3. Resolve into factors

:

(i) ab + bx + ay + xy.

(ii) 35x*-37xy-8Hy\

4. Represent graphically the relation between x and y given

bv the equation
4y = 3x + 12.

5. It is proposed to find thn>e consecutive integers such that

the sum of the fii-st and the third is twice the second. Construct

til"' equation and shew that it is satisfied for every value of the

unknown.

B
1. A rectangular block o in. by b in. by c in. is plated at h

c-ents a sq. in. Find the cost.

2. It is known that x + a exceeds i + 6 by c. Shew that this

fart tells nothing about x but gives merely a relation among
a. h. c,—these numbers being supposed known.

If c is taken as 5 and b as 3, find what c must be.

3. Resolve into factors

(i) ab — bx — ay + xy.

(ii) Sryx^ + S7xy-SSy\

4. X'OX and Y'OY are two intersecting roads, OX running
ea«t and OY north. At H, a point 1 mile east of O, a third

n 'l crosses X'OX obliquely, bearing 3 miles north for 4 east. A
]' >()n starting from H walks until he reaches a p)oint x miles

»a-t of the road Y'OY; find how far he is from the road A"OX
'). Find the product

(a + 6)(a' + 6»)(o« + 6«).

^
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1. Tho circumference of a circle is given in terms of ita rndiiis
by the formula

c = 2 TT r

where tt is a certain definite numher. By a careful measurement
the circumference of a circle of radius of measure -5 is found to
nieasure 8-14. What information does this jnve as to the value
of ;r ?

2. Resolve into factors

:

(i) (a;' + 5x)» + 10(i» + 5x)+24.
(ii) p« + q*.

3. A certain fraction has a denominator 2 greater than its
munerator. When 7 is added to each term, the resulting fractic.ii
ditTei-s as much from unity as it does from the earlier fractionFmd the fraction.

4. Exhibit graphically the values of |x + § for varying vahuw
of X.

5. Explain what is meant by saying that (a;-2)(x-3) and
x' — 5x + () are hlentiealhj equal.

I)

1. The area a of a circle is given in terms of the radius r bv
the formula

where ir is a certain definite number, while a and r refer to any
circle. Shew that this implies that the areas of two circles are to
each other as the squares of their radii.

2. Resolve into factors

:

(i) (a;'-3j;)'-S(x»-3x)-20.

(ii) TO'p2 + ^3^2 + ffi^qi ^ „Jp2

3. Find the greatest connnon measure of 44117 and 563('i3
explaunng the reason for each step in the work.

4. Solve

_J L_ = _l L_.
x-l x-7 x + i x-5

5. Shew thnt tho sum of the two numbers obtained by
wntmg two digits in their two diflferent orders is divisible by 11,
and that their difference is divisible by 9.



CHAPTER XV

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS

65. Introductory. Consider the following problem:

Problem. The cost of 2 yd. of one kind of clotli and 3 yd. of

anothpr was $1.20. Had the pricos been intorc-hai.ged the cost

would have l)Cen $1.30. Find tlic prices.

Lot X and y measure tne prices, (unit I cent).

Then from what is given

2x + 3t/ = 120,'k
(i)

3x + t;i/ = 130./

Thus the problem leads to two equiilinm fwn vnkrwirns, i.e.

to two equations which nrv to l)e satisfied by a . i-rtain value of x

and a certain value of y. We e.xiK'ct then to elicit from the

.filiations the value of x and the value ol y which \yill satisfy the

first equation and at tin- s(thie time the second equation.

To make the c»M>tficients of y the same in the two equations,

multiply the menil)er8 of the first equation by 2 and those of the

second by 3 to find

4i + 6i/ = 240,| (ii)

9x + 0^ = 300,/

wliich two equations mean no more and no less than the two from

which they were derived.

Keei)ing in mind tliat x—a.- also y—denotes the same number
in each equation, we have by subtraction,

9x-4r-=300-240,

or 5i = ir)0,

whence x = 30.

To find y, we may olitain from the original "quations two

o'piations. as (ii), in which the coefficients of x are the same, 3

;u,il 2 being taken as multipliers. Or wv may substitute the value

01 X. just found, in either of the < riginai equations,—say the first.

Tii.>n

30x2 + 31/ = 130,

191

'!

ii!
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an equation, involving the one unkno\vn y, wlucli we know how
to solve. We have then

3^-120-30x2
= (50,

.-. y = 20.

Tlio prices arc therefore 30 cents and 20 cents a yard.
The values

x = 30,"l

^-20./
(iii)

constitute the mlution of the equations or are the roots. The
three minte»>s (i), (ii), (iii) are equimlenf, each being derivable from
any other.

The solution miglit have been eflfpt ted otherwise. For from
the equations we have

y = l(120-2x).| .

» = i(120-3x)./
•

• •
V V

have
But y denotes the same number in each, so that we must

i(120-2x) = 1(130- 3x),

an equation involving only one imknown, or, multiplying throunh
by 6,

2(120 -2x) = 3(130 -3a;)

240-4x = 390-9*
9x-4x = 390-240

5x = 150

x = 30.

Then y, which is equal to either of the equal numbers on tlie

right in (iv), is given by

y = i(120-2x30)
= 20.

T.ie diflference between the two methods is not great, tl e
latter emphasizing, perhaps, the fact that each equation gives tl e
same value of y, when the value of x, already found, is substitutt d
in it.

•immt^L.
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Indeed, n third way of roRardinR tlio equations may V)0 given.

From the first eqiuition we have

I/- 1(120- 2x).

Therefore, ninee i/, a» also x, denote** the name number in each

pqnfition, we hnve, hy Hulistitiitin),' in th<' seeond equation the

Viiiiie of y jiist found hi tonus of x from th<? fir«t,

3x + 2xU12U-2j-) = 1.'{0,

an equation involving only one unkiown or, by mu'tiplying

tliioiigh by 3,

9x + 2(120 -2x) = ?'K).

9x-4x = 390-240

r)x = ir)0

1 = 30,

and the value of y may be found iis before.

Two equations, involving two unknown onantities, as

tlio'e in (i), are said to be simultmieons, or to be a simul-

illneons system, in two nnknotx >is.

In tlie first method of solution, the central idea is the

diMnation of y from the two equations, i.e. the finding

from them of an equation in which y does not occur; in

the second method the central idea is the identification of

tl'.e two values of y, found, in terms of x, from the two

equations; and in the third, the suhstitution in the one

t(iuation, of the value of y found, in terms of x, from the

orlirr equation, the result beiag an equation which involves

X only.

The equations in the following exercises may be

reijarded as having come from certain problems. They

sliould be worked by each of the three methods given, and

t' ' results found should be verified by substitution in the

original eque^'ons.
IS
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(1)

(3)

(7)

ALOEBIU

EXKIfCISKS XC
Solve the following sets of Biinultaneous equations:

2x

11x-5y =

7x - .'?)/ =

(1)

(3)

X

X

4x

3x

-y= 1./

+ 32/- 41 =0.1

(5) r)j,-i2«- r,,j

ll//-18z = 78J

(7) 3/ + r)m = 2,|
4/ + 7m = l./

(9) 3x + llv + 103 = 0,'!

2x- Sy- 14 = 0./

2. Solve the following sets:

2x- 3j/-7= x-4»/ + ll.|

3x-lly-4 = 4x-r)!/+ oj
2y - ')« + 10 = 7j/ - Si + r)3, \
2?/ - 7z + 11 = oy - ()2 + 21>. /

+ 3y-18,"l

+ 5v = 2n./

2'.». /

8*/ + llr = 101,"i

ll»-4r = -)./

I5z-ll«= 145,1

««+ 9«= 3./

(10) 7y-32=3y + 22 + 2,]
3y-42 = .Sz-3!/. i

(2)

(4)

(P)

(8)

(2) 3x-r,2/ = 5x-8t/,-»

3x-ll = 72/-23./

(4) r)2-23x = r)4-13«,'k

llx-lo2 = 37— ox /

(5) l(3u-29)=i(7r-31), \ (6) |x+ 52/=- 1, \i(4«-5r) = i(7»-10r)./ |x . ^\y = l.]

(x + 2y + 3):(2:.+3y + 4)::7:12,| (8) ix + |j/ = |x + ly,l
5x:7j/ ::8:ir,./ \x + hj='\h i

(9) §(x-l) + f(y-3) = J(x + 7/), )

2ix + 3ly = 2r,. i

(10) 72-llx + 3= o2- 8x + 20,"i

17./= ll2+13x + 4:

3. Solve the following ^^ots, the earlier letters of the alphahot
signifying known minibers:

(2) X

J/= 7o.j X-

(4) ax + 6y = 2a6, |
x+y =a + h.)

(1) 2x + 3y = llo,j

")x -
J/
= 7o. /

(3) 7?/- 122 = 4c, 1

8y- 92 = 5</./

; + t/ = a + 6,"l

;- / = a — 6./
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(!^)

(5)

(7)

a(M— 6) + 6(r — o) - 5ab,

36(it- &) + 2a(t' - a) - 6(a' + 6»)

X—

+

y -1.
a 6

X y. -1.
6 a

OX + 6y -/, 1

ex + */« .m.i

(6)

a

a
^--^-1.

(8) x. y:\m\n, \

x + 8n^y + 2m.J

\ (10) Ix +my -2/m, 1

/ l^x + m^ymlm^x + y).)

4. A man l)ougli. a certain number of yards of cloth at 75
cents a yard, and a / lain number of yards at $1.25 a yard, the
t(ttal cost being $11.L'.>. If the cloth had been bought at a
uniform price of $1.{K> a yard the corft would have been $11.00.
ilow many yards of each kind were bought?

5. In one day 5 men and 8 boys earn $13.40 while 9 men
iiiid 13 boys earn $23.00. Find the daily wage of a man and of
a boy.

6. Five years hence A'b age will be four-fifths of ^'s age, and
ten years hence ^'s age will be five-sixths of JS's age. Find the
Iirosent age of each.

7. An integer expressed by two digits is 36 less than the
integer formed by reversing the order of the digits, and the sum
of these integers is 110. Find the integer first taken.

8. Two sums of money are lent, one at 4 i)er cent., the other
5 per cent, per annum, and yield a yearly income of $82.

\\']u'n the rate on each is changed to 4^ per cent, the yearly
iiii'ome is reduced $1. Find the sums.

9. If A were to give $5 to B, then A would have only one-
lialf as much as B, but if B were to give $10 to A, then A would
li.ive four-fiftlis as much as B. Find how much each has.

10. Two bqiits start at the same time from A to B, a sail of
]-'•' miles. At the end of 4 hours the faster is as far from B as
tin slower is from A, and at the end of five hours, the faster is

iiiilway between the slower and B. Find the rates of sailing.

^L^
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66. Siflrnifieane^ of a System of Two Eqnttlons in

Two Unknowns. While the methods of solving equations

of the kind now beinsf studied can be supposed known, a

further examination of them with a view to grasping the

full meaning or force or office of the equation is necessar}*.

Take, for example, the two equations

2x+3y-12,
ar + 2y-13,

or, whicu is the same thing,

2x + 3y-12-0,
3x+2y-13-0.

Turning from the equations, consider first the ex-

pressions or functions

2x + 3i^-12, and 3x + 2y-13.

Here we look upon x and y as variables, each of them

being free to take or to be given any value we please. As
we give x and y different sets of values, the expressions

will be expected to take different values. Thus for

(x=3, y-4), for (x- -2, y- +1), for (x-0, y-5), the

values of the former are 6, - 13, 3, and of the latter are

4, -17, -3.

Limiting the attention for the moment to the one

expression 2x+3y-12, consider now by itself the one

equation involving it,

2x + 3y - 12 - 0.

Plainly, if this equation is to be satisfied, i.e. if x and y

are to make the expression 2x+Sy- 12 take the value

zero, X and y may not have any values we please. But

plainly, too, one of the numbers x and y, say x, may be

Mtinn*.
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given any value, and then the equation determines the
value of the other, y. Thus if x ig taken as 1,

2xl + 3y-12-0
whence y - 3j

and (x-1, y-3}) is a solntion. Accordingly there is no
limit to the number of solutions of this oi „ equation. The
following tnble gives a number of solutions:

x= -1
h 1 2 3 4 1

y= 4i 4 38 3i

1

28 !
'>

.1
1

-
1

14 ..

Next, if we consider only the equation

3a- + 2y-13 = 0,

it is seen as before that not every value of x and y will

satisfy the equation, but that one of these ma> be taken
us we please, and then the other is determined by the
equation. The following table gives a number of solutions:

x= -1
\ 1 2 3 4

' *

y= 8 6i 5| 5 3i 2 i

If i.ow we ask for a value of x and a value of y that
will satisfy the two equations considered, we see that in
the table there occurs one such set, namely (x=2, y = 3).
Tliis is the set of values that can be found by solving the
equations, as simultaneously true. For, from

2i-+3y-12 = 0l

3x + 2y-13 = 0l
(i)
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we find the equivalent set

4x + 6y-24-0
9ar + 6y - 39 -

whence, by snbtraction

5X-15,

so that z mugt equal 3, aii'I uonsequently, as we have seen,

y must equal 2.

Thus, notingr that the equations are of one dimension in

the two numbers x and y, we see that

(a) One linear equation in x and y, has solutions un-

limited in number: the equation while not allowing z and ij

to have any values ire please, does not determine x and y.

(6) Of two linear equations in x and y, each has solutions

unlimitet,. in number: among the solutions of each, there /<

one and only one solution that belongs to both, so that the *• •

linear equations detemiine x and y.

V

'

4

f

• <• i

Exercises XCI

1. In the expression 5x-3y + 2, substitute the following

values of (x, y):

(2,3). (3,4), (0,0), (-l,+2), (-i-f), (-3,-5).

2. Find five sets of values of (z, y) that will make 5x-3y + 2

equal to zero.

3. Find five sets of values of (x, y) that will make 5x-3y +

J

equal to 23.

4. Find five sets of values of (x, y) that will make 3x-4y- 5

equal to zero, and substitute those vaUies in the expressit ;i

x + y-8.

5. Shew that there is only one set of values of (x, y) that w;ll

make 3x — 4y - 3, and x + y-8 both equal to zero.
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6. 8I1CW that if X nnii y iirr tw) numbcra that satiafy tho
equation

ru-3tf-10
thru X nnd y ninn<»t HAti^fy

ir«-9|/-r)0.

7. Point out the diflirnlty that |>WM?ntB itaelf when it is
propoHotl to Holvo the uet o( iM|uutionH

3x+ 7»- 27.

12« + 28y-100.
(NoTK

: fho equatioiiH of HU«h a Hot ure Haiti to lie vwonnMent.)

8. Point out tho difficulty that presonts itself when it it
]iropo8ed to solve the net of equations

3x+ 7j/- 27,

P2* + 28y-108.
Can values of * and y 1k' fojind to satisfy those two equations?

9. Find the two nunilwrs which satisfy the conditions that
twice the first added to three times tho second K>ves the sum 49
wliile three times the first exceetls twice the second by 2.

10. There are two numlKM-s such that the ?um of twice the
(irst nnd throe times the swond is 49, while the sum of twice a
nundier 2 jrreator than the fii-st, and tl-roe times a number 3
;;nater than the second is 02, Point out the difficulty that
imsents itself, and shew that such numbers exist.

11. A man when aske<l the dimensions of his pardon replied
that if it were 5 yd. longer and 5 yd. wider it wo'M be 375 sq. yd.
tiller, and that if it were 5 yd. less in each dim. :..-!ion it would be
:!7.} sq. yd. smaller. He was told that this could not be the case,
Mild, correcting himself, substituted 325 8(» yd. for the latter
.iTS sq. yd. Examine the problem.

67. Graphic Representation. A single equation of
'he first degree in x and y, as

2x + 3y=12,
may be written so as to shew directly that it gives y in
terms of X, or as a function of x. Here we have

3y = - 2x + 12,

V hence y= _fx+ 4.

;i

I;

I
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Ou the right, in this last equation, we think of x as being

capable of taking any value whatever, i.e. as being a

variable: when x is given any value, the equation gives the

value of y corresponding to it. This is only re-stating

what has been said in the preceding article. Now
-|x + 4, which from the equation means the value of y, is

a function of x of the first degree, and, as has been seen

in Chapter XI, can be represented graphically by a

straight line. This straight line MPN (see figure) is such

\^
IV

iff o

V

KV ""V*. *

that on it lies each point whose x and y is one of the un-

limited many solutions of the equation

It is spoken of as the line whose equation is

2x-h3y=12

and this means neither more nor less than what has been

said.
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Cousider next the equation

3x + 2y = 13

which may be written in the forms

2y= -3x+13,

y= -|3;+61.

This equation is represented graphically by the line HPK,
and the sets of values of x and y, in number unlimited,

that satisfy this equation, are represented by the x and y
of points on this line.

The two straight lines intersect at the point P, and it

follows then that the x and jTof the point P satisfy each of

the equations, and P is the only point of which this may
be said. Thus the fact, already known, that there is only

one set of values of x and y that satisfy two equations of

the kind being studied, is reflected, in the graphical repre-

sentation, by the fact that two straight lines intersect in

only one point.

Exercises XCII

1. Construct the line that represents jjraphically the equation

2x — 3y = 5.

From the figui-e find the vahie of y corresponding to the
values - 1, — ^, 0, 3, 4, of x, and the values of x c'orresix)nding to
tlio values of -1, 0, 3, 4, of y, in each case testing by substituting
ill the equation.

2. Construct the line that represents graphically the equation

3x-4i/ = 12.

From the figure find three sets of values of x and y that
satisfy the equation.

Mark the point (x = 5, y= 2) and substitute (z = 5, y = 2) in
tlH' equation.

Mark the point (x = 8, y = 3) and substitute (x = 8, y = 3) in
the equation.
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3. Construct the line whose equation is

2x-3y=-6.
Noting that the ecjuation is the equivalent of

find what is denoted in the figure hy | and 2, the coeflScients o.i
the right.

4. Construct the line whose equation is

and examine as in the preceding example.

5. Construct the lines represented by the equations

3a; + 4w = 24,

4x-3y^ 7

and from the figure find the set of values of x and y that wiil
satisfy simultaneously these equations.

6. Construct the lines that represent the equations

4x + 5y = 40,

x+ y= 1,

and from the figure find *hree sets of values of x and y that will
satisfy the second equation without satisfying the first.

7. Construct the lines that represent the equations

3x- 4y= 3,

15x-20y-.15.

8. Construct the lines whose equations are

3x-4t/ = 3,

3x-4y = 5.

What fact in the figuro corresfjonds to the fact that there \s
no set of values of x and y that can satisfy these two equations?

9. Shew that the equations

2x-3y = 3,

2x-3i/ = 4

are represented graphically by lines of the same slope.
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10. The line that representa the equation

2x-3y =

passes through the origin.

11. C!on8truct the lines whose equations are

X- y = 0,

x-2j/ = 0,

*-3y = 0.

68. The General Simultaneous Set of Equations.
Let us now consider a set of equations, in two unknowns,
in which the coeflicients are algebraic or general rather
th-.u numerical or particular, say

ax + h'y = c

.

Here a', 6', c'—read a prime, b prime, etc.; or a dash,
b dash, etc.—denote known numbei-s in no way related to

a,h,c; this notation is employed to save the use of a
great many different letter forms, and to gain any advan-
tage that may come through having two or more expres-

sions of the same form written with similar letters in cor-

responding parts. Here we have the a's jus coefficients of
X, the 6's as coefficients of y, and the c's as the absolute
terms.

To solve, multiply through with a view to eliminating

:'/. Then
ab'x + bb'y = b'c,

abx + bb'y = be .

Therefore by subtraction

(ab' -a'b)x=b'c-hc

whence b'c - be
!

'
I

ab' - a'b

*-
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Similarly it is found that

ft

I>, *•!

(tf - ac
itb' - (t'b

'

and the solution of the equation is

ch' - c'h

y =
ac -ac

ab'-a'b " ab'-a'b

By regarding Hie association of letters

X, y, 1

a, 6, c

o , b , c

^
it is not difficult to frame a rule for writing down the
solution without going through the work of solving.

The student may treat similarly the set

ax+by + r =0,
ax + b'y + e = 0.

Exercises XCIII

Write down the solutions of tlie following set^ and test ineach cai<e :

1. 3x + 4j/ =.- 5,

4x + 5y= 7.

3. 5x + 7j/-12 = 0,

8x + 5y-13 = 0.

5. \x-\y = l,

7. ax-¥hy = c,

Ix \-Tny = n.

9. aiX+02y = f/3,

2. 3x-4y=.2,

4x-52/ = 3.

4. 7y-102+13 = 0,

2y+ 3«-15 = 0.

6. fx + J2,=.i

8.

10.

ax — by = c,

a'x — h'y = c',

- T , =1,

^+fr = l.
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69. Simultaneous Equations in Three Unlcnowns.
In the expression

x+2y + 3z-10

we think of x, y, z as being variables, the v«\lue of the ex-

pression depending upon the valnes assnnied by or assigned
to X, y, z. Thus for x= 1, y = 2, 2= 3 the value of the ex-

pression is 2. If, however, we have the equation

x + 2y + iiz-10 = 0,

a restriction is put upon the values that x, y, z may have.
Yet plainly two of x, y, z may be given any values we
please, and then the equation determines the value of the
third. Thus for 2 = 2, and y = 1, we must have

x + 2xl + 3x2-10-0
i.e. x=2,

so that (x-2, y=l, 2 = 2), or more briefly (2, 1, 2) is a
solution of the equation. Manifestly the number of solu-

tions that may be found is unlimited.

Now suppose that x, y, 2 have to satisfy two equations,
the one already taken and one other,

a; + 2y + 32-ir-.0,

2x+y + 5z-'' 0.

Here we see that a further resi. tion is put upon the
values that x, y, z may have, for while one of the three
^1 !/» z, say 2, may be given any value we please, th'- values
of both of the others are then determined by the two
equations. Thus if we give to 2 the value 2, then must

x+2y >3x2-10 = 0,

2x+ y + 5x2-13 = 0.
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Or, in simpler form,

2x+ y-3,

whence, as in the earlier paragraphs,

80 that (I, If, 2) is a sohition of the two equations. Plainly

we can find as many solntions as we please.

Finally, suppose that x, y, z have to satisfy three equa-

tions, those already taken and one other,

x+2y + a?-l()-0,]

2x+ y + 5^-13-0, (i)

3x+5v + 42-23 = -.

We see, or shall see, that the values that x, y, z mar
now have are still further restricted. Multiplying the first

of these through by 5 and the second by 3 we have

5x+10y+lo2-50 = 0,

6a;+ 3y+ 152-39-0.

Then by subtraction, since x, y, z stand for the same
numbers in each equation,

x-7y+n = (ii)

an equation that does not involve z. Similarly eliminating

z from the first and the third, we find

8x+ 4y + 20z- 52 = 0,

15x + 25y + 202 -115 = 0,

whence by subtraction

7x + 21y-63 = 0,

or, after division through by 7,

«+ 3y- 9 = 0. (iii)
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Tlius we see that the set, compiled from (i), (ii), (iii) ,

x+2y + 3z-lO-OA
x-7y +11 = 0,[ (iv)

is the equivalent of the given set.

Now the last two of these equations determine the

values of X and y, which are found to be z= 3, y = 2. Then
from the first equation it follows that

3 + 2x2 + 32

whence

10 = 0,

2=-l.

It follows then that in order that the three equations may
be satisfied, x, y, z must equal 3, 2, I respectively. There-

foii! the three equations determine the values of x, y, z,

iuid the one and only solution is (3, 2, 1).

The method of solving appears in what precedes.

While the student may not have frequent occasion to treat

simultan^us equations in more than two unknowns, a
few exercises are added. The results should in every

casH be tested.

Exercises XCIV

1. Find the value of

3x + 4j/ + 52-25 '

for (x = l, j/ = 2, 2 = 3), for (x = 0, y= -1, r= +6), for (x=-l,
y - ^5, z= +3), for (x= +5, y= -2, 2 = 0).

Find also a set of values for x, y, z that will make the
oxj icssion equal to zero.

'-. Find two sets of values of x, y, z, that will make x + y + z + 1
equal to 10.
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3. Fiinl tliroo HolutioiiH of the equation

2*-3j/ + 4«-15.

Take any vahu's of x, y, x at mmlom, and uee if they satisfv
the equation. '

4. Find three sohitions of the HinHiltaneous set

x+ y+ « = 12,

*Jx + 3j/ + 4*-38

5. Solve

«+ y+ « = 12,

2j; + 3j/ + 4« = 38,

3x + 5// + 7« = 64.

6. Examine the set

x+ y+ z=ml2,

2x + 3j/ + 4z = 38.

4j; + 5y + 6«= 62.

7. Solve:

(1) X- j, + 2z=ll.) (2)

3x-4y + 5z = 22.

5x + 6y-7z= 8.

(3) l + m + n= 8,1 (4)

/ — ffi + n= 6,

/ + OT-n= -2..

(5) 7y + 82 = 68,"j (6)

5z -t 4x = 37, j-

llx + 9y = 69.J

(7) z+ r/+ r= 32,) (8)

x + 3y + 52=124
X + 5?/ + 92 -216.

(9) 2x- 3.v + 4z=ll,
5x+ 4y-82 = 23,

9x + lly + 5« = 93.

5»+ 6i' + 8«'-

2h- 3r + 7«'.

4M + lly + 2«j.

fc + / =18,1

/ +/t = 15,

/'+A-= llJ

7x- 3y-f 82 = 44.]

5x + 13y-62=10.
-19x+ 5j/ + 72= C9.'

2ii-v-ir + 5 = 0,'

2,--«-» + 3= 0.

(10)

::«•-»

ix + iy

J'- 7=0.

1 -I f

5-r + tl/ + 52 = T5
5a: + iy + f2= 7T
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70. Problems. The following problems will supply
further exercises in simultaneous equations and will help
to impress the meaning of a simultaneous wt. Tho results
si.ould in every case be veriflcd. It would be well also
for the student to attempt an arithmetical solution of each
problem.

ExKicisKs XCV

1. A person Imught a cortain numlKir of potmds of tea at 40
<•( iits a ix>i>ud, nnd a ccrtuin niunhcr at 30 cents a pound i)ayinjr
tlirrofor $7-30. The price of (>a«-li havinjj iiicn>asfH! 5 cents, he
liaiil $8-40 for a wimilar purchase. Find how many iK.unds of
each were bought.

2. A i)ound of tea and 3 pfuinds of sugar <-ost 00 cents, liut
It sugar wen^ to rise oO p<'r cent, in jirice, and tea 10 ]m- ceni. the
(ost would he $l-or). Find the i)riceH of tea and sugar.

3. Tlie two digits of a nund>er change phjces wlien !» is added
to the nund)er. and the sum of the two nund»ei-s concemed is 33
Find the mnnl)ers.

4. The SUM. of two numhei-s is 83 and their difTerence is 27;
find the numbers.

;i

5. F'nd the fraction wln'cli l)ecomes equal to | when 3 is
a.l.lcd to the numerator and 4 to tlie denominator, or wlien 1 is
sul.tracted from the numerator and 2 from the denominator.

0. /'and Q are two j.laces 3.") miles apart. A starts from P
t-r Q. and Ti starts from Q for Pat the same time, and thev meet
at the end of 5 hours. If .( has travelled T, miles more than B
liiKi their rates.

If

/
.
If the length of a field were increased hv 20 rods and its

I narlth diminished hy 10 rods its area would be unchanged If
tli- breadth were increased by 20 rods and the lentrth din'iinished
' y K) ro<ls the area would be increased 900 square rods. Find
til' "hmensions of the field,

u
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8. If A wore to give $2 to B, tluM' /?'« money woii'.d lio twic o

/I '8, hut if Ji won> to jjivo $:t to .t, tlx-n H'h monoy would Ik) only
one-fourth gn'utfr than A'n. Find how much eaih hiw.

{). A monliunt mixoM H pounds <»f ono kind of ten with J
poundH of another to mako a mixture worth IW t-entn a ihhiiiiI.

With the »an«' kindt* of tea he niakea a sinond mixtun- wortii .;7

wnts a i)oun«l hy taking 7 |M)uiid« of tho f«)rmer witli H inmnds nf

the hitter. Find what eaeh kind uf tea i« worth.

10. A walks from P t«» Q in a certain time. Had his rate if

walking Ihhmi 5 mi. an hr. gn'ater he would have made the jourii. v

in i hr. less tinu', and ha«l his rate Un-n 1 mi. an hr. less he
wonUI have taken li hr. longer for the journey. Find the nito

and the distance from P to Q.

11. A sum of money is divided among ^1, H, an<l (\ If /?

and C together receive $24, C and A together $2'), and A and />'

together $18, find the Shan's of each.

12. A fraction Invomes e<iual to J when 1 is added to each ff

its terms, and lu'comos equal to f when 1 is suhtracted from ea. h
of its terms. Find the fraction.

13. A man walks from P to Q in 7 hours. If his rate of

walking had In'en one-half a mile an hour less it would have taki n
him one hour longer. Find his rate and the distance from i' to V

14. A vessel contains a mixture of wine and water. Tw"
gallons of water are added and the strength of the mixture i«

found to Ih? four-fifths: then 10 gallons of wine are I'.dded and it

is found that the mixture has resumed its original stivngth. Fiii.i

how many gallons of wine and water were contained in the origiiii!

mixture.

15. Two trains 76 yards and 100 yards long, meeting i;

parallel tracks, jiass each other in 6 seconds. Had they Ix i-

going in the same direction, the former would have taken 1.

seconds to jiass the latter. Find the rates of the trains.

16. Two sums of $1,200 and $1,000 were lent at certain rat -.

and yielded a yearly interest of $98. Had the rates lieen int r-

changed the yearly interest would have been $2 greater. Fid tiie

rates.
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EXKWWKH XCVI
(Miwkm.ankuch)

111

.. Ji'ind by actual divwion tho n«maindpr when }Kr*-f fx-t-r is

div'ded by x-a.

2. How many mid intpgore are then* betwetr; (i) and 72,
(ii) 24 and 52, (iii) 2m and 2n, where m and n arc certain {MMitive
integers, n great<'r than m ?

3. If ?- . A .L , ahew that ° .^

.

bed d b*

4. If a and 6 are positive and a leas than 6, find the difference

a + 1 a

6+16
showing tl at it is positive.

Illustrate by assigning to a and b specific values.

5. Construct the two lines whose equations are

2*-3y-6; 3x + 2y-35.

B
1. Shew by actual division that

z* - 3j»- 33x» + 46z + 61 = (X - 7)(x» + 4x»- 5x + 11) + 138,

and hence that the value of x* -3x»-33x» + 46x + 61 for x-7 is
i:is.

2. Find the l.c.m. o{x*-xy*, x* + xV. «* + y* +
a;V(** + »')

•

3. If

m + n x + y
• m—n x—y

-lifw that m:n::x:j/, and conversely.

4. If a and b are positive and a greater than 6, find the
(litR'ronce

g + l a

6 + 1 6
-lirwing that it is negative.

Illustrate by as8igning to a and 6 specific values.
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1. Show by rrjiratod divinion by 7 that

r»478-t».7«+1.7» + rt.P + r».7 + 4

•-21(W>4 i« Ihf mttle of iwven.

2. Write down iiiuiHHUat<>ly tbr n<t*ultH of the following
nniltipHoatioiiH:

(i) (* + ;})(* -6); (ii) (2x-7)(2*+5);
(iii) (« + 5)(i + 7)(4r + l»; (iv) (4t-7)(x + 6)(*-4).

3. Find and tabulate the vahies «»f x' + 2x-»-2, or which i» tho
same thing (z + l)> »- 1, for *- -5,-4.-3, ~2, - 1, 0, + 1, +2. + t.

4. If a, b, h are all iHwitive and a Uhm than b, find tlie

difTerence

a +h a

b+h T
shewing that the retiult w {Kwitive.

5. Construct tiie Hnes whose e(|uations are

2x + 3y-13-0
4x-3y+ 1-0

3(2jr + 3y - 13) - 5(4* - 3y + 1)

and shew that the sohition of the first two equations satisHes nl<o
the third.

D
1. Sliew by n'i>eated thvision that

x«-5*» + 12x»-23x + 37
= (X - 2)* + 3(x - 2)» + 6(x - 2)» - 3(x - 2) + Iv

2. Write down immediately the results of the follow! iic

multiplications:

(i) (2x + 3)(2x + 5)(2x + 7); (ii) (x + 3y)(x-2y)(x + j/):

'ui) (a + 6-c)(o-6 + c); (iv) (x»-xy-t j^'^fx^ + xy + .v-

In x» - 4xj/ + 5.v» substitute (i)x-4, y-l; (ii)x-.7, y= r
W. . -4, y-.+5; (iv)x=-2, y=-3.

Is it accidental that in each case the result is positive?

4. If a, b, h are all positive and a greater'than 6, find the
difference a±^_o.

b+h b

shewing that the result is negative.



CHAPTER XVI

QUAUBATIC KQIATIONS

71. IntroduotOPy. The following problems will lead
to equatioua which differ Honiewhat from those previously
rnet.

PrMem 1 I)ivi,l<. a MrmaU lino 8 iiuhos |„nK into two
'

.
"\"'»\tl»t tM. ar..a of thrir n.tanKi,. n.av V' fifteen-MXtmitlw of that of th.- xr-.art. on half th.. linr.

Tljo nnit Mf lonKth Ih- 1 in.h. l.-t x nxviyMxw tin- loneth ofnnc iwrt. an.l therefore 8-x the lonRth of tho otlH-r part. Then

l!.UfX"^^eV;l
""" ""'""*-"" ""'"'• ^''" ""•^''' «•"' ^'^e «^"'»- '-

x(8-x), and 4» <ir 16

*(8-x)-^;}ofl6

8j: -*»-!,->.

Then, bringing 15 to the left sidr, ivr Imvo

— j' + Sj — l,j = u
or, multiplying the tMjual.x l>y - 1,

a-'-Hr + l,-=U.

riiis then is the equation, in a sort of standard form, to which the-ol.lem eads, and fro«> it we ex,.Ht to fin.l tlu- Value of x Jn
'.e equations of e. rhor chapters the unknown x .Hrurred to onlyne power, and that the first, hut here there are two 1 ffcSl-we,^, the first and the secon.l. A ,,„ation that involves The'rond power hut no hij^her power. ,„ \h,. „„|,nown is called a

V"||'/m/,
.
equaium and the equations of Chapters II and IX ai4

To solve this equation, we note that I'-Sx + lo and(r-o){x-^) are two difTerent forms of the on- .,uantity

.•. (x-o){x-^)-.0.

Xow in ord(>r that the product on the left mav be eoual to-ro .t ,s necessary that one fa<.tor shoul.l he e.jual' to zero and
213
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1. «Mr

the vanishing of either factor will ensure that the equation is

satisfied. Thus the equation will be satisfied if

either i — 5= or x — 3 = 0,

in other words, if x = 5 or x = 3.

Thus the equation has two roots, and recalling what x has been

taken to measure we see that one root gives the parts 5 inches and
3 inches, and the other gives tliem as 3 inches and 5 inches ; hence

while the equation luis two solutions, there is eflfectively owe division

of the line.

The e(iuation of this problem may be otherwise written, as,

for example,
x^-Sx 15, orx» + 15 = 8x,

but for most purposes it is best considered under the form

x*-8x + 15=0.

This equation has l)een shown to have two roots, and plainly no
number other than 5 or 3 will make (x — 5)(x — 3) equal to zero.

The roots of the eqmition correspond to the factors x — 5 and x-;!

of the quadratic expression.

Problem 2. Tlie length of a rectangle exceeds its breadth by

20 rods, and its area is 40 acri\s. Find its dimensions.

Taking 1 rod as the unit of length, and therefore 1 sq. rd. as

the unit of area, let x niesusure the breadth and therefore x + :.'(»

the length.

.". X (x + 20) measures the area.

But 40 X 1()0 measures the area, since 1 acre equals 160 square

.-. x(x + 20) = 40x160

.-. x' + 20x- 4800 = 0.

This last, then, is the ([uadratic equation to which the problem
leads. From it we find at once

(x-40)(.r + 60)=0.

Hence, 'in order that the efpiation may be satisliecl, we must ha\c

either x — 4C) = 0, or x + 60 = 0, i.e., either x = 40 or x= —60; eitiur

of these values of x, and no other value of x, will satisfy the equ:i-

tion. It remains to relate these values to the problem.

If X = 40, the breadth and the length of the field are

40 rods and GO rods.

rods.
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If *=- -(50, the breadth and the lenf,'th of the field are

-60 rods and —40 rods.

Plainly the two result*' point to the same field. If + and -
signify opposite <'.i. riinns in the same straight line, this is not
of moment m ( ermming ri ? dimensions of the field. It is to 1)6
noted that the l)ro!!dth is tai. n as the shorter dimension, so that
when -60app sir- as givint: the breadth, the length is given by
-60 + 20 or -i': v,Moo, froai the point of view of algebra, -60 is
20 1es8 than -40.

.

' "" ">

The problems just considered have been seen to lead to
quadratic equations, the solutions of which were obtained
by resolving the implied quadratic expressions. While it

is well always to think of an equation as having a source
in some such problem, a number of examples of equations,
divorced from their problems, are given in order to afford
ready practice. In working them the student may assume
the axioms relating to equations and the rules derived from
them

Ex. 1. Solve

We have at once

a:*-4a' + 3 =
/. (x-3)(x-l) =
/. i-3=0or 1-1=0
.'. a: = 3orl, tJie solutions required.

Ex. 2. Solve

12a;»-100x + 7r) = 0.

After multiplication through by 3, it is seen that

(6a:)»-50(6a;) + 225 = 0.

.•. (6x-o)(6x-45)=0.

Therefore either 6x-5-0 or 6x-45-0, and the solutions
iiio t and 7i.

1

1:

»

t
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ExKKcisKs XrVII

1. Solve tlH> folldwinj; (><|tiiitii)iis. in each cjisc HuI)Htit(iting

in tlic ()i-i};ii)Hl oinuition tiu' niotM lountl. suhstitutinn also in tho
(|ua<iratii' exprossidn (ni tlii' rijflit of the sifjn of (>(|uality when the
c<iuation is hron.ulit to the form.

(^lUKlratio expression = 0,

(i) a value «)f x, intermediate to the ri>ots, (ii) a value of x smaller
than the snialU^r r<K)t, (iii) a value of x larji;<'r than the larger root:

(1) x'-10x + 21 = 0;

(3) x»-14x+48 = 0;

(ii) 2x'-3x + ll=x» + r)x-4;

(7) 15x-x» = 2x + :3G;

(9) (x + l)(x + 2) = 6x;

(2)

(4)

(0)

(8)

(10)

x'-12x + 35 = ;

x'-28x + 192 = 0;

x'-7x = 3x-21;
2x' + ll = x» + 12x;

(2x-3)(x-5) = (x-3)».

2. Solve, treating each equation as in No. t:

(1)

(3)

(5)

(7)

(9)

x»-x-20 = 0; (2)

x* + 9.c + 20 = 0; (4)

x» + 2x-48 = 0; (G)

x--9 = 0; (8)

x' = 8l; (10)

x» + 3x-28 = 0;

x' + 15x4-44 = 0;

x'-2x-48 = 0;

x' -289 = 0;

5x» = 80.

(1)

(3)

(5)

(7)

(9)

(2x-3)(3x-4)=0;

(5/ + ll)(7x-8)=0;

21x»+41x-40 = 0;

302»-432 + 15 = 0;

(3x-2)' = (2x + 3)».

3. Solve, treating earh eiinution as in the jjreeoding:

(2x-3)(x-r,)=0; (2)

(3x + 5)(x-7) = 0; (4)

2x' + 7x-30 = O; ((>)

6t/'-13t/ + G = 0; (8)

(2x-l)'-(x-3)»-0; (10)

4. Construct the equation, expressing it in the form

Quadratic expression = 0,

whose roots are

(i) 2, 3; (ii) 5, 8; (iii) -2,-3; (iv)-5,+8;

5. As equations, is there any difTercnce betwe(Mi

Ox' - 17x + 12 = and x» - Vx + 2=0?

(V) a,l>.

6. Solve the equation

12x'- Six + 20=
and construct the equation whose roots are the reciprocals of

those found.
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72. Thfi Quadratic Function Resolvable into Factors
in only One Way. Take as example the expression
r-5x+6, where we think of x as a variable to which may
be assigned any value we please. We have identically, i.e.,

whatever be x,

x»-5x + 6=(a;-2)(a;-3) (i)

The question arises whether a:* -ox + 6 can admit a
different resolution into factors. If possible, let x-w be
a factor of 3^-5x + 6, where m is neither 2 nor 3. There
must then be a second factor x-n, which maybe found by
division, so that identically

x'-5x + e={x-m){x-n) (ii)

Therefore from (i) and (ii), we have identically

(x-2)(x-3) = (x-w)(x-n).
In this latter relation, true for all values of x, we may

putx = m. Hence

(m-2)(w-3) = (/H-m)(wi-»)
= 0(w-n)
= 0.

But m is ( ^cient from 2 and 3, so that neither m~2
nor m-3, uor therefore (m-2)(w-3), can be zero.
Here the supposition that x-m, where m is neither 2 nor
3. is a factor of x* - 5x + 6 is wrong. Thus x^-5x+6 can
be resolved into factors in only one way.

Next consider the expression 8x' - 22a; +15. We find

8a'-22x+15=(2x-3)(4x-5),
= (x-|)(8x-10),
= (8x-12)(x-{),
= 8(x-|)(x-f).

Here the apparently different factors of the expression
are effectively the same, for they differ only thi-ough the

a

»

t

1

1-
!
4^

i

%

»

a^
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moving of a merely numerical factor. The last may lie

regarded as a sort of standard form, and, though in it

there is a third factor whic'i is merely numerical, we s.iy

that the quadratic expression in x is the product of two

factors linear in x. With tl ;> explanjftion it is readily

seen here as in the earlier example that the resolution is

unique.

Turn now to the equation

x' - ox + 6 =

where x is no longer a variable, but one or other of the

constants which are the roots of the equation. We have

at once
• (a:-2)(ic-3)=0

so that 2 and 3 are tl:„ roots. There can be no root

diflferent from 2 or 3. For if possible let m be such a root.

Then
wt' - 5wt + 6 =

••. (m-2)(m-3)=0.

But m being neither 2 nor 3, neither (m - 2) nor (w< - 3)

can be zero, so that the last relation is impossible. Heuee

m cannot be a root.

So in the case of the equation

8x'-22x+15 =
we have

(2x-3)(4x-5)=0
or 8(a;-|)^a;-|)=0;

accordingly the roots are | and f, and, as before, it i?

readily seen that there can be no root different from tli >e

Hence it appears that the quadratic equation has twi

and only two roots. The general proof of this theot 3iu

will be given later.
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78. Extension of the Number System. The
(imidratie expressions, hitherto met, having been seen
to have two and only two linear factors, we are led to ask
if this is true of all quadratic expressions. The resolution,

wlien the factors are not at once recognised, is effected by
txhibiting the expression as the difference of two squares,
one of which contains all the terms involving the variable,

the ease in which the expression ij a perfect square being
disregarded for .the present. Thus taking x'-28x+187,
wi- have, adding the square of V to comr^lete the square
whose fii-st two terms are x* and -28.r, >vdd subtracting to
correct,

X* - 28j; + 187 = j^ - 28x + 14' - U' + 187

= (j--14) = -9

= (x-14)'-3'

= (j-14 + 3)(a-14-3)

= {x-n){x-17),
and in like manner

2x' - llx + 15 = 2 -x" - V .r +V

}

= 2;x'-Vx + (V)'-(V)'+VI
= 2IU-V)'-(1)M

= 2(x-V+i)(x- V-I)
= 2(x-i)(.r-3)

= (2x-r))(x-3).

Conversely, the product of two factors, linear in x, may
hi' exhibited as the difference of two squares. Thus

Cf + 4) U + 6j = (x + 5 - l)(x + o + 1)

^(x+oy-V,

!i
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(2a;-3)(4x-r)) = 8(x-i)U-J)

= 8U-V-l)(x- V+B
= 8{U-V)'-(i)'},

which, except for the uuraerieal factor, is the difference of
two squares.

Let it now be proposed to resolve x'-Gx+l. We hu\e

x* - 6x + 7 = r* - 6.r + 9 - 9 + 7

= x'-6a; + 9-2
= U-3)'-2.

Here, as 2 is not the square of any number that we
could have met up to this point, progress is arrested, as
the expression does not assume the form of the difference
of two squares. Numbers can be found, the squares of
which are as near to 2 as we please. Thus

1, 1-4, 1-41, 1-414, 1-4142, . . .

are numbers, increasing in value, the squares of which ai.-

1, 1-96, 1-9881, 1-999396, 1-99996164, . .

and accordingly afford approximations,—the later ones
close approximations, ^to what we may designate as a desir* d
Humber. To meet the difficulty we shall introduce this
desired number and, not being able to represent it as an
integer or a fraction,* shall denote it by a new pymh-.l
\/2 or ' 2. This and similar numbers as %/5, ^/7, \\\\\

fK^rJ^***^
there is no intei?er whose square is 2 ia at onco evident and tintthere is no fraction whose square is 2 may easily be shewn For if possible I, t

^ be such a fraction. * and k being integers prime to each other. Then Nve

should have (;^)'=2. Therefore

h xh
k X A-

= 2.

Jv«ifw'L?j}!f?^i^ ^^ "^ \,^o".'d be necessary that * divide the numera r
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be associated in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division, with themselves, and with integei-s and fractions,
according to the fundamental rules of algebra; and through
these rules the meaning of multiplication, division, etc.,

for such numbers, will appear. Thus, by definition,

v/2x v/2 = 2.
Further

v/2+ v/2= v/2(l + 1) = v/2 X 2 = 2v/2;

(%/3 X %/7) X ( v/3 X v/7) = s/^ X >/7 X x/H x y/7

- v/3 X %/3 X v/7 X v/7

= 3x7
.". x/oXy/7 =v/3x7;

and \/5 y/ox x/3 %/15

^/'S x/3xk/3 3

From the approximations to v/3 and ^/7, we can find
approximations to x/S + s/7, and these approximations can
be ivcjarded as determining v/3 + x/7.

Returning now to the question in hand we may write

x»-4x + 2=(x-2)*-(v/2)'

= (x-2-v/2)(x-2 + >/2).

Thus through the introduction of a new kind of number we
are aJ)le to resolve the expression, and to say of the
equation

X'- 4a + 2=0
that it can be given the form

(x-2-v/2)(x-2 + 2%/2)=0
mi that it admits the two roots

2-v/2, 2 + 2/2.
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Jnst as 2 does not admit an integral or fractional

square root, so 5, 6, 11, for example, do not admit a i-nhe

root, and to meet such cases we may introduce new num-

bers, calling them cube roots, and denoting them by th( s\ in-

bols ^5, ^6, -^11. Similarly too for higher roots. All

such numbers are spoken of as irrational numbers, iiiid

the numbers hitherto dealt with, namely, integers and

fractions, are called rational numbers.

Thus through the introduction of irrational numbers we

are enabled to say that certain quadratic equations, wliich

otherwise would not admi4; of solutions, have two roots.

It may be shewn, as before, that such equations have only

two roots.

Exercises XCVIII

1. Solve the following equations, in each case finding tho liost

appro.xiinations to the first decimal place, and substituting the

approximations in the equation

:

(1) a;'-2x-5 = ;

(3) x»-3x + l = 0;

(.-)) x' + Tx-ll-O ;

(7) 3x'-18x + 5 = 0;

(9) 7x'-ox-9 = :

(2) i» + 4x-7= 0;

(4) x»-6x-3 = 0;

(6) 2x'-3x-4 = 0;

(8) 5x»-l2x + 6 = 0;

(10) 4x»-llx + o = 0.

2. Find the following in simple form, and an approximation,

the best not involving more than two places of decimals, to each

result :

(2) (v/3 + 5) (2-/3);

(4) (/3+1/5) (5/3-21/5);

2+»/3

(1) (|/2 + 3)»;

(3) (/5 + 7) (v/6 + 8)

V5+ /3
(5)

(7)

V/5-V/3'

V3 + V 5

2v 3-/5'

(6)

(8)

2-/3'

/7+/5
/2+/3.
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3. Explain on what grounds is Itai-ed each of the following

atatements :

(1) »/20-.2^/5; (2) (j/7)»-7v/7.

4. A certain unit length \mng assumed, construct geometri-

cally the line to which is ascribed the lemjth* j/ 2; the length |/3;

the length /15.

5. A certain unit length being assumed, construct a rectangle

to which the ai ja \ i.3 is ascribed.

6. Solve the following equations and test the result by sub-

stituting the roots found in the etiuation concerned:

(1) a;'-12j + 2 = 0; (2) 3x'-lux + 10= ;

(3) 7x'-15x-(-«) = p ; (4) 8x'-7j-3 = 0;

(5) 3z'-16x + 12 = 0; (6) 3x' + 7j: + 3 = ;

(7) r)x»-llj; + 3 = 0; (8) 2jx'-4jj:-o = 0.

74. Further Extension of the Number System.
Let it now be proposed to resolve into factors the quad-
rati<- expression x'-6a;+ 11. Proceeding as in the earlier

sections we have

x'-6a:+ll = x'-6x + 9-9+ll
= (x-3)'-h2

= (x-3)'-(-2).

In the attempt to express the given function as tlie differ-

enn- of two squares, we are brought face to face with the
need of n number whose square is -2. Now the squares
of all the numbers that we have had to deal with—whether
tilt sH uumLers are positive or negative—are positive, and

• It must be remembcpcd that in algebra we have to do with numbers, and
tiier.fore with the measures of lengths, foi example, rather than lengths.
let lor brevity of statement length, treight. Sec, are frequently employed to
sigi u I y measure of length, measure of weight. Sec

V
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we are forced to say that there is no number whose square

is - 2. To meet the difficulty, we introduce a number of

a new kind, one, namely, whose square is the negative

number -2; this number we denote by the symbol \/~T,
and for it we have the following relation -a fact of multi-

plication

—

(
v/~)' = <w/~ X v/^ - - 2;

We may now say

«' - 6x + 11 - (a; - 3)' - (
v/~)

»

- {7^6 + v/~)(x-3 - ^/~)

We have here supposed—less we could not do—that tlie

\/-2 is to be associated with other numbers in accord-

ance with the fundamental rules of algebra. In like

maniu we may arrive at other such numbers as \/~~l

This new kind of number is designated imaginary,
whereas the numbers hitherto considered are called mil.
For such numbers addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division are a natural outcome of the rules of aIgol»ra

assumed to hold for them. A number as 3 -i- \/~, in

which there is a real part and an imaginary part, is spoken
of as a complex number.

If now we have the equation

a;'-&c-hll-0
we may say

(x'-6x-h9)-9 + 11 =0
(.r-3)'-(_-2) =0

(x- 3)^ -(^-2)^ =0

(x-3-s/-2){x-S+s/-2) =
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Accordingly, iu order that the equatioii be satisfied, .ve

rnuat have either

x-3- v/~ or ar- 3- %/~,

and here, em in like caoos before, there are two, and only
two, roots.

Since imaginary numliers are to be eombined accord-

ing to the fnnduineutal rules for real numbers, we have

(2%/~)' or (%/~l X 2)'= %/~l X 2 X %/~ x 2

= %/~xv^i/ x2

=-1x2'

Similarly

\/ -n= y/n.x/ -1.

Thus all imaginary numbers can be expressed as the

product of a real number and the imaginary number v/~,
so that \/-l has the same relation to the system of

imaginary numbers that 1 has to the system of real

mmibers. The letter i is very commonly employed to

denote \/- 1, so that we may write

The student will now see that, with the extended
system of numbers, it is possible to express every quadratic

t'xpression as the product of two linear factors, and there-

fore to find for > /ery quadratic equation two and only two
roots.

One special case, to which allusion has already been
niiide, should be considered; this is the case in which the

-^'-
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quadratic expression is a perfect square. Take f xHrnvh'

ac»-6x + 9. Here

x»_6 + 9-(ar-3)(x-3)

and the two linear factors are tlie same. If w? take the

equation

we have

x»_6x + 9-0

(x-3)(x-3)-0

and there is only one value of x, namely 3, whicl, «"

the equation. Yet on account of the two facto'. »»

that the.-e are two equal roots.

1*^ 4
1

»

n i

•

»

EXEKCISES XCIX

3

I

Give reasons for saying :

(i) |/^7xt/^>°

(ii) »/ - 7 + ^ - •') =

(iii) (v/^)««=l.

Resolve into factors :

(1) x'-2x + 2;

(3) a:'-3x + 3;

(5) x»-8j: + 20;

(7) 2j' + 3x + 2;

(9) ' + X + 1

;

3. Solve the equations

(1) 4.r+r) = ;

(3) x'-5x + 8 = 0;

(5) ./'-% + 12-0;

(7) 2x*-7x + 7 = 0;

(9) i'-i + l = 0;

-i/35;

(i/7+v'r>)i/^;

(2) x» + 2i + 2 ;

(4) x' + 3x + 3 ;

(G) x' + lOx + 30 ;

(8) 3x'-r)x + 4;

(10) x» + ax + o».

(2) x' + 4x + r) = ;

(4) j' + 7x + 15 = U;

(fi) 2^-42 + 7 = 0;

(8) 5x'-12x + 9= 0,
(10) y'-oy + o' = 0.
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4. f the following o.iuations, in each caiK) finding the summd the p. xluct of the nnrtu :

(1) a:»-8x + ir,-.0; (2) x» + 12*>35-0;
(3) x'-5x + 3-0; (4) *»-lUx + 27-0;
(o) 2x'-9x + 5-.0; (6) 2x»-3x + 5-0;

76. ' .6 Solution of the Quadratio Equation Other-
'. wed. The following way of treating the quad-

.f9'' i'''^"
'^ "ot uncoinmou. Let

be 'he e ation prr -1 for solution,

2»-8x = -15

Then

.dch -f the equals add 16, which completes the square
of the exoression to the left. Then

or

x'-8x+ 16- 16-15

(x-4)'=l.

Then x-t must be the number whose square is 1. We
know two such numbers namely + 1 and - 1. That these
are the only such numbers can be readily seen, for no
positive number greater than + 1 or less than + 1 can have
1 as its square.

x-4= + 1 or -1

f^r, in r more condensed statement,

x-4=±l
X-4+ 1 or 4-1

i.e. x-5 or 3.
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Similarly to solve the equation 3x* - 7x + 2 - we have

3x'-7x + 2-0

Sa:*-?* 2

x'-ix f

(x-}y -n

X = + • + I or + J - f

- +2 or +J.

A quadratic equation which when brought to the

standard form

Quadratic expression -

has no t«rm of one dimension in the unknown as

x'-T-O,^

is called a pure quadratic equation. If a term of one

dimension is present the equation is an adfected quadratic.

Exercises C

1. Solve, after the manner of this section

:

(1) x>-6x + 8 = 0; (2) x»-a:-12;

(3) x»-5x-3; (4)

(5) 2x»-3*-5-.0; (6)

(7) 2*»-5af-7-0; (8)

x»-6a5 + ll-0;

3x»-5x + 7 = 0;

|x»-ix-|-0.

2. Explain on what grounds it is asserted that 25 has two,

and only two, square roots.
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8. Shew that the equation

1 1

x-9 a:-8 12

when simplified assumes the form

x'-17x + 60 =

and find the roots, testing for accuracy by substituting in the
original equation.

4. Solve the equation

(x + l)(2« + 3)-(x + 2)' = 55.

5. Solve the equation

1 1

x-3 x-2 x + ()

6. Shew that in order that x' should be equal to y* it is not
necessary that x = y.

7. A man when asked liow many dollars he had, stated that
the square of the number was 21 less than 10 times the number.
(!an it be definitely known from this how many dollars he had?

76. Problems. The quadratic equation often offers

itself as the key to the solution of a problem. The pro-

lileras of this section are of this kind. The student should
study carefully each problem, denote by some letter the

measure of the unknown, which, if known, would satisfy

all the conditions given, and then, employing this unknown,
•oiistruct with care, from the given conditions, the equa-
Mon proper to the problem. It will be found that of the
two values of the unknown, whicli are given by the

luation, each may furnish a solution of tlie problem, or
lie only may be applicable. It is interesting and instruc-

Cf
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tive, in the latter case, to seek to account for the presence

of the alien value.

Ex. 1. Find a number the square of which is 35 less than

12 times the number.

Let X b(; the number sought.

Then, at once, from the condition stated

12x-i» =35

-x' + 12x-35-0

x»-12x + 35 -=0

(x-5)(x-7) =0

x = 5orx =7.

The two values arc seen to apply, and we can therefore say that

the number is either 5 or 7.

Ex. 2. The perimeter of a field is 152 rods and its area is '.)

acres. Find the dimensions of the field.

Take 1 rod •in the unit of length and therefore 1 square rod

as tlie unit of area. Then area of the field measures 160x9 or

1440, since 1 acre equals 160 square rods; also the semi-peri-

meter measures 152 -h 2 or 76.

Let x = measure of breadth of field.

76 - X = mesisure of length of field.

x(76 - x) = measure of area of field.

x(76-x) = 1440

76x-x'- 1440 =

x'-76x + 1440 =

.-. (x-36)(x-40)=0

I = 36 or 40.

Accordingly the width of the field is 36 rods or 40 rods and

the length of the field corre8i)onding to these values is (76-d(>)

rods or (76-40) rods, i.e., 40 rods and 36 rods. Thus both roots

have a significance in relation to the problem.
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EXERf'ISES CI

1. The denominator of a fraction pxcetnls its numerator by
5. If 3 is added to each term of the fraction the resulting fraction
exceeds the original fraction by xV- Find the original fraction.

2. Tlie product of the first and last of three consecutive o<ld
integers increased by the square of the intermediate one is 4G.
Find the integers.

3. Find the number whose square diminished by 44 is 7
times the number.

4. The length of a rectangular plot of grass exceeds its

breadth by 10 yards. The plot is surrounded by a walk 3 yards
wide. If the area of the walk is to that of the plot as 19 to 50,
find the dimensions of the plot.

5. Find the price of tea a poxmd from the fact that if the
l)rice were increased 5 cents a pound, a > 'lyer would receive 10
pounds less for $21.

6. Two trains make the run from P to Q, a distance of 150
mik^, the one at a rate 5 miles an hour gi eater than the other.
The slower train requires one hour more for the run. Find the
rates.

7. Divide 20 into two parts such that the sum of their
squares may be 36 more than twice their product.

8. A train starts on a run from P to Q, a distance of 150
miles. At the end of 3 hours it is delayed half an hour, and then,
increasing its speed by 5 miles an hour, reaches Q on schedule
time. Find the normal rate of the train.

9. The sum of a number and its reciprocal is 2-9; find the
number.

10. The length of a rectangle is 10 yards greater than its
breadth. A second rectangle whase breadth and length exceed
those of the first by 6 yards and 10 yards hem an area Ij times
that of the first. Find the dimensions of the fields.

11. Of the two sides of a right-angled triangle one is 7 inches
longer than the other, and the hypothenuse is 13 inches in
length. Find the lengths of the sides.

^.^
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12. A miml)or of men are first foiincd into a solid square, and

afterwards into a liollow >*(iui»n> '.\ deep; the front in the hitter

formation haj» 75 men ni.ire tlum tlio front in the sohd scjuarc.

Determine the numl>er of men.

13. One man can «lo a piece of work in 5 (hiys h'ss than

anotlier man. sviid if th«>y work together they can do it in (> days.

Find the time in which eacli can do the work.

14. Find tlie price of eggs a dozen when two les-s in a shil-

Img's worth raises the i)rice one i>enny a dozen.

15. The men in a regiment can be arranged in a column

twice as long as it is wide. If tlieir number were 224 less they

could be arranged in a hollow scjuare 4 deep, having in each

outer side of the squai-e a.-* many men as there were in the length

of the column. Find the number of men.

16. The fore wIuh'1 of a carringe is 3 feet less in circumfer-

ence than the hind wheel, and .makes 180 more revolutions in

going one mile. Find the circumference of each wheel.

17. Divide a straight line of length 1 into two parts audi

that .he rectangle contained by the whole and one part may be

equal to the square on the other part.

Give a geometrical construction for this division and compare

the solutions.

18. Divide a straight line of length a into two parts such

that the rectangle contained by the whole and one part may be

equal to the square on the other pait.

'w
E: siRcisES CII

(Miscellaneous)

1. Noting that t' - 2jr - 3 is identically equal to (x - 3)(x + 1)

compute and tabulate the value of x' - 2z - 3 for

j=_5,_4,_3,-2,-l,0,+l,+2,+3,+4,+5,+6,+7.
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2. Resolve into factors

:

233

(i)

(ii)

z»-4r-6;
x' - 4xy — 6y'.

3. If interest is at the rate of r \)eT cent., shew that the
amount of $1 at the end of 1, 2, 3 years is

. »('^w> »('^w)" »(i*i^)*

of

4. If x = 6 + c-2o, y = c + a-2b, 2=«rt + 6-2c, find the value

** + y* + «» + 2y« + 2m; + 2xy.

5. If f{x) = x' + X + 1, shew that

B

1. Find and tabulate the values of x* for

x= -3, -2i -2, -U, -1, -1,0, +i, + 1, +U, +2, +2i, +3.

2. Find the roots of the following quadratic equations

:

(i) x'-x = 0;

(ii) x' =

3. If interest is at the rate of r on the unit, shew that the
amount of $1 at the end of 1, 2, 3 years is

$(l + r), $(l + r)', 1(1 + r)'.

What would be the amount at the end of n years, n a
Iio^itive integer ?

4. If x=-6-c, y = c-a, « = o — 6, shew that

x» + y» + 2»=-3xj/«.

5. If

X y t

shew that

6+c c + o a + 6

(6— c)x + (c-a)y + (o-6)«= 0.
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1. Find and tabulate the valuort of x» + 3 for

x--2,-lo,-l,-0-5,0, +0-5, + l, + l-5,+2.

2. Construct the quadratic o<iuatiou whose roots are

(i) 0,1;

(ii) 0,0.

3. If interest is at the rate of r ix'r cent., the present vahie

of $1 due at the end of 1, 2, 3 years is

.(_ 100 V $(_M-y. $(
^QQ )'•

4. I* ax^ay,

does it follow that *-y ?

5. Shew that the equation

(x-l)(x-2)(x-3) =

has three and only three roota.

D

1. Find and tabulate the values of x» - 3 for

x--2,-l,-0-8,-0-6,-0-4,-0-2,0,+0-2, + 0-4,+0-6,+0-8, ^

+ !,+_.

2. Shew that x' + 3* + 5and 2x»-x + 8, in general imequa:.

are equal for certain values of x.

3. Con.struct the efjuation whose roots are 3,4,5.

4 If interest is at the rate of r on the unit, shew that t.u

present value of $1 due at the end of 1,2,3 years is

<Tb> Kii.-)' <-.hy-

5 If a heavy particle is projected vertically upwards witli
;;

velocity r (ft. a sec.), its distance s (ft.) from the earth at the ino

of time t (sec.) is given by the formula

8~Vt-\.6fi.

Assuming this, find when a particle projected thus witli a

velocity 72 ft. a sec. is at a height 77 ft. above the earth.



CHAPTER XVII

GBAPH OP THE QUADRATIC EXPRESSION

76. Introd;;ctory Note. In a quadratic function as
x',x' + 3, x*-4x+3, the x is to be i-egarded as a variable.

Our enlarged nuniber system now includes real numbers,
as 2-l,0,v/3- • jiml imaginary or complex numbers as

>/ -I, \^-7,3+ </ -o, In this chapter it will be sup-
posed that the variable x is to have or to be assigned only
real values, and, in general, any real value we please,

positive, negative, or zero. Attention may be called to the
fact that the .- ytare of a real number is positive, except in
the ease of the number zero, the square of which has the

rulue zero.

Further, it may be recalled (see Illustrations, p. 24),
that, in accordance with general usage, we say, for ex-
ample, that -3 is less than -2, although numerically or
in absolute value this is not so. Indeed, the fact that 4 is

less than 7 may be expressed algebraically by stating that
7-4 is positive; and, carrying this mode of statement over
to negative numbers, we say that, as (-2) -(-3), or
-2 + 3, is positive, - 3 is less than - 2, or in symbols

-3<-2.
We say also that -2 is greater than -3, or in symbols

-2>-3.

235
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77. Study of the Function r'.

(1) Vat^atioH of th' Ftturfion x\ As x is to hav»>

only ival values, it is readily soeii that

(i) For every positive valiu' of .r and every negative

value ofx the value of a' is positive, i.t ., ^''t'^ter than zero,

while for the value zero of x the value of x* Ih zero. Thus,

while X may have any value we choose to assign it, tht

value of 3? vannoi be less than zero.

(ii) Any negative vahie of x as, say - 5, gives to x" the

same value asthecorresponding positive value of x, here + 5.

(iii) The farther from zero, or the greater numerically,

X is taken, the greater the value of x*.

The facts stated in (i), (ii), (iii) are all illustrated in the

following tabular statement:

For x = -3
I

-2 -1 + 1 +2 + 3

x^ = + 9 + 4 + 1 + 4 + 9

I-

(2) Tlie Graph of the Function .r*. As previously ex-

plained, let X'OX, YOY' be a set of axes. A value of .r.

as +2, is marked by the point M distant 2 from the origin

O, and to the right of O since + 2 is positive; the correspond-

ing value of x*, namely -i-4, is marked by the point Q.

distant 4 from M in the direction Y'OY and in the seHi<>

OY since -i- 4 is positive. Thus the point Q, in virtue ct

its position, registers the fact that for x=. -i-2 the value of

x* is +4. Let all the values of x and x' in the table ]»

similarly marked by ;<oints. Additional values of x, a-

many as we please, way be taken, and these with tl-

corresponding values of x» marked by additional point-
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These pointj* tend to fill out a line the points of which carry

the corresiM)n(Jini; valnes of x and x*. That this line is not

11 straight line, as is the case ^'or the linear fnnetion, is at

onee evident. From (i). (ii), (iii), it follows that the line

must be as given in the l.,fure.

:L.'
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Ouly a small part of the curve can be diuwu, since as

X becomes large the value of ^ becomes too large to l.e

marked on a small sheet.

If we denote the function r* by y, we may say that tlie

graph is the graph of ih^fmction 3? or of the equation y - xK

The student should study this example with the gi-eatost

care, satisfying himself of the symmetry of the curve with

respect to the axis YOY', and seeing that as x grows from

zero, either through positive or through negative values,

the function 3? grows from zero through positive and

always increasing values, the curve i-egistering those in-

creasing values ; or, otherwise stated, that, as x passes

through negative or through positive valurs to zero, t lie

curve registers the values, alicays declining, of x», until at

zero the minimtm value of x', or briefly the minimum of r-.

is reached.

Exercises CIII

1 Compute the value of z» for values of x at intervals of

0-2 between and 3, and enii.loy these values to construct rn a

sheet ruled to tenths the graph of !/ = x» for values of x bet^^eon

-3 and +3.

Employ the graph to road off approxinv.t. values of

(1) (1-7)', (2-3)M2-9)'_ _
(2) V2, i/3, v/3-4, v^4-5, »/6-2, i/8-5.

2. Construct the graph of the function 2x» for values ol z

between -2-5 and +2-5.

3. Construct the graph of the equation

22/ = 3x»

for vaU i of I between - 2 and + 2.

4 Construct on the sheet employed in the first of these ex-

ercises, and with the same axes, the graph of the function -x

What is the maximum value of -x* ?
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78. Study of the Function ?> - 4x -»- 3.

(1) Variation of the Function j* - 4^ + 3. For the values

-1,0, +1, +2, +3, +4, +5 the values of the given ex-

pression as given in the following table:

For a: = - 1 U +2 + 3 + 4 + 6

*»-4x + 3= + 8 + 3 -1 + 3 + 8

A glance at the table reveals the fact that us x advances by

steps of 1 from the value r = 2 the function has the same

vahies as when x recedes by steps of 1 from the value x-=2.

The reason for this will appear. We have identically

a:»-4aj + 3=(x-2)'-l

and it is evident that the latter form is the more convenient

one for computing ' " value of the function, '"bus for

J -7 we see at once that the value of the function is

(7 - 2)' - 1 or 24. But the form is otherwise of great value.

First, since (a* -2)* is the square of a i*eal number, its

lowest value is zero, and it takes this value for x= 2; hence

the lowest value, the minimum, of (x - 2)' - I is - 1 or - 1,

and it takes this value for x = 2. Next, give to x any two

vahies, the one as much greater than 2 as the other is less

tlian 2. Let 2 + ft and 2 - A be two such values where h is

any real number. Then for x-2+ A and for x = 2- ft the

vahies of the expression x* - 4x + 3 or (x- 2)* - 1 are

(i) (2 + ft-2)'-lorft'-l,

(ii) (2-ft-2)'-lor ft'-l,

/.'., are the same, and this is true whatever ft may be.

Thus the symmetry in the values of the expi-ession as x

a<l\ances and recedes from the value x=2 is established.
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Next noU' that identically

x'-4x + 3-(x-l) (x-3)

a form useful lor the computation of the value of the func-

tion for a^s:„'i.o.i values of x. We see that the roots of the

emtatioH

are 1 aud 3.

For a-iv ^aii f of x between the roots ot the equnfion tlie

value of ihv expnsJ'ih '.> >ugative. For example, forx= U
which is -rt-eatcr th.ni i and le«s than 3, \ve have, as value

of the exp esuiiMi,

(U-1) (U-3)

which, since one factor is negative and the other positivf,

must be negative. Similarly for auy other value of i

between I and 3.

For any value of x less than the smaller root 1, the value

of the expression is positive. For example, for x=j,

which being less than 1 is also less than 3, the value of tlie

expression is

(J-l)(i-3)

which is positive, both factors being negative.

Similarly for any value of x greater than the great, r

root 3, the value of the expression is positive, sinoe tor

such a value the two factors of the expression are positiv

(2) Oraph of the Function jr - 5x + 6. As in the earli.r

section, take a set of axis, mark the values given in t le

table by points and draw through the points the curve

suggested by them. The reason for the symmetry of the

curve about the dottf-d linp has already appeared.

The graph presents to the eye all that hii.s been .ie-

veloped in the study of the function. Thus the functi -u
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ha« a minimum value -1, and thi« for x~2. The function
htm a zero value, t.*'., the cquaHon

x'-4j + 3-0

1 8ati8fie*l for th- values ^ -3 =^-f :r ; ?.p., the curve
< oHses the X-axis at iwints whu L give the roots of the
' illation. The curve lies be' ,\v the x-axis, i.e., the fuiic-

16
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tion is negative, for values of x between the roots of the

equation. The curve lies above the x-axis, i.e., the func-

tion is positive, for value, of x outside of the roots of the

equation. The decline in value of the function as x passes

through values up to 2, the minimum at x = 2, the rise

in value as x passes beyond 2, are all reflected in the graph.

• t j

*
f

f'f-

IV

I; t

Exercises CIV

1. Noting that — i* + 4x - 3 is equal to - (x* — 4x + 3) , study

the variation in value of — x* + 4x — 3, finding for what values of

X it vanishes, for what values of x it is negative, for what values

of X it is positive, and for what value of x it is a maximum.

Also construct the graph of the function comparing it with

the graph of x*— 4x + 3.

2. Study the variation and construct the graph of each of

the following

:

(1) x»-x-2;

(3) x» + x-2;

(5) x»-4;

(7) x' + x-6;

(9) x»-8x + 15;

(2) 2 + x-x»;

(4) 2-x-x»;

(6) 4-x»;

(8) 6-x-x';

(10) 15-2X-X*.

3. Noting that 2x» + x-3 is equal to 2(x» + ix-f), or to

2(x + |)(x-l), study the variation of 2x* + x-3, finding its mini

mum value and the values of x for wliich it is zero, iX)sitivo,

negative.

Construct also the graph of the function.

4. Study the variation of and represent graphically each of

the following functions:

(1) 5x» + 3x-14;

(3) 6x»+5x-6;

(5) 10x»+x-21;

(7) 10x»-x + 21;

(9) 6x»-19x + 10;

(2) 14-3x-5x»;

(4) 6-5x-6x»;

(6) 21-x-10x>;

(8) 21+x-10x»;

(10) -10 + 19x-6x».
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5. Study the variation of the function «» - 4x + 2, finding its

minimum.

Represent the function graphically on a Hberal soAle, and
from the figure find an approximate value to each root.

Find also the roots of the equation, and by taking a good
arithmetical approximation to their values, test the estimate
made from the graph.

6. Treat as in the exercise just proposed each of the
following

:

(1) x»-6x + 7;

(3) 6x»-x-10;

(5) x»-3x + l;

(2) x»-4x-4;

(4) 2x» + 3x-4;

(6) iiX»-3x-3.

7. Construct on the same sheet and with the same axes the
graphs of the three functions

x*-4x + 3, x' — 4x + 4, x*-4x + 5.

8. NotirtT that x'-2x is equal to (x-l)»-l, find the mini-
miun value of i" — 2x.

9. Noting that 2x-x» is equal to l-(l-x)», find the maxi-
mvun value of 2x — x*.

10. Divide a straight line of length 2 into two parts such
that the rectangle contained by the two parts may be the greatest
possible.

11. Construct the graph of the function

x»-5x + 3.

Also solve the equation

x»-5x + 3 =

and state how the graph indicates the character of the roots.

12. Construct on the same sheet and with the same axes the
graphs of the three functions

x»-2x, x»-2x + l, x»-2x + 2.

Also solve the corresponding equations and state how the
nature of the roots is indicated in the graphs.
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79. Minimum of the Sum of Two or More Squares.

It has beeu seen that the expression a?, where z is sapposed

to be real, assumes its smallest value for the value zero of

X. For the same reason the expression

afi + y*

when X and y are supposed to be real variables, assumes

its minimum when x - and y - 0. For if re or y or both

X and y are not zero then x^ + y' is positive, whereas if x

and y are both zero the value of a^ + y' is zero. Thus

a? + y^ has zero for its minimum.

Further, if x and y are supposed real and it is given

that
x' + y'-O,

then it must be that x-O and y = 0, since any other hypo-

thesis as to the values of x and y would give to o^ + y' a posi-

tive value, i.e., a value different from zero. Similarly if

(a;-l)'+(y-2)»-0

and X and y are real it follows that x- 1 and y - 2.

Like considerations apply when more than two squares

are thus involved.

EXEBCIBES CV

1. If the variables that occur are suppoeed real, find tlip

minimum value of each of the fcMowing

:

(1) t'» + M'»; (2) v» + w» + l;

(3) tf* + H + «•»

;

(4) «»
-t- v* + «>* + 5 ;

(5) 2x» + 3y»; (6) 3x»-(-5y»-7;

(7) (x-3)» + (y-5)»; (8) *» - 4x + y»- 61.

2. If X and y are real, find the maximum value of

5-a:»-y».
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3. If X, y, t are real and

shew that x, y, t are each zero.

4. If / and m are real and

(/-3)' + (m + 4)' = 0,

find the values of / and to.

5. If M, \\ w are real and a, b, c are give;, real constants and
{H-ay + {v-'by + (tt'-c)'= 0,

then*— o, y-6, z=c.

6. Express by a simple equation

(ly That x = and j/ = 0;

(2) That 1 = 2 and y = 3;

(3) Thatx = l,y = 2, « = 3.

7. If *, y, z are all i-eal and

(y -«)' + («-«)» + (a; -y)»=0,
then x='y= i.

8. If u and v are real and
«* + 1-* = 2ttv,

then must u = r.

9. Shew that in general

II and V being real numbers.

10. If u, V, w are all real and

tiion must tt-v= «',

[Vote that

•/' + «•» + mJ -tw-«H - J«J' = i{ (!'-«')' + (w-M)» + («-t')M].

11. Find the maximum value of

7-Ax-2y-x*-f,
it x and y are real variables.
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EXEKCI8E8 CVI

(MlSCKLLANEOUS)

A

1. Fintl the value of the indicated product

(1 + x-f x' + x» + x«) (1 - X + «* - ** + 1*)

(i) by ordiniiry multiplication, (ii) by nuiltiplication by Horner's

method, (iii) by writinjj the pn)duct as that of the sum and tlie

.difference of two quaniities, (iv) by employing the fact that

(1— x*)-^(l-x) is the equivalent of the first factor with an
analogous equivalent of the 8etx)nd factor.

2. If t/2 = iH», 2x = ir>. x«/ = 12, shew that xyz must have one

of two vidues, and tind the value of x, of y, and of z correspond-

ing to each.

3. Find tho (juotient of x», (i) by x«; (ii) by x»; (iii) by x\

4. Find the value of (-l+v3)», and of (-l + ^/-'^)\

obtaining an approximation to the former to the second place of

decimals.

5. If X is a real number shew that the value of x' + x + l is

necessarily positive.

B

1. Find the only numbers which are equal to their squares.

2. If 3s= a + 6-f c + rf shew that

s— a 8— 6 s— c s—d ,+ + + = 1.

3. Write the expansions of

{a-b-cy, (b + c-a)*

and explain why it is that the one expansion is the negative of

the other.

4. Shew that 2 is the only real number whose cube is 8.

ij. By a geometrical construction find a line whose len-rfh

is i/13.
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1. A sum of money u divided among A, B, and C. The
combined shares of B and C being $80, of C and A being $72, and
of A and B being $66, find the sum and the share of each.

2. Simplify

3. U

then

— = M.=^A. if!abed
X* -i- y* + g* + w* xytw

o« + 6« + c* + d* abed

4. If x» + x-.o' + a. where a is supposed known, find the
value of X.

5. If X- 3 is a factor of x»-mx + 12, find what the value ofm must be.

1. The tengthn of the edges of a rectangular solid are a.b,e:
find the length of a diag(mal.

2. Solve the two equations

x»-5x + 3-0, x»-llx + 27=0
aii.l shew that the roots of the latter exceed those of the former
by 3.

3. Resolve into factors

x»- (a - 6)x»- (a6 + 26')z + 2abK

4. If X, y, z, l,m, n are all real, express in a single statement

5. Divide 35 into three parte such that one-fourth of the
•^r^t IS 2 less than one-third of the second, and one less than one-
nitli of the third.

^ .:iJ
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CHAPTER XVIII

THE GENERAL QUADRATIC EQUATION

80. Solution ot the General Equation. In the

quadratic equations considered up to the present the coefli-

jtieuts of the powers of the unknown and the absolute term

have been numeriml, and on this account these equations

ai*e said to be particular equations. We consider now the

equation
««' + &« + c -

where aj),c are definite numbere, knoum numbers, yet any

integers or fractions we please, except that a is supposed not

to be zero in order that the equation may be veritably of the

second degree. Every quadratic equation can be bron{;lit

to this standard form, and this equation is, in its gentr-

ality, every quadratic equation, the attention being limitKl

to equations with rational coefficients. Thus if we take

a = 2, 6= -7, c= -3, it is the equation

2a?-7ar-3 = 0.

To solve the general equation we proceed as in the ease

of any of the particular equations solved, and resolve the

quadratic expression involved into factors linear in x.

Turning then to the quadratic expression, we have ideuti-

rally, i.e., for all values of x,

fix' + 6x + c

= u [x' +—x+ —IL a a -i

248
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-'[-^^^(i,)-(i)^f]

-[(-i)'-(-^n _
-4{(-i)-_f^}{(-i)^3i^n
-[('-

0]2a /v 2a

aud the resolution into linear factors is eflFeeted.

If now we have the equation az'+bx + cO, it follows
from what has just been shewn that

a(a
-b+ v/6* - 4ac

)(-
-b-x/b*-4ac

)-0.2a /\ 2a

In order that this may be true, one of the three factors on
the left must be zero. Now a is not zero, and conse-
quently it is necessary that one of the two other factors
equal zero, while the vanishing of either will suffice. In
order then that the equation be satisfied it must be that

_ -6+ >/6' - 4ac „ -b- v/6» - 4«rX - 1 0, or z —3^" ^"'^ „
2tt

i-c, it must be that

X
-b + y/V - 4ac

, or «.
2a

"
2a

which may be stated more briefly thus:

X- -b±s/b*-4ac
2a

(i)

aud it follows that the general quadratic equation has two
aad only two roots.
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The result (i) should be retained in memory, as by

means of it the roots of any proposed equation may be

written down without eroinfiT through the process of solu-

tion. Thus the roots of the equation

2x*-7x-3-0

where a- 2, 6- -7, c 3 are

-(-7)±%/(-7)'-4(2)(-3)
2x2

i.e.,
+ 7±%/73

From what precedes it is plain that the solving of a

quadratic equation and the resolving of a quadratics

expression into linear factors are virtually one problem.

In other words, if the roots of a quadratic equation

are known, then the factors of the corresponding quadratic;

expression may be written down, and vice versa.

Further, the resolution of a quadratic expression into

linear factors is unique. For, denoting by m and n the

somewhat complex expressions found for the roots of the

equation

oac* + 6x + c - 0,

we have identically

ax'-k-bx + C'-ayX-m){x-n) (ii)

Then ax' + bx + c cannot admit a different resolut'on. For if

so, let X- A be a factor where h is different fro., m and «.

Then by division we find another factor x-i, so that

identically

ax* + 6x + c = a(x-*)(x-*) (iii)
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Hence from (ii) and (iii) we have, for all valnes of x,

a(x-m){x-n)~a{x-h)ix-k).
Therefore, since we may assign to x the value A,

a {h-m)(h-n)-.a{h-h)ih-k)
-0.

Now a is not zero, and neither h-m nor A - n is zero, so
that the last statement is impossible. Therefore the hypo-
thesis of a different resolution into factors is untenable.

It follows then that no other treatment of the quadratic
equation can lead to roots different from those found.

To solve the general quadratic equation nx' + bx + c-'O,
attention was withdrawn from the equation and directed to

the expression aJ + bx + c. While this is important as
ensuring a complete view of the problem, it is the practice
to proceed as follows:

a3e' + hx+c =

.-. a[ x' + ^x-.^l^O
L a a J

-[^^^H^)'-(i)^f]-0,adain. (^y
within [ ] to complete the square of the part involving the
mikuown x, and subtracting to correct.

6 y 6' - 4ac 1 _ Q"[(x +

4(-iy-(-^^)>o

a[(x-

2a

4ac

H-i^^^^}>«
h + \/b' - 4ac

2a )(-
-b-y/}^- 4nc

2a
)]-0.
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1
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Heuce since a is not Mro, one or other of the remaininj;

factors must be zero, and the vanishing of cither will

ensure that the equation be satisfied.

-b-s/V
2tf

X — o or X —
4tie -0

)ia

or X- -b±y/b'-4ae
2a

By a slight modification of the process, algebraic frac

tions may be avoided until the very end.

ax» + 6x + c = 0.

Then by mnltiplication through by 4a,

4«*x* + 4«6x + iac-

(2flj)» + 26(2flx)+4ac«0

{{2ax)' + 2b{2ax)+h'\- {b' + 4ac\^0

(2ax+&)»-(v/6'-4«r)»-0

.". (2ax + b-s/- 6'4«c) (2«x +b^x/b'- 4«c) - 0.

Prom this, as before,

2ax =» - 6 + \/ft* - 4flc or - 6 - \/6* - 4rtc,

and since a is not zero.

X
-b±y^b'

2a'

4ac

ExERCiftEa CVII

1. Employing the formula, write clown and bring to their

simplest form the roots of each of the following

:

(1) 2j^ + ar-7-0; (2) 3*»-iac + ll=0;

(3) a-»-7x + ll = 0; (4) 5x»-8r + 14-0.

2. Give the comi)lete work of solving the equation

X* + px + 9 = 0.

Also write down the roots from the formula.
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3. Give the coiu|»leto work of Holving the e4|untion

AIho write d«»wn the rcxjt« from the fomiulu, hiuI nnhuf them
to the fomi found.

DoetJ this wjuution difTer in generality from the e<iuation

ox» + 6jr + c-0?

4. Write down the roots of each of the following equations:

(1) 7*»-12x + 10-0; (2) 8x»-7i;-lO-0;

(3) Air» + 2*x + / = 0; (4) A»-2Jb- + /-U;

(5) ht* + 2kx-l~0; (6) h*-2kx-l~0;

5. Solve the equation

x»-31x + 40 =
.ind for the particular expression z»-31i + 40, shew that the reso-
lution into linear factors is unique.

6. Bring the following equations to their simplest form
sliewing that they are of the second degree and writing down
their roots:

(1)
3--. 4 6

x+1 x—o X—

2

x+4 £+9 x-4 X—

9

x-4

(5)

(6)

9 x + 4 X + 9

'

1 1

(2)

(4)

Gx + fy 4x - 1 7x +

1

2x-7

2x + l

-2 x-3'

X + 2 _ 7x -> 8 .

x + 2 4x + 4'4x + 13'

1

x» + llx-8 x» + 2x-8 x»-13x-8

2x + 3 7-x 7-3x
.

2(2x-l) 2(x + l)°4-3x'

= 0;

7. Find what the roots of the general equation become

(i) If 6-0;

(ii) If c=0;

(iii) If6==c-0.
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81. Simple ReUtioni involving the Roots. If we

are given the equation

flx* + 6x + c -

the X is to be reg^arded as an unknown which throufirh

the solution of the equation becomes known, and is one of

two perfectly definite numbers, vis.,

- ft + %/ft' - 4ar - 6 - \/b* - 4ac
(i)

2/i 2a

For brevity denote these by m, n, so that m and n signify

the two roots of the equation. Then

m + n
-6+%/ft'-4«c -ft- v/ft» -4ac

2a
-2ft

2a

2a

= -1.
a

-ft)-|(-ft) + v/ft'- 4ac} 1
(

-

-v/ft'--4ac}

2a.2«

(_6)»_(^6r-4ac)'
4a'

+ 6* - 6' + 4ae

4a»

4ac

4a>

a

(u)

mn
a
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interpreted mean

:

The sum of the two roots of a qtmdratir equation is equal
to the quotient, trith its sign changed, of the sfrond coefficient
by the first; ami the product of the ttro roots /v equal to the
quotient of the absolute term by the first coefficient.

The expressions (i) for the roots are algebraically irra-
tional, while the relations (ii) are rational. It frequently
happens that facts involving the roots of the equpHon are
more easily establishid by t-laploying these wimple relations
than by making use of the u. tnal vuluo of the roots.

Ex. 1. If m and n an; the roots ut the O(j,i,»tion

find the value of m* + n».

Noting that

we have
m '} mn 9

1

= (m + n)[(m» + 2mn + w»)-3mn]
= ('"+n)[(m + n)»-3mn].

"!iu8m» + n» 18 expressed in terms of the known quantities m -=-

n

:ui(l mn, and we have

m» + n»-ix [(!)' + .3x5]

The dependence of m» + n» ui)on m + n and mn may be otherwise
• stablished thus:

wi' + n»= m* + 3wtn(m ^n)-\-n*- 3mn(m + n)

= (m + n)»-3mn(OT + n).

The student should find the value of m* + n» by findinc the
t w(, "o,;ts and computing the sum of their cubes.

Tlie .expression m»+ n» is symmetrical m m and n, and every
s.vni .orical expression can, as w»h n». be expressed in terms of
in + n and mn.
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Ex. 2. If m and n are the roots of the e<iuation

3x»-ll« + 7-0,

find the equation whose roots are m + 3 and n + 3.

Plainly the equation whose roots are the proposed numhers is

(x-m + 3)(x-nT3)-0.

This however is not what is wanted, as the expression on tli(>

left involves m and n wliifli are an yet unknounu. We have thou

to find m and n and substitute their values in this last equation.

But we ni ly i)rooeed thus. The equation is

x» - (m + n + 6)x + (m + 3) (n + 3) =

(Mf

x*-(m + n + 6)x + mn + 3(m + n) + 9 = 0.

Now »n + n= V^ and mwl, so that the equation becomes

j«_ (V- + 6)x + 1 + 3 XY + 9 =

or in simplest form

3x»-20x + 67 = 0.

The student should solve the two equations and verify tlmt

the roots of this last exceed those of the proposed by 3.

Ex. 3. If m and n are the roots of the equation

ax' + 6x + c = 0,

shew that the expression ax» + 6x +c is identically equal to

a (x-m)(x — n).

This fact has already appeared in the actual solution of tlj<'

equation, so that now it is merely an exercise in verification. \\ (

have, identically,

ax* + bx + c = a \x* + -x + |J

= a [x'-(m+n)x + win],

where m and n are the roots of the equation ax» + bx + c = 0.

Resolving into factors the expression on the right, we have

identically

ax* + 6x + c-a(x-m)(x-n).
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Exercises CVIII
1. If m and n are the roots of the equation

7a:»-13x + r)-0,

find the value of each of tlio following

:

m n ml n> n to nf to> \m n)
'

Verify each result by substituting for m and n their values
found by solving the equation.

2. If m and n are the roots of the equation

4x'-7x-ll = 0,

find the equation whose roots are

(i) m + 2, n + 2; (ii) m», n'
; (iii) I ,

^
;

TO n
(iv) t? , ?.

n m
Verify eaeh result by solving the equation found and com-

paring the roots with those of the given equation.

3. If TO and n are the ixx)ta of the equation

ax* + bx + c = 0,

iind in terms of the known numl)er8 a, b, c, the value of each of
the following

:

m' + n', TO» + n», ^- + 1 , L + i,!^ + ^.m n m3 n^ n m
4. If TO and n are the roots of the equation

ax' + 6x + c = 0,

Iind the equation whose r(K>t8 are

(i)m + 4, n + 4; (ii) to + /j, n + A ; (iii) - , 1
TO n

(iv) hm, hn
;

(v) TO-n, n-TO.

5. If TO and n are the n^tn of the equation

tnd the value of TO-n, and explain why it should be not deter-
li lined absolutely but as one of two perfectly definite numbers.

J7
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82. Nature of the Roots ol the Quadratic. In

solving the general quadratic equation a point is reached

where, in order to resolve the quadratic expression into

factors, we say that 6' - 4ac is equal to (%/&»-4ac)», and

the algebraic irrationality thus introduced appears in the

roots ^____
-6-<-v/6*-4«c - 6 - ^/b^ - 4oc

2a
'

2o

of the equation. Now a,h,c are any integers or fractions

whatever, a not zero, and are often such as to make

6»-4ac the square of some integer or fraction. Thus if

a- 12, 6 = 23, c-10, so that the implied equation is

12x* + 23x+10 = 0,

the roots yielded are

-23+ %/49 -23-%/49'

24 ' 24

and, since 49 is the square of 7, we find the roots to be

2 5
-3' 'T

But if = 4, 6 11, c = 5, so that 'he equation is

4x»-llx+5 = 0,

the roots yielded are

11 + ^/4l ll-</4T
8~~' —8

and, as s/Tl is no integer or fraction, the importance of

the irrational numbers, introduced in Section 73, appears.

Similarly for « = 2, 6 = 3, c - 5, i.e., for the equation

2x» + 3x + 5 = 0,

-^sr-
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the roots yielded are

259

and, as %/-31 is no real number, the importance of the
imaginary and complex numbers, introduced in Section 74
appears.

'

Suppose now that, in our work with particular or, as we
may say, numerical equations, we had not come upon any
•such as actually did lead to the bringing in of irrational
and imaginary numbers. In our treatment of the general
equation we should come upon the expression 6»-4ac, and
this we would like to write as (x/b'-4ac)'. There
would then arise the question whether ^/6'-4ac, which
does not admit algebraic simplification, has always an
arithmetical meaning. We should then see that b'-4ae
may be, as in the examples just considered, a number
as 41 or -31, so that y/b* -4ac, being v/Tl or ^'"^31^
i.p., being no integer or fraction, is by supposition without
meaning. In face of this difficulty we should probably
be led to say: ^/b'-4ac sometimes has a meaning, and
sometimes not; in dealing with the general equation it will
he necessary to be always on guard, making sure that a,b,c
are such as to give x^b'-4ac a meaning. To make the
equation truly general, and to simplify matters, let us treat

v/ft' - 4ffc as if it always had a meaning, and accept the con-
srf/uences. Thus, in a way, not really different from that
it -tually followed in Sections 73 and 74, we should be
ltd to introduce as consequences the irrational number and
the imaginary number.
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We might now suppose that, iu the equation

ax» + 6x + c-0, the coefflftients are not merely any integers

or fractions we please, bnt any real numbers we please.

This, however, would demand a treatment of irrational

numbers that would be out of place in an elementary work.

We suppose then, unless it may be in a few cases that will

be noted, that iu the general equation «rx» + 6x + c = the

coefficients a,b,e are any integers or fractions, a not zero.

A reference to the two roots will now shew that:

(i) If &'-4«c is positive, i.e., if 6' is greater than ^c,

the roots are real and unequal, and arithmetically either

rational or irrational;

(ii) If 6*-4ac is zero, i.e., if &*-4a'J, the two roots are

6
equal, being— and

2rt

which are real and rational;

(iii) If h*-iac is negative, i.e., if 6» is less than 4ac,

the two roots are complex.

Or more briefly:

The roots of a quadratic equation are real and dif-

ferent, real and equal, or complex according as 6'>4«c,

&>-°4ac, &'<4ac.

It is to be noted that when one root is complex, so also

is the other. Thus the roots of the equation

4a?-9x+6 =

are

or 9+i.

8

v/T5 9 -«. v/15

8 8 8 8

Two numbers, &ah + i.k, h - i.k, where h and k are real aud

i denotes \/~l, are said to be conjugate.
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Exercises CIX

261

1. Pronounce dirrotly on the character of the roots of each
of the following equations

:

(1) 2x»-13x + 12 = 0;

(3) 5x» + llx + 9 = 0;

(5) 3j:»-5x-7 = 0;

(2) 3x»-8x + 7 = 0;

(4) 7x» + 12x + 4 = 0;

(6) llx»-3x-5= 0.

2. In the equation

ax* + 6x - c =
wliere a,b,c are any real numl)ers, and a and c are either f)oth
|)08itiye or b«)th negative, i.e., are of the mme sign, the roots of the
('(luation are real.

3. If the roots of the equation

ax' + 6x + c =

.110 real^ then also are those of the equation

ax' + 26x + c =

Examine the converse of this.

4. The roots of the two equations,

ax» + 6x + c:^-0, ax'-6x + c =
jiif of the same character.

5. Fin«l in its simi)lest form the quadratic equation of which
"IK- root is 5+ I

— 7.

G. Represent gra'phically the three functions

x»-6x + 8. x'-6x + 9, x'-Cx + lO

II.
i
iK)int out h(»w these graphs indicate the character of the nnits

the corresiKinding eciuations.

7. Discuss the prol.leiii: To divide a straight Yuw u[ lenqth
t iiit(. tw(. parts such that the R-ctangle uiuh-r the parts may'lM;

' 'I nil 5.
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Exercises CX
(Miscellaneous)

1. The roots of the equation

ax' + c =

are equal in numerical value and each the negative of the other.

When will the roots of this equation be real?

From the relations of Section 81, And when the roots of an

equation are each the negative of the other.

2. Taking the side of a given equilateral triangle aa of length

2, construct a line of length V7.

3x + 4»/= 25,

explain what is to be imderstood by x and y.

4. Continue the iferies of numbers

1+3+5+7+--

to 13 .terms, then write the numbei-s in reverse order under thoso

already written, then add vertically and thus find the sum of the

13 numbers first written.

5. Find the result of substituting in the expression

X* + y* + ^ -yz- «" - xy

the values
x = 6 — c, y = c — a, t^a— o

6. The roots of the equation

ax' + bx+o =

are each the reciprocal of the other.

From the relations of Section 81 find when the roots are so

related.

7. Solve the equation

x»-6r+ll =

and find the minimum value of the expression

i» - 6x + 11

and comment on the results.

8 If the side of an equilateral triangle is of length o, shew l^y

means of a figure that the triangle is of area —^



CHAPTER XIX

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS OF THE SECOND DEGREE

88. Illustrative Problem. The followiug problem
will lead to a set of equations, in two unknowns, unlike
those studied in Chapter XV in that the unknowns occur
to a degree higher than the first.

Problem. Find the fraction which becomes equal to | when
7 18 added to its numerator and 8 to its denominator, and which
becomes equal to its reciprocal when 11 is added to its numerator
and 2 to its denominator.

Let X and y be the numerator and the denominator of the
fraction sought.

Then, at once, from the given conditions we have

x + 7 3"

2/ + 8

2/ + 2
V_

X

.(i)

.(ii)

These then are two equations which we expect to determine the
values of the unknowns, x and y. We say nothing of their degree
until tliey are brought to a form free from algebraic fractions.
Simphfymg, we find the equations to be the equivalent of the set

4x-3i/ + 4 = 0")

i'-i/» + llx-2(/ =0)
The first equation has in it terms of the first <legree, but no terms
nf degree higher than the first, in either or botli of x,v; it is then
u simple or linear equation in two iinhiowns. The second equation
lias in it terms of the second degree, but no terms of degree
lusher than the second, in either or both of x,y; it is then a
'iKadratic equation in two unknowns.

As in Section 66, it is seen that sets of values of x,y—as
many as we please—can be found to satisfy the fii-st equation;

283
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thus if WO take *-2 the equation n'quir.«H that »/-n, ami J = ..

«-3 i8 then a sohition. A similar ivinark apphen to the Hwond

'equation. But tlie x and y sought an; to satisfy both equation*.,

and it will l>e w'on that their values can Ikj found. Fron: the

simple equation express one of the unknowns, say i/, m terms ol

the other. We have tlien

//'
3

(iii)

In the quadrati.- equation of (ii) substitute for ?/ its value in ternis

of *, given in (iii). whieh is iiennissible since y in each equation

stands for the same number. Then

an equation which might have been foreseen to be of the »eeoml

degree in one unknown x, which therefore may be solved. 8mi-

plifying we find

ir,x» + 32x-hir. ,.,^,_
jx + 8,^^

9 3

9z» - 16x' - 32z - K) + 09j; - 24x - 24 =

-7i' + 43x-4() =

7x»-43x + 40 =

(x-r))(7x-S)=0

and X must have one of two values, .'> or?. If x^

since x and y must satisfy the simple equation (m),

4x5 + 4

= 5 we have,

y

and if X = f

,

y=
4x^ + 4 20

7

Thus there are two solutions, or two sets of values of x and ;/.

namely

or, moi-e briefly.

x=5l x=?l
y-s\' t/ = Vl

(r>, 8), CTi V).
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Examine now whether the problem ndinitH both golutions. It w
seen that the fraction f Hatisfies the t-onditiona, but it is also Been

(hat the fraction ^ satisfies the conditions. Thus if we admit
T

complex fractions the problem admits the two answers

-• 1.
8 V

84. lUustrative Examples. In the following ex-
uraples the student may reg^ard the unknowns as referring
to some problem, and as being required to satisfy the
equations proposed for solution.

;}

Ex. 1. 8olve

* + y-= 9

Here the first equation is linear but the second, while simple in
cither X or y, is of two dimensions in these two unknowns. We
may solve the set then as in the preceding section. From the
simple equation we have

y = t)-x.

Substituting for y, in terms of x, in the other equation we have

x(9-x) = 20

9x-x»-20-0

x»-9* + 20=

(x-4)(x-5)=0,

iirul X must equal 4 or 6.

If x = 4, we have from the mmple equation y«9-4, or 5: and
1? J- = 5 we have y-9-5, or 4.

Thus the solutions are

(4, 5), (5, 4).

From the symmetry of the two given equations it might have
en seen that if there were a solution as (4, 5) there would also

1 ji solution (5, 4).
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The method of solving two equatioiw, the one simple, tho

other of two diniunsiona, in two unknowns is now manifest.

Sometimes, howover. as here, the set may be solved without a

substitution, by a manipulation api»ealing more perha|« to alg<

-

braic taste or skill. From the first equation we have, by aquarimj

the equals,
«» + 2jrv + y*-81,

and from the second by multiplying

Axy -80.

Then by subtraction
x' - 2jry + y' — 1,

whence
a5-V=+lori —V— -!•

Associating the former with the equation

a: + y-9,

which must be satisfied, we find

»-.'>, y-.4,

and associating the latter with the same equation we find

*-4, y-5.

It is thus seen that the given equations are equivalent to the two

sets of simple equations

a; + y = 9} .
ir + y-9

I
x-y^\ )

' X — J/- —1 )

Ex. 2. Solve the set, in three unknowns,

x-y + z-i'-0\

2x-3j/ + 48-9 = o[-

-5j/« + 5x-7y-24-oJ

.(i)

2x»

Of these equations the first two are simple and the third is quad-

ratic. The first two equations will not determine x,y,z, but from

them we can determine any two of tho unknowns, say y and z, iii

terms of the third. Multiplying the first through by 4, and em-

ploying the second in a subtraction, we find

2x-y-7«0,

an equation in two unknowns, whence

y= 2x-7.
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Similarly, eliminating y from the firxt two e<|uati(inM, we find

x-«-3=0

267

or

Thus the given set is equivalent to the Het

y-2x-7
.(ii)a = x-3

2*»-5y»« + 5x-7y-24-.U

Substituting from the first two, in the third, we find

2x»-6(x-3)(2*-7)+5«-7(2x-7)-24'-0,

iin equation of the second degree in the one unknown x, ns might
have been foreseen.

/. 2x»-10x' + 6ox-105 + 5x-14x + 40-24-0

-8x» + o6x-80-.0

whence, by division through by - 8,

x»-7x + 10-0,
und from this

x = 5orx«=2.

If x-5 we have from the simple equations of (ii)

y-2x5-7=3
z~ 5-3-2.

If X = 2 we have similarly

y =2x2-7=-8
a = 2-3 =-1.

riiU8 the given set is equivalent to the two sets of simple equations

x-5^ x = 2

l/
= 3[; y=-S

«= 2J «=-lJ
wliich are the solutions sought.
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Exercises CXI

1. Solve each of the following simultaneous sets:

(1) x-y =
xy = 20. )

(3) 2i + 3y-12 = 0,
I

2x' + 8y»-30 = 0. )

(5) 7aj-4y = 16,
I

2«* - 3ij/ + 2y» - 5x + 7iy = 15. )

(2) X

3?

; + 2/ = 12,
)

(4) 5*-3i/ = 23,

1

x' + xj/ + y'= 93. J

(6) x-y = f(x + y),)

x' + xy = 270. j

(7)

'

6x + 5y llx + Sy "|

7 12 '

\
(x + t/-3) = (3x-t/ + 3)(2x + 3i/ + l). )(4x + 5j/-l)(a

2. If ff», n denote the unknown roots of the equation

it is known that

15x»-47x + 28 = 0,

mn =

47
15

'

28

15

From these relations find the roots of the equation.

3. Shew that the simultaneous set

x'-w' = 1c»-t/» = 98, )

*-y = 2, )

is the equivalent of the set

x' + xy + j/' = 49,
)

x-y = 2, J

and solve the set.

4. Shew that the simultaneous set

xj/ = 35, )

xt/ + 15x + 10t/ = 190, J

is the equivalent of the set

15x + 102/ = 155, )

xy= 35, j

and may therefore be solved as in the exercises of this chapter.
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5. The sum of two numbers is 13, and the Huni of their"
squares is 89; find the numhen<.

Solve by employing two unknowns and also by employing
only one, and compare the solutions.

6. The sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle are of hngfhn 14, 15, 13.
A perpendicular AL is drawn to BC. If AL, BL are of lengths
I, y, find two relations connecting x and y and from them deter-
mine the lenf/thx AL, BL, CL.

7. The area of a rectangle is 180 square yards. If its length
and Its breadth were 5 yards and 3 yards greater, the area would
l>e 300 square yards. Find the dimensions of the rectangle.

8. The sum of two numbers is \l, and the sum of their
reciprocals is V. Find the numbers.

Solve by employing two unknowns and also by employing
only one.

9. Shew that the set of equations

x-y= 2,)

3^-y'=-lQ,}
is the equivalent of a set each of the first degree.

10. Tlie difference of two numbers is 5 and the difference of
their squares is 105. Find the numbere.

11. The perimeter of a rectangle is 34 feet, and its diagonal
IS of length 13 feet. Find the dimensions of the rectangle.

12. The problem of resolving into factors the expression

x^-Cix-{)l

nduces to the finding of two numbers whose sum is -6 and pro-
< mot - 91

. Denoting the two numbers by m and n, find them from
those condition^.

13. Solve the following sets of simultaneous equations:

(1)

(3)

+ j/ + 2-=12,
-J

.z + x = 2y, >

a' = x* + j/'. )

: + y + z= 13,")

-t/-l=- 0,
[

zy-2x= O.J

(2)

(4)

x + 2y-3z = 4,

2x~y + z^.5

*»-3t/' + 82» = j/«

''

1z + Hx-Ct. J

4x-5y + Sz=14, '\

5x + 7y-Sz= 9, >

(2x-yy = (t-8y.)
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Exercises CXII

(Miscellaneous)

1. If 2y = 3x + l and 5z= 3y + 2 find z in terms of z.

2. If the series of terms

1 + 3 + 5 + 7+
be continued find what would be the 13th term, the 37th term,
the nth term, n being a positive integer.

3. Shew in any way that x + y + t ia ii factor of

i' + y' + 2* + 2(j/'4 + j/2' + ^x + 2x' + x^y + zj/*) + Sxyz,

and that the other factor is x' + 1/* + «' + y^ + ^x + xy.

4. Give the complete work of the solution of the equation

x'-5x-r5 = 0,

and find an approximation to each root correct to tenths.

Construct the graph of the function x* — 5x + 5 on a sheet
ruled to tenths and thus obtain an approximation to each root of

the corresponding equation.

5. Two tanks are of the same shape and size. The t <cap'^

pipe of one will empty it in 15 min., and that of the other will

empty it in 12 min. Both tanks being full, the escape pipes arc

opened; at the end of what time will the depth of the water in

the one be twice the depth of the water in the other ?

6. Shew that there are two, and only two, numbers which
are equal to their reciprocals.

7. If m and n are two integers with p as their g.c.m., shew-

that jo is a common factor of m + n and m — n. Shew also that tin

(s.c.M. of m + n and m — n is either p ">r 2p.

8. An agent receives goods to be sold on a commission of a

per cent., the proceeds to be invested in other goods after the
deduction of a commission for investing of 6 per cent. Shew that
the two commissions make up

a + b

100 + 6

of the value of the goods consigned.



CHAPTER XX

EQUATIONS REDUCIBLE TO QUADRATICS

85. General Note. The general equation of the third

degree, the general equation of the fourth degree, and
many special types of equations of higher degree, in one

unknown, may be solved. Such equations will not be

considered. There are, however, many special equations,

or special classes of equations, of the third, fourth, and

even higher degrees, the solution of which depend so im-

mediately upon the quadratic equation as to claim atten-

tion. So airo there ai-e certain simultaneous equations, of

higher degree as a set than those treated in the preceding

chapter, the solution of which presents no new difficulty.

86. Simpler Types. In the following examples it

will be seen that in each case the equation becomes a quad-

ratic if the unknown is taken to be, not the unknown of

the equation, but some expression involving that unknown.

Ex. 1. Solve the equation

Here the equation is of the fourth degree in x, but, regarding
x' as the unknown for the time being, we see that the equation is

a quadratic, as it may be written

(z»)'-9(x')+20 =
i'= 4 or 5

x= +L*. -2, + i/5, or - i/o.

Note th.at the equation is of tlie fourth degi-ee in x and admits
four roots, and also that tlie equation may be exhibited thus

:

(x-2)(j + 2)(x- v/o)(a:+ y'5:=0.

271
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Ex. 2. Solve

(x + l)(x + 2)(* + 3)(x + 4)-840.

It is seen that if the equation l»e Himpliiied it is of the fourtli

degree. When simplified it does not a^isunie a form that sug-

gests a quadratic. If, however, on tlie left of the sign of equality

we associate the first and last factors, and the two other factors,

we have

(x» 4- 5x + 4) (a;» + 5x + 6) = 840.

Now take r* + 5x as the unknown for the time being and denote

it by »/ so that the equation becomes

(y + 4)(t/-i-6) = 840.

Then
y' + 10j/ + 24 = 840

j/' + l^-SKi-O
.-. (t/-24)(y + 34)=0

y = 24or -34.

Then, returning to the original unknown, we see that the given

equation will be satisfied if

x' + 5x = 24 or x' + 5x = - 34,

which two equations are together the equivalent of the proposed.

From the first of these we have

x = 3or -8,

and from the second

-5+ /-111
x = or

")- yZ -lll
2-

Tlius the given equation, which is of degi-ee four, admits foi-

solutions:

5-»/-lll -5+V/-111
3, -8,

It is to be noted that the equation

(x + l)(x + 2)(x + 3Mx + 4) - 840=
is no other than

-r)-|/-111\/'„ -r,+ i/'
.){.-.

Ill
)=0.(x-3)(x + 8)(x-

The student may solve the equation, denoting x* + ox + 4 by /.
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Exercises CXIII

1. Solve the following equations:

(1) i<-10x» + 21=0.

(2) 3x«-17a;» + 12-0.

(3) (x» + 4x)»- 2(a' + 4x)-15-0.

(4) (x-3)(x-l)(r + l)(x + 3)-106.

(5) (X h 3) T + 4)(x + 5)(x + 6) » 1680.

(6) (2x- l;(2x + lj(2x + 3)(2x + 5) = 384.

(7)

(8)

^^^ x»-l x' + l 20

(10) (x +iy + 12(x + l) = 30|t-

2. Construct the equation whose roots are

(1) +1, -1, +3, -3; (2) +3, -", +i/5, ~\/5;

(3) 4, 5, 6, 7; (4) -2, +3, +4, +9;

t^\ •? s 7+1/18 7-v/i3
(o) 3, 4, T .

2x» + 3
1

5x

5x

2x' +

221

3 110

x' + 15

X
*-^

+ 15 '

x^ + 1^ x'-l 41

shewing in each ease that *

than those given.
equation admits no other roots

87. ReciproGal Equations. We now consider equa-
tious which, when brought to the form

Polynomial = 0,

liiive the coefficients, equidistant from the beginning and
t ic end of the arranged polynomial, equal.

18
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Ex. 1. Solve the equation

12x« + 4x»- 41x> + 4x + 12 - 0. .(i)

This equation is of the fourth degree. It is, however, of special

form, the coeffit-ientH of the {lolynomial of the equation which are
equidistant from tlie l)eginning and the end being equal. We
think of X as \mnp the numl)er, or Home one of several numl)er8,
that will satisfy the equation. Now x cannot he zero, forx —
does not satisfy the equation. We may then divide through by
x', obtaining

I
12x' + 4x - 41 -h 4 • - + 12 • -^ = (ii)

X x'

Then, associating terms with equal coefficients, we have

12(a-»+^)+4(x + i)-41 = (iii)

Now «* + — suggests (x +— ) and it is seen that (x +— ) =

( x* + --J-i-2. rhen, adding 2 within the first brackets of (iii),

which on account of the coefficient 12 means the addition of 24,

and subtracting to correct we have

12(x» + 2 + ^)+4(x + -) -24-41 = (iv)

.-. 12(x +-y + 4(x + l)-65=0.

Then, treating, for the tmie being, x + — as the unknt . ,t-

X
ing it by y if any advantage comes therefrom, we lu " ^d-

ratic in ( X + — V Solving it we find that

51 13
x +— = -— or - -,

X 6 2

Thus the original equation is the equivalent of the two

or of the two

x + -=—
X 6

X'--M-x + l = 0,

^1 5
X H = »

X 2

x» + -^x + l = 0.
2
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From the relation mn -— of Section 81, it is plain that for each
a

of these equations the prfxluct of the roots is unity, so that for

each equation each root is the reciprocal of the other. Clearing

of arithmetical fractions we have

6ir»-13x + 6-0, 2x» + 5* + 2-0,

whence a;-!, §. -2, -J, the roots occurring in reciprocal pairs
as foreseen.

Note that the equation is of the fourth degree, has four roots,

and may be exhibited in the form

(*-|)(*-J)(x + 2)(x + i)-0.

Exercises CXIV

1. Solve the following equations, in each case verifying that
the roots occur in reciprocal pairs

:

(1) 72x«- 306a;» + 4691' -306x + 72 = 0;

(2) 72x» + SOGx' + 469x» + 306j- + 72 = 0;

(3) 72x«-6x»-181x»-6j: + 72='

(4)
* 30x«-31x»-x'-31^ + 30 = 0;

(5) 60x« + 17x»-167x» + 17x + 60=0.

2. Solve as a reciprocal equation, and also as a quadratic in
the unknown x'

x« + x' + l = 0.

3. Construct tfhe equation of which the roots are:

3
(1) I, i i f; (2) -h -I ^-^-^,

.

3 C-K'Z^

4. If m is a root of the equation

8x«- 17x» + 29x»- 17x + 3= 0,

then also is —- a root.
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88. Equations Solvable by a Direct Retolntlon luto

Faotora. The quadratic eqnation was solved by the reso-

lution into fr/jtors of the involved quadratic expression.

There are many equations of higher degree in which the

involved expression admits resolution into factors, and

through the resolution the roots of the equation are found.

The following examples will afford sufficient illustrations.

I'll

•%

ii

I-

Ex. 1. Solve
a:»-l-.0.

Here it i« seen that x' - 1 - (a; -!)(*' + « » 1), and the equiva-

lent equation is

(*-l)(x» + x-i-l)-0,

. hich will be eatisflecl hy values of x that will satisfy either

x-1-0, or x»-»-x + l-0,

and by no other values, so th. t this set is equivalent to the given

equation. The former equation gives x— 1, and the latter, a

quadratic, gives x =

-1-H/-8
or x =

-1-1/ -3

The given equation, which in of the third degree, has the

three roots

1,

-1 + V -3 -1- , -3

This important equation may be written in the form

x» = l,

whence it is seen that x denotes what one is led to call the cvhi

root of unity. The solution of the equation reveals the fact thiit

there are three distinct cube roots of unity. Two of these cube roots

are imaginary, »» might have beien foreseen ; for 1 is the cube of

no negative number, of no positive number leas than 1, and of nt>

positive number greater than 1. The two imaginaiy numbers an^

the roots of the equation

x»-^x + l-0.
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Denote these roots by m and n. Then

"•*""-!}
(i)

This last relation shews that each of tho imuKi.mry cube roots of
unity 18 the nviprooul of the other. Further, since m and n are
roc i c\ the given equation, we have

w'-l; n» (ii)

Next, by multiplication by m', we have from the second
equation of (i)

Butw'-l. Therefore

n — «».
Similarly

w — n*,

and each of the imaj?inary cube roots of unity is the square of the
other. Thus if Mdenotos an imaginary cube root of unity, the
three cube roots of unity are /» "«

Ex. 2. Solve

1, «', w'.

6z»-7x'-llx + 12-0.

A method of solving any cubic equation not being available
wc seek a factor of the expression on the right of the sign c

'

• quality. The fact that the sum of the coefficients is zero shex. s
t lat x-1 18 a factor, and by divi.<ion the other factor of the sec.ad
degree is found. The equation is thus seen to > e the equivalent of

(a;-l)(6x»-.r-12)-0.

Here the equation will l)e satisfied by the values of x that will
satisfy the separate equations

a;-l=0, 6x»-x-12 = 0,

nd by those values alone. The roots of the given cubic are thus
lound to be

^> 7. — ?
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Ex. 3. Solve

I? ;

' ml H
i» !>•

2x«-7x» + x» + 7a:-8-0.

: m

Here the involved expression is neen to lift /e both x-1 and * +

1

M factors, and the given e<ination m the equivalent of

(x-l)(x + l)(2»»-7* + 8)-0.

The roots are then found to be

1, -1. I 3.

Ex. 4. Solve
X*- o'-ox*-a'x.

It i". seen that x-a is a faitor of the two expressions given hh

equal. The eciuation will tlurefore he satisfied if x-o-0 or if

x-o. If, however, x-o is not zero, we may divide through by

x-o, and the equation will be satisfied if

x^ + ax + a^-'ax.

Thus the given equation is the equivalent of

X - o - and x' + ax + o' ^ ax.

From this latter we find

x» + a'-0,

or x»-.-a»,

or X- +ov/-l, or -a/-l,

and the roots of the equation are

a, +ov/-l, -ay -1.

It is to be noted then that when the " both sides" of an

equation have a common factor involving the unknown, tho

equating to zero of that factor leads to a root of the given equa-

tion. In other words, if P,Q,R are three expressions involving x.

the er nation

PR = QR

is the equivalent of the two equatiitns

R=0, P = Q.

The studf^nt should solve the equation proposed by bringing

all the terms to the left of the sign of equality.
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EXERC18|.:»< CXV
Solve the following e<iUHtiuii8

:

1. *«-l-0. 2. x»-tk» + n*-6-0.
8. «» + 6x» + ll* + 6-0. 4. *»-o»-.U.

6. «* + ar» + l-0. 6. 2x»-yx» + 2z + 5-0.
7. (*»-9)(2* + '' -(«-8)(*» + 5* + ll).

8. (x-5)(2x>- -15)-(*-3)(8x»-19x-(-20).

9. x«-85x + »2id-0.

10. (x-2)(2x»-7x» + 2x + 8)-(x-3)(3x ^/' + 8x + 2).

11. x(x» + x»-17x + 15)-(x-l)(x» + 3x'-28i:).

12. x»-l-0.

18. x'-l-O.

279

89. Speeial Type Involyinflr Two Unknowns. As
a rule two equations of the second degree in two unknowns
are not solvable by available methods. The following ex-
ample is illustrative of a type that may be solved through
a knowledge of the quadratic equation in one unknown.

Ex. 1. Solve .he eimult^ ous set

x^ + ilxy + Sy -43)
(i)

In thesf < ..uationH Ir absolute terms, i.e., the terms not in-
volvmg the » .

' nowns, aio to the right of the sign of equality and
the temis involving the unknowns to the left. It is seen that tho
t'xpressions on the left of the sign of equality are homogeneous
every term being of two dimensions in the unknowns. On this
account such a set is sometimes called a homogeneous system.

The method of solution is as follows : Put

y^mx. .(ii)

where m is a third unknown, and substitute for y in each of the
given equations.
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Then

x» + 2mx» + 3mV = 43,
|

(Hi)

2i' - 3mx* + 4m'x* = 26. )

or, which is seen to be a result of the homogeneity pointed out,

x»(l + 2m + 3rn')=43, | (iv)

x»(2-3m + 4m') = 26. )

Now it is readily seen by appeal to the given equations that zero

is n^t an XJible value. Then by division of the equals and

cancellation
1 -H 2wi + 3to* _ 43 (v)

2-3ni + 4m'
"^

26

78m» + 52m + 26= 172m» - 129n» + 86

whence 94m»-18lOT + 60=0,

a quadratic in the unknown m, from which we find

m = f or I? •

Take first m = f and substitute this value in either, say the first,

of (iv). Then
x'(l + 3 + V-)=43

x» = 4

x= +2 or -2

and since y = mx, and m = i we have for x = 2^
y^S, and for

a.= _2, t/=-3. Next take m = |?, and ,
as before,

X=±47l/TTjVffT-

whence, since i/ = mx and m = Jy,

Thus the equations admit four solutions

( + 2, +3), (-2, -3), ( + 47v'iwVirTr). +40v/TTrVinf).

(-47i/T5fV5' -40v TTrrVif)'
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EXKROISES CXVI
Solve the following sets of equationH:

1. x» + y» = 34; xy^K).
2x' + xy-y'M.5; 7xy-4y' = 6.

Sx'-xy + 5y' = 21; x' + xy + y*.

4x»-j/»-20; 5xj/-3y» = 12.

2.

3.

4.

6.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

7.

3x»-xy + 7y» = ll; x» + j/>«=2.

3x»--2xy«=5; 5xy-2y' = 77.

10x» + 7xy-12y»=0; 2x» + aty + 4j/'= 192.

x* + xy + y» = 148; x» - xi/ + j/»- 52.

3x»-y» = 26; xy-77.
10x» - 31xy + 243/' = ; 2x' - 3xy + 4i/»

= 108.

2x» + 3xy + y» = 70; 6x' + xj/ - y» = 50.

x» + xy-6y» = 24; x» + 3xy - 10y» = 32.

r>x'-17xy + 12j/» = 0; x» + 3xy- 5y» = 17.

90. Special Type Involvinfir Three Unknowns.
The type is illustrated in the following example:

Example. Solve the simultaneous set,

5x

2x»

x-2y+«= 0,
1

x + Gy-7z= 0, l

+ 5y» - 33» = 7x - lly + 9«- 14. j

The first two equations are linear, and completely homo-
i(en«)U8, every actual term appearing in the equations being of
the first degree in the unknowns. The third equation is of the
second degree, and of a. quite general form. It will be found that
the hrst two equations, while not sufficient to yield the values
of x,y,s, determine the ratios x : y : z.

Multiplying the first equation through by 7 and combining
the result, in addition, with the second we find

or

or

12x-8» =

12x«8y

_x_

8 12
-5..JIL (i)
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Similarly multiplying the firet through bj 3 and combining,

in addition, with the second we find

8x-4^ =

whence
x_

8
.(ii)

Then multiplying through by 4 in (i) and by 2 in (ii), to have

X associated with the same denominator in each, we find

±^y. = ± (iii)

2 3 4

or X : y : z ::2 -.S : 4 (iv)

and the ratios, though not the values, of x,y,2 are found.

Denote the common value of each fraction in (iii) by m. Then

x = 2m, t/ = 3m, z= 4m (v)

Substitute these values for x,y,z in the third given equation.

8m»+45m»-48ni« 14m- 33m + 36m - 14,

Then

whence
5m»- 17m + 14= 0,

a quadratic which gives for m the two values

2,
7

2= 8,

If m = 2 we have from (v)

x = 4, t/ = 6,

and if m = J we have

x= 2l y =4i a= 5|-

Thus the equation admits the two solutions

(4,6,8), (2i4i5|)-

EXERCISKS CXVII

1. Solve the following sets of simultaneous equations:

(1) x + y + 2 = 0,1 (2) 3x-2j/-2= 0,

2x-Sy + z = 0,

x' + y»+2» = 42..

X — y + 22 = 0,

x» + y' + 2» = 75.



(3) a; + j/-«= 0,

3x-4y + z = 0,

X* + y* + a» = Ox + 3j/ + «.

(5) 2x-3t/ + z-0,

x + 2y-22= 0,

x* + 2i/* - 2* = X + 4y - «.

EQUATIONS REDUOIBLK TO QCADRATIC8

(4)

288

3x-4i/ + 2= 0,'

2x + y-«= 0,

x»- 3y' + 2y«= 5x + 4y + 10«- 101.,

x + y ^ y + z _ z + x

3 "(6)
4 5

6 (i/2 + «x + xy) = ll(x + y + «).

2. If x,y,« satisfy the two homogeneous linear equations

ax + by + cz = 0,

shew that
a'x + b'y + c'z= 0,

X
. y z

be' — b'c cu — c'a ab' — a'b

From the association of the three triads of letters

X, y, e

a, b, c

a', b', e
devise a rule for writing down at once the ratios x -.y \ z.

Apply the rule to the following sets of equations

:

(1) 4x-5y + 72 =

6x + 9i/-ll2 =

= 0, j (2) 4x-5y + 72= 0,
'

= 0. ) 6x-y + 32= 0.
.'

(3) 3x-4y
5x + y-

+ 2 =

-22 =

= 0, 1 (4) 7x + 10y + 32= 0,

= 0. J 5x-y + ll2=0.
,

3. If

shew that

3x-5y + 82= 0,

7x + 3j/-92=0,

33x-lly + 52=0.

4. Solve

2x + 5y-82=
5x-3y + 72 =
6x + 5y- 72 = 24.
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91. General Note. There are many equations the

solution of which is effected by quite special artifices.

These artifices are acquired only through considerable

practice, and are in the main the outcome of a familiarity

with algebraic forms and relations. The following exercises

are designed for review in the solution of familiar types

and for the introduction of a few new types not too diffi-

cult. The student should be extremely careful to find all

the solutions as well as to examine -vhether all the solu-

tions found are applicable. The object should be less a

facility in obtaining results, important as this is, and more
the obtaining of a complete view of the meaning of the

equation or system.

5.

Exercises CXVIII

A
Solve the following equations or systems of equations

1. 7x-h4 |^3x-i-1 llx + 7

5 x-1 4

2. x'-t-5x?/= 14,
)

y»-i-6xy = 13. J

3. 21x«- 37x»- 16x' - 37x -i- 21 = 0.

4. XJ/(X-t-l/)=5-rJ6,)

1.1 = 5.
X y J

+ y= 9,-)

-(-y' = 189. )

B
Solve the following equations or systems of equations

:

x-2
x + 2

+ 'i-

x-2
= 3.
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2. «» + 2*i/-16,
x2/ + j/» = 15. »

3. a i' + 1^109
7? + l X 30

4. xv + x + y = ll,

xy{x + y) = -O.

6. «-!/ = 3,

*»-!/»« 279.

c

Solve the following quations or systems of equations

:

71.

2.

3.

4.

6.

2g-3
^

3x-

2a: + l 3x + 5
= 2.

3x

x» + xy-2j/» = 7, )

» + 3xy + 2y»=-35. I

6x + 5y + «=-!, \

x-2j/ + 3z = 14, [•

a:-4j/-22= 5. 3

x' + j/' = 65, 1

x»y + x»/» = 20. j

t/«= 63; 2x = 45; xj/==35.

D

Solve the following equations or systems of equations

:

1. 3.4 L . 5

x-5 X — 6 x-4 X —

7

2.

3.

r»-2r/' = 4y, |
8x» + xy-2j/' = 16j/. J

(x + y)»-7(x + 1/) + 12 = 0,
I

-6xy + 8= 0. I
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4.

6.

'30x*- 91x» - 278x' - 91x + 30- 0.

xx + xy--

xy + yz'

yt'tx-

80

98

.108}

i

M

ffj'

9

4

Solve the following equations or systems of equations

:

1.

2.

3.

4.

+ !/)-56,)
+ 2) -63,

[
+ *)-=.72. 3

+ ,c + y)=47. )

(« + x)(t

*» + 3x»-6x-8

6. 8x + 10

3*» + 7x + 10 6x + 14

F

Solve the following equations or systems of equations

:

1. (y + 3)(« + 3) = 110;

(« + 3)(x + 3)=99,

(x + 3)(j/ + 3)=90, .

•

2. x*+y'-x-y = 78,

xy + x + y = 39,

3. (x»-8x + ll)» + (x-4)»

4. 21x + 35j/ = 10xy,

70x — 30y = 4xy. ,

5. 3x»-10i' + 10x-3 == 0.

=25.
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2.

values.

ExERCisfUi exIX

(MiSCELLANEOUB)

A

Find the h.c.f. of

l + 5« + «»-13«» + 62* and l + 6« + 10a»-2«»-15««.

Find the least value of x* — 4.^ + 11 if z assumes only real

3. Shew thr'. the system

iM xy + y' = 7, 2i' + 3xy + 4y»-24,

is equivalent to the system

xy + 2»'-10, x»-v'=-3,
and find the solutions.

4. If

a h c

shew that

3(y-2) 4(2- x) <^(x-y)

20a + l.j6 + 12c==0.

5. An expreps train runs from Toronto to Hamilton at a
uniform rate. If the speed of the train were increased 10 miles
an hour the time occupied in the journey would be 8 minutes less,

Imt if the speed were decreased 10 miles an hour the time would
Ih' 12 minutes greater. Find the distance between Hamilton and
Toronto.

B

1. Shew that

x' + 2xy-3y» + 4j/-l and x» + xt/-6y'-x + 2l'

liave one factor in common.

2. In the product of

1 + 2x + 3i» + 4i» + 5x* + 6x» + 7x« and x - 2x» + 3x'- 4x* + 5x»- 6x«

find the coefficients of x* and x".
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y -l-n/-!
/ 2

3. Prove that

(a + 6 + o)» + o' + 6» + c»- (6 + c)» + (c + o)» + (o + 6)».

4. Verify directly that

/^- l-H/-"3 V -1-/^ .
/ -l-v'^

\ 2 ' 2 ' V 2

5. 8olve the system

:

x»-3xy + i/'--5; x+y-xy-l.

1. Resolve into factors

:

(i) x» + x»-x»-l;

(ii) 2x»-j/»-2«» + 3y«-xy{

(iii) (x + y)»-3(x + y)« + 2«».

2. Shew that the minimum value (»fx*-8x + 17 is 1, and

explain how it is that there may be proposed the solution of tho

equation
x»^8x + 17-0.

3. Form the equation whose roots are m and n where

m» + n»= 28, m + n= 4.

4. If o + 36 = 2c, prove that

a» + 276» = 8c»-18o6c.

5. Divide 1 + 2x by 1 - x + x» to shew that

l + 2x
. = iH.3x + 2x»-:^'-^2x«

1 — X + x' 1-x + x'

6. There are three consecutive integers such that the square

of the middle integer exceeds four times the greatest or six timed

the least by 1. Determine the integers.

7. If

then
(a* + 6» + c») (x' + 1/» + «») = (ox + 6y + C2)»,

a



CHAPTER XXI

8QUAUE AND CUBE ROOT

92. Introductory. So many exercises involving the

squares and the cubes of algebraic expressions have been

proposed that the student may be assumed to be quick to

recognize at least the simpler perfect squares and perfect

cubes. In this chapter the object is to devise a formal

process for obtaining the square root or the cube root, as

the case may be, of a given expression, and this princi-

pally with a view to an arithmetical application.

98. Square Root. It is well to begin by construct-

ing the squares of, say, x + a, « + 7, 37.

x + a z + 7

x + a x + 7

a? + ax 7a; + 49

+ ax + a*

3?

+ Ix

x* + 2«x + a' + 14X + 49

3.10+7 s: 37

3.10 + 7 = 37

3x7.10 + 49 =^ 259

3M0» + 3x7.10 = 111

3'.10' + 2(3x7) .10 + 49 1369

In the squares of x + a and x + 7 the terms do not lose

their individuality, whereas in the square of 37, on

iu'connt of the nature of our arithmetical notation, the

19 289

^l
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record of the orifirin of the different parts is in the main

lost. If, however, a method of recovering the square root

in the fonner cases is devised, this method will be of

service in the hitter. We seek then how to elicit from

«" + 2ax + a' its square root, known to be x + «.

On examination we see that the term in x* + 2ax + a* of

highest dimension in the first term x of the root i« the

square of this term. Thus the first term x' determines the

first term of the root, and it is plain that the second term

of the root must be determined by the remaining terms of

the expression. We have then

x* + 2rtx + a'(x

x[

+ 2ax + a'

How, then, is the second term a of the root to be found

from this remainder t Plainly, if the first term 2ax be

divided by twice the part x already found, we reach the term

a, and the question is closed by noting that the square of

rt, the part last found, is the remaining term. The whole

work may be exhibited thus:

x' + 2ax + a^ix + a

x'

2x + a + 2ax + o*

+ 2ax + a'

So for x* + 14x + 49 we have

:

x'+ 14x + 49(x + 7

^
2x + 7 +14X + 49

+ 14x + 49
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Torn now to the arithmetical number 1369, whose sqaare
we know to be 37. The first term or part of the root is 3
which we know to sigrnify 3 . 10. Prom an examination of
the first two figrures of 1369 we see that the root lies be-
tween 30, whose square is 900. and 40, whose square U
1600. We proceed, ther, as follows:

1369(30

900

469

We now multiply 30 by 2, and seek by division into 469
au indication of the second part. This indication in
arithmetic is not always just, for the reasons stated, but
this will appear in the verification. The indication here is
7, and we write:

1369(3j + 7

900

60 + 7 469

469

and 7 stands the test. We are thus satisfied that the
square root is 37.

This work may be presented in an equivalent though
more condensed form, thus:

13'69(37

9

67 469

469
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The further theory, which la treated in detail ir all

works on arithmetic, eed not be develoned here beyond

what will appear in tLj exercises.

EXERCISRR CXX
1. Find, l)y the proccsa of thia Hcctiun, the square roots of the

foUnwiiiK:

o» + 4a6 + 46'; 9a>-12o6 + 4ft»; 49x» - 70ax + 26o» ; 6829;

8249; 2401; 9025; 63-29; 2-89.

2. Find the square of x» + 3x + 5, and from the result recover,

term by ternj, its scjuare root.

8. Find the square of o + 6 + r, and from the result recover,

term by term, the square rf)ot.

4. The square of 856 is 126736. Shew that the first figure

of the square root of 126736 is to Ite found from 12, the first two

figures. Shew also tliat the firwt two figures of the roots are to be

found from 1267, the first four figuns.

5. The square of 234 is 5475<}. Shew . .*t the first figure of

the root is to he found from 5, the firnt figure, and that the first

two figures of the root are to be found from 547, the first three

figures.

6. Find, by an extension of the process of this section, the

square rootn of the following:

X* + 2x* + 3x» + 2z + 1 ;
y* + 4»» + 10y» + 12y + 9

;

9x* + 12ax' + 34a»x' + 20a»x + 25<i« ; 4z* - 12«» + 25^' - 24« + 16;

15129; 151-29; 289444; 28-9444; 622521.

7. The |)roce88 of oxtrncting the square rf)ot8 yields x + 3 as

the 8(iuai-e root of x» + 6x + 9. Will the process* yield also - x - 3,

winch is known to be a square root of x' + 6x + 9 ?

8. It is known that 7 hi\» not a rational square root ;
find

an api)roxiniation, correct to the second decimal place, to the

irrational r{K)t.

9. Find the square roots of

l + 2x + x'; l-t2x + 3x' + 2x' + x«; 4 - 12x + 29x''' - 30x» + 25x'.

10. Shew that 1 + x + xMs not the sciuare of any polynomial,

and find an approximation to its square root.
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94. Cabe Hoot. In view of what has been said in
the treatment of square roots, the matter of the extraction
of the cube root may be dealt with more concisely. We
know that

(x + rt)»-x» + 3aj->-i.3«'x + a»; 37»- 50653,

and seek a formal process for recovering the cube root of
x*+3ax' + 3a'x + u* and 50653. For reasons given in the
preceding section we attack the algebraic problem. We see
that the first term x of the cube root of x» + 3«x» + 3(0x + a» is
suggested or gi/en by x*, the term of highest dimension in
X, and that the second term of the root must therefore h*
determined by the remaining terms of the express-
Accordingly we have

x*+liti3i* + 3a'x + (t*{x

+ Sax" + 3rt'x + a'

We now ask how a is to be found from this remainder,
and see that if the term of highest dimension in x in the
remainder be divided by -hree times the square of x the
part found, we reach the second term of the root It is
necessary, however, that «, the part thus found, be such
that the product of three times its square and x, the part
first found, together with the cube of a, make up the rest
of the reuiainder. This can be exhibited thus:

X* + Sax' + 3a'x + «' (x + a

x"

83^+Sa.x + a' +3ax'+3tt'x+ '
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Turn now to the problem of finding the cube root of

50653, known to be 37. We see that the first part 3, which

signifies 30, is found from the first two figures 50 through

the fact that 30', which equals 27,000, is less, and 40», which

equals 64,000, is greater than 50,653. We write then:

50,653(30

27,000

23,653

and see that the second part of the root, 7. must be found

from this remainder. As in the algebraic example, we

take three times the square of 30 and divide it into 23,653

to gt' an indication of the second part of the root. Here

the indication might be taken to be 8, but this would be

found to be too great; 7 however stands the test. We have

then

3.30* 3.30.7 V

2700 + 630+ 49

3379

50,653(30 + 7

27,000

23,653

23,653

which may be more concisely presented thus

:

50,653(37

27

2700 23,653

630

49

3379 23,653

Thus the process revealed by a study of an algebraic

perfect cube serves for the finding of the cube root of an

arithmetical cube.
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Exercises CXXI

1. Find, by the process of this section, the cube roots of

X* - 3ax* + 3a'x - a» ; 8a ' 'SGx^y + 5ixy* + 27t/»

;

27z'- 108x» + 144x - 64 ; G4 + 240x + 300x' + 125x»;

157,464; 157-464; 12,167; 658,503.

2. Find the cube of x» + 2x + 3, and from the result recover,
term by term, its cube root.

3. The cube of 234 is 12,812,904. Shew that the first figure
of the square root is to be found irom 12, the first two figures, and
that the first two figures of the root are to be found from 12,812,
the first five figures.

4. Find, by an extension of the process of this section, the
cube roots of

:

x» + 9x» + 42x< + 117x> + 210x» + 225x + 125;

8 - 36x + 102x» - 171x» + 204x« - 144x» + 64x«

;

1,860,867; 189,119,224; 189119224.

5. It is known that 7 has not a rational cube root ; find an
approximation, correct to the second decimal place, to the
irrational cube root.

6. Find the fourth root of

1 + 12x + 54x» + 108x» + 81x«

;

16x« + 96x»j/ + 216xy + 216x1/' + Sly*
;

81x« - 432x' + 864x» - 768x + 256

;

1,336,336; 10,556,001.

7. Find the sixth root of

X* + 6x*y + lox*y^ + 20x'j/' + 15x^y* + 6xy» + y*;

64x» - 576x» + 2160x< - 4320x» + 4860x* - 2916x + 729

;

148,035,889; 887,503,681.

8. Find an approximation, correct to the second decimal
place, to the square root and to the cube root of y.
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Exercises CXXII

(m1scem.aneou8)

A

1. Solve

(i-6)(x-c) = (a-6)(a-c).

2. Prove that

(l + a)*(l + y')-(l + a;')(l + J/)*=2(z-i/)(l-xi/).

3. Resolve into factors

:

(i) 6x^-23xy + 21y';

(ii) o'+2a6-3b'-co + 56c-2c»;

(iii) (a + 6 + c)» + (a + 6-c)».

4 A and B start in a rax^e of 100 yards. If A can run 100

yards 'in 10 seconds and B in 12 seconds, at the end of what tune

18 A midway between B and the end of the course?

5. If
X

a b

then
{\l-z){z - x){x-y) ^ xyz_

(b-c)(c-a)(a-b) abc

B

1. Resolve into factors:

(i) t/' + 2«;

(ii) 64y« + 729z«;

(iii) (a-6)'-7(a*-6') + 12(a + 6)».

2. The sides AB, BC, CA, of a triangle measure 13, 14, 15.

From the foi-mula

A=v/-«(.s-o)(8-6)(.t-c)

where o, b, c, measure the sides, s half the sum of the sides, and

A the area of a triangle, compute the area.
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3. A number x is known to satisfy the two equations

10x»- 31a: + 24 = 0, 8x'-2z-15 = 0.

Shew that the number is determined uniquely.

4. Solve

iat-8j/ + 2U + 19 = 0,

19a; + 6y + 142 + 7=0,
* + 24j/ + 35« + 13 = 0.

297

5. If

shew that
x-o + rf, y = b+d, z=c + d

3^ + y*^z^-yt-zx-xy= a^ + b'+e*-bc-ca-ab.

1. Find the integer whose square is less than the square of
the next higher integer by 37.

2. Shew that the system of equations

x-y = 5; (i» + y')(x»-j/') = 7955,

is the equivalent of the system

x-y = 5; (x' + y')(x» + «y + y») = 1591.

which is the equivalent of the system

X-J/-5; (25 + 2xy)(25 + 3xy) = 1591.

Hence solve the given system,

3. If the difference of the roots of x» + px + g = is the same
as the difference of the roots of x'+ 9x + p-=0, then either p = g or
p+q= -4.

4. The sides AB, BC, CA of a triangle measure 13, 14, 15.
From A a perpendicular AL is drawn to BC. If BL measures x.
state what is the measure of LC and express in two ways the
square on AL. In this way find first x, then AL and then the
area.

5. State all the linear factors that are to be considered as
factors of x» + x» - 14x - 24, and, testing for them, find the factors
of this expression.
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CHAPTER XXII

INDICES AND SURDS

95. Restatement and Proofs of Laws. The fun-

damental definition in the theory of indices may be stated

thus: ^
// a is any number and m any positive integer, a means

the product of m factors a.

The following laws may now be proved, the exponents

in evc!-y case being positive integers, as required by the

definition.

I. a'"xa" = a'"+".

For by definition
^m

X a"= (« X rt X rt. . . .to m factors) x (a x a x a. . .
.
to

n factors)

= axrtxrt....to im + n) factors

•"a"^", by definition.

It follows readily that
>-. n r » „m + »+r+»....

o" X a X a X a' X . . . . = rt

n.

For by definition

(1) !?-»" if m>n.

-^=(axaxa.... to m factors) -5- (fl x a x. ... to n factors)

«{(a^rt)x (aH-fl)x ...ton factors} X {ax ax

. . . . to (m - n) factors} , by rearranging and

combining multiplications and divisions

= axax a.

.

..to{tn - n) factors,. since ah- a= 1

= a'"~", by definition.

298
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a" 1
(2) -^=~ if n>m.

The proof is left as an exercise, as it follows by a slight

modification of that of II. (1).

in. (**'")" = a*"".

For
(a"*)" = (oT) X (a"*) x (a") . . to » factors

= a
m+m+m+ tontmni

, byl

IV. (abr = a'"b''

For
(oft)"* = (ab) X (ab) x (o6) ... to w factors

= {axa .... to w factors) x (& x 6 x . . . to i» factors)
= a'"x 6™

= a^b".

These laws, though they are not completely independent
of one another, are usually spoken of as the fundamentt*!

laws of indices.

Exercises CXXIII

1. Assuming that a"* xo" = a'""*"'', shew that

(i) a'".a^o'= a"' + "+''; (ii) a'".o".o'".o* = a'"+"+'"+'.

2. Shewtha' {(o")"}''= o"'"'".

3. Assum! at (a6)'"= a'"6'", shew that (a&c)"'= a'"6"'c"*.

4. Prove tha
(-J ) =

6"*'

5. If a is a positive number gre.^^or than unity, how do higher
and higher powers of a compare with one another in magnitude?

As an illustration take a ^qual to 3, and find a*, a*, a*, o".

6. If a is a positive number less than unity ; how do higher
and higher powers of a compare with one another in magnitude?

As an illustration take o equal to j, and find a*, a*, a*, o", o".
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96. Extension of the Index System. lu a"*, as wo

have just seen, the definition requires that ni be a positive

integer, so that a symbol as «", aK o^' is wholly without

meaning. However, it is in harmony with several steps

already taken in an iimetic and algebra to remove this

restriction on the value of m in a"", and allow m to have any

positive or negative integral or fractional value whatever.

This we shall do, and for the new fractional and negative

powers and indices thus introduced, as yet without meaning,

we shall assume or require that they obey the laws proved for

positive integral powers and indices. It will now be seen

that the application of these laws—it must be kept in muul

that they are assumed or postulated—assigns a meaning to

such symbols as «°, «*, «~^

(;) Meaning determined for a" hy the assumed laws.

By the rule for the addition of indices,

a xa '=a =a .

Also identically «"' x 1 = a

a" X a" = rt'" X 1, for general values of a

a" = 1, for general values of a.

Thus hereafter

(6) Meaning determined by the assumed lawsfor a"', where

m is a positive integer.

Consider aK Then by the rule for the addition of

indices 14.1 + 1

= 0* or a .

Hence a* is the number which, taken as a factor three

times yields the result a; it is therefore the cube root of

and we write
a^^fa.
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of

More generally, m being a positive integer.

a'"= |/a.

(c) Meaning determined for a'', where p and q are posi-
tive integers, by the assumed laws.

Consider the particular ease a*. By the law of multi-
plication of indices

Hence a is a number which, taken as a factor five times,

gives the result a'; it is therefore the fifth root of a\ and
we can write

Very slight modification in the reasoning will shew that

p

a» = V a".

(d) Meaning determined by the assumed laws for u""
tvhere m is any positive integer or fraction.

'

By the law of addition of indices

= 1.

Also by the theory of fractions

a"
xa"' = l

a"" X a'" =— X a"" for general values of a .

Therefore, for general values of a,

1
a~'" =

a"
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97 Important Convention. In the preceding, m

connection ^ith fractional indices, mention wa« made c,f

the cube root, the fifth root, the mth root. Now it w known

that a number has /u-o square roots, /*re« cube rojt... . . .,

six sixth roots (see Exercises cxv) , and the gen3ral fact of

which these are illustrations, may be assumed. It is plain

then that error may arise through employing, for example,

either a^ or fa as if it denoted a single definite number

when, as yet, it is equally any one of three definite numbers.

On this account a limitation will be made.

Consider a* where a is a real positive """^^e'; ^he...

in virtue of what has appeared in Sections 73 and 75, there

is one and only one positive real number whose square .s

a. There is also a negative real number, of equal

numerical value, whose square is o.

Similarly if a is positive, and m a positive integer,

there is among the m values of a- one and only one whieh

is real and positive.

Next in a™, suppose a negative, m being a positive in-

teger. To fix attention, take_-5 as the value of a. If

w = 2 then (-5)* means \/ -5, which is not real. If

^=3! then (-5)i means f -5, which if real must be

negative. Now we know that +5 has one positive real

cube root which denote by x, so that

x»= +5.

Then it follows that

(-x)»=-5,

so that -5 has one and only one real root and that nepa-

tWe Thus the real cube root of - 5 is obteined from thai of
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+ 5 by a mere change of sign. A little consideration will

shew that if in a"* we suppose a negative, there is no real

root when m is an even integer, and there is one real root

and that negative when m is an odd integer, which real

root is determined by the real positive root of the cor-

responding positive number.

In this chapter the attention will be restricted to real

numbers, and from what has been said it will be seen to

be sufficient to consider the case in which the a in a"*

is a positive real number. We now agree that:

i.

By a"*, m a positive integer, is to be understood the

one positive real number, whose mth power is the positive

number a.

Consequently o« will denote the one positive real number

whose gth power is a**, it being supposed that p and q are

integers and q positive.

In view of this consideration we can say for example

that

9-.9' = 9'-9'-9^-etc.

when otherwise 9* or 81* might mean +9 or -9, and there-

fore not + 9 exclusively.

The consideration of irrational exponents will not be

undertaken.

Exercises CXXIV

1. Accepting the meaning assigned to fractional indices, shew

that 13 1111 1+1 1 1> 1_1
2'=2^; 2'=4'^; 5'x5' = 5'^; 5'^5'-5'^.
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2. Find the following products

:

(** + «V + **y* + !/*)(**-»*).

3. Express 2^ and 3* each as a fifteentli root and ihereby

determine which of these numbers is the greater.

4. Express, as the root of an integer, each of the following:

5*; 3*.3^ 2*. 3*; 3* + 9^; 2^ + 4* x8*.

5. Shew that, in finding the moaning assigned to o» by the

laws of indices, the value o-O is excluded.

6. Shew that
^m-n j.ii-J^ j.l-m

ia indeiiendcnt of the value of x, except that x may not be zero.

7. Shew that

12* -2.3*; 36*-2'.3^ 108*= 3.2'; 80*- 2.5*.

8. Shew that if n is a po, itive integer

(-0)-*' =^; (-«)
,-2n+l = -J=t; (-a)"-^(-«)-"--^

a'"~ o

9. Find the following quotients

:

ix + y)^{xKyh; {x-y)^{x^-yh; {x + y)-i-{x^ + yh-

10. Shew that

11. Shew that

(x» -f x-'')(x^ + x-^) = (x»+^ + x-'"+") + (x»-' + X-'"-").

12. Shew that

2.2"^

I 1 39

i.i
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98. Surdl. In Section 73 wag introduced the irra-

twnal number as v^2, f 7. An expression as y'a is spoken
of as an algebraic irrationality, though a may have a value

which would make v o arithmetically rational. So i/(x+7)

,

^ ( 3x» + 5

)

are algebraically irrational . In this section
we shall have to do with ailthmetically irrational numbers.

An irrational root of a rational number is called a surd.
Thus i/5, i/|, |/11 are surds, while i/9, though of surd
form, is not a surd. A number as 3|/5, which equals

3.5* or 9*.5* or 45* or v'45, is consequently a surd. Num-
bers as 3|/5, 7/5, ! i/ 5, or as 7f 3, 13^ 3, !f 3, which are
diflferent rational multiples of the same surd, are called

similar. By an extension of language, a combination of
surds, or of surds and rational numbers, as |/3+ v^ll, or
(3 + 5|/7) + (4+ v/5), unless it chances to reduce to a
rational number, is called a surd.

A number as i/7, in which the root to be extracted is

the square root, is called a quadratic surd, and a surd as
V7+ v^ll, where the two terms are not similar, is called a
binomial quadratic surd.

As we agreed that a number symbol as 7* should denote
the real positive root, so in this chapter it will be
understood that by v^7 is meant the real positive root, so
that the symbol has an absolutely definite meaning.

We have now the following facts:

I. A surd cannot equal a rational number.

This follows at once from the definition.

II. A quadratic surd cannot equal the sum of a rational

nvmber and a quadratic surd.
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For if possible let

where »/»», /n denote actual surds, anda,b,m,n are rational.

Then squarins the two expressions assumed equal, we have

tN-a'-t-&'M-t-2<i&i/w

whence
m-a*- 6'n

v/n
2ab

so that Vn is rational, which shews that the assumption is

wrong.

III. If

where m,n, p, q are rational and /n, Vq are surds, then

m-pandn-g.

For it follows that

f/n- ip-m) + Vq

which (by II) is impossible, unless it be thatp-w, which

would then require that n~q.

99. Applications. The followiug examples will illus-

trate the simpler applications.

Ex. 1. Find to the second decimal place the v.- 'ue cf

5+ V 3

It would be tedious to find the approximations to the values

of the numerator and denominator and then effect the division,

but we note that

5+1/3 (5+t/3)(t/5-n/2)

y'5-v'2 (x/5-V2)W5+V2)
5|/5+v^l5 + 5/2+1/6

5-2
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Tho valuofl of the mmlH in tho numorator mfty now be found
appn)ximat«ly and conibinwl, tho re«ult Mng then divided by
the t.itiunal nunil)or 5-2 or 8 to give um the value sought 8*19.

In this prooesB we mthnalhetl the tlenomitmtnr, and y'S-f \^2
i§ called a nitionaluimj factor ol y 5— y^2.

Ex. 2. Find the value, corret't to two plae*^ of decimals, of

»/(o+|/24).

TluM raisen the question of finding the equare root of an ex-
pression of the form m+ y^n. We may have noted that
(/A+ «''fr)'-A + *; + 2v /»*-. which is of the form m+ »/n. We are
thus 1 to psk if there is an expression v x-^ Vy such that

Wx+ vyy=.b+ V24.

If so, effecting the square, we have

x + y + 2v^xy-'}+ »/24,

whence, from a theorem established,

x + y = o, and 2» x//-»/24,

which is seen to be equivalent to the system

x + y = n, jry = fi,

which yields the solutions (a; = 2, y = 3), (x=i3, y — 2). These
lead t^o the same result, and we have

(v'2+ v3)» = r)+|/24

v/(5+ i/24)=v^'2+i/3,

from which we find

v/ (5 + |/ 24) = 1-4142... +1-7321...

= 3-15, correct to the second' decimal place.

The example should l)c worked by finding »^ 24 to a sufficient
degree of accuracy, adding this result to 5 and then extracting the
root.

The process given for investigating the square root of an ex-
|)ression of the form p r Vq will nt)t always yield rational values
of a; and y, as lit thi.-* e.\uniple, though it will always yield a result.

This result may l)e more involved than the original root proposed,
or it may be imaginary.
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Ex. 3. Solve

t

.1

Vx + 4+ v/a; + ll = 7.

It is necessary to rationalize the equation. With a view to

simplicity of result when we square the involved expressions, we
put the equation in the form

Vx + 4 = 7- i/x + 11.

Then squaring the equals, we have

x + 4-49 + (x + ll)-14/a; + ll,

an equation, involving only one in-ationality, which reduces to

14i/x + 11 = 56.

a; + ll = 16

x= 5.

Thus the root is 5.

The student may solve by squaring the equals as they stand
in the given equation.

Ex. 4. Solve

v'2a; + 3+»/3a; + 7 = 7.

Proceeding to rationalize as in the earlier example, we find

v/3a; + 7=7-i/2x + 3

3i; + 7 = 49 + 2a; + 3-14v'2x + 3

14/27+3= -X + 45

392x + 588 = x' - 90x + 2025

x»-482x + 1437 =

(x-3)(x-479)=0

x = 3or479.

It is found that 3 satisfies the equation while, in order that

479 should satisfy it, we should have

I.e.

v'961 + v'1444= 7

V'81'+i/38»=7.
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If, though this is not m^accordance Avith onr convention, we
take v/31' us —31 and v/38' as +38 the test would be met, for

-31 + 38 = 7.

Iii such equations it is often the case tliat there present them-

selves rot)l.= that do not apply to the equation as it stands, but do

apply if ' ertain of the irrationalities be regarded as of different

Mjn. The reason for this is that, in the process of rationalization,

the result would have hocn the same whichever sign had been

associated with the irrati«)nality. Thus hero the student should

work the examples in the manner given axcept that i/ 2j + 3

be taken as the negative r<K)t and denoted by —/2a; + 3. The
student should also work the example by squaring without trans-

feiHMice of either irrationality and by transferring >/3x + 7 and then

squarhig.

Exercises CXXV
1. Bring to a form more suitable for computation the

following:

5 + y/

7

V' 3+1/ ") 5+ 1/ II

3+v/o' v/3-v5' Vo+vl
2. If a: = 2 + V'i, j/ = 2— v 3 find to two i)laces of decimals

x-^y x-y

3. Express by means of a single root sign

V2.f'i; f5. f3.

4. Find the product

(i/'3+ /5+ v/7)(- t/3+ v/5+ v/7)(v/3- v/5+ i/7)

(v/3+v''5-v/7).

5. Shew that

(3+ /5)» = 14 + Gi/5

and determine by inspection the square roots of

4 + 2v^3: 23 + 8v/7; 36-10/11.
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6. Shew that

(i/3+/5)» = 8 + 2/15

and determine by inspection the square roots of

12 + 2/35; 17 + 2»/66; 18-21/65;

7-2i/10; 10-2»/21; U+v'lSO.

7. Determine the square roots of

14 + 8i/3; 21-6/10; 30 + 12/6;

13-4i/10; 16 + 4/15; 51-36/2.

8. Shew that

(o^-b')(a'+aV + 6')=o-b

so that each of the factors in this product is a rationalizing factor

of the other.

9. If

shew that

z=fp+ fq

10. Simplify

/ 12 + 6/3
/3 + 1

11. Solve the following equations

:

(1) /2X + 5+V 2x-4 = 9.

(2) /3z^5+/2x + ll = 9.

(3) /* + 3+v^a; + 10=/a; + 43.

(4) /3i'-2x + 9+/3x'-2x-4-13.

(5) \^x + a-\- i^x + b=Va-b.

/3j + 1+/3x
^^^ "73^1- v/3i" *

(7) 6+v^(,o'+ba;)=/(b* + <M5)+<»-

(8) o+/(a' + bx)=/(6» + ax)+l>.

fe\

-'\
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(9) fx+24-fx + 5-l.

(10) fl + *+fl-x= 4.14 *.

(11) x»+ 1/1*^ = 11.

(12) x» + 3x+i/2x» + 6x + l = 49.

(13) *»-x + 3»/2x»-3x + 2 = 2- + 7.

(14) 3x>-2x- i/ ax* -4x- 6-18 + 2*.

(15) P + X+ i/2px + x*— g.

12. Shew that

(l/o + i/6 + i/c)(- v^o + /6 + v/c)(v/o- V^b + i/c)(i/a + /b - /c)

= 26c + 2co + 2a6-a'-6«-c'

13. Find a rationaHzing factor of i/5+v^6+i/7.

a _a I -i
14. Divide o' + a ' + lbyo' + o ' + 1.

15. Form the equation with rational coeflBcients one of

whose roots is 5— |/7.

16. If

shew that

/(o+ Vb) = Vx+ Vy,

Vifl- v'b)= Vx- Vy-

17. Find the square of

Vx + Vy-^V^

and investigate whether a square root in simple form can be

found for

24 + 8i/5 + 4i/15 + 8i/3.
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EXE1!( I8E8 CXXVI

fMlSCELLANEOUS)

A

1. Resolve into factors,

(i) 3x'-14x»-24x;

(ii) 2x' - (y - 1 i'^z' +19yz-zx + xy;

(iii) 4(«</ + b<-y - (a' - 6» - c» + </')».

2. One root of

x»-5i + rf=0

is 8 find the other root and the vahie of d.

3. Divide

X' -X 'byx'-x ».

4. Solve

(x + i) + (x + |) =2^

5 A square plot of ground is surrounded by a gravel walk

of uniform width wliich covers 891 square feet of ground. Outside

this walk at a niform distance of half the length of the plot is a

second walk, of the same width as the first, which covers 190:^

square feet. Find the size of the plot.

1. Shew that the system of equations

x* + y* = 7xhi^, x + y = 5

is the equivalent of the two systems

x' + j/' = 3xy"l ,
x» + j/*= -Sx?/")

x + y^o )
' x + y = 5 )

and find all the solutions.

2. If one root of

2x»-14x + a=.0

is 3, find the other root and the value of a.
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3. Construct the two Hnea whose equations are

2(x-l) -3(^-2); 3(i-l)=4(y-2).

Find the sohition of the simultaneous set.

4. Shew that there are two numbers which are their own
reciprocals.

5. Shew that when the product

(3x» - 7a;» + 13x - 9) (ox> + 8x»- 1 Ix - 43)

is formed the sum of the coefficients is zero.

C

1. One of the roots of the equation

24x»-46x' + 29x-6
is |. Find the other roots.

2. Resolve into factors

X* - 2o'x» - 26»x' + n* + h*- 2a'6'.

3. Solve

x-2 X — 6 x-7 X —

1

4. For what value of c, will

3.r» + 5x = 6c

have equal roots ?

5. If 2x' + 5x + 7 and ax* + 6x + c are equal whatever be the
value of X, shew that

a = 2, 6 = 5, c = 7.

6. Resolve into factors

• (i) (rn'-«')x» + 2(m' + »')x + (m»-n»);

(ii) (x»-9x)' + 4(x»-9x)-140.

7. The first of two numbers added to four times the reciprocal
of the second gives 4; the second diminished by three times the
reciprocal of the first gives 3. Find the numbers.
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Jr

ELIMINATION

100. Explanatory. If two simple equations in x are

written down at random we feel that, while it is possible

that they have the same root, it is quite unlikely. Thus if

we write

7x-ll = 0, 8a;-17 = 0,

we see that the roots are not the same. Suppose now

that we are given that the two equations

ax+6 = 0, px + q =

are satisfied by the same value of x. In view of what has

been said we feel that some special relation must

exist between the equations. From the first we have

^= _A and from the second x=-^- But they are sat-
^ aa

isfied by the same value,

6

a

P.

or, in a form free from fractions,

ap-bq = 0.

Thus in order that both equations may be satisfied by thf

same value of x a certain relation must exist among the

coefficients of the two equations. This relation is called

the eliminant of the system of equations.

314

?.
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Next coDsider the system

ax + by^O, px + qy^O

and suppose the equation, which is satisfied by zero values

of X and y, ^o be satisfied also by other values. Then
the system may be written

Kj)*"-"- Kf)^*-"
and treating the ratio (—\ as the unknown we see, as

before, that the given homogeneous linear system in x, y,

has for eliminant,

ap-bq = 0.

Examine now the system

ax + 6 = 0, px* + 2qx +r = 0,

supposed to be satisfied by the same value of x. The one

value of X that will satisfy the first equation is

bx=
a

This then must satisfy the second equation, so that

^ a -^ ^ a ^

or, in a form free from fractions,

p6'-2^a6 + ra' = 0,

which is the relation that the coefficients in the given

system must satisfy if the equations have a common root,

the eliminant therefore of the system.

Similarly the eliminant of the homogeneous system

ax+by = 0, px" + 2qxy + ry^ = 0,

supposed satisfied by the same values of x, y—other than

zero—is

pb*-2qab + ra^.
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The last

Consider next the system

aaj + 6y + c = 0,

hx+ ky + l= 0,

px-^qy + r='0,

supposed satisfied by the same values of x and y.

two equations determine x and y, aiid we find

kr-lq Zp-Ztr
^^ hq-kp hq-kp

These values must also satisfy the first equation, so that

^hq-kp^ ^hq-kp^
+ C-0,

or, in a form free from fractions,

a{kr -Iq) 'rHlp - ^r) -^ c{hq-kp) =0.

This is, then, the eliminant of the system. In the same

way it is seen that the eliminant of the homogeneous system

UX + 6l/ + C3 = 0,

hx -It ky + ?2 = 0,

supposed satisfied by other than zero values of all oix,y, 2,

is found to be the same as that of the earlier system of

three e luations in x and y.

Thus generally, when a system of equations, one moi.-

in number than is sufficient to determine the unknowns,

is satisfied by the same values of the unknowns, a relation

must exist among the coefficients of all the equations.

This relation is the eliminant of the system, and should be

given in a form free from fractions or irrationalities. If

the equations are all homogeneous and in number as many

as there are unknowns, and therefore sufficient to deter-

mine the ratios of the unknowns, there will in like manner

be an eliminant.
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101. niustFatiV'd Exercises. The followingr exer-

cises will be found instnictive, and wili exhibit certain

applications.

Ex. 1, One root of tho equation

x' + pz + g -
is double of the other, find what relation exists between p and q.

Let TO and n be the two roots of the equation. Tlien from
the theory of the quadratic equation we have

m + n= —p (i)

win = 5 (ii)

and from the given condition

m = 2n (iii)

Thus m and n have to satisfy three equations, one equation more
than sufficient to determine them. Substituting, from (iii), in (i)

and (ii) we have
3n = - p (iv)

2n'= q (v)
whence

or 2p» = 9g

which is therefore the relation sought.

The student should obtain this result by finding the two
roots of the given equation and directly equating one to twice the
other.

Ex. 2. Find the condition that x' + px + q and x' + rx + s may
have a common factor, linear in x.

Let a; - m be the common factor, where m is, it goes without
saying, unknown. Then m is a root of the corresponding equa-
tions, and it follows that

m' + pm + q =
m' + rTn +s= 0.

These are two equations that m must therefore satisfy, one more
than is sufficient to determine m. We have then to eliminate m
from these equations.
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whence
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m(p-r) + (9-«)-0

m— —
p—

r

Then substituting in either of the equations, say the first, we

have

(_iiil)Vp(-i:il)^5_o.
V p— r/ "^V 'p-r'

or, in a fomi free from fractions,

(g-«)»-p(g-«)(p-r)+g(p-r)»-0

which is the eliminant of the equations and therefore the relation

sought.

The student should also study the following solution:

If the two expre»*8ion8 have a common factor it is a factor of

their difference, which is

i(p-r) + (g-«).

But this is linear and, from the point of view of algebraic factors,

is not different from

x + -

•p— r
g-"
p-/This last must then be the common facto. , so that

is a root of each of the equations

X* +px+9-=0
a!:' + rx + »=0.

Substituting this root in, say, the former, we find as before

(q-.H)'-p(g-8)(p-r)+g(p-r)' = 0.

Ex. 3. Find the condition that x' + px + g and x^-irrx-irs may

have the same linear factors.

Let x-m, x-n be those factors. Then, since the facto' > >f

the expressions give the roots of the corresponding equations, m

anil n are the roots of each of the equations

x' + px + g =
X* + rx + 8 = 0.
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Hence

mn-m q

m + ft'* -r

(0

m
(ri)

(iv)

four equations that must l>e Hatiefled by m and n, two more than
sufficient to determine m and n, so that we may exjjfcct, in a way,
two elimiTMntit, We see at once that it must 1)6 tliat

q~H
which two rcIationH < ons itute the condition sought.

Ex. 4. If

y + i t + x x + y
find the relation among a,b,c.

This means that x,y,z are to be eliminated from the equations.
If the equations are cleared of fractions it is seen that they are of
a kind to admit this elimination. But here, as in many other ex-
amples, the elimination is more readily effected by means of an
artifice suggested by the special form of the equations.

From the first we have

y + z _ 1

X a

> + z

Similarly

y

1 +
X

x + y + z

x

X

x + y + z

6

a

l+o
a

a

l + o*

x+y+z 1+6
a b

x + y + z

c

1+c

= 1,1+0 1+6 1+c
t he relation sought. This relation may easily be given a form
1 ee from fractions.
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EXEWIHW CXXVII

« \ty.^l — -m, ' -n, timl till! relation among /.m.n.

2. If

nhcw that

1 J 1 J.

x + -i -a; a^ + -,-6
at '

«»-6-2.

3. Eliminate z from the two i;iuiition8

4, Eliminate x from the two equations

1 •. •
. 1

l^t
I-

M

6. If

ax' + 26x + <' = 0, px» + 29x + r-.0

have a tommon root fnil the relation among the coefRcients.

6. Eliminate x and y from the eciuations

x + y = n, x' + y'^b\ x» + i/' = c'.

ffx» + 26x4.^ = 0, px' + 2gx + r=0

have the same roots, find what i-elations must exist among tlu'

coefficients.

8. One root of

ax' + 2bx + e =

is the reciprocal of the other. Find the necessary relation amon-;

the coefficients.
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0. It in known that

ymx-t-ti, y'm-inx

have two 8olution». Find the <'on«Ution that the two solutions Im'

tlio same.

10. Find the condition that the two solutions of

•f + ^-l, *»+y»-o'
I in

be tlic same.

11. Find the condition that the two solutions of

/l + /HJ/ = l, — +^ = 1

be the same.

12. Find the condition that the roots of the equation

ax' + 26a: + r =

may be the reciprocals of those of the equation

px^ +2qx + r= 0.

13. If

ir
= a; = 6;

y
x + y + z y + z+w z + x + tv

find the relation among a, b, c, d.

x + y + w
= rf;

14. If

I'rove tnat

21

-+— =a; — +— = 6; — + -S^=c;
« 2/ X z y X

abc = a} + b'^ +0*-^.
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exeecises (i'xxviii

(Miscellaneous)

A

1. Construct the equation whose roots are the reciprocals of

the roots of the equation

17x' + 53i- 97 = 0.

2. It is said that 4 is the cube root of 64: as it is only one

of the cube roots, find the others.

3. If

2 2,2
2-b 2-c ^-»
2

2-xo =

shew that x = o.

4. Find the square root of

j« + 4z»- 2j* - lOx' + 13x» - 6a; + 1.

5. Solve the simultaneous set

x^ + 2yz = 13, y' + 2zx = 10, z' + 2xt/ = 13.

B

1 For what values of x is the expression 65x' - 241x + 8')

zero. iorwhattXel negative, and for what values positive?

2. If

shew that

3. If

Z + J/
+ 2-Xt/2 = 2,

(l_x)» = (l-jy)(l-X2).

ya — zb za — xc

then each of these fractions is equal to

xq-yp
xb-ya
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V)

4c. If p be the diflference between x and — > and q the differ-
X

J
ence between x* and — > shew that

p»(p' + 4)=9'.

5. The left-hand digit of a certain number, of two digits,
exceeds the right digit by 5, and when the number is divided by
the sum of the digits the quotient is 8. Find the number.

C

1. Resolve into factors,

a;'(a;* - a') - y'(y» - a») + 2x»/(x»- j/»)

.

2. Simplify

(y + 2-x)' (z + x-t/)' (x + y-z)'

ix + y)'{y + zY-x^ ' (2 + x)'-j/»

3. Solve the equation

(x-3)(2x-5) (x-3)(4x-9)

(x-2)(3x-7) ~(x-2)(5x-12)

shewing that x=«3 must be a solution, and examining whether
x = 2 is a solution.

4. Shew that the product of any four consecutive integers
increased by unity is a perfect square.

5. A train after a run of one hour is detained 15 minutes.
It then goes on at three-fourths its former speed and arrives 24
minutes late. Had the detention occurred 5 miles further on, the
train would have been only 21 minutes late. Find the original
speed and the whole distance.

D

1. Shew that

x« + ix + 2 = (x + 2 + v'2)(x + 2- v'2)

and resolve similarly

(i) x» + 6x-h7; (ii) x'-5x-h8.
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2. Noting that the equation

i» + I/»-25

may be put in the form

j/=±:V^25-«»

represent j/, as a function of x, graphically.

What geometrical figure is the graph? Does this appear in

the original equation?

8. Shew that it is not possible to find values of x that will

satisfy the two equations

12x-15i,-37, .

20x-25y-45.

4 If x» + 6x + 6 and x» + 12x + 36 have a common linear factor,

what numerical values can b have, and what is the common

factor?

5. The volume of the frustum of a cone is given by the

formula
, , , , . .,v

where v,h,a,h measure the volume, the vertical height, and the

mdii of the base and the top, and tt is a certam definite number

which may be taken to be V . « v - 154, fc - 3, 6 - 3, find a.

E

1 If the product of two rational numbers, not both integers,

is an integer, then the sum of the two numbers is an arithmetical

fraction.

2 A can do a piece of work in I days, B in m days, C in n

days. They work together at the work. Find (i) the part of the

work done in one day, (ii) the time required to do all the work.

Simplify this latter result and state a rule for finding the tune

for all such cases of three men working together.

3. Solve
2x»-3xy + llj/»-13,

3x»-5ii/ + 5j/» = 7.

Resolve into factors

(i) 2x» - 15y» + 15«' - 16y« - Hm: + 7xy

(ii) X* + px' + px + l.
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6. Prove that

_^ ^ (y -g)(g-x)(x-y)
1 + yz 1+zx 1 + xy (l+yz){l + zx)il+xy)

y^ij' -^
'-"

I

»-y

1 A and B are travelling at uniform rates. In an hour A
goes 2 miles farther than B. It takes B W seconds longer than
A to go a mile. Find each person's rate of traveUing.

2. If

a b c

shew that

x' + o* ^ y' + f ^ z' + c' _ (x + y + zy + (a + b + cy
x + a y + b z + c {x + y + z) + {a + b + c)

3. Solve

a(b- c)x* + b{c-a)x + c(a-b)=0.

4. Write do-vn, without the work of actual multiplication,
the products in the following multiplications

:

(i) (x + l)ix + S)(x + -));

(ii) (x-y + a-b)(,x + y-a-b).

5. If

3x* - lOx — 7 = ax* + hx + c

for« = l, x = 2, x-3, shew thata = 3, 6 10, c=-7.

G
1. Represent graphically, with reference to the same axes,

the relation between x and y given separately by the equations

z' + y» = 25;

x + t/ = l.

Determine from the figure the values of x and y that will
satisfy both equations, testing by substituting in the equations.

2. If

3x' - 5x' + 7x - 1 1 = ax' + 6x' + cx + d
forx-1, x-2, x = 3, x = 4, shew that a = 3, 6= -5, c = 7, f/= -11
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x-4 x-6

4. Resolve into factors

(i) 103? + llxy-Gy\

(ii) 3*» - 4y»- S** + 8y«- 8«c + 4xy

.

5. Shew that

8«»- 7x» + 12* - 13 = 3(*- 2)» + ll(x- 2)» + 20(1- 2) + 7,

and exhibit
5x»-8x» + 17a!-23

as a stun of powers of x - 8.

1. Represent graphically the function 6-x-x», finding its

maximum value.

2. Shew that the sum of a positive fraction and its reciprocal

is greater than 2.

Illustrate and find the sunple fraction of which this is not

true.

3. Shew that

is rational.

4. Solve

,/7 + 4/3+i/7-4|/3

a b m— +— «= 6,
* y

; ,3 f

_b a y-o'
2x Si/ ab

5. Prove without expanding that

(y + «-2x)»+(« + x-2j/)» + (x + i/-2«)»-

3(y + «-2x)(« + x-2y)(x + y-2«).

M.
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T

1. Shew by division that

' 827

or that

o —0
a-b

«'-' + 6

,»»-»

a~b

a"- b"- ar\a - 6) + 6(0""' - b*"')

.

Hence prove that o"-6"i8 divisible by 0-6 if a" '-6"~M8
divisible by a -6, and infer the divisibility of o"-6" by a -6.

2. Shew that it is not possible that

if \^q and i/r are dissimilar surds.

3. A pound of tea and three pounds of sugar cost $1*20, but
if sugar were to rise 50 i^er cent, and tea 10 per cent, the cost
would be $1-40. Find the prices of tea and sugar.

4. If the equation

x»-15-m(2z-8)=0

has equal roots, find the values of m, and the roots.

6. If 2«— a + 6 + c, shew that

11 1 _1 J, abc

8— a 8— b 8 — c a 8(.'* — a)(«— 6)(»— c)

1. Solve

(i) (x-a)» + (x-6)»+(x-c)»= 3(«-o)(x-6)(a;-c);

(ii) 3x'- 4x^-7.

2. There is a number expressed by two digits. The number
is equal to three times the sum of the numbers denoted by its

digits and if 45 be add id to the number the digits interchange
their places. Find the number.
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3. If

shew that

.2a-b-{; y= 2b-<-a, z-2c-a-b,

x* + !i* + z' = 3xyz.

4. Resolve into factors

(i) acx* + {ad-b()x^-{<ti- + bd)x + bc.

(ii) 2x^-3x»-21x'-2x+24.

5. Find the niininmni vahie of 8x* - 18x + 9 and shew that

the vahie of x whicli gives the expression its minimum value is one-

half the sum of the roots of the corresponding equation.

1. Shew that

o» + 6" = (a"-' - o"-* b) (a- 6) + 6*(o"-' + b-»)

and hence shew that a" + b" is divisible by a + 6 for every odd vahie

of n.

2. Solve

x' + xi/ + t/» = 109; x« + x*j/» + j/*= 4251.

3. If

' «

xj/ = 2

find the value of y for x = 4, 3, 2, 1, h, i h tV. ti, and represent

the relation of y to x giaphically.

4. Examine whether the system

6x + 5y = 8x1/, 8x + lly = 15xy

is the equivalent of the system

y X y X

5. Express x" - 1 us a sum of powers of x - 1.



CxERCISES

(Supplementary to those in Chapters I—XII)

A (Chapter I)

1. Verify that

x(y + «)-*y+«

ifx-7, y-3, «-8.

2. Find how many pounds there are in m tons n cwt. p lb.

3. Prove that 7«-x»-12 if i-3 or 4, but not if x = 2, or if

x»5.

4. The volume of the frustum of a cone is given by the

formula

where o and 6 are the measures of the radii of the base and the

top, h the measure of the vertical height, v the measure of the

volume and ir a certain definite niuuber which may be taken to

be V- Find t> if o-12, 6-0, A-4.

5. Find the value of

+ i/ 7o6(2c» - ab) - (2a - 3fc)»

wheno = 3, 6 = 2i c=2.

6. A can walk at the rate of a miles an hour and B at the

rate of 6 miles an hour. They start together on a walk of x miles.

If a is greater than b, find the interval between the anivals of A
and B.

7. Taking one metre as 39-37 inches, and being given that y
meti-es are equivalent to x yards, find y in terms of x.
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8. Tliere is a certain nuinl>er and it is known that thn>e times

the numb(>r increased hy 17 exicedrt 5 tinu's the number by 1.

Express this algebraically, and find the munber.

9. Shew tliat the statement

5a;-7-3x + ll

cannot be true unless x has a certain value.

10. If the pound sterling is quoted as equal to $4-87, find

the value in dollars of * pounds, and of y pounds z shillings.

11. The sum of $120 is divided among A,B,C, the share of

B being $10 more than that of A, and the share of C being $8

less than the combined shares of B and C. Taking $a; as A's

share, write down the shares of B and C and the relation that the

corresponding numbers must satisfy.

12. Test for accuracy the statement

(a + 6) = o' + 2a6 + 6»

by substituting for o and b the sets of values

(i)o = 3, 6 = 0; (ii)a = 0, 6 = 4; (iii) a = 5, 6«7.

13. Find the value of

j' + t/' r»-w»

r>- xy + 2/' x* + xy + j/'

forx = J, x = J.

14. Find how many days there are between the with of July

and the nth of August, one of these dates being included.

15. The area of a circle lieing given by the formula A= y r*,

where A and r measure the area and the radius while ir is a

certain definite number, the same for all circles, and it being

given of three circles whose radii measure l,m,n that the area of

the first is equal to the combined areas of the other two, shew

that
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16. Test the equality

(o-6)-(c-t/)-o-6-c + d

by trkingo-11, 6-2, c-5, (/-3.

17. If o = 2 and 6-4 shew that a-b'*

18. If a - 2 and 6-3 shew that o* is less than 6*.

19. A town site is laid out into equal blocks by m streets

running ea.st and west and n streets running north and south.

How many l»l(K-k8 are there?

20. A rectangular piece of ground a ft. by 6 ft. is surrounded

on the outside by a path x feet wide. Find the area of tb" walk.

21. A train travels m yards in h minutes; And its rate in

miles an hour.

22. The shorter side of a rectangle is 6 inches long, and is *

inches shorter than the longer side. Find the perimeter of the

rectangle, and the side of a square of the same perimeter.

23. Find the joint earnings in a day of / men at a dollars a

day, m women at 6 dollars a day, and n boys at c dollars a day.

24. X and y are two numbers such that m times the first

exceeds n times the second by p. Express this in algebraic

language.

25. If TO yards of cloth are worth p dollars find the value of

X yards.

26. If n men can tlo a certain piece of work in h days, find

how long it would take a men to do the work.

27. If a, 6, c measure the lengths of the sides of a right-

angled triangle, it is known that a- + 6- = c', c belonging to the

liypothenuse. Find the length of the hypothenuse of a right-

angled triangle Avhose sides are 5 ft. and 12 ft. in length.
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B (Oil. ITKK II)

I

1. One immlier cxr«HHls nitotlin- nunilH»r by r>, while twice

that lumilH'r \a e<iuttl t«» thrto timen the other. Find the numbers.

2. \ can run 8 ynrdn and B 7 yards in a se^-ond. In a race

A given B a start of (> yards; at the end of what time will A over-

take B?

3. A's age is three times B'h age, hut '.) years hence will Im-

only twice B's age. Find the ages of eaeh.

4. A has $27 more than B. A doubles his money and B

converts his into a sum three times as great, and then B has $1

more than A. Find tie sums at first held by them.

5. The units digit of a nunilHr exi)res»«e<l by two digits is 1

greater than the tens digit, and the numlHjr is 5 times the sum of

the digits. Find the number.

6. A merchant bought 100 yards of cloth at 75 cents a yard.

A certain number of yards were rendered valueless, yet by selling'

the remainder at $1(K) a yard he gained $5 on the transaction.

Find how nuiny yards were ruined.

7. A ha*" I and B has $40. How many dollars should 15

give A in order lat A may have twice as much as B?

8. Find two consecutive integers such that the sum of '>

times the first and 6 times the second is 83.

9. Divide 23 into two parts such that twice the greater e.x

ceeds three times the less by unity.

10. A man bought !. cortnin number of yards of one kind of

cloth at $1-50 a yard, and 10 yards more of another kind at $IS"

a yard, paying in all $150. How many yards of each kn.d wen

bought?
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C (Cmaitkr III)

833

1, A manhan pn>|)erty worth $«(K)0 uiul iiw debts amount
to $1000. What iuiiuImm- (of iloUarw) cxprosw^tj ]m net worth and
what hu net indebtcdncMti?

2. A dstern htw two pities, one which can supply 10 gallons
a minute and one which can empty 12 gallons u minute. If the
cistern has some water in it and both i)ipe8 are set in action, state
at what rate the cistern is being filled and at what rate being
emptied.

8. Test the statement

for the following values of the involved letters:

(i)o-3, x~7, y^ri, « = 9; (ii)o--3, *-4, y-5, «-12.

4. Prove, ability to make the multiplications not being as-
sumed, that

(P-9)(I> «)-(g-p)(«-y)-0.

sets:

5. Find the average of the numbers in each of the following

(i) 8 numbers 7, 5 numbers 12, 7 numl>er8 15 :

(ii) / numbers x, m numbers y, n numbei-a z;

(iii) 5 numbers -7, 3 numbers 23, 4 numbers -6.

6. The question is raised whether a' is greater than a. Ex-
amine the matter for

0-3, a-2, o = l, o = i a = i a = 0, o=-J, a=-l.

7. Regarding north latitude and east longitude as iKJsitive,
'xpress, referring to a map, the latitude and longitude of the fol-
lowing cities

:

Toronto, Rome, Pekin, Cape Town,

Rio Janeiro, Quito, Vancouver.
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^%
8. Test (or accuracy the atatemont

m{x- y)^mx — tny,

taking «!- +5, «- +3, »- -2.

9. Show that

-7 + 5-3-4 + 2-7(-l)+6( + l) + 3(-l)+4(-l)+2( + l).

10. Shew tlirtt

(»4)i.( + 4)»; (-3)»-(-l)'.3»--3»; (-3)» + ( + 8)»-0.

I) (Chapter IV)

1 Find the value of each of the following :

—

(1) (2/ + 3m + 7h) + (5/ - 8m + 2») + ( - 4/ + 2». + «)

;

(2) (3x-5y + 8«)-{2x + 5y + 4«)-(-5i-2y + 72i;

(3) (5p'-79'+4r»)-K-2p'-5<?» + 7r»)-(-3p'+49'-10i');

(4) (_36c + 4co-7o(>)-(-46c-4ca + 5o6M-(46c + lttii-9o6);

(5) (2* + 3»-4*) + (|a;-li/ + *)-f(-i^ + 2j/-»2)-

2. Express in simplest form

(1) 3x + 2y + dz + Sz-y-'iz-Gx + 3y-z:

(2) 36c + 5ca + 8a6-26c + 3eo-4a6+6c-6co-3a6;

(3) 5(r + w)-70t'+«) + ll(«+ r)+9( '• + ")-4(v + w)-9(w + f);

(4) |j' + |x-^ + ix'-?x-| + t-c'-iV + T ;

(5) \al - Ibm + fc/t - tVo/ - i?"" - lc" + i«' + i'>"» + "''"•

3. From the sum of 3x' + 5xy + 7y' and 2x»-9xy + !/» tak

4*'-3a;y-4y».

4. What number must be added to -6 to yield a sum +b '

5 Find what number must be added to the sum of 17z' -

132 + 7 and 12z» + 52 - 13 to yieM the sum 332» - 172- 23.
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6. Remove tlie bra(*ketH and rc<lucc tu simplcHt fomx the
following

:

(1) (2o-36)-{3r-(5a-4h) + (6a-7c)|;

(2) x-\y-{t-x-y-i)\i

(3) |3a-(46-7c)|-{-5a + (56-2r^r3i)|;

(4) 5[3(/-m)-4|3n-2(7/-3JS'^n)|];

(5) 2//Z - Stx-lxy - 4 \ 3(y«- 2ii/) - (2yt - 3*y) j

.

7. Express a^ a HUin of powern of x

(1) ax*-3bx* + 3cx-d + hn* + 3kx' + 3li ^m:

(2) (b + r)x' + b<x + cfcc + (r + a)i* + rax + < i'i< + (« + fc)** -t- o6x + abc
;

(3) 2«m;» - 36x' + (2o -. b)x - (o - 6) + 56x» - (2a - 36)*» + (7u 56) r +
(5o + 6)

;

(4) aV f 3a5x + 6» + (o6 - 6*)x' - i^< ' - 26')x - (Sab - 6»)

;

(5) (6-, )x» + (o6-ca)x + (6'-c»)+ (c-a)x> + (6c-c )x + (c»-a»)4-

(a - 6)x» + (<-o - br)x + ('f» - '.')

.

8. Point out the arithmc tical difficulty in saying

7-3 + 5-4«-^-4 + 7 + 5.

9. What 18 iiuiint by saying mt -2 is greater than -3?

Is (-2)- .TPaterthnn (-3)'?

10. Ex} ain what meant when it is saul that, in algebra,
subtraction is . di lion.

E (Chapter V)

1. F' 1 the results of the following multiplications:

1) rx-il)(i-13); (2) (x'-ll)(-'-13;

^3^ (y + 8)(y + 7); (4) iab + 8)iao-7);

(5 U 9) (z - 17)

;

(6) (p - dq) (p - 17./)

;

(7) (3j:-5)(7x-11); (8) (3yz-5)(7yz-ll);

(P^ (5z + 9)(82-15); (10) (Sx + t/ + 9)(8x + y-l'
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2. Find the following products arranging the results accord-

ing to the powers of x

:

(I) (x + p)(x + g);

(3) (x + p)(x-g);

(5) (,ax + b)(hx + k)',

(7) (i» + px + g)(* + o);

(9) (te + m)(mi + 0;

(2) (a:-p)(«-9);

(4) («-?)(« + «);

(6) (,ax-b)(hx-k)i

(8) (x+a)(x» + a»);

(10) (x-o\(x-5o)(x-9a).

3. Find the product

(2x~3)(4x-5)(3x-4)

varying in as many ways as possible the order in which the factors

are taken in multiplication.

4. State of what dimension in x is each of the following:

(1) i>-3x + 5; (2) 3x*-x + ll;

(3) (x + l)(x + 2)(x + 3); (4) (x> + 5)(x» + 7)(x» + 9);

(5) (x + l)(x» + l)(x» + l); (6) (x + l)'(x + 2)».

5. On what grounds is it said that the product

(a! + j/)(x» + »»)(x» + ;/»)

is homogeneous and of six dimensions in x and t/?

6. Shew that the product

(x-l)(x + l)(x-2)(x + 2)

will not be changed if for x there be substituted -*.

7. In the product

(3x'-5x + ll)(.3x-4)

find the coefficient of x, avoiding all imnecessary work.

8. From an examination of the factors state what can be

said of the dimensions of the product

(x + 1/) (x' + xy + y») (x« +xy + y*)

.
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F (Chapter VI)

1. Find the quotient in the cawc of eaeh of the following
divisions

:

(1) (a;»-8x + 15)->(x-5); (2) (x» + 8a; + 15) -r- (« + 5)

;

(3) («a»-31a + 35)^(3a-r)); (4) ((>p»-31p9 + 35g') + (3p-5g);

(5) (85«»-«-88)-5-(7z + ll); (<>) ((Jox* - 33x.v - 68j/») -s- (5x + 4y)

;

(7) (5r) + 13«-3(»«')^(8-o«);

(8) 299x» + 98xy-28rn/')-5-(23x-19j/);

(9) a|a» + ino-H)-^(fo-|);

(10) (,V' + J§xj, + Ay') -:- (fX + |y)

2. Find the following quotients, testing in each case either
by multiplication or by division back

:

(1) (x» + 10x» + 2(5x + 15)-=-(x+-3);

(2) (x»- 10x» + 20X - ir>) + (x - 3)

;

(3) (6x» + ox' - «'.x + 35) H- (3x + 7)

;

(4) (6x»- 5x»j/ - r,xt/» - S'yy') - (3x - 7y) ;

(5) (21z»-472' + 572-55)-h(3«'-2« + 5);

(6) (20 + /- 38/* + 4o/») -=- (4 - 7/ + 5/»)

;

(7) (7 - SOpq - 8p»g' + 4r)p»5») - (1 - 3pg - 5p»g')

;

(8) (33f» + 39f»- 77r- 91) -i- (llr + 13)

;

(9) a + isx + Ux' + Aa;') - a + k)

;

(10) (^' - !fz' + v/2 - T^) - (f2* - f« + J).

3. Shew that x + 4 and x + 5 are esicli fju-tors of x' + 3x' —
34x — 120, and find the remaining factor explaining why a remain-
ing factor is known to exist.

4. Shew that

(2x» - 5x + 7) = (.r - 3) (2x + 1) + 10.

Hence shew that the result of substituting 3 for 2 in

2x»-5x + 7i8l0.
23
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5. Shew that

(2x»-6x» + 7x-29)-(*-7)(2x» + 9i + 70)+461.

Hence shew that the I'esult of substituting 7 for x in

2*»-5x» + 7x-29 is 461.

6. Find the quotient and the remainder when

(1) 71* - 13x + 19 is divided by * - a;

(2) 3x*-7x-ll is divided by x-p;

(3) 5x» - 12x - 17 is divided by x + o.

7. Find the quotient and the remainder when x» + px + 3 is

divided by x-fe, and also when divided by x-¥h.

8. Perform the following divisions

:

(1) (x»-te + mx-^n)-5-(x-0;

(2) (i»-(/ + m)x + /m)-f-(x-m);

(3) acx^ -{he- cul)xy - My* ^ (ex + dy)
;

(4) \al + Q)l-a)x + (ci-6)x'-cx»} h- (/-x) ;

(5) (1 - 6ox + 12aV - 8o»x>) -i- (1 - 2ox)

;

(6) {l-7(o + x) + 12(o + x)M^{l-3(o + x)}.

9. Employ division to express

(i) 45783 in the form 2. 7» + 5. 7* + 3. 7' + 2. 7 + 3

;

(i ) 4x»- 7x» + llx - 5 in the form

4(x + 2)'-31(x + 2) + 87(x + 2)--S7.

10. Form the following products and t°st the accuracy («i

the work by division

:

(1) (x»-3x + ll)(5x' + 3x-8);

(2) (7-5y + 8y')(2 + 3t/ + 5y»);

(3) (2p'-3pg-g')(5p» + 7pq-8g»);

(4) (2x-5)(2x-9)(2x-13).
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Cm {('HAiTEU VII)

1. Write down, without jurtual multiplication, the expansions
of the following:

(3a- + 5y)'; (2 + 32)'; (r)o-36)»; (7-2p)»; (2a-(h + 3c)';

(l + 2a: + 3a:»)»; (2o-36 + 4c)»; (a + b + x + yY;
{bc + ca + aby-, (yz-zx + xyy; (o>-6» + c»)».

2. Without formal multiplication find the following
produ(!ts

:

(3x + 4y) (3x - 4y) ; (5ab - Scfl) (5ab + Scd)
;

(rxix - 7by) ('MX + 7by)
; (o + 6 + x) (a + 6 - 1)

;

(l-m + n){l-m-n); (/ + „,_n)(/-m + n);

ia + b + c + (l){a + b-c-(l); Q - m + n - p){l + m-n- p)

;

(2x -3y + oz) (2x + '3y- 62)

;

{a + b + c)(b + c - a){c + a - b^(a + b - c)

.

3. Write (l<«\n the retsults of the following multiplications

:

(x + 4)(x + 7);.

(2x-5)(2x-9);

(yz + ll){yz-lO);

(2x + 3y + 52)(2x + 32/ + 72);

(x-o)(x-6)(x-7);

(2x + 3)(2x + 5)(2x + 7);

(x-5)(x + ll);

(7x + 3j/)(7x + 5j/);

(a + 6 + 5)(a+6 + 9);

(x + l)(x + 4)(x + 7);

(2-l)(2 + 2)(2-3);

(l+2i;)(l + 3x)(l+5x);
(x fy)(x + 2y)(x + 3j/).

4. Write tlie expansions of the following:

(» + »•)'; (p-<?)'; (3x + 4)'; (3a; + 4j/)»;

(2x-3?/)»; (l + 22)»; (2p-l)': (xj/ + 2')»;

(2-3x)'; (42-5)'; (x' + t/')\

5 Shew that

and shew that this is e(iuivalent to the relation

2m» + 2n» = (m - n)» + (m + h)*

Taking m and n as measuring the lengths of two lines, illus-

trate this relation geometrically.
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6. Prove thftt

7. Find in Hiniple form
»"»>

I

H

1. Exprofls a« a

9x» + 42xy + 49!/'

49«»-81o>;

3i'+8<ix + 5a';

prtMiuf

(CllAPTK

f factorB

VIII)

i'-16x + 63

„i5_b»p + o»p--ah»; I' + px + af + p;

2. Resolve intt) fuotors:

ea«h of the following:

l-15« + 56«»;

(a + 6)'-(a-b)»; 4x'-36x + 77;

6i'-23xy + 21y»; ap-bq + bp-aq;

2p'-^qr + 2pg + pr.

t» + a' x* + o» 8x» + 125o> l + 27z»;

i_ »• x»-a«- 8x»-125x»; l-272»;

;;V'.(a-^)'-. (a^^)-(«-'')'; a..2«»b.2a6«.b.

3. Resolve into factors

:

L'^tsxV^V; 4x-37xV-H9yM C* + yV -h (x» - y'V + (« " !/V

4 Find the h.c.k. and the i..c.M. of

(1) x« - 13x' + 36. x» + 2x» - 5x - 6, x» - 6x» + llx - 6.

(2) a -6, n'-b*, o'-^*, o«-b*.

5. The (inestion of resolving

x»-2x»-8x-35

into faetors arises. Name all the linear factors that should b,

tested for, and find the factors of the expression.

6 Express each of the following a« the difference of tu.

squares, and thus arrive at the factors :

(i) X' - 24x + 135

;

(«) «* + 6x- 316

;

(Ui) a* -bah- 846'

;

(W) 9o* + 39a6 + 406'.
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«f ! It u^^^ *^"* '^^^^^ multiplication by a numerical factor eachof the followHiK may Ik, expressed m the difference of two squan^and thus arrive at the factoni:
squares

(i) 12a» + 41a + 35; (ii) 18x*-4lxy + 21y^., (Hi) 6p* + pq-15qK

f«r« f( «,fl""^ *^u
^''^^ ^"""wins may be resolved into linear fac-

t^^f^tore:'
""'"^""^^ '^2, 1/3, etc., are employed aa .erms in

(i) x»-8x + ll; (ii) i»-6x + 7; (iii) x' + 10* + 23.

9. Express

o« + 6« + c« - 26V - 2c»a' - 2a»6».

f^ctore

*''^''"'"'''' "^ *''" ''^"^''^' «"'^ »'P«o've the expression into

10. Besolve into factors

(1) x*-(m + )i)x' + (m+n)mnx-m*n';

(2) a+yy-2x'a+yi)+x*a-yy;
(3) (o'- 46»)x» + 2(o' + 26»)x + (a* - 6«).

11. Examine into the reason for the following method of
resolving into factors an expression as

20j' + 71xy H- G3y'.

Seek two mtmber.9 whnsr pm,h,rt i.i + 20 x + 63 (not mm m + 71
The^e numbers beingfound to br +36 and +35, write the expremon
thus:

20x' + 36xy + 3.'
/ + 03j/'

Thin is seen to be

4x(5j; + Qy) + 7y{-ix + 9y),
or

(5^ + 9j/)(4x + 7j/).
-/« WM way resolve

20x' - 71xy + 03j/' : 20x» - x?/ + 63y»
;

2Q + Z- 63r'
; 6a» - 29afc + 356*

;

24»» + 26t/e - 632*
; 36x' + 60ax + 25a'.
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I (Chapteb IX)

outline the argument by which it is shewn that

nt + pq

m

2. Give the complete argument employed in solving the

equation.
3(5x- 3)-4(3x + 5).

3. Contrast the two statements:

(i) (o + b)(a»+b')=«* + «'^ + «^-»'^'

(ii) (x-3)(x + 7) = (x-l)(^ + l)-

4 Find the nun.ber which when subtracted from each torn.

of the fraction | will yield a fraction equal to the square of the

given fraction.

Iltotrate the general result by applying it to the lr«=t.on.

a 5 4.

S. ») 71

verifying in each case.

5 Solve the following equations:

(1) 3(x-7)+r)(x + 3) = 6(x + 2)+2.

x + 1 x+4 3x + 2 x^.

(3) a{x-D+b{x -m)+c{x-n) -rO.

(4) (o-6)(x+c) = (a-^b)(x-c).

(5) l(x + i) + l(x-f) = l(5^ + 9).

fi Shew that 3x + 7 and 2x + 13 are ordinarily unequal, but

that'the'Ts'^le of x that will make them equal.

7 Find for what value of x the value of 5x + 8 exceeds that

of4x + llby29.

.j;,.h-^itivrani\-s.r.«--»-
the first and the second.
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J (Chapter X)

sa
Mi

1. Find the resultH of substitutinj? in the expresBion 3x-5
the following values of x

:

-4, -3, -2, -1,0, +1, +2. +3, +4.

.,
2. It fix) denotes a:»-3x + 7, find the results of dividine

fix) by X - 1, a; + 1, a;-3, X + 8, X- 9, x + S), and shew that these
results are

/(l). /(-I). /(3), /(-8), /(a), fi-a.)

8- If/(y) denotes y» + y' + y + 1, shew that y\f (~ ) =/ (y).

4. n/(«) denotes «»-2»- 2-1, shew that -«»/•( -)=/(«) and
that/(«) +/( ~ «) = - 2(z» + 1).

5. If /(«) - 2a: + 3, find the growth in fix) for eacli successive
advance of 1 in the value of x, starting from x=0.

6. If /(o) =. a + 1 and F(f») = a* + o + 1 , show that

F(a)-/(«) + l =/(„').

I . J;
If /(*)=«* + &. find the growth in/(x) for an advance of

h in the value of x from the value * of x.

8. If F(x) = x» - 8a5 + 15, shew that F(3) - and that F(5) = 0.

9. Write down any polynomial of say the third decree-
denotmg it by/(x) write down /(a) and then shew that/(x)-/« is
divisible by x-o.

10. If /(x) = X + 1 and F(x) = x» + x + 1, shew that
/(x) + F(x) = F(x + l').

11. If/(x) = x»-4x + 7, shew that

^ , , ,
/(2-/0=/(2 + /0

whatever be h.

12. If F(x) = x» - 6x + 7, shew that

F(a;)-.F(6-x).
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I

it

K (ClIAITEK XI)

1. Construct the graplw of the foIlowiiiK functions:

Sx-T), 2x-8, ix + f, 3x-4.

2. Represent graphically the reUition between the variables

X and y given by each of the following c<iuation8

:

»-x + 5; 2y-3x-7; 8y-4x-6

3. ReprcHcnt graphically, on a single sheet and referred to

the same axes, the three equations

5i/-4x-5, 5j/-4x-8, 6y-4x-ll.

4. Bring the equation

2x-3j/-5-5x— 4y + 2

to a form exhibiting y a- a function of x, and represent this func-

tion graphically.

5. From the graph of

3x + 4y = 12

estimate the value of y for x = 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6 and the value

d xfory-1-6, 1-8. 21, 2-2, and check results by reference to the

equation.

6. From the graphs, referred to the same axes, of

j/= |x-i
y = ^x-i

find the value of x that makes the two functions equal.

?. The length of one degree on a parallel of latitude is given

for certain latitudes in tfie table

Lat.

Length in Miles

0" '

i

'° 20

69-26 1165

30

600

40'

53 1

50

44-6

60'

&4 7
I

70°

23-7

80°

12-

1

90°

00

Plot these values, draw a curve freely through them, and em-

ploy it to estimate the length of a degree m latitudes 15 ,
i8

, »7 ,

44-, 56% 78'.
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L (Chapter XII)

1. Find the product of

(o-6)»and (a + 6)»,

employing any artifice to reduce the amount of work,

2. Find the following pro<lurt8:

(1) (x* + y' + ^-yM-^zx + xy)(x-y-t);
(2) (2* + y

-

Sm){8x-y + 2z){x-2y + St)
;

(8) (2 + *-3*»)(3-x + 2x')(l-2x + at»);

(4) (l-x + *»-»« + a:«)(l+x + x» + x» + x«).

8. Find hy a contracted method the following nrcuucts:

(1) (3x»- 5«» + 7x - 4) (X - 3)

;

(2) (4«»-7«» + 8«-ll)(2«-5);

(8) (2 - 8y + 5»/» - 7y») (1 - 4y + 6y»)

.

4. Find the following quotients

:

(1) (x«-2x» + l)-(x'-2x + l);

(2) (x»-2x«-4x» + 13x»-llx-7)H-(x«-3x + 7);

(3) {(!f + yy-S(x + y)z + 22*}^(z-x-y);
(4) (o + c)» + (6 + d)» + 3(o + cy(b + (f) + 3(rt + c)(b + <[)' -f-

(o + 6 + c + eO;
(5) (1 - lly» + 27»»- G2y* + QSy*) + (1 + 3y - 7y»)

.

6. Divide

2 + 3x by l+x + x»,

carrying the quotient to the fifth power of x.

6. Divide, by Homer's method,

x»- 7x» + 16x« - 3x» - 9ar« + 13x» + 4x» - 7x - 1800 by X - 3,

and shew that the remainder is the equivalent of the dividend for
the value 3 of x.

7. Divide

x»-8x» + 2x«-x>-3i» + 2x-2byx»-x + l,

and shew that the remainder is the equivalent of the dividend if

x»-x-l.
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8. Find the value for « - 13 of

2*« - 17*»- 127x* + I'iOS** + 30x + 54.

Diviae, by H. cr'a methcxl,

(1) x« + 5x« + llx« + 19x'-36byx«-2x« + 2j:' + 2*-3;

(2) x«-x' + 10x-10byx»-3x'+4x-2;

(3) &x* - 23x» + 22x - 16 by 2x» - 5a: - 8.

10. Fiiul the h.c.k. of

m l + 5« + «»-13«» + 6«*andl-»-6« + 10z'-2»'-15«*;

2 3x»^14x'+22x-H21ana6x*-Hl0x' + 2x'-20x-28;

(3) 4x« + 2r'-18x» + 3x-5rtna6x»-4i«-llx»-3x»-3x-l;

(4) 2a»-4a« + 8c»-12a> + 6aaml 3o»-3a«-0o»-»-0o'-3a.

11. Resolve into factors:

(1) |(l-o)x + 6//}»+{ox + (l-6)yl*;

(2) (x + y)(l + x)(l + !/)+ary;

(3) (x + v*)(y + «x)(z + x./) + (x'-l)(!/»-l)(«'-"5

(4) (x» + xV-U(x' + x)+24;

(5) x»y + x'y« + x'z - xj/»- «/*- «J/'-

10 Tf 9« = « + fc + c where a, b. c measure the lengths of the

.ides'of alriSlSo it rk-»n thit tho mca,»« of the area. A. ,s

given by the formula

A = i/ «(«- a) («-'')(•'*- ''^ •

Shew that if a»-b' + c', the formula becomes

A = hbc,

and point out the geometrical significance of this.

13. Fina the n.r.F. of

(1) 20x^ + x'-l, 25x« + 5x»-x-l, 25x*-10x» + l;

(2) i»-x'-2i + 2anax*-3x» + 2i' + x-l;

(3) x»- 3x' + 3j- - 2 ana x' + x' - 5x - 2;

(4) x»- 7i' + 14x - 8 ana i» - 6x' + llx - 6.

14. If x» + !/» + «» + "»xt/2 is aivisible by x + y + z, fina the

value that m must have.
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15. Find the pnxUu'ts in nxcending jMiwcre of x

(l-x + x»)'(l+x + *»)»; (1-i + *»)»(! + a: + x»)».

16. R<t«»lvi' into fiu'twM

86'c» + 2c»rt» + 8<i»6» - o< - 166« - c«.

17. Find to tht* aixth |M>wer of x the product of

x_

1

and
1.2.3

1.2
*"

1.2.3.4

1.2.3.4.6

/•

1.2.3.4.r).6
*

and shew that it corresixindH to one-half of the rosult of substitut-
ing 2x in the earlier expression.

18. Find for what value of m the expression x»-mx-108 is

divisible by x + 0.

19. Resolve into factors

(1) 15x' - 32i/' - 30*> + 68yz - 7zx + 28x»

;

(2) 21 + 53p-89g + 30p»-103pg + 889»;

(3) 28x' + 43xy-45y'-59x + i:J7j/-104.

20. Divide

(x + y + «)'- x»- 2/» - 2» by x(t/» + i») + y(«* + x») + «(x» + r/') + Ixyt.

21. Resolve into factors

(1) a(6 + c)» -I- 6(c + «)» + c{a + 6)» - \ahc.

(2) (a + 6)»+(6 + c)» + (c + rt)» + 3(c+2o + 6)(a + 26 + c)(6 + 2c + a).

22. Find tho quotient of

a»(6» - c») + 6»(c» - a») + c»(o» - 6»)

by

a»(6 - c) + 6'(c - o) + c'ifi- b).

23. Shew that in the product

(3x« - 5x» - 2x' + 7x + 1) (4x' + ex* - 7x + 5)

the sum of the cot>ihcients of the (kUI ix)wer8 of x must be equal
to the sum of the coefficients of the even powers, the term without
X Ixiing regarded as belonging to the even powers.
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(MlHCELI^NKOl'B).

1. Add to eatli of the foUowinn ft torm to make the exprea-

sion a prefect square:

i»+a'; x»-6«; x»+4«;

4j/» + 0y; 9«'-12f; l-8f.

2. Find the vahie of

3. In the product

(1 + 3x + 5x» + 7x» + Ox«) (1 - 5x + ftx» - 13x» + 17x*)

find the coefficient of x*.

4. Divide 1 l»y l-2x + x' out to the term of the quotient

involving x*.

6. Write down the results of the following multiplications

:

(1) (x-5)(x-9); (2) (x^7)(x + 9)(x+ll);

(3) (3x-7)(3x-10); (4) (2x-3M2x-5)(2x-7).

6. Verify that

2x»-5x + 9 and x' + 3x-6

are equal if x - 3 or if x = 5 but not if x = 4.

7 Shew that a* + b* is divisiblo by neither a - ft nor o + 6, but

that, admitting v^ 2, where (i/2)' = 2, as a number that may be

employed as a cpetficient,

a* + 6«= (a» + 1/ 2 . ab + 6')(o» - i/ 2 . oft + 6»).

8. Find the product (6 + ('He + aKa + b) and group the terms

of the result so as to shew that 6+c is a factor of it, and thus

arrive at all the factors.

9. Find the product of

x* - (Sj)- 49)x - 12pg and x» - (3^ - 4p)x - 12p?.
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10 Find the quutient of o'*' + (2ae - V)x* + r*hyax* + ha» + c.

11. Dividf thepr.Kluct of *»-7*-fl2 and j» - 11* + 80 by

12. It 18 known that

ir» + 2* 3.

u divisible by

Find thi values of m a. n.

tl t^^ '^ '^' '*' ^' ^ *"^ ^"""^ ^*'"** *" a straight lino, -hew

BC.AD + CA.BDt AB.Ci)-U.
where TiC, d»'noto the mottst-'os <.f thr longths of the segments
of tilt' line, and incasiirenionts in one (jii-eotion ..re to he taken jw
l-ositne, and. therefore, meartiireinontH in the t»i.rMjeite direction as
negative.

«

14. If, as in the preceding, A, B. V, D are four points on a
straight line, shew that

BO.AD» + CA. BD» + Ainnt* = - iiC.CA. AB.

15. A, who can travel at the r,.' ,,f m miles an hour, sets
out m pursuit of B who can tra t! : rate of n miles an hour,
and has had h hours start. In ; time will A overtake B?

16. Is it possible for ax smC bx to be equal if a and b are
not equal ?

17. Ls it possible for a + x and 6+r to be equal if a and 6
are unequal?

18. In the identity

o» + 6» + c»-3o6c = (a+6+c)(a» + 6' + c»-6c-ca-a6)
substitute the values

(>) X, -y, -z for a,6,c;

(ii) -X, +y, +zforo,6,c.
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19. If «-0-l find the error in taking 1 + 3x for (1 va;)».

20. Shew that

(y_«)i + («-z)> + (x-j/V-2(*-.v)(x-2)+2(y-*)(y-«) +

2(*-x)(«-j/).

21. Represent graphically the equation

3y-4-2x.

22. Find the remainder when

(i) x'«» + »i is divided by x - 1

;

(ii) X*" - 1 is divided by x - 1

;

(iii) x*" - 1 is divided by x + 1

;

(iv) X*"- 1 is divided by x»- 1.

't.
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BZEBCI8E8 I. Paget 6-7.

1. (1) frr; (2) /6 cents; (3) omn cents; (4) SA'Jfc'. 2. (1) lOOx;

(2) lOOh + k; (3) 36x + I2y + z; (4) 100/ + 10m + n. 8. 2^ U, V'j.

4/\o9 /-N-i^ ..... a + 6 + c. ... 2a + 36 + 4c _
. (i)8i; (u)14a; (m)

^|

; (iv.) 6. a + b + c;

a + b + c a ma + nb » ,« . o
n • O. cents. 7. 12ao. o. mnabi mn times
2 m-irn *

as great. 9. 6 ways; 6 ways. 10. (i)m + n; (ii) m — n; (iii)

— +— ; or similar expressions in anv letters. 11. 2n ; 2n + 1

;

fn n

n = 43; n = 26. 12. ilith; itli; (i + i )tli. 18. lOm + n.

14. (i) Tki; (2^ 13x + oj/; (3) a»6»; (4) 30a»6». 15. 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10;

7, 10, 13, IG, 19, 22; 0, 1, 4, 9, 10, 25; 5, 10, 17, 26. 37, 50.

Ifi llil^ll'l " 17 3T 65 101. 1 7 81 4» 78 111

EXES0I8E8 II. Page 9.

1. x», y", l». 2. x», A», a6'. 8. o», a'*, o«6", ly, 4m»n», 4xV.

4. o»6', 1, \
BXEB0IIE8 ni. Paget 10—18.

1 . (40— x) years ; (40 + m) yeare. 3. (m — n) years
;

(wi + years

;

in m years. 5. - • 7. (1) (m + n)(m-n); (2) (a + 6)-(p-g).

8. (1) n(n + l)(n + 2), or (n-l)(n)(n + l); (2) 2n(2n + 2)(2n + 4);

SSI
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(3) t2n + l)(2n + 8)(2n + 5.) 9. (1) 5 mi. east of P; (2) SmL-westof

P; (3) o- 6) mi. east of P. 10. A, m-x + y; B, n-y-»-». 11.

The sum of any two consecutive odd integers is twice thi inter-

mediate even integer. 12. lOOi + lOm + n. 16. 10m + n;

lOn + m; the sum = n(m + n) and is divisible by 11 whatever be

the digits m, n. 17. (i) 24 ways; (ii) 24 ways; (ui) 4 ways;

(iv) 4 ways.

EXVBCms lY. Page 15.

2. a-b-c-d; a + b-c-d; x + y-z-n: 8. (a + &) + (c + d), or

otherwise; (x-z) + (y-iO, or otherwise; (z-y)+x, or other-

wise; (A-it) + (i-m), or otherwise. 4. o-(6 + c); (x + y)-

t + ti; (x-y)-z; {h-m)-(k + l); each may be given otherwise.

6. ax + bx-ay-by. 6. ax + bx + cx; ax + bx+cx + ay + by + cy;

ax + bx + cx + ay + by + cy + az + bz + cz. 7. x(m + n); x(m-n)',

x{<i + b + c). 8. a + (6 + c) or (a + b)+c; three ways; four ways;

9. (a + 6)» = a' + 2a6 + 6».

XZEBOUOM . Page 18.

1. $75, $160, $330. 2. $90, $30. 8. 45 yr., 15 yr. 4. 24, 13.

5. 36. 6. 150 lb., 300 lb. 7. 120 by 40 rd., 80 by 80 rd.

8. 4 and 5 per cent. 9. (1) is true whatever be x; (2) is true

only if x = 12.

EXEBCI8E8 VI. Paget 86—86.

I. (13-15)im.or =2mi.; 28 mi. 2. (17-23 + 9-5) mi. north,

or -2 mi. north, or 2 mi. south; 54 mi. 4. At the end 480 ac.

more than at the bojrinniiiR. 5. -1120ac.; 1120 ac. 6. -10.

7. -5°. 8. -5°. 9. -30 dol.; -20 per cent. 10. -25°/,

II. (i) -2; (ii) -3; (iii) 0: (iv) -o; (v.) o-66. 18. (o-6) mi.;

(a + b) mi. ; 14. ia-b + c) degrees.

XZIBCI8E8 YII. Page 87.

1. -300 dol. 2. (i) -5; (ii) 3a-26; (iii) x + y-z. 4. (i) 5;

(ii) -1; (iii) -6.



AXSWERS

IWimill VnL Fag* ss.

1. (1)11; (2) 5; (3) 1; (4) -3; (5) 10. 4. ( + 75) + (-30) +
(+40); 75-30 + 40.

If!

in

IZIB0III8 IX. P«fe SI.

1. + 21: -65; -84; +99. + hk; —dyz; +15mn; 40p«.

8. +25, -27, +256, -32, +729. 4. +o', -p^ -x'», +y»-z".
5. +30; -xyz; +30xyt. 6. x'", -x
-2SSh*m.

2n+l

IXIR0I8I8 Z. Page 88.

1. +5; +3; -7; -5. 2. s; 5; T. — »• 8.

*V2»;

3; TT«

4 _^.
bqY

BXBB0ISE8 XI. PagM 84-S6.

1. (o + 6)-(c + fO; -3. 2. +18. 3. -9, +c', -h, -

ab
hours.11. (am + bn — an — bm) dol. 12. a + 6 + c. 18.

14. (6-0) dol. 18. a + b + c = (a + b)+c.

BXEB0I8E8 XH. Page 36.

1.10a. 2. llx. 8.8/. 4. -Gp. b.-ihk. 6. -yz. 7. -8a6c.

8. -x». 9. -8m'n'. 10. 2 (a + 6). 11. -oxj/z. 12. 3(x + j/)'.

EXEBCI8E8 XHI. Page 37.

I. 2o-76-4c. 2. -IOX + I6//-IO2. 8. -28p-15g + 16r.

4. -9/-25m-13n. 5. -3x' + 3y'. 6. 4y'. 7. 5wn-lln/ +

5lm. 8. -z'-6i/»--2z». 9. 2j:»-x + 15. 10. 12x» + 2x» - 7x - 2.

II. |x-l. 12 l/,2_ll
. 2^ 12hk + r\k1 /.J

EXSSCI8E8 XIV. Page 38.

1. 4x-29y. 2. 2a + 26 + 2c. 8. 0. 4. 0. 5. 0. 6. -3a»-

36»-2c'. 7. 7yz-2zx-8xy. 8. -2h'-4h»' + 18j'». 9. -x»-

7x+2. 10.3x' + 3y'-6x + 3y. 11. 14x»-3x'-9x + 1. 12. Aa:' +



tB4 NBWKRS

I

XXn .8BS XV. Page 40.

1. (1) (o + 6-c + d)x; (2) (/i-ifc + /-m)x; (3) (a» - 6' + c» - rf»)«

;

(4) (3p-49 + 5r-6»)*. (5) (4A» - 5P + 9P - 7m')x. 2. (1) (o-

c + c)x + (6

-

ii -f)y; (2) (»»" + nl + lm)x ~ {Ip + tnp + »p)y; (3) (a' +

b» + c')x + {kl + lh+hk)y; (4) (p + g + r)x + (7. + g + r)j/; (5) (/» +

m» + H')x-(a»+6' + c')j/. 8. (1) (b + c)x(c + a)y + (o + 6)«; (2) (fc-

^x- (r-o)y + (a-6)«; (3) (a + 6+c)x + (a + 6 + c)j/ + (o+6 + c)«;

(4) (im - nOx - (mn - lm)y + («/ - mn)«; (5) (W- fc»

-

P)x + (,lh-P-

h*)y + {hk-h*-k*)z.

EXESCI8SS XVI. Paget 41—4S.

I. x-8y + 92. 2. 2a + 35b -30c. 8. 4yz + lOzx - xj/. 4.x'-

16X + 14. 5.0. 6. 4ab. 7. -7P + 8m'-10n»-4mn-16»»i + /»n.

8. lla + 416-3c. 9. ia-p)x + {b-q)y. 10. (1) 3a-36;

(2) 4p + 203-6/-; (3) 10a'+4a6-l56'; (4) x'-4x'-5x + 8.

II. (a-/f)x»+2(6-A-)x + (c-0. 12.

18. 4--15---- 14. a' + 2a6 + 6'.

b c a

TV-TV+l^ + i

|i

EXEKCI8E8 XVII. Page 44.

1. (l)7p-15g; (2) 13x-6j/-5z; (3) -20x + 17y; (4) -4a + 76;

(5) -4a6. 8. (I) -2x-Sy + lU; (2) - 12x + 6j/ + 17^;

(3) -3x + 3j/ + 8z; (4) 4x - 40./ + 21z ;
(o) 32x + 14j/-62.

4. -22x»+4x + 2. 5. x» + 7xhj + 7xf + y'. 6. -2c-2«'.

7. -a'-b'-C.

EXEECI8E8 XVIII. Pages 45—46.

1. (a -1-6 + c)x-(p +
<Z
+ '•)!/. 2. x' + i/'

+ z'-(2/2 + 2x + xy). 2, ia-

Jt +p)x'-{b +k +q)x' -ic + I- r)x + (<} - w -s). 4. ax'+2(/.y +

..7)x + (6i/' + 2/j/ + c). 5. (1) \{a+b)+c]\(a+b)-c}; (2) (a +

6-37)(a-r:7); (3) {32/-(42-2x)U3j, + (42-2x)l; (4)(a + 6 +

cT70 (^TbT- 7T7l) ; (5) {
(c - b) + (a - '/) ! i (r - 6) - (a - (/) }

.
6. (/ +

m + n)x» - 2(? + m + n)x + {mn + nl + Im).



ANSWERS «__

SXSBCI8ES XIX. PagM 46-47.

A 2. 79, by 16. 4. In: 2n-2, 2n~4; 2n + 2, 2n + 4; lOn.
6. 3a= + 7a6 + 356'.

b 2. 36 and 12. 8. (— + — ) of work. 4. 2n + l: 2n-l
^ m n ' '

2n-3; 2n + 3, 2n + u: lOn + 5. 5. 5x*-'33xy + 21y'.

C 1. A = /6. 2. 13 yr. 4. 6. 5. 168i: + 24y.

EXSRCISE8 XX. Page 48.

1. (izy. 2. -loxy. 3. -llxhf. 4. mimn.
6. xyH. 7. a'6»c'.

It. 36a'6-.

15. a'iV. 16. -l-'.<3

12. -a

8. --»

IS

j:". 9. - Imna*.

18. i^xhfzK

5. -42a»yc».

10. -a«6«.

14. -xVz».

EXXBCISE8 XXI. Pag* 49.

1. One, two, tljreo; two, four, six; four, nine, fifteen; six,

twelve, eighteen. 2. Kij,'lit; six; twelve; five.

EXEBCI8ES XXII. Page 60.

1. px + py-pz. 2. '2lx-3ly + 4lz. 3. x^yz + xy'z + xyz'.

4. ayz-azx+axy. 8. 6Px + Ow'j- - 27n2.r. 6. bn'h^27hk*.
7. -7/»m'n' + 7/'wra'. 8. 7o-6V - 2J o'6c' + 56o»/.'c. 9. a'p^rn-
b^pqi-y + c^pqrz. 10. olhn^x - oPm*y

.

EXERCISES XXIII. Paget 51-58.

1. ax-bx-ay + by. 2. 2/;j- + 3p// - 29X - .'%. 3. 15/r-21mr-
40/H+r)(im«'. 4. 55A.r + 33^j-2r)/(j/-l,-)Af/. 5. 24a/ -206/-
42am+3r)6m. 6. //'/' + A'/* + A'm' + A'm'. 7, ahpq-ctlpq + abrs-
ctlrs. 8. lOp'j' - ir)</'x' - 8;>'//» + 12r/7/'. 9. 6a6/OT - lOabnp - 9c>llm +
loalnp. 10. liahlx-3bhmx-8aUy + 8bkmi/. 11. x' + 8x + 15.
12. x'-Sx + lo. 13. x' + 2x-15. 14. x''-2x-15. 16. 6y» +
y-15. 16. 2l2'-10l2 + 88. 17. 3.V + 23p-72. 18. 27a» +
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AXBWSR8

I >

k,

.
It

k

1(Ba + 81 19. l»<-43k'+35. 20. 3«'-103P + ra.

ll:9a;..ii6«-65,.. 26. '--"-i^-.^i^f'^t'^:
566* 27. 24Pm'-23/m-77. 28. 18x'-59x +dOx.

29.'77aV-326at« + 3956>«' 80. 56«V - 183«i' + 135.

ZXIB0ISB8 XMV. ?•§•• »f—68.

6. 2^^13a>.13«.35. 6. 56.-196-286.32. 7. x-y'.

8 X. + V' 9. 21p.-42p'9 + 44pg'-32a'. 10. 15r«-34i- +

L-4i;^12. 11. 1.^-^ 12. 3X-7X..20X-X.35.

18. o«+.aV + x«. 14. 3/^-7/^ + 20Pm.-/m» + 35m* 16. ^-
48 . W4. »^-J 16. 10-r» + 30r« + 22i*-7»-. 17.«» + 6*' +

20.a--3.-6 + 3«l--6'. 21. Sf-W^-Stay'-HV. 22. x +

10;. + 35x. + 50x.24. 28. l.x.^x.. 24. ''"V + y^.

(»,l4.6cli + W. 28. ax' + (l-o'i)i' + («-l'»*-«*- Zl». «!«

S.;*TAc.-2*,)x-,c. 80. x..(«.t«)x..(6c.c.

o6)x + abc.

SZIB0I8X8 XXV. P*g«« 64—68.

1. (l)Two; (2) three; (3) six. 2. (1) Three; (2) five; (3) four.

8. (1) 13; (2) -33; (3) 36. 6. It would. 7. x-y«; four.

SXXBCXSX8 XXVI. Vf* 66—66.

A 1 _2'> -17 -12, -7. -2, +3, +8. 2. 31416. 47124,

^2832, 7 8540, 9-4248. 8. x' -. 15x»y . 71xy. + 105x.. 6. The

thirty-fourth.

B 2. «=/.-. 8. x*-y*; (l + !/ + y» + y')a-»)=i-J'"
<-^-"»-

y'4-y»)(-l-y) = l-!/*- 6. 24audl7.

BXEECI8E8 XXVH. Pag* »^-

^ I o x.fc a -x'2 4. m- 6. -3/»»n. 6. 1/*^.

7: S«c sTt™.' 9. 3.;. 10.^.». 11. -3«*(-»)'-

1*2. -3(o + 6)(x + 2/)'.



ANSWERS SS7

imOUU XXYUI. Pag* 6S.

1. (m— n). 2. —m + n orn-m. 8. ab + b*. 4. a' + ab.

6. a + b. 6. Im-np. 7. 3x + 3j/. 8. -5ac + 7btL 9. a* +
6y + M. 10. iqr-\°rp-?jpq. H. mn-n/ + /m. 12. (6-c) +
(c - o) + (a - 6) whicli equals zero. 1 8. x + 7. 1 4. 3x - 5.

EXEBCISE8 XXIX Page 60.

1. x + 3. 2. x-3. 8. x + 3. 4. x-3. 5. y + 5. 6. 2« + 3.

7. a + 7. 8. a: + 3j/. 9. x-3i/. 10. 2p + 4</. 11. 3x'+4.
12. 3ab-5. 13. 5x-82/. 14. 3 + 5x. 16. 4tm + 9pq.

16. 7 + 4x». 17. 5x'-3y\ 18. x + 3. 19. 5p»-9».

20. x*-y\

XXBBCI8E8 XXX. Page 63.

1. x» + 3x + ll. 2. x'-5x + 8. Z. l-oy + SyK 4. x'+x + l.

5. »'- x + 1. 6. 2p'-7p + 3. 7. iia*-2a + 7. 8. 2x» + 3arj/ - 4y».

9. 7-132 + 42'. 10. 2-3p* + llp^ 11. x + 3. 12. 2r» + 3xy +
4y». 13. x-1. 14. x + 1. 15. 2 + llp. 16. 7-22». 17. x + 6.

18. x»-5x + 7. 19. mV + mx-^l. 20. x^ - (q + r)x + qr.

SXEBCISXS XXXI Paget 68—64.

1. Quotients and remainders : (l)x + 4; -19. (2) o + 2y; —y*.

(3)x + y; -2j/». (4) 3x» + 5x + 31 ; 72. (0)22+8; -2-3. 2. 6.

8. 7.

EXBBCISE8 XXXn. Pages 64—66.

A 1. a = 6q + r. 2. U'ya + b. 3. Ix^ + U + h 4. 5o + 106:

5(o + 26). 5. 18, 19, 20.

la + mb + nc
B 1. mk\ 2.

/ + ») + n
4. x' + x^y + XV + 2x'y' + x'y* 4

xy^ + y*. 5. 15, 17, 19.

C 1. -35X+21. 3. 19. 4. a;' + 2x»-7x + 5.

(6'c* +cV + a»6»)(/' + a6c(a + 6 + c)il - a'b'c*.

5. o6crf*—



D 1. 12.« + 200.'-378z-Hm 2. 179.666 c.dm. 8. 2m'-

. , . 4 («+A + J^)of work. 6. (x + y + «)-

(o + 6+c).

KtBBCISM XXXiy. P«g«70.

6 --0C c, u
4^ ra + 6Mo-b); (m + n)(Tn-n),

?:;n)(2;-n); (2.

.

3nH2. " 3n) ;
(x - 5) (x . 5) ;

(a5.cd)(a.-

U; (3a6^5c,/)(3a6-5c,/), (a' + b') (a 4-6) («-")•

1X1BCIBE8 XXXV. P«ge 71.

„i-12a + 35; m' + 8m + 16; 4x'-h16» + 15 ;

16z'-32z + 15; a'6'-2a6-35; x*+5xy + 6i/,1. x' + 4x + 3

9y'-48y + 55 ;

T2:X^. Z:^.^. ----iriC^)
lOpV/'. 2.

(a- 3)(a-2) ;

(n-5)(n + 4) ;

ri- + 5)a--3).

(x + 2)(x + 3); (xh-5)(x-h4); (I/^^ 2/ + 4 ,

;_5 .-4); (.-4)(«-3); (-^^^^^^ ]

(r-5)0-.3) ; a + 3)a-2) ; C;; + 5)(,-4) ,

.z.^.a- 3) 4 (2x-.3^.•2x + 2); (oy-4)(5y-3) ;
3m-7)

r/: + 5)(A-3). *• ^"t, V /,^^,Arx + 2wV a + 5m)(f + 4m);

(3y-2); (4z- 11) (4^ + 9); (2a-76)(2a-3b).

EXEECI8E8 XXXVI. Page 72.

60mny.-20n/«r-24/mxj/; /.* ^x* + j/« +2.V-2/t'* -'«!/'•



X8W1CRS SN

miffmi zxxvn. tf n.

1. 2ab; 4xy; 12mn; \l,k; 2mnpq; lOr. 2. 6», 4y', 9j/», 1. 25, V-
8. 2bc + 2ca+2ab, 2bc-2ca-2ab, -2bc + 2ca-2ab, -2bc-2cq +

2ab ', 2ca + 2ab, -2co-2a6; 2ab; 2xy^-2x + 2y, 2xy-2x-2y,
~2xy+2x^2y, -2xy-2x + 2y; 24mn + 16n/ + 12/m, etc.; 2pq + l,

-2pq + l. 4. (x' + y')»-(xy)'.

ixmwTiiw xzxvm. PagM ts—74.

1. «» + 3xhj + 3a:i/» + j/»; 1 + 3y + 3j/' + y»; x* + 3x» + 3x -f 1 ; «» + 15*' +

75x + 126;etc. 2. x' - 3x»y + 3a;i/» + y* ; l-3j/-3y'-j/'; x'-3x» +

3x-l; x»-15x» + 75x-125;etc. 6. o» + 6» + c» + 36»c + 36c» + 3c»o

+

3ca» + 3a»6 + 3a6'+6a6c. 7. 3a6(a + 6); -3o6(o-6);

36m»n + 54mn'; 3o6» + ^»; 'Sxy^-y*-, Hmn' + n*.

EZZB0I8I8 ZZZEC. Page 74.

1. x» + 6x» + llx + 6; ; x» + 6x'y + llxy' + %»; ; a*-

6a» + lla-6; ; p»-2p»-5p + 6; ; : xV-4xy-
81xy + 70; 8x»-48x» + 94x-60; , 2. x + 2. 8. x-3.

BXEBCI8EB XL. Page 75.

1. o» + o6 + 6'; y* + y + l; z' + Sz + d; 4fi* + Gab + 9b'; t/* + t/» + l;

tn* + m^n' + n*.

EXEBCI8BB ZLL Page 76.

1. a*-a6 + 6'; y'-y + l; etc.

EXEBCUES XLII. Paget 76 -78.

A 1. i* + 10a;* + 3ox2+50x + 24. 3. +175 dol.; +86 dol.;

+ 10Gdol.; +16clol.; +41 dol.; -09 dol.; -51) dol.; +35 dol.

5. 4xy.

B 1. a* + 4a'h + Ga^h^ + 4ab* + b*. 8. 24" south lat. or -24°. 4.

2(6c+ CO + afc). 5. 6x'-21j/» + 202»-23y2 + 23«x-5xi/.

C 1 . x« + xY + y*. 2. acxl + (ad + 6()xy + bdy'. 3. 3. 5. 2{a^ +
6' + c* — 6c-ca — a6).



I

MSWZRB

D 1. x«H-V. 8. 0. 4. 2981. 5. 2x«-85x»-» + 22.

E 1. (.'V2x, + !/')-(«'-H •"'' + ''')• 8. -H 25 ana -25.

XXXB0XII8 XIJIl P«g«i 79-W.

16. 2(a + 6)l/.

EXlBCIiES XUV. ?•!• W-

6. U + /«)(** + ?* + «)1. (l-«)(l-y). 2- (P-^)(9--"^-

4. (x'-ni')^*-n)- 5. (x + o)(x + 6).

7. (o» + b»)(c + <0. 8. (p'+9')(x-!/)-

IXEBCIBM XLV. P»g««"

20. (to- 4!, + o,. 2».(-P + J^l 26. (W^K- + *<)••

28. (y« + «x + x!/)'- ^*' KX +y ' '
•

26. (5?-m-l)'.

1XKEC18BB XIVI. Page 88.

1 (4x + 5v)(4r-nj/). 2. (a-36)(a + 36). 8. (ab-f*^Kab-^i^)-

11. (l-0m)(l + 9m). 12.(l-p-'?)(l + P + 9)- *Vl5 t-

6)(a + 6)(a».b^;. 16. (l-x')(l + x»). 17. (a-b)(a + b)(a +

H*5



AMIWCM sei

6»)(a« + 6«). 18. (y-l)(y + l)(y» + l)(y* + l)(V* + l). 1®. (** +

2KB 4- »»-»»)(x*-2« + •>-»») —(* + » + ») (x-» + f)(*-»-«)(x +

y-i). 20. (* + y + « + l)(* + y-«-l). 21. (a + 6-c)(o-6 + c).

22. (* + 2tf + 3f)(x-2y-8t). 28. 4xV- 24. 4a(6 + c).

26. (3*»-l)(«» + 6* + 3). 26. 2(a-c)(a-6+c-t/).

ixnoins xLTn. Pag*H.

i. (x + 7)(x + 5). 2. (y + 5)(y + 4), 8. (o + 7)(a + 8). 4. (»i +

5n)(wi + 8n). 5. (M + 3)(pg + 2). 6. (mn + r)pg)(mn + Opg).

7. (2x + 5)(2x + 3). 8. (3y + 16)(3y + l). 9. (4x + y)(4x + 2y).

10. a + 5xy)(l «-13ary). 11. (x-5)(^-3). 12. (x-5)(x + 3).

18. (y + r))(y-3). 14. (xy-7)(xy + r)). 16. (a6 + 10cf/)(o6- 7c<0.

16. (7-*')(13-*'). 17. (l-7«»)(l-13«»). 18. (2xy-r>«)(2xy-

13«). 19. (l-ll«»)(l + 7«»). 20. (x»-0)(x»-9)-(j;-3)»(x + 3)».

21. (o+6-4c)(a + 6-3c). 22. (xy*-24)(xy« + 8). 28. (2xy +

8«»)(2xy-3«'). 24. (5x» + 12)(rix»-7). 26. {(x-y)»-9«») }{(x-

y)»-4«»} - (x-y + ',iz) (x - y - 3«) (X - y - 2*)(* - y + 2«).

26. ihx-hiU-D-

•KmtnKW^ XLTin. ?•(• 16.

1. (2x + 3j/)(x + 5y). 2. l4a + 76)(3o + 56). 8. (5x-8)(7x-3).

4. (7x-ll)(3x + 5). 6. (4p-9g)(3p + 59). 6. (5m-lln)(3m +

7n). 7. (4r-13)(7r-3). 8. (3« + 5)(2«-l). 9. (5 + 2x)(3-

5x). 10. (4o6 + 3a;y)(o6 + 5xy). 11. (l-3«)(l + 3«)(7 + 3z»).

12. (5x-9y)(7x + 8y). 18. (5p-9)(7p-8). 14. (5-8z)(7 +
.

9t). 15. (ox»-12)(8x» + 9). 16. (3x + 2y)(2x + 3y). 17. (5xy-

62')(6xy-5«»). 18. (3-4x)(3 + 4x)(3-x)(3 + x). 19. (4A-3t)

(13A-7*). 20. (2a-3)(2r + 3)(2a» + ll).

BZEBCIfSS XUX. Page M-

1. (o» + o6 + 6»)(o»-o6 + 6'). 2. (x' + x + l)(i»-x + l). 8. (x» +

4xy + 8y»)(x»-4xy + 8y*). 4. (wi» + 6mn + 18n')(ni'-6mn + 18n»).

5. (2p' + 6p9 + 9g»)(2p'-6p9 + 9g'). 6. (i^ + x + 5)(x»-x-5\

7. (x' + x-5)(x»-x-5). 8. (m'-3mn-n')(m' + 3mn-n»).
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9. (2x'-2xj/-3i/»)(2x'+2x2/-3j/'). 10. (2x' - 3xj/ + 3j/') (2x»

+

3xj/ + 3r/'). 11. (l + 22f2z')(l-22 + 2r'). 12. (l+2z'+2««)

(l-22'+22^). 13. (x' + .r + l)(x'-x + l)(x«-x' + l). 14. (.r' +

x + l)(x'-x + l)(x* + x' + l)(x«-x* + l).

EXERCISES L. Page 86.

1. (a + l)». 2. (a-1)'. 3. {x + 2ay. 4. (2p-3q)'. 5. (x'-

4j/')>. 6. (l-3x)^ 7. r.m + rm)'. 8. S,i\ 9. (2x' + 5t/)».

10. (l-2x)'. 11. (1-32')'. 12. (x + hy.

EXEBCI8ES U. Page 81.

1. ix-y)ix^ txy + y'). 2. {n + b){,i' + V). 3. (x + DCx' + l).

4. (x + l)(x» + a; + l). 5. (a;-l)(x + l)(a;«-3x' + l). 6. U+l)

(x-5)(x + 3). 7. (r,-i))(<,» + ^') 8. ((»-?>)(«' + 3(»6 + 6').

EXERCISES LII. Page 88. '

1. (x-l)(a^+a! + l). 2. (j/ + l)(y'-2/ + l)- 3. (l + n?>)(l-«& +

a»6') 4. (l-7pq)(l + 7p9 + 4i)pV). 5. (p-3)(p» + 3p + <l). 6.

(g + 4)(g'-4q + 16). 7. (2^r + 3/*)(4<r'-0«t + y/>'). 8. {i\m-rm)

(9m»^15mn+2on'). 9. (x-j/)(x + y)(.r=-./-2/ + i/')(x' + x»/ + »/').

10. (/=' + t/»)(x«-.iV + y«). 11. (x'-y')(x« + a;V + ?/')• 12.

(x-l)(a; + l)(x'-x+l)(x'+.r + l)(a^' + l)(a;*-a;' + l). 13. (a;^ + 2/«)

(x'-icV + y*)- !*• ("'-'>'')(""' + "'^* + '''")• 15. 0»6-f')(n'6' +

atc' + r«). 16. in^-i\hr)(>i* + nbh-'). 17. 2.r(x' + 3). 18. - (x +

1/) (7x' - 13xj/ + 7»/') . 1 9. (/> - '0 ("' + ''= + '^'^ - ^^f' - 3''^' +'<b)- 20.

'S{b-c){c-a)ia-h). 21. („ + & + r)^(' + 6' + c-'-i«.-c« + 2«?>).

22.(x + 2/-l)(x' + 2xy + 2/' + a; + j/ + l).

1. abc. 2. x'

EXERCISES LIII. Page 91.

3. abc<l. 4. q. 5. 12/* A/.

8. x'yV. 9. a-b. 10. a' -6'. H.
13. a-Sb. 14. 2x-3y. 15. x+a. 16. a + b

18. 2o-3fe. 19. 3 + 42. 20. o*+a'6' + 6«.

22. a + 06. 23. 3o + 46 24. x-l.

6. 17xy. 7. 7x?/2.

x*-y*. 12. x-5.

17. a-b.

21. x + 3.
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1. xyz.

EXEBCISES LIV. Pages 92—93.

2. a-b-c^. 3. ahcpiii: 4. ahcPmhi\ 5. 12a;y2'.

6. &id'b^chlK 7. iS\>a'b-chl,'f. 8. '.•Oa^i*. 9. atcxyz.

10. 2o2/»m»//». 11. (x + l)(j; + 2)(j- + 3). 12. (x + 2)(x-2)(x +
3)(x-3). 13. (2x-3j/)'(2x + 3iy)=. 14. (x-3)'(x-5)(x + 7).

15. (a + 26)^(a-26)(2a + 6). 16. (3x-r))(2x + 3)(4x-7)(5x + 4).

1 7. o« - 6*. 18. (.•;« - ^«) (x» + xy -I- J/-) . 19. (a> - 6«) (a« + o«6« + 6»)

.

20. (2-8)(2-12)(« + 4)(a + l). 21. (x + a)(3 •-6)(x + c).

22. (x-2)(x-3)(x-4)(x+4).

EXESCI8ES LV. Paget 83—96.

A 1. 16-1 ft., G4-4 ft., 48-3 ft. 2. (i) (o - 10) (a - 12) ;
(ii)

(a-10x)(a-12.r); (iii) (x»-5x- 10)(x'- 5x- 12). 3. (i) 1; (ii)

14; (iii) 35. 4. a'«-6'«. 5. $30. $55, $105.

B 1. »p^60/( yardx. 2. 0f-6)'(a= + a6-6'). 3. (i) -69;
(ii) -34; (iii) 71. 5. -xV-

C 2. -(6-c)(c-a)(a-6). 3. a + 6+c. 5. (x + 5)(x + 7)(x-4)(x

-2).

D 2. (a + 6)'(3a-6). 3. |(6c + ca +a6) -i(a» + 6» + c'). 4. 39

and 18.

E 1. x» + xy-xY-y\ 2. (i) (x + y-7){x + y-l); (ii) (2a-
36)(4o + 56 + 5); (iii) (p' + g^ + r' + l)(p' + g'-,-'-l). 3. 751b.

and 9011). 4. -ix^ + lOxy + 25y\

F 1. 2bV + 2c^-a' + 2aW-a*-b*-c*. 2. (i) (m + o-6)(m-a +
+ 6)(«)'+a* + 2a6 + 62); (jj) (^- »,)(m2 + «s + /"'); (iii) (4p + 4g-
15c)(5p + 5.5f + 2c). 3. 72. 4. (a +6)(o-6)(a + 26)(o'-a6 + 6»)

G 1. 8o'. 2. (i) (a-6)(a+6)(a + 26); (ii) (2x + 7j/ + 5) (2x + 7t/

-

5); (iii) {x + y) (x^ - xy + y") {x" ~xY + y'^) • 3. 3 hours. 4. a-
6; (a-6)(o+6)(o'+a6 + 6').

EXEBCISES LVI. Page 99.

1. 30 yards and 48 yards. 2. 34 i)ouiuls and 66 pounds.

3. 100 pounds. 4. 17 and 33. 5. 17 and 41. 6. 6 and 7.

7. 6 houra. 8. 23 and 12. 9. 27. 10. 96 rods and 114 rods.
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BXBBCISE8 LVII. Pagw lOS— lOS.

1. 1. 8. 2. 5. 3. U. 4. n. 5. 3. 6. 5|. 7. 2. 8. -4^.

0. 7i. 10. 17|. 11. 4. 12. 8lg. 2. 1. -1|. 2. 5. 3. -1.

4. 20A. 5. lot 0. -231- 7. A. 8. -91 9. -2. 10. -I
8. 1. -Hi 2. I 3. 76. 4. -Hi
8. 10. 9. 5. 10. -4|^.

5. -44. 6. ^ 7. 1.

EZSBCI8B8 LVm. Page 104.

1. c-a-b. 2. 2p-m + n. 8. ,V12c - 20a - 156) . 4. A + i.

6. -(0+6). 6. 3. 7. a + 6 + c. 8. a + b. 9. 3/i - 6A;. 10. 0.

EXEBCI8ES UX. Pages 105— 106.

A 1. (i) +2, (ii) +86, (iii) +153, {i\)ak + bh. 2. -(oz» + 6x» +

ex), t. -i2x-7y){S2+y){x + yy. 4.10.

B 2. (i) (x-a)(x + o)(y-a)(t/ + a); (iii) (ax + 6j/)(/x + my); (iii)

(x-2/)(x* + xi/ + y')(*« + xV + y')- 8. x="5 and x = 3. 5. $32

and $21.

C 1. (a«-6«)(a'-6'). 2. 3x«o»-2x»tt''-3x»rt* + a«. 8. 30 cents a

pound. 4. 0.

D 1. 2. 0. 4. $12. 5. a' + b^ + c^-bc-ca-ab.

EXESCI8E8 LX. Page 108.

8. The value of x nm.st not be, 0, 2, - 1^ -2.

XXEBCISE8 LXI. Pages 109—110.

1. 7, 11, 17, (i' + 3a + 7. 2. a' + 8a-ll. 8. 2, 3i, a» + ^-

7. 2x-7, 2x»-7, 2x-3.

EZKB0I8ES LXn. Pages 110—112.

A li x' + 8j- + 15. 2. -U. 8. 2m + l. 4. 7th of Sept.

B 1. No 2. 3. 3. (i) xyix-y); (ii) 5(a + b)(7u' + lla& +

76»); (iii (.3x + 4t/)'(6x-5j/)(-x-2t/). 4. 2(m + n)o + 4a» .

\
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C 8. (i) (/ + »n)(/-m)(n + p)(n-p); (ii) (x + y-9a){x + y-8a).
6. ^iriStx' + tPx + t").

D 4. 62i and 371.

E 8. (a;-7)(x + 4). 4. 2(«» + 6» + c»).

XXEBCI8E8 LXIV. Pmgea 116—116.

8. X itscH. 4. 8=22<.

Ix-i

XXKB0I1E8 LZVm. PagM 126—128.

A 2. 5in., 12m., 7in. 8. (i-a)(x + a + p). 4. y
B 2. (1) -f (2) (« + 6 + c). 3. (1) (j:T-y')(x'« + iy + y»<).

(2) (*» + o»-o6 + ft»)(x'-a»-a6-6').

C 1. 6 and -4. 2. z* - 14a:« + 49x» - 36. 3. 6 and 7. 4. (1)

(ll-x)(lli-l). (2) ia-b-^c-d)(a-b-c-Kl). (3) (x-3)(x +
3)(x-4)(x + 4). 6. 7.

D 1. 2(m + n)x+2(n + 0y + 2(Z + m)2. 8. 40 lb. and 20 lb. 4.
^.Ir' + tnx, 5. y = x — 2.

E 1. (<rt + m6 + Hc)-^(Z + OT + n). 2. (1) (x-8)(x-13); (2) (x-'
8a)(x-13a); (3) (x-13)(x + 8); (4) (x + 13y)(x-8y). 8. $600,

$400. 5. (x + 9)(x + ll)(x + 13).

EZEBCI8ES IXIX. PagM ISO—181.

I . 8x» + 27y» + 642» - 72x^2. 2. p' - 27g' + 125r» + 4op9r. 8. x»y +
x»2 + j/»2 + y'x + 2'x + 2»y + x't/z + j/'zx + s?xy. 4. (a' + 6' + c')xj/2 +
cax^y + abx^z + aby'z + bcy^x + fecz'x + caz^y. 5. ox* + (36 - ma)x' +
3(c-m6)x» + (f?-3mc)x-m(^ 6. 4x> + x'y - Sxy' + 3j/« + lOx'

+

14xy -6y^-x-14y + lo. 7. ahcx^ + {bch + cak + abl)x* + (akl + blh +
chk)x + hkl. 8. 6x»- 13x»y - 73xj^» - 60y» - 14x' + lS7xy + 178j/' -
66x-154y + 40. 9. 6x» + 60y'-802'-31x»7y + 26x'^-203y'^-

7l^x - 122'x + 134 :?y. 1 0. h klx' + { kl(k - I) + Ih (l-h)+ hkih - k)W +
{Hl-h)(;i-k)+k(h-k)(k-l) + l(k-D{l-h)}x + {k-l){l-h){h~k).

II. o» + 6» + c» + 3a'6 + 3a'c + 36»c + 36'a + 3cV. + 3c»6 + 6a6c. 1 2.

a* + b'+c' + fP + 2bc + 2ca + 2ab + 2ila + 2fib + 2f/<?. 13. Ga' + 126* +
20c» + 30rf»-316c + 22cfl-17afe-27</a + 38(/6-49(/c. 14. a'x» +
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by-e*^ + aia' + ab + b») x»j/ + a{a'+ae + c») ar»2 + 6 (b» + 6c + c') »/»« +

6(6» + 6a + a»)j/'x + c(c' + ca + a')z'x +c{c' + cb +6»)z'j/{ o'(6 + c) +6'(c +

a)+c'(a + 6)jxj/z. 15. 36;c^-12x»y-179a:y + 30xy» + 22V. 16.

x« + (a + 6 + c + (Oa:' •+ (6c + ca + ab + da +db + dc)x* + (a6c + </6c -uka +

dab)x + abcd: iT,x^-{h+k + l-^m + n)x* + {'^hk)x^+ahkDx^ +

( 2 hklm)x + hklm,>. 1 8. c> + 6» + c' + " + a'b + a^c + o'(/ + 6'c +W +

6'a + cV/ + c^a + c'6 + (Pa + d^b + (Pc. 1 9. a6c - (6c + ca + ab)x + (o +

6 + c)x'-x». 20. l+x» + x* + x». 21. ap + 2(ag + 6p)x+(ar +

cp + 46g)x» + 2(6r + j)x» + crx*. 22. x» + j/> + 2» + 2(j/'z + j/z» + a^x +

zi> + x»2/ + xy')+ 3x1/2. 23. a6c(x» + j/» + 2')+a(y'2 + t/2'^'6» + 6c +

c2) + .. + ..+ (6'c + 6c' + c^a + CO* + a»6 + a6»)xj/2. 24. l{v*w + tw*) +

• • + • • ^luhnv + mi-^M'w + njr^Hi-. 25. tV^ +AV + ^AV* + «tV + *'•

26. 70x» + 10y»- 1082» - 73j/'2 + loOj/z* - 332»x + 3132x» - 157x»j/ -

49xy» + 108xy2. 27. Ix' + fix'j/ + ,V»Vt/' + ii/». 28. 1-p-
+ •• + g'r + " + •• + __ «jt .. II ^ •• —

•

0_j'_p»_ .. — •• +2gr +

2pgr.

EXERCISES LXX. Page 184.

1. p2_pn + g» + p + g + l. 2. x' + 2x'j/ + 2xj/-+3/». 8. x»+y' + 2' +

y« + ar-xy. 4. 3x + 5j/-8z. 5. 6x'-12t/'-30z' + 38v2+32x-

xJ/. 6. px'+2gx + r. 7. (a + 6)x + (o - 6) i/. 8. Q = 5x» + 28x' +

167X + 946; R = 5378x' - 6933x + 3863. 9. px' + gxy + «/». 10.

Q= ax' + (am + 6)x* + (om' + 6w + c)x + am» + 6ni'+cm + (/; R = am*

+ 6m»4cm' + r/m + f. U. l + 2x + 3x' + 3x» + 3x« with, at this

stage R = 3x». 12. 1 + 2x + 3x» + 4x3 + 5x« ^ith, at this stage, R=

6x«-5x«. 13. l-x + x»-x> + x« with, at this stage, R= -x».

14. i+4 x' x«

a* a'

X
with, at this stage, R= --^*

EXERCISES LXXI. Page 136.

1. 6x' + x»-38x' + 94x-63. 2. 20x» + 3x«-97x»-54x' + n3x + 78.

8. 7i» + 15x*-63x' + 73x'-112x + 64. 4. 10 - 3x - 38x' + 66x»

-

35x«. 5. x«-l. 6. l-x«. 7. x«-12x»-110x' + 876t + 5005.

8. ax^-(o-6)x'-(6-c)x-c. 9. apx' + (2og + 6p)x' + (ar + 26q)x

+

br. 10. x«-3m'x* + 3m«x»-w«. 11. 1 +x' + x*-*«-x-x".

12. a»x« + (2ac-46')x» + c'.
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BZBBCIIB8 LZZn. Pag* 1S8.

1.2i» + 3x-7. 2. 3x»-8a; + ll. 8. 4a;'-7x» + 21x-5. 4. 8i»-

5x - 7. 5. 2o» + oab - S6'. 6. 7 - 3« + oz' + Cz'. 7. 2t/» + 9y + 53

:

R=-4o9. 8. 42»-33«» + 2472-1694: R = 11829. 9. 7x»-4x»y-

6jj^_7y>: R = 8i/«. 10. r)a»-6c'6 + 13fr^' + 126', R = 56«.

11. a::« + z» + x« + z» + x' + a; + l. 12. x«-x» + z«-x' + x»-x + 1.

18. x»-x» + x'-x« + x«-x« + x>-x» + «-l: R = 2. 14. x"»-x» +

x»— x' + x*-x* + x*-x' + x' — x + 1. t x"' + x» + x* + x^ + x« +

x» + x* + z> + x'+x + l. 16. 2x'-3t^ + 8j/'. 17. 4-32 + 7a'.

1 8. 7x» + 12x'y + 108xy» + 39(y : R = 2028i/ + 3249. 1 9. x» + x» +

x"' + x»-^x»'' + x» + l. 20. rt«-a»6' + 6«.

EZESCISES LXXin. Pages 148—144.

4. p = 0, g=-l. 7. 5899.

EZESCISES LZXIY. Pages 148-149.

4. (l)22o» + 326'c. (2) -2a'. (3) 22x»- 2y'2. (4)72x»-

42y2. (5) 42x'. 5. (1) -(j/-2)(2-x)(x-t/) or (2-j/)(x-

z){y-x). (2) 3(i/-2)(2-i)(x-y). (3) (o + 6 + c)(6c +m + a6;

(4) -{m-n)(n-l){l-m). (5) (t/ + 2) (s + x) (x + 1/) . (6) (y-2)(2-

x)(a!-y)(x+y +a)- (7) 3{b + c)(c + a)(a + b). (8) (6-o)(c-

a)(a-6)(a + & + <•). (9) -(j/-z)(2-x)(x-i/)(x'' + i/' + 2» + y2 . 2X +

xy) . (10) 3(6» - c») (c^- o') (o» - 6')

.

EXEBCI8E8 LXXV. Page 161.

1. (i) a'-6' + c' + 3a6c = (a-6 + c)(o* + 6' -^ )C-ca + ab; (ii)

(x'-//* — 2*— 3xr/2) = (x — y— 2)(x'+j/' + 2'-j/2 . *x + xy); (iii) p* +

q' + 3pq-l={p+q-l)ip^-pq + q-+p + q + l). 8. (1) 2x+3j/ +

52) (4x« + 9y' + 25z' - 15t/2 -- IO2X - Gxy)
; (2) (« + 2v - 3«0 («' + 4t'» +

9M'* + 6fw + 3rM-2Mr); (3) - (a + 6 + c)(a' + 6^ +c'-6c-cc-a6).

SXEBCISES LXXVI. Page 158.

2. (1) (2x - 3y + 50) (3.T - 2y - 42) . (2) (3a + 76 - 8c) (4a - 56 - 2c)

.

(3) (5x-13?y + 7)(2x + 3v-5). (4) (p-7g + 3r)(4p-3g-6r).

(5) (5x-7y + 8)(7x+5i/-3).
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BXKBonif Lzxyn. phm lu—iss.

1. (1) x» + x + 3; (x + 2)(x + 3)(x» + x + 3). (2) «» + « + 3; (x +

2)(*-3)(x» + x + 3) (3) x + 3; (x + 3)(x»-x + l)(x»-2x + 3).

(4) s-3; (x-3)(x» + x + 2)(x' + 2x-l). (5) x + 2; (x + 2)(x» + x +

l)(x»-x+l). (6) x + 3; (x + 3)(x'-x + l)(x' + x + 2). (7) x +

6; (x + 6)(x» + x-3)(x»-x + 2). (8) 3x» + 5x-»-7; (3x» + 5z +

7)(2x + 3)(3x-5). (9)2x-3j/; (2x-3y)(4x»-5xy-»-3»»)(3x»-

0xy + 7y*). (10)x»-3x + o; (x'-3x + 5)(2x + 3)(4x» + 3x + 7). 2.

x»-2x-3.
SZEBCI8ES LZXVm. PagM 169-160.

A 1. (i) (5x-7y)(3x + 8i/). (ii) (5-7«)(3 + 8z). 2.x -4. 8.

17, 19, 21. 4. /(«>). 6. -3x»-3y»-3«» + 7j/»« + 7j/«» + 7«»x +

72X* + 7x»y + 7xy' - 34xyz.

B 1. (2x + 5t7)(3x + 4i/). 2. -97.

C 1. (i) (Sx + oyXx + iy). (ii) (3-4y)(2x + 5y). (iii) (5x-

7y)(3x + 8y). 8. (i) is an iilentity, i.e., it is true whatever be x;

(ii) is an equation, and is true only if x =• 5. 4. - 34.

1. A, 6 = 2

EXERCISES LXXIX. Page 161.

a = 8, 6 = 4; rt = 7, 6 = 5, c = 4, rf-2, a-3.

2. The first three integral and the last virtually so; the others

fractional.

EXEBCISES IXZX. FagM 168—164.

x-»/' x-y V x-y / x-y' x-y \ x-ij)

6. Take as den'r (6-c)(c-a)(o-6); the num'rs in order

are m, — n, —p.

2a
^- 56*

EXESCISES LXZXI. PagM 164-165.

3x1/ •- X — 2

2-f- 8. 2mx — 5nj/

6.

11.

x + 4

x+7"

2-3z

7.
7x - 4y

5x + 8y
8.

6-4a
12.

X -+•/«

2.r' - 5»x + 6h'

5-llp
3-7p

*

13.

x-4

9. -1. 10.

a?-h'

5.
a + 3

14.

2 + 9

x-7
x'-4x-5

x» - xy -» ?/'

x» + t/»



AXSWBM see

1.

6.

10.

18.

4x

a + b

x + y

imoint LTTin PagM ler—im.

m» gp «»/ xy

a* + b* m yt + xx + xy g ayt + bw + exy q j + y-g
o6 zya

*

xj/«
* xy«

px_+qy+_t^ . aqr + brp + cpq .„ &'c*x* + c'gy -f g'^z*
11. ISS. ,, , , •

xyt pqrx «'5»t'

2a;-5

(a5-2)(x-3)
14.

* + 13

_90
'-1 17.

20.

22.

25.

2x» + 2

x»-l

8

18.

(x-t-5)(x + 17)

4x + 12

15. 16.

(z-5)(x-7)(x-9)

2a»

x + 7

21.

x-5

3x'-18x-f20

(x-2)(x-3)(x-4)'

5x' + 88x + 328

19.

(x + 8)(x + 10)(x + 12)

28.
— ax — 2o*

24.
x(x»-o»)

t)ii6c— b'c — be* — c*a — eg' — a^b— a6*

(6 - c)(c- a) (g-~6)

a' + b* + c' + b'c + be* + e*a + eg* + g*6 + ab* + 3g6c

-3x'-2j

(6 + c)(c+g)(g + 6)

27.

29.

82.

85.

12X-22
(x-1)(x-2)(x-3)

177g»-167z + 130

180(«-l)(2-5)(22-7)'

2(yz + zx + xy — x' — y* — x')

(y-2)(z-x)(x-y)

4g» + 2g6«

g»-&«

28. -
3x»-83

(x-3)(x-5)(x-7)

80.

'

f-^^f-l' . 81. 0.
(j/-l)(!/-3)

83. 0. 84.
4g» + 2gb«

a - 6«

2i
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mscins Lxxxiii r*f no.

2.^
y

Q 4 n'x
4.

5 ab_

14 c'
5.

g-9
X r4

6.

9.

49x»-168x + 144
7.

x-c
8.

18x'-9x-104

^^~'~°?'
TT- 10. 1. 11.

(c + a + 6)(c-o-b)(c-a + fc) y

x'-c*

1*« J . ij'

18. ^
3 + 2x + 2x'-x»

14.
(o f xY

16. 1

5-4x + 4x' + x» "• (a-x)'

EXKB0ISE8 LXXXIV. Page 171.

a «'-l » a'(o+x) a (o + x)(o»-x')

5.
a(a-6)

EZEBCI8S8 LXXXVI. Paget 179-180.

1. xy. 2.

a' -6'
6.

a» + 6»

x' + xy + y'

x + y

7. -1.

g^ x' + y

V

^^ x' + y
*

x» - y'
5.

2xy

8.
a6(a + 6;

'Jxy x' + v'

9.
fc(«-h)'. 10.

5X-13
.

.. _, .« £!(^±i}. 13. -^^"^'''^- 14. 1

7
**•

x»(a-x) x(x + y + 2) a

»«-|ff 16. x\ 17.
xy2 — bcx — enV— nbz

ayz + 62X + cxy - abc

18.
x'(x-a)(x-b)

.

3x' - 3ax - 36x + a} + ab + b-
19.

ox' -fq'

x' + 2ax
20.

ax' — g'

x' — 2ax

a 4 abcti + ail + ik-¥ab->rl aa ahcil-a<i -<h-ab + 1

bed + 6 + (i bed — b — d
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imcitM LzzxTn. n§m iti—itt.

3t\
of a yard.A 1. (i) ar + 7; (ii) 3.10 + 7; (iifl 87. 2.

'• ^'^ Im' <")'-Too-)= ^"'H Tor)'
/:.,\ / 100 + r \» - J, m*
^^V~100~>'" *• TiiiTTIi 6. 8, 4, 5; 5. 12, 18; 20, 21,

29; etc.

B 2. -^^^^^^ Ota km. 8. (i) *»-21*» + 148*-815; (ii)

x«-21*»y + 143*j^»-815y»; (iii) 1-21« + 143«»-815«». 6. $14. $11.

C 1 . 30x« + 84y» f 240«» - 170y»* - 94y*' - 174*'* - 33«x» - 47x»y -
53*y* + 177xy«. 2. Product not zero; no; no; yes. 5. (36x + 12y +
I) + 39-37.

D 2. x-l,;x-6, * + 3; -3,1,6. 8. 2975.

E 1. + 6 + C, a—b + c. 4. i"-y". 5. One or other is zero, or

both arc zero.

SXBBCI8B8 LZXXym. Paget 186—lU.

1. (l;. 6|. (2) 42A. (3) 5t. (4) 17. (5) 2A. (6) lOf.

(7)32. (8)1. (9)21. (10)- U. 2. (1)«. (2)6K (3) --^•
n + b

o6(q + b) o» + 6» a^ + Gab + b* ,„^ or

2a ' ' 2(o + 6)
^"

(/

(8) (9) (10) -6. 8.12,15. 4.18,25.
a — c c'

'

6. $42, $30. 6. f . 7. 15 and 20 yrs. 8. 15 and 45 yrs. 9. $35

and $40. 10. $2 *ukI $48. ll.|a, |o. 12. 8j in. 18. |a-c,

ua-¥mh . .- „ ^ . _
15. /, 8, 9. 16. 25 nn. an hour.%a^c. 14. irm + H

17. $1-70, $-90. 18. 4 mi. and 3 mi. an lir. 19, 9, 11, 18.
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V 4

» I

-UOi

A 1. 7(a + 6) yd.; «(a + 6) yd. 2. 36 -2a. 8. (i) (a + »)(6 + »).

(ii) (7« + 8i/)(6x-ll»). 6. (x-l) + (x+l)-2».

B 1. 2/»(6c+co + o6)feiit«. 2. o-6-e; 2. 8. (i) (o-«)

(6-y). (ii) (7x-8»)(5« + lly). 4. f(«-l). 6. a»+

o«6 + .... + *»'.

C 1. w -3-14, the accuracy in the value depending on the

accuracy of the given measurtinentB, which cannot be absolute.

2. (i) (« + l)(x+2)(* + 3)(x + 4); (ii) (p»+9*)(p«-p»9* + «*). 8. f.

D 2.

4. 3.

(x-l)(*-2)(x-5)(i + 2); (ii) (m»-fw»)(p» + «»). 8.157.

mBOxnszo. p«g*iM—im.

1. (1) 6, 5; (2) 3, 4; (3) 5, 7; (4) 8, 9; (5) 13, 5; (6) 3, 7;

(7) +9,-5; (8) +6. -5; (9) -5, -8; (10) -7, -6. 2. (1) +

15t, -4i; (2) 7i, 4t; (3) -6f. +?; (4) -25*1, -30/t;

(5)5U,28i; (0) -AV, +^1, (7) -SHi -J>A^; (8)2^.2^;

(9) -50, +40; (10) -2iS, +4ii 8. (1) iMa, 2^0; (2) o, 6;

(3) j\{20il-12c), ,V35<i-32c); (4) 6, a; (5) ob(o + 6) + (o» + 6»),

„, a6(5a + 356) ob(25o-36)
. ,_ Id-tnb

ab(a-6)+(o' + 6');(6)-^g^j^j;2j^' 25a» + 216»' ^^^ orf-6c

jnoziiL . -8) 2ml:i3m», 2m»-3n' . ^^^ 3^,^
^. ^^^^ ^^ ^.

ad-bc m-n tn-n

4. 5 yd. and 6 yd. " fl-60, $0-80. 6. 15 yr., 20 yr.

7. 37. 8. S800, $1000. 9. $50, $85. 10. 18 mi. and 12 mi.

an hr.

SZZROIBSS XOI. PagM IM—189.

6. x-5, y = 3. 9. 8, 11.
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1. 8,-1. 2. 2.1. 8. 1,1. 4. W, W. 6. W, W.

am — be am — 01
8.

b'e — be' «'o' — e'o

9.
n^bf — Oa6a

Oiba-Oabi 10. ^"-1=1^

ab'-a'b ab'-alt

6fe'(o-o')

a6' — a'b

XXIR0IU8 ZOIT. Pagt' J7—tM.

6. Not sufflcirnt. 6. Not sufficient. 7. (1) 4, 6, 6. (2) -',

+ 1, 2. (3) 2, 1, 5. (4) 4, 7, 11. (5) 3. 4, 5. (6) 0, 4, V

(7) Not Hiifficicnt. (8) InconBwtcnt. (9) ViV, VW, W.
(10) *-0, y-0, « -,.

KZSBOIflS ZOV. PagM 808—SIO.

1. 7 ib. and 15 lb. 2. 75f., 5c. 8. 12 ai.d 21, 4. 55, 28.

6. i. 6. 4 mi. and 3 mi. an br, 7. 80 rotls by 50 rods. 8. f17
and $28. 9. 40f. and 30t'. a lb. 10. 4 mi. an hour; 18 mi.
(Note: take rate and time as the two unknowns). 11. $7, $11,
$13. 12. ^ 18. 4 mi. an br.; 28 mi. 14. 15 gal. and 3 gal.

1 6. 35 mi. and 25 mi. an hr. 1 6. 4 per cent, and 5 per cent, per
annum.

SXXBCIU8XCVL P«gM811—Sr
A l.pa> + go + r. 2. (i) 36, (ii) 14, (iii^ n-m.

B 2. x\x»-y*).

EXSSCISEft -CVn. Ptgc 816.

1. (1) 3, 7; (2) r,, 7; (8) 0, 8; (4) 12, 1»>; (5) 3, 5;

(7) 4, 9; (8) 1, 11; (9) 1, 2; (10) 1, 6. 2. (1) +5,
+ 4, -7; (3) -4, -5; (4) -4, -11; (5) +(i, -8; (6) -6,' +8;
(7) +3, -3; (S) +17, -17; (9) +9, -9; (10) +4, -4. 8.
(1)U,5; (2)U, U; (3) +7, -If; (4) + If, -21; (5)+U,
-6; (6) +f, -21; (7)!,^; (8) |, J; (9) + U, -2; (10) +5, -J.
4. (i)x»-5a; + 6 = 0; (ii) x»-13x + 40-.0; (iii) x» + 5x + 6= 0; (iv)
x^-3x-40 = 0; (v)i»-(a + 6)x + a6. 5. There is not. 6. U
U; 20.r»-31x + 12=-0.

(6) 3, 7;

4; (2)
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3Y4 ANSWIRS

IXKBCUS8 XCVni. Pag* >».

1. (l)l±|/6; (2)-2±v/ll; {3)(3±|/5) + 2; (4) 3±|/12;

(5)(-7±i/93)^2; (G) (3^/41) -^4; (7) (9±v^66)^3; (8)

(6^1/6)^5; («))(5±»/277)-:-14; (10) (11± l/41)4-8. 2.(1)

11 + 61/2,19-49; (2) 7-3v'3, 1-80; (3) 56 + H|/ 5 + 7|/6+ i/30,

96-51; (4) 5 + 3v/ir>, ir.-62; (5) 4+ /15, 7-87; (6) 7 + 4/3,

13-93; (7) (11 + 3V'15)^7, 3-23; (8) ^^21 + |/15- v'14- |/10,

1-55. 6. (l)6±v/34; (2) (15i /10o)^0; (3) (ir>± 1/57) +14;

(4)(7±/145) + 16; (5)(8±v/28) + 3; (6) (-7± /13) + 6; (7)

(ll±i/ 61) + 10; (8) (27^=1/ 2409) + 28.

EXERCISES XCIX. Page 226.

2. (1)
(x-l-/^)(«-i+v/-i);_j2) (x + l + v/^)(x_+l +

v/^); (3) (x-5-»/^)(x;^+v^-t); (4)_(x + f+v/-f)(^ +

3 + ^/T|); (5) (x-4-2v/-l)(^-4 + 2v^l); (6) (^ + 5-.

/35)(x +5-|/^; (7) 2(x + f+v/-/g).(x+j^v/-A);

(8)3(x-f-v/^)(x-t+v^li); (9) (x+|_+v/-f)(x + J-

v/rj); (10) {x + a(Hv/-f)}Uj^aa-v/-^)}. 3. (1)_2±

^/—i; (2) -2±v-l; (3) (5±V-7) + 2; (4) (-7-/-ll) +

2. (5) 3±v^^; (6)^±./-3; (7) (7±v/-7) + 4; (8) (6±

3'^—1)^5; (9) (l-l -3) + 2; (10) a(l± v" -3)+2. 4. a)_4±

V'H; 8; 15; (2) -6-, -1; -12; 35; (3)_(5±|/ -13) +

2; 5; 3; (4) 5±v -2; 10; 27; (5) (9±/-41) + 4; |;

(6) (3±v -31)+4; f; 2-

f;

EXERCISES C. Page 228.

1. (1) 2, 4; (2) -4, -3^(3) (5±i/37)+2; (4) 3±v^^;

(5) +2i -1; (6) (5±i/-59) + 0; (7) (5±i/81) + 4; (8) (4±

v^l06)+9. 8.5,12. 4. +8, -7. 5.0,0. 6. x may equal

-y. 7. It cannot for the sum may be $3 or $7.
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BTmCWIW 01. PagM 831—SS8.

-2()
1.-^^' though —jy satisfies coiuUtions. 2. 3, 5, 7, though

-3, -5, -7 satisfy conditions. 8. 11, or -4. 4. 30 yd. by
. 40 yd. 5. 30 cents. 6. 25 mi. nnd 30 mi. an hr. 7. 13 and 7.

8. 25 mi. an hr. 9. f or f. 10. 30 yd. l.y 40 yd. and 36 yd. by
50 yd. 11.5 in., 12 in. 12. 12!»6 men. 18. 10 da. and 15 dn.

14. 8'/. _r5. 800 men. 16. 8ft., lift.

17. (v'5^)+2, (3-1/5)^2. 18. a(|/5^)-=-2, etc.

BZEBCUES Cn. PagM 882—S84.

A 2. (i) (x-2-va0)(x-2+i/10); (ii) (i-2+ »/ 10.y)(x-
2-i/lO.y). 4. 0.

B 2. (i)0, 1; (ii)0, 0. 8. $(l + r)".

C 2. (i)x»-x = 0; (ii)i'-O. 4. It does if a is not zero, but does
not if a is zero.

D 2. Equalforx = 3orx = l. 8. x» - 12x' + 47x - 60 = 0. 6. At
end of If sec., also at end of 2' sec.

EXXBCI8ES CIV. PagM 848—24S.

1. Vanishes for x = l orx = 3; is jxisitive for l<x<3; is nega-
tive for x <1 and for x>3; is a maximum for x = 2. 8. Vanishes
for x= -1^ or x=l; is negative for -li<x<l; is positive for

x< — l^ and for x>l; hua a minimum vaUie -3J and this for

x=-i 6. Minimum -2. 8. -1. 9. 1. 10. 1,1.

SZEBCISES CV. PagM 844—845.

1. (1) 0; (2) 1 ; (3) 0; (4) o; (o) 0; (6) -7; (7)0; (8) -13.
2.5. 4. /= 3, m=-4 6. (1) x» + j/» = 0; (2) (x-2)' + (y-
3)» = 0; (3) (x-l)' + (j,^2)' + (z-3)' = 0. 11. 12.

EXEBCI8E8 CYI. Pages 846-847.

A 1. l + x» + x« + x« + x«. 2. +60or -60; x = 3, y = 4, 2= 5 and

*=-3, j/=-4, 2=-5. 8. x; 1; — 4. -10 + 6/3; 8; 0-39.
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B 1. 0, 1. 8. ««-6»-c»-36'f-36«' + 3<->a-3ca»-3a'6 + 3a6' +

6a5c ; -!. «! + 6« + f» + 36»<- + 3bc' - 3f»o + ;^a» + 3a'6 - 3a6' - 6a6c

.

C 1. $109; $29, $37, $43. 2. ^- 4. rt or -(a + 1). 6. 7.

D 1. i/a» + 6»+c». 2. (5±/13)-^2; (ll±/13)4-2. 8. (x-

o)(x-6)(x + 26). 4. (x-0' + (y-"»)' + («-«)' = 0- 5.8,12,15.

EXEBCI8E8 CYII. Pages 252—258.

1. (1) (_3±v^65)-^4; (2) (13±v 37)^6; (3) (7±i/5)h-2;

(4) (4±3i/^)-5. 4. (1) (6±,^^)-!-7; (2) -1, +-3*'

(3) (-Jt±v'ifc'-/'0-^; (4) ( + A±v/A-»- /t/)-4-ft; (o)_(_-*±

v/FT^^/»; 0. ( + fc±i/i' + /</)-W/_ 5. (31±i/801)^2-

6. (1) (l±v/209)^2; (2) (21±v/ 401)^4; (3) 0^+6, -6;

(4) 8, -H; (5) ±1, zh&; (6) 3, f. 7. (i) ±A/("f)' ^"^ ^'

-^; (Hi) 0, 0.
a

EZEBCISE8 CVm. Page 257.

1. fl, fit. MH, VtV, Mi V, r., Ml, li^L !§ 2. (i) 4x'-

23x + 19= 0; (ii) 16i'-137x + 121 = 0; (iii) llx» + 7x-4 = 0;

„ \?-1ac 3a6c-6» h V -lac
(iv)44x' + 137/ + 44 = 0. 3- —^T"' ^T"' "7' T~
3abc-b'

. 4^ ^j^ ax» + (6-8a)x + (c-46 + 16a)=0; (ii) ax'

+

(6 - 2o/j)x + c( - 6/t + o/i') = ; (iii) rx' + hx + a = 0; (iv) ax" + 6/ix +

cft> = 0; (v) aV - (6* - 4ac) = 0. 5. ±v^6'-4ac + o.

EXEBCISES CIX. Page 261.

1. (1) Real and unequal; (2) imaginary; (3) imaginary; (4) real

and unequal; (5) real and unequal; (6) i-eal and unequal. 8.

The converse is not necessarily true. 5. x» - lOx + 32 = 0.
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ITlBffTIll OX. Pag* tet.

1* When e and a are of opposite sign. When 6»0. 2. Draw
AL perpendicular to BC : produce BC to D where LD— EG. Then
AD is of length i/7. 8. All sets of values which are such as to

satisfy the equation.' 4. Sum = 169. 5. 3 (o* + fc' + fi*— 6c-co —

ab). 6. When c—o. 7. 3±/— 2; 2. For real values of x, the

expv'ession «* - 6x + 11 cannot be less than zero : therefore, if the

equation z'-Gx + ll-O is to be satisfied, it cannot be by real

values of X.

wnTOTWi oxi. PtfM 9M—see.

I. (1) (5, 4), (-4, -5). (2) (5, 7). (7, 5). (3) (3, 2), (IJ. 2*).

(4) (7, 4), (-n, -9A). (5) (4, 3), (-\V, -H). (6) ( + 15, +

3), (-15, -3). (7) (4, 5), (0, 0). 2. i 2i. 8. (5, 3), (-3, -5).

4. (7, 5), (3i lOi). 5. 8, 5. 6. 12, 5, 9. 7. Either 15 yd. by

12 yd. or 20 yd. by 9 yd. 8. 1 and |. 9. (5, 3). 1 0. 8 and 13.

II. 5ft. by 12ft. 12. -13, +7. 18. (1) (3,4,5). (2)

(3, 2, 1), ai hV, W). (3) (4, 3, 6), (-7,-6, +27). (4) (7, 10, 12),

(K, H, ff).

EzxBoms ozn. Psg* sro.

1. «-(9* + 7)-i-10. 2. 25, 73, 2«-l. 8. Expression

-

(x + y + t)*- (xyt + yH + ya?) , it may be interesting to note.

4. 3-6, 1-4. 5. lOmin. 6. 1, -1.

XXEB0I8X8 CZIU. tugt 27S.

1. (1) J=l/3, d=i/7. (2)±i/(17±|/145)H-2. (3)

-

5,-3,-1, + 1.

(4) +4, -4^±|/-6. (5)2, -11, -9±i/-159. (6) 3J, -IJ,

(-2±y-15)-i-2. (7)2, I, (25±>/-101)-=-22. (8)3,5, (-Izfa

l/-239)-J-4. (9) ±3, ±3i/-l. (10) |, f, (-85±|/7081)-5-l2.

2. (1) x*-10x» + 9-0; (2) x*-14a!» + 45 = ; (3) *«-22«» +

179a:»- 638* + 840-0; (4) x*- 14x» + 43*» +42x- 216= ;

(5) «•- 14** + 70x»-147« + 108-0.
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mBcxm oxxy. p«ft trs.

1. (1) i, !, I, i ; (2) -i -5, -i -t ; (3) i. I. -i^-l :

(4)5 «
ff, 5.

3. ... 4 . -7:fci/13
2.

+ l±|/-3 g^ ^^^ O40a;«-992x» + 1605«»- 992* + 240-0;

(2) lOox* + 82x» - 86x» + 82x + 105 - 0.

BXEXCI8E8 OZT. Page 179.

1. ±1, ±i/^. 2.1,2,3. 8^-1,-2,-3. 4. o,aw,o«^.

6. ( + l±i/^)-2, (-l±|/-3)-^2. 6. 1, (7±i/89)^4.

7. 3, -4±v/C. 8. 3, 5, 9. 9. 2, 2 »-. 2h^ 3, 3«', Siv'. 10. 2,

3 2±/5. 11.0,1,13. 12. (m±ym»-4)-!-2 where m-(-l±

V^5)4-2. 18. +1, -1, ( + l±v'-3)-^2, (-l±:»/-3)-i-2.

SXEBCISE8 CXVI. Page £81.

1. ( + 3, +5), (-••, -••), ( + 5, +3), (-••, -••). 2. ( + 2, +3),

(_.., _..), ( + 7^-/22, +4-HI/22), (-••, -••). 8. ( + 1, +2),

(_.., _..), (+,/7, 0), (-", 0). 4. ( + 3, +4), (-", -••),

(+8^v^li, +6^v/ll), (-••, -••). 5. ( + 1, -1), (-", +••),

( + 3^_j/17, +5^1/17}, (-••, -••). 6. ( + 5, +7), (-",-••),

( + /_6-6, +llv/-6+4), (-", -••). 7. ( + 4, +5), (-",

-••), ( + 6i/3, -4v3), (-••, +••). 8. ( + 6, +8), (-", -••),

( + 8, +6), (-••^-••). 9. ( + 7, +11), (-", -••), ( + 11-

l/-3, -21H-V/-3), (-••, +••)• 10. ( + 5, +8), {-", -••),

( + 9i/3-f-2, +3»/3h-2), (--, -••). 11. ( + 3, +4), (--, - •) J

m -2 does not yield a root. 12. ( + 6, +2), (--, -••); 2m = 1

does not yield a root. 13. ( + 3, +2), (-•, - "), ( + 4i/17+ 7,

+ 3|/17-^7), (-", -•).

EXERCISES CXVn. PagM 282-283.

1. (1) ( + 4, +1, -5), (-••,-", + ••). (2) ( + 5, +7, +1,

_..,_.., -..). (3) a, I I), (0, 0, 0). (4) (3, 5, 11), (303H-

44, 505-^", 1111^ ••). (5) (4, 5, 7), (0, 0, 0). (6) (2, 1, 3),

(0, 0, 0). 2. (1) -4 : 43 : 33. (2) -4 : 15 : 13. (3) 7 : 11 : 23.

(4) 113 : -,62 : -57. 4. (22, -108, -62).

a i
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mmtCTmii oxtul PagM sm-hm.

A 1. 3, -if. 2. (1, 2), (-••._-••), (7-^ 1/-29, -13+v^^29),

(_.., +..). 8. II, -^-^^^- 4. a, \), a,h, (I -1),

l-l, i). 6. (4, 5), (5, 4).

"

B 1.-6. 2. ( + 2, +3), (-", -..),( + 8/, -5/), (-", +••).

8. 3, i, (3±i/-391)^20. 4. (2, 3), (3, 2), (5, 1), (1, 5). 6.

(7,4), (-4, -7).

C 1. -ff. 2. ( + 3, +2), (-",-••)
; m=- J does not lead to

a root. 8. (1, -2,3). 4. (1, 4), (4, 1), («, 4w), « 4m>»),

(4m', w), {Atv', w»). 6. (.), 7, 9), (-5, ', -9).

D 1. 4i, 5. 2. (V, I), (0, 0), (-4, +2), (0, 0).

8. (2, 2),(2, 2), (2^1/2, 2-v^2)^(2-v'2. 2+^/2),

Y 3+V/- 7 3-|/-7 \ / 3-v -7 3+v/-7 \ .„ ,.
^ 2 ' 2 /' V 2 ' 2 /' ^^' ^^'

(1, 2). 4.-i, -t, 5, I 6. (5, 7, 9), (-5,-7, -9).

E 1. (3, 4, 5), ( J, -4, -5). 2. (5, 7), (7, 5),

(-7+1/ -12, -7-1/ -12), (-7-1/-12. -7+1/-12).
8. -4, -1, +2. 4. (3,4). 5. 1.

F 1. (6, 7, 8), (-12, -13, -14). 2. (3, 9), (9, 3),

/-13+V-U3 -13-i/-143\ /-13-1/-143
V 2 2 >'' ^ 2

-13+v-143
^

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^Q ^^.^g ^^ g^ ^

(7±i/13)-^G.

EXSBCISE8 C.XDL. Pag** 287-288.

A i, 1 + 22-32*. 2. 7. 3. (1, 2), (-1, -2),

(4-i-V3, -5-h/3), (-4-^/3, +5^1/3). 5. 40 mi

Bl.z + 3y-l. 2.-3,-1. 6. (2,3),(3,2), (i, -i), (-i,+i).

C 1. (i) (x' + l)(x-l)(i' + x + l); (ii) (x-y + z)i2x + y-2z)',

(iii) (x + y-«) (i + y-22!). 3. x'-4x + 3 = 0.
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wmmtm ozz. ?«g« sts.

1. os26; 3o-2fc; 7*-5o; 73; 57; 49; 95; 7-3; 1-7. 6.

«» + x + l; j/» + 2y + 3; 3x» + 2ax + 5o'; 2«»- 3« + 4; 123; '2-3;

538; 5-38; 789. 8. 2-65. 9. 1 + *; 1 + x + x*; 2-3« + 6x».

*°-l+2-^ 8-

mrmnriri uzxl Pagt ass.

1. «-o; 2a: + 3y; 3x-4; 4 + 5*; 54; 5-4; 23; 87. 4.

a:» + 3a: + 5; 2-3i-^4i»; 123; 574. 6.1-91. 6. 1 + 3*, 2* + 3y.

3*-4, 34, 57. 7. x+y, 2*-3, 23, 31. 8. J5, 0-89.

IXSB0I8I8 OZXn. PsffM 896-887.

A 1. a, b + e-a. 8. (i) (2*-3y)(3«-7y); (ii) (o + 36-2c)

(a- 6 + c)
;

(iii) 2(o + 6)(o» + 6» + 3c» + 2o6). 4e, 8^ sec.

B 1. (i) (y' + «»)(!/*-y»«» + *<); (ii) (4y> + 9*»)(16y«-36»V + 81««);

(iii)2(a + 26)(3o + 56). 2. 84. 8. f. 4. (0, i, -f).

C 1.18. 2.(6, l),,-l,-6),
(S±v^t, -5./^t

),

x±:3, *±:4, a;±e *±8, «±:12, x±24 are all possible linear

factors. The far cors are (x + 2) (* + 3) (* — 4)

.

EXESCI8E8 OZXIV. PagM 808-804.

2. x-y, x-y; x-y. 8. 32^, 27". 4. f 125; 'f 19683;

'1^432; ^3', 'fl28. 6. 1. 9. **-xV + y^; ** +*V +

x*y*+y*
S 1

*'-«V* ate
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1

mUCTlM OZXY. rsffM S09—tll.

t. (15 + 3/7-5»/5-|/35)-i-4; -(8 + 2i/15)+2; (|/77-/55 +

5/7-5v^5)^2. 2. 202. 8. ^Tl; '^16875. 4. 59. 5. 1 +

I 3; 4+1/7; 5- i/'l. 6. /5+/7; /ll+|/6; |/13-|/5;

1/5-/2; Vl-V'i; 3+|/5. 7. |/6-^v^8; i/15- |/6; ia2 +

vis, v/8-»/5; 1/10+/6; |/27-24. 10, /3. 11.(1)10.

(2)7. (3)6. (4)4or-V. (5) -^. (6) /»• (7)0. (8) 4(a + 6).

(9) 3 or -32. (10) ±H. (H) ±3. (12) 5 or - 8. (13) 2 or

-i. (14) (4=fci/280)+6. (15) 'p-g)'-i-2(f. 18. (/5+./G-

»/7)(|/5-i/6+i/7)(t/5-i/6-v/7). 14.a^-l + o'. 16. *»-

lOx + 18-0. 17. i/6+»/8+»/10.

BXEBCUBS CXXTI. P«gM SIS- SIS.

A 1. ")«(* + 6)(3i- 4); (ii) (2x-3y + 5«)(x + 2j/-32); (iii) (o +

6-c + tO(<i-fc + c + '0(ft + c-a + <0(<' + c + a-<0- 2.-3; -24.

8. i^ vxV +'V +*V + y*- 4. 2, i, (l±2i/^) + 5.

5. 50| ft. by 50t ft.

v/125 ^
5^_/125\

2 ' 2 /'
B l.(^

/5±i/o 5=Fv'5\ /5:
:«),(? 2. 4; 24.

4. 1, -1.

C 1. 2, i. 2. {X + a + b){x + a- h){x- a + h){x~ a-b). 8. x = 4.

4. -ft- 6. (i) (m + nx + TO — n)(m-ni + m + n). (ii) (x + l)(x—

2)(x-?)(x-10). 7. (3, 4), (-i I).

BZSBaSES CXXVni. Paget SSO—S21.

\. Itnn. 8. o»= c + 3a. 4. o« = rf + 4a»-2. 5. (or-cp)»-4(6r-

cg) (og - 6p) =• 0. 6. o» + 2c» = 3a6». 7. -^ ^-- 8. ca.
V 9

9. mn -0=0, or n =— 10. Ptn» = a»(P + m'), or l = -„ +—
6 C ^« 1 1

11. o»P+6»m»= l

1

»• 9 P

P TO'

1

o + l 6 + 1 c + 1

d + 1
-3.
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A 1. 07*' -53* -17-0. 2. 2(-ldbK -8). 4. x» + 2*»-_8« + l.

6. (1,_2, 3), (3,2,1), {(6±|/~3) + 3, (6=f2|/]-8)-: 3,

(6±i/-3)j^3}, (-1,-2,-3), (-3,-2,-1), i(-6±i/-3) + 3,

(-6=F2v/^^)-f-3, (-6±v'-3)-i-3J.

B 1. For a; -I ami 3A; for KxOA; for x<f and for *>8t\.

3. Each - Huni of x and y niultiplcK of numeratorH divided l»y

the X and y multiples of denoniinntorH, etc. 5. 72.

C i. (x-y)(x + y)(x + y-(i)(x + y-^a). 2.1. 8. 3, (3±i/3) :-2.

5. 33| mi. an hour; 48^ mi.

D 1. (i) (i + 3+v'2)(x + 3-i/2); (ii) (x-^r+ v\')ix-i-Vh^)-
2. A circle of radius 5. 4. b is zero, and then the common
factor is x, or 6 is 9 and then the common factor is x + 3. 5. 5.

^"'"
da. 8.(2,1),E 2. (i) (- +— + -) of work; (ii)

^ t TO 11
' mn + nl + lm

(-2, -1), (±6-1/569,^5^1/569). 4. (i) (2x-8»/-5«)(x +

5j/-3«); (ii) (x + l)(z» + p-lx + l).

F 1. 8 mi. and 10 mi. an hr. 8. 1, c(o-6)-f-o(6-c). 4, (i)

«» + 9x» + 23x + 15; (ii) x» - 26x + 6' - j/» + 2ay - o'.

G 1. (4, -3), (-3, 4). 8. 5,7. 4. (i) (5x-2y)(2x + 3y);

(ii) (3a;-2y + «)(x + 2i/-32). 5. 5(x-3)« + 37(x-3)» + 148(x-3)

+ 91.

H 1. 6i. 2. Not true off 8. Equals 4. 4. (-|' g-)-

I 8. $1.00 and 6|c. a lb. 4. to = 3 and the two roots are 3 and

3, or TO = 5 and the two roots are 5 and 5.

J 1. (i) (a + b + c)^'S; (ii) fHF- 2. 27. 4. (i) (nx-6)

(c3^-dx + c); (ii) (x-l)(x + 2)(z-4)(2x + 3). 5. -ttt; min-

imum for X = |.

K 2. ( + 5, +7), ( + 7, +5), (-5, -7), (-7, -5). 8. The latter

excludes the solution (x = 0, y = 0) of the former. 5. (x-l)* + 5

(x-l)* + 10 (x-l)» + 10 (x-l)» + 5 (x-1).




